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frontispiece. This plan of the Prophet’s mosque in Medina, al-Haram an-Nabawı m,
shows (with green domes) the burial places of Muhammad and Famtima (top left);
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Islamic hagiography is a rich, expansive repository of religion, history, and
culture. As with so many areas of the still-young field of Islamic studies,
countless written sources have yet to be rediscovered and edited, and trans-
lation remains in most instances a still-more-remote prospect. A cursory
search for “Muslim Saints” in the Library of Congress online catalog turns
up over two hundred titles of fairly recent vintage, the vast majority of which
are (evidently) by Muslims writing in non-European languages. Though the
topic is by no means a museum piece, material is still largely inaccessible to
the wider reading public. With few exceptions, European and American schol-
ars interested in the hagiographical sources have used the documentation to
reconstruct historical and cultural contexts, institutional developments, and
the careers of major individual figures.

The majority of scholarly analysis, originating particularly in the disciplines
of history, anthropology, and political science, has focused on the history of
Sufism. But the story these sources tell is a much bigger one, and a study of
Friends of God must look to a broader canvas than that of Sufism. The immense
patrimony of Islamic hagiographical sources has yet to generate adequate inter-
est in the windfall of insights into the religious and ethical life of Muslims that
await discovery in these sources. Interrogating the sources about “what really
happened” is, of course, an essential ingredient in understanding them.
However, we must also let the sources speak for themselves, even—perhaps
especially—when they seem to venture into the realm of the preternatural.
To do so by no means calls for a naïve, uncritical reading of this often multi-
layered material. It simply acknowledges that though many written sources
offer potentially important historically verifiable data, much hagiographical
material offers a great deal more. Even when an author appears to have slipped
off the straight path of “fact” onto the mucky byways and quick sands of
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credulity, we can learn something from such sources. Here the challenge is to
find a solid methodological basis for evaluating the less verifiable claims of
many hagiographical sources. In this book, I suggest such a broad method.

Storytelling remains the most effective way to tell a story. This statement
is no mere tautology. The larger story is how and why accounts of colorful
religious figures have captured the attention of countless millions of Muslims
for nearly fourteen hundred years. To explore these questions, we need to
situate written hagiographical sources in the broader context of the human-
ities and appreciate their distinctive and even unique features. To tell the
larger story, we must fashion a set of tools for appreciating how the numer-
ous smaller stories communicate the ineffable. Great poetry has some poten-
tial to inform readers about the life and times of the poet, but scholars
generally acknowledge that this potential is very limited. Readers of a great
poem do not ordinarily feel constrained to ask whether the poem’s subject
“really happened.” A successful poem reveals far more about the inner life
of the poet—and that of his or her reader. As in poetry, imagination in the
hagiographies I look at here is an essential key to letting the smaller tales
unfold the larger narrative.

This book tells stories about a host of characters whom many Muslims
have regarded as astonishing despite their ordinariness. In the chapters that
follow, I hope to offer a way of understanding how those characters have
functioned in the lives of Muslims of diverse cultural, social, economic,
and political contexts. Questions of historicity, though generally shifted to
the background, have their place here, particularly in looking at institu-
tional developments. But above all, readers need to become travelers in the
realms of the religious imagination as well as in those of space and time.
This book offers a broad introduction to the global phenomenon of Islamic
personalities who function as embodiments or personifications of sanctity.
With such a broad thematic overview, one cannot also provide in a single
volume the kind of in-depth historical and literary analysis necessary to
appreciate the many faces of individual Friends in the varied accounts of
them and to understand the ways in which diverse historical contexts have
shaped these multifaceted portrayals. A companion anthology now in
preparation, will provide further literary and historical context and supply
additional depth and breadth through multiple examples of hagiographical
texts in over a dozen languages.

An important organizational-methodological premise here is that Islamic
hagiography is not limited to accounts of the post-prophetic figures called
“Friends of God” in the narrower, more technical sense of the term. Stories
of the prophets, from Adam to Muhammad, as well as accounts of exem-
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plary individuals of the earliest generations of Muslims and the Shı < ı mimams
of the subsequent two and a half centuries or so, are all considered here as
part of a continuum of tradition and lore that has perdured down to our day.

This volume is both premature and long overdue. It is premature in the
sense that much detailed work remains to be done in the study of individ-
ual texts and regional traditions of hagiography. Scholarly analysis of the
vast caches of material, in well over a dozen major languages from across the
globe, is still in its infancy. And the next level of needed scholarship,
diachronic studies of primary sources’ interpretations of individual Friends
across time and over cultural and linguistic boundaries, has similarly just
begun. This book is also long overdue, for several reasons. Given the histor-
ical and cultural pervasiveness of the lives and stories of Friends of God, a
need exists for a useful and evocative thematic overview that approaches the
story of Islam as a global tradition. In addition, the increasing tendency of
extremist interpretations of Islam to denounce Friends of God and all they
stand for, as part and parcel of the wholesale rejection of history and culture,
increases the importance of presenting an alternate narrative—a narrative
cultivated and preserved by countless Muslims for many centuries.

the structure of the book

A brief introductory overview of Islamic hagiography in all its color and vari-
ety begins the story. Three perspectives then give structure to the unfolding
narrative. Part 1, gathers accounts of key moments and aspects of the liter-
ary life experiences of Friends of God from birth to death. Major thematic
elements begin to emerge with a look at nativity and infancy narratives, often
sprinkled with the miraculous (chapter 1). Stories of many of the Friends
begin a bit later than infancy, often starting with a moment of “conversion”
(chapter 2) that establishes a new tone in the Friend’s relationship to God
from then on (chapter 3). A common theme in many life stories is that of
the miracle or saintly marvel, and one can again discern a wide range of spe-
cific themes and subtypes among stories of such extraordinary events (chap-
ter 4). Intimations of mortality provide an unmistakable counterbalance to
the spectacular, as manifest in accounts of ordinary human foibles and frail-
ties. Friends also die, and remembrances of their earthly departures are essen-
tial to their stories (chapter 5).

Situating individual prophets and Friends’ life cycles in broader contexts is
the overriding concern of part 2. These contexts include the larger collectivity
of saintly lives and the history of the many local, regional, and even global
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communities that have called these Friends their own. In the stories in this
section, Friends of God relate to their respective societies and local communi-
ties in a variety of ways. They function as moral and spiritual exemplars and
engage in the world as advocates for their people, warriors, and missionaries.
Some Friends choose to stay on the margins of society, and others, particularly
women, are relegated to the fringes through no choice of their own (chapter
6). Many Friends of God have ties to a variety of institutions, whether as
founders or as eponymous ancestors. Some have contributed to the develop-
ment of organizations of spiritual seekers, generally known as Sufis. Most are
identified to some degree with important burial places (chapter 7). In addition,
hagiographical accounts link Friends of God to many important holy sites, cre-
ating interlocking networks of sacred geographies. The presence of exemplars
of devotion and holiness has been an important ingredient in many Muslims’
sense of the larger world and their place in it (chapter 8). So much informa-
tion about Friends of God is historical and often quite ancient. But hundreds
of millions of Muslims across the globe today still calibrate their moral and
spiritual compasses by the lives and deeds of the great ones (chapter 9).

Finally, part 3 addresses the challenge of interpreting the larger implica-
tions of this treasure house of tales. Chapter 10 provides an outline of major
hagiographic literary forms and functions, dipping into the sources for clues
to how their authors intended them to be used and understood. Large theo-
retical issues about the theological, cosmological, and psychological dimen-
sions of the accounts are the focus of chapter 11.

a note on using the book

Pedagogically speaking, I have designed the four sections of the book to build
gradually in complexity and technical precision. The introduction describes
a broad historical development, highlighting several types of literary mate-
rial, but does so in fairly general terms. The five chapters of part 1 rely almost
entirely on anecdotes, arranged thematically, so that the reader can gradu-
ally make acquaintance with major figures and become familiar with episodes
from the lives of diverse personalities. Part 2’s four chapters blend increas-
ingly noticeable, but still generally unthreatening, elements of historical data
and theoretical concepts into the narratives. Finally, part 3 shifts from nar-
rative elements to focus almost entirely on background issues.

I situated these two chapters at the end of the book rather than at the begin-
ning because many readers might be daunted by an immediate immersion in
theory and technical terminology. Readers already broadly familiar with the
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Islamic religious tradition, including teachers who want to incorporate this vol-
ume into formal courses in Islamic studies, might want to begin with chapters
10 and 11, thereby establishing a theoretical and methodological framework
for reading the stories in parts 1 and 2. Alternatively, teachers might opt to tap
into segments of the last two chapters selectively, in the course of reading parts
1 and 2 (referring, for example, to chapter 11’s section on miracles and mar-
vels when students read chapter 4).

My choice of a generally thematic structure neither means to suggest, nor
reflects the conclusion, that Islamic hagiography is essentially a patchwork of
formulaic accounts. Some patterns do emerge from a broad study of the mate-
rial, and my decision to focus on many of those common themes and “types”
of story or character is largely pedagogical in intent. This volume’s primary
goal is to allow readers to make an introductory acquaintance with a vast sub-
ject. In no way do I mean to sidestep the methodological complexity and sophis-
tication a deeper study of the subject requires, and which mark the works of
so many scholars on which I have relied.

The remarkable hagiographical works I discuss in this book are far more
than the sum of the engaging tales gathered here; their structures and plans
are far more substantial than would be possible in mere collections of inter-
changeable narrative units and plots; and their subjects are ultimately far
more subtle and rounded than one can tell from the sometimes hit-and-miss
effect of a thematic approach. I hope that these stories and themes will kin-
dle in readers a desire to fill in the countless gaps by further pursuing this
most rewarding tributary to the greater Islamic tradition.

resources and technicalities

Research for this volume has relied on a relatively limited store of primary
sources, both in their languages of origin and in translation, as well as a much
larger trove of secondary research. My non-English access to the former is
confined to works in Arabic and Persian, and in the latter instance, to publi-
cations in French, German, Spanish, and Italian. (Though I give most titles
both in their original languages and in English, my presentation of a title in
English is strictly for the reader’s information and does not necessarily mean
that the work is available in translation.) Throughout the book, I have drawn
especially on sources that tend to recount the stories of the Friends in gener-
ally fulsome narratives and less so on those that compile hadithlike briefer
anecdotes and sayings. I confess a personal bias toward <Attamr’s Persian
Tadhkirat al-awliyam,, truly a masterpiece of narrative art and a vastly influ-
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ential work in its own right. Paul Losensky has done a most welcome trans-
lation of much of this text for the Paulist Press Classics of Western Spirituality
series, but when the present volume went to press, that work had not yet
appeared. Much as I would have liked to acknowledge in greater detail the
countless intertextual connections among the great hagiographies, I have lim-
ited such  cross-references because of constraints of time and space. Serious
attention here to that dimension of the larger hagiographical story would have
required a multivolume product.

In the hopes of making this volume useful to scholars interested in pursu-
ing the subject further, I have included a considerable amount of bibliograph-
ical material. To maximize utility of this material and make the most efficient
use of space, I have provided bibliographical information in endnotes rather
than in a formal bibliography, presorting relevant entries as cleanly as possi-
ble according to historical, thematic, and geographical context.

Technical terms often require some clarification or special consideration in
translation. I have leaned toward calling the book’s many paradigmatic figures
“Friends of God” but have also retained the most commonly used “non-
Islamic” renderings of walı mand walamya—namely, “saint” and “sainthood”—
as well as cognates such as “saintly” and “saintliness,” and analogous terms
such as “sage” or “righteous or authentic one” (some of which appear as syn-
onyms or subcategories of the Islamic notion of Friend of God). My first bias
rests on the conviction that because the paradigmatic figures in this book
exhibit a number of characteristics in Islamic sources not found in the sources
of Christianity or other traditions, one needs a way to acknowledge their
uniqueness. At the same time, the desirability of avoiding cumbersome cir-
cumlocutions calls for some flexibility in the use of terms.

Transliteration always poses certain technical problems, but in a book
whose subject covers as many linguistic and cultural contexts as this one does,
the challenges are huge. My overarching concern has been to achieve a con-
sistency in transliteration that would facilitate reading and  cross-referencing.
To that end, I have privileged a modified standard system of transliterating
Arabic and have tried to use that system consistently where the language of
origin (especially of personal or place names) was Arabic or Persian. I have
also used this system for technical terms of Arabic or Persian origin that are
in other linguistic contexts (e.g., if a Malay source mentioned an “eviden-
tiary miracle,” I used mu<jiza rather than mujiza). I have simplified the sys-
tem by placing long marks over vowels as well as using the < for the ayn and
, for the hamza, but I have not included the sub- and supralinear dots with
consonants. My rationale is that whereas the nonspecialist reader will find
clues to correct pronunciation in the macrons, only specialists would appre-
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ciate the sub-/supralinear apparatus that betokens more difficult variations
in pronunciation. With those specialists in mind, however, I have retained a
full system of transliteration in the index. Terms that are now in wide usage,
such as shaykh, hadith, and imam are spelled according to the conventions
of Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Eleventh Edition.

I have included death dates for individuals, when they were readily avail-
able, in both the Hijrı m lunar and Gregorian solar date systems, in the index.
I did so to make chronological data readily available without interrupting
the flow of reading. Dual dates also appear throughout the text: a date
expressed in the Islamic lunar calendar is given first (Hijrı m, i.e., after the
Hijra of 622), followed by a slash and the date in the Gregorian calendar—
for example, 1/622. Finally, I use the term Islamicate to refer to societies,
cultures, and artifacts deeply influenced by the religious tradition of Islam
but not “Islamic” in the strictly religious sense.
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Every major faith tradition has devised important ways of acknowledging
and communicating the paradigmatic status and magnetism of its central per-
sonalities. Whether religious adherents describe these personalities as
founders, companions of founders (who are custodians of the tradition),
prophets, saints, martyrs, sages, seers, or teachers, they locate in each of these
figures a particular revelation, wisdom, insight, authority, organizational
genius, or model of perfect commitment.

One of the richest repositories of lore about such irresistible exemplary
characters resides in the tales told by the approximately 1.3 billion people
who identify themselves as Muslims. Like other treasuries of stories about
amazing people, this repository belongs, in a way, to all of us. However, schol-
ars, non-Muslim and Muslim alike, have barely begun to mine this extraor-
dinary mother lode of marvelous tales. Important exceptions exist: Many
stories circulate about Muhammad, the prophets who preceded him, and the
most important members of the first and second generations of Muslims,
the Prophet’s Companions and Followers. Moreover, hundreds of millions
of Egyptians, Iraqis, Moroccans, Turks, Nigerians, Pakistanis, and Indonesians
are familiar with tales of later Muslim exemplars of regional and local impor-
tance. And one can point to a small handful of post-Prophetic models of holi-
ness, such as the sixth-/twelfth-century <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jilamnı m, who have
enjoyed virtually global celebrity. Scores of other exemplary men and
women, lauded in their times and places as embodiments of authentic Islamic
faith and values, await rediscovery by a wider public.

Both in the past and in more recent times, religious authorities in some
predominantly Muslim societies have deemphasized (or even denied) the pos-
sibility that “holiness” can inhere in an exemplary way in ordinary human
beings. They have decried as blasphemous, and denounced as mere “folk
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piety,” the age-old narratives, beliefs, and practices through which many com-
munities of Muslims celebrate certain individuals as “Friends of God.” During
certain periods of history, they have mounted vigorous campaigns to purge
such aberrations from the general populace, in the interest of restoring the
tradition that they deem to be pristine Islam. Pure Islam, they believe, existed
only at the time of Muhammad, and with each succeeding generation, this
once-pure form has become more elusive and diluted.

hagiography in the prophetic age

Despite resistance to recognizing holiness in ordinary human beings, even
the most stringent critics of “popular” or “folk” Islam throughout history
have recognized that telling the life stories of some exemplary figures is
essential to passing along the faith. Such exceptional human beings include
the prophets, beginning with Adam; proceeding with such major figures as
Abraham, Moses, and Jesus;, and culminating in Muhammad—a list that
already numbers over two dozen people. In addition, even the guardians of
“pure” Islam did not hesitate to list several score men and women who lived
with and around Muhammad and enjoyed spiritual and religious favor. At
the least, they acknowledged the importance of these people’s eye- and ear-
witness relationships with the last Prophet. But the list did not stop with
these Companions of Muhammad. The Followers, descendants of the
Companions, continue to enjoy elevated status as custodians of the com-
munity’s most precious memories. They are still human, to be sure, but they
are hardly run-of-the-mill figures.

The faithful have enshrined stories of these prophetic and postprophetic
figures since the earliest generations. Many tales of the prophets, including
those about Muhammad, sparkle with intimations of the extraordinary, from
signs and wonders surrounding their births and infancies to spectacular divine
interventions to protect the people to whom God sent his emissaries. Though
the Qur,amn is by no means a hagiographical work, some of its narrative ele-
ments share important features with hagiographical accounts. In fact,
Muhammad’s critics charged that his Qur,amnic utterances were little more
than warmed-over “fables of the ancients.”1 The Qur,amn clearly indicates that
its prophetic narratives have an essentially ethical purpose: to teach lessons
and motivate listeners to mend their ways. As we shall see, authors of many
hagiographical works share this motive. Although the Qur,amnic narratives
perhaps focus more explicitly on this purpose than do hagiographic narra-
tives generally, one can argue persuasively that the scriptural materials pro-
vide important continuity with post-Qur,amnic hagiographic literature.
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Stories of causes for amazement did not vanish after Muhammad’s death.
An important literary subgenre celebrates the unique gifts of Muhammad’s
Companions and Followers. It focused on the “excellences” or “special
virtues” (fadam,il) of these remarkable figures, giving prominence to the
Prophet’s wives. Significant chapters in the most authoritative collections of
hadith literature, of primary importance in preserving the words and deeds
of Muhammad, extol similar strengths in his successors. The qualities of
these figures go far beyond the mundane and well into the realm of at least
preternatural characteristics.

Companions such as Abum Bakr and <Umar, for example, partook of mar-
velous events in Muhammad’s presence and enjoyed gifts of remarkable
dreams, striking clairvoyance, and the ability to know of events occurring at
a great distance. Two excellent examples of miracle stories from the hadith
come from Abum Hurayra, a highly revered transmitter of traditions. The
reports cite Muhammad’s accounts of extraordinary experiences of talking
animals. In one, an individual uses his ox to tote baggage. Deeply offended,
the ox complains that it was created to plow the earth and draw water and
was meant for more than carrying heavy loads. In the other story, a shep-
herd chases after a wolf that has snatched a goat, only to have the wolf remind
the shepherd that a day may come when only the wolf is keeping an eye on
the flocks.2 The hadith collections also mention a number of early Muslims
who later gained recognition for their piety, which grew out of their unique
relationships with Muhammad (Uways, Abum ‘d-Dardam,, and Salmamn the
Persian).3

In addition to the various preternatural elements I have mentioned, a
noteworthy hagiographical feature in the stories of the earliest Muslims is
the quality of their relationships with Muhammad. The figures came first
not only chronologically but also in the intensity of their personal attach-
ment and loyalty to the Prophet and in his affection for them. Stories about
the warmth and intimacy of their bonds to Muhammad offered an impor-
tant model for subsequent hagiographers who sought to describe later exam-
ples of piety and devotion.

post-prophetic developments

Within less than a century after the death of Muhammad, more integrated
historical and literary approaches to the “life stories” (siyar, pl. of sı mra) of
the Prophet and early exemplary Muslims began to emerge. Ibn Isha mq’s sec-
ond-/eighth-century Life of Muhammad, amplified substantially several
generations later by Ibn Hishamm, was to become a foundational work in the
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history of Islamic hagiographical literature. After tracing Muhammad’s
genealogy back to Adam, the work situates the Prophet on the Arabian
Peninsula in the late sixth/early seventh century. Countless reports of
Muhammad’s words and actions, along with other stories about him and
poetic reflections on the meaning of his life, appear in this substantial vol-
ume.4 Muhammad’s exploits, and those of his chief Companions (Abum Bakr,
<Umar, <Uthmamn, and <Alı m, known as the Rightly Guided Caliphs) were also
the subject of two new literary genres: maghamzı m,“raiding stories,” and futumh,
“conquest narratives.” Al-Wamqidı mwas the best-known author of the former,
and although neither genre precisely qualifies as hagiography, both include
elements that connect them to the larger traditions from which hagio-
graphical works draw their material.5

By the mid-second/-eighth century, another important genre, the biog-
raphical dictionary, had come into being within the larger movement of
hadith scholarship. The earliest generations of Muslims had not systemati-
cally committed to writing the sayings attributed to Muhammad or the anec-
dotes about him. They had entrusted these treasures to the memory of
Muslims who had become the custodians of tradition by an organic process
of oral transmission. But as the Muslim community expanded into new social
and cultural contexts, a growing need to turn to the Prophet’s authority in
the regulation of community affairs required a systematic and reliable effort
to preserve prophetic tradition. Scholars fanned out across the Muslim com-
munities of the Middle East and North Africa, gathering and writing down
countless hadiths as well as the names of the hundreds of individuals
acknowledged as transmitters of the material. Whenever a reporter cited a
hadith, he or she prefaced the “quote“ with a retrospective chain (isnamd) of
transmitters: people who had heard it from someone, who heard it from
someone else, and so on, all the way back to either the Prophet or to an
authoritative early Muslim (typically a Companion or Follower).

Because the text, or body (matn), of a hadith was only as trustworthy as
the least reliable link in the chain of transmitters, scholars needed to devise
a means of evaluating the veracity of individuals named in the chains. Thus
was the biographical anthology invented as a principal tool in the “science
of men” (<ilm ar-rijaml), providing scholars a ready reference by which to rank
hadiths on a scale of trustworthiness. Ibn Sa<d’s Great Book of Classifications
(Kitamb at-tabaqamt al-kabı mr), for example, begins with a life of Muhammad,
proceeds through often rather detailed sketches of the Companions, and
includes generally less fulsome entries on later individuals. Though this
genre does not qualify as hagiography, it eventually became the model for
an explicitly hagiographical genre dedicated to stories of Friends of God.
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Another important related genre that began to emerge in the third/ninth
century is that of the “universal history.” Works of this type situate the sto-
ries of the prophets in global history. Their purpose is quite different from
those of the other genres I have discussed. Sometimes commissioned by the
princely class, the histories sought to bolster the reputations of their patrons
as cosmopolitan rulers. They include stories and characters from a wide range
of religious traditions (Buddha, Jesus <[I Msam], and Zoroaster, for example)—
not always presenting these figures in an entirely favorable light, to be sure,
but nevertheless acknowledging them as part of the known world. Their
intended public was generally smaller than were the audiences that enjoyed
qisas (“tales”) and hikamya (“narrative”) forms (about which more shortly)
but was perhaps broader than those addressed by the biographical diction-
aries. Among the earliest examples are the Arabic histories of Ya<qumbı m, Tabarı m,
and Mas<umdı m. Their accounts of the great religious figures, especially of the
prophets from Adam to Jesus, have much in common with those of, for exam-
ple, the Tales of the Prophets (to be discussed shortly). Persian and Turkish
authors likewise composed in this genre. Rashı md ad-Dı mn’s early eighth-/
fourteenth-century Universal History (Jammi< at-tawamrı mkh), Hamfiz-i Abrum’s
early ninth-/fifteenth-century Compendium of History (Majma< at-
tawamrı mkh), and Sayyid Luqmamn’s late tenth-/sixteenth century Turkish Cream
of Histories (Zubdat at-tawamrı mkh) all include important episodes from the
lives of prophets and saints. In these universal histories, the emphasis shifts
from edification to education and entertainment for the already well educated.
The tenth-/sixteenth-century Ottoman Turkish work Rosary of Historical
Reports (Subhat al-akhbamr), for example, does in abbreviated fashion what
the universal histories do at length: it traces the lineages of the sultans all the
way back to the beginning of creation via the prophets. A “theology of his-
tory” is at work here, similar to the one that carefully traces Muhammad’s
lineage back to Adam in the first great biography of the Prophet. In this case,
the historian also positions the sultans over a line of mostly Persian heroes
and mostly Arab rulers. The genre’s potential for expressing at least an implied
theory of political legitimacy, and its positioning of members of a royal line,
such as the Ottoman sultans, as successors to the prophets, makes a power-
ful claim to religious as well as temporal authority.

tales of the prophets and the hagiographical
anthology

One major genre, whose development occurred chiefly from the fifth/
eleventh century on, focused on the prophetic material that was but one
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ingredient of the “universal histories.” A number of works entitled Tales of
the Prophets (Qisas al-anbiyam,) focused on a more or less common set of
two dozen or so major sacred figures from Adam to Jesus and unfurled a
sweeping historical panorama of divine providence and revelation. Tha<labı m,
Tarafı mof Cordova, and Kisam,ı mwrote in Arabic, and they were eventually joined
by a number of Persian and Turkish contributors to the genre. These works,
which frequently found use as aids for preachers and professional story-
tellers, provided a host of interesting and entertaining details about how God
worked through his principal messengers to humankind.6

Other works that qualify as “biographical anthology,” though they have
a more distinctly hagiographical flavor, are the collected lives of important
Sufis, which came into vogue in the early fifth/eleventh century and
remained popular. The earliest of these works preserved the “classification”
format of the hadith scholars’ key reference tool, the biographical diction-
ary of transmitters, but transformed the notion of “classes” or “categories”
(tabaqamt) into that of “generations.” Sulamı m’s Arabic Generations of the Sufis
(Tabaqamt as-Sufı mya) and Ansamrı m’s Persian reworking of it established the pop-
ularity of the genre, emphasizing the importance of spiritual genealogy and
lineage in establishing spiritual credibility and authority. Later developments
of the hagiographical anthology form shifted the emphasis somewhat to
underscore their subjects’ conversions, miraculous deeds, and sayings.
Examples of this genre include Abum Nu<aym al-Isfahamnı m’s Arabic Ornament
of the Friends of God (Hilyat al-awliyam,) and Farı md ad-Dı mn <Attamr’s Persian
Remembrances of God’s Friends (Tadhkirat al-awliyam,). Such works have
provided an enormous amount of narrative material for subsequent chap-
ters of this book.7 An important variation on the biographical anthology
includes major works whose authors limit their material to sketches of
revered individuals they knew personally, or of members of a particular Sufi
organization.

Treatments of the lives of individual holy figures gradually became more
common throughout the Middle East, the Maghrib (North Africa and
Spain), and South and Southeast Asia. Taking their cue, at least indirectly,
from Ibn Hisha mm’s life of Muhammad, works of this sort naturally afforded
greater scope for details of all kinds, both marvelous and mundane. Among
the earliest Arabic and Persian examples were biographies of the mystics
and Sufi founders Ibn Khafı mf, Abu m Isha mq  al-Ka mzaru mnı m, and Abu m Sa< ı md ibn
Abı m ‘l-Khayr. In Southeast Asia, the hikamyat (narrative) became a popular
vehicle for recounting the stories of individual prophets as well as later
Friends of God. A narrative form akin to the genres of autobiography and
diary also provided a great deal of information with hagiographical ele-
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ments. Finally, another important source on individual figures, one that
emphasizes the sayings of the principal subject rather than his or her deeds,
is the malfu mza mt, “utterances” or “discourses.” Chapter 10 discusses these
and similar works in greater detail.

This brief initial overview of the history of Islamic hagiography can only
hint at the immense wealth of this vast tradition and the host of characters it
enshrines. For now, however, the important point is that from the earliest years
of Islamic history, Muslims have cherished the uniqueness and importance
of certain divinely favored individuals. This elevated status did not end with
the last Prophet but was shared, albeit in a somewhat diminished form, by
persons of subsequent generations. Though Muslim sources began to distin-
guish rather early on between prophets and Friends of God, the tradition has
in fact made room for a broad spectrum of exemplars of holiness and piety. I
begin this book with the dual conviction that a credible overview of Islamic
hagiography must take into consideration this sense of historical and spiri-
tual continuity and that one can account for this element without diminish-
ing the distinctive role of prophets in Islamic belief. Many classic Islamic works
give ample foundation and precedent for this conviction.

hagiography and its subjects

A recent study of the life of a major fourteenth-/twentieth-century Muslim
figure describes hagiography as “an active process of identity formation in
conceptual space somewhere between memory and history. That is,  hag-
 iography retains origins as diffuse as memory, yet it is as purposeful and
politically driven as history.”8 For present purposes, I suggest a working dis-
tinction among the following types of sources: works whose primary pur-
pose is to retell the stories of paradigmatic religious figures; works that
include elements of such stories as part of a larger historical or cultural frame-
work; and works that include theoretical or systematic analyses of key ele-
ments of the lives of prophets and Friends of God. No matter how one defines
hagiography, however, one has to appreciate the range of characters that make
up its subject matter.

Among the many terms for exemplars of devotion and conduct, and for
embodiments of the loftiest relationships to God, arguably the most impor-
tant is walı m. I have generally translated it as “Friend (of God),” though “pro-
tégé” would also be apt. The term appears in the Qur,amn in various contexts
but has been most widely understood in postscriptural Islamic religious lit-
erature as suggesting protection, patronage, and even intimacy. Scholars have
spent considerable time discussing the meanings and interrelationships of
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two cognate substantive nouns, walamya and wilamya. Vincent Cornell suggests
a useful distinction, defining the former term as “the nature/essence of a per-
son’s sainthood” and the latter as “the actions of the saint as experienced by
others”—that is, “the outward visage” of Friendship with God. Cornell asso-
ciates the “inner” walamya especially with the epistemological concerns of
more speculative Sufism and the “outer” wilamya with manifestations of spir-
itual power.9

Another important term or title in Middle Eastern lore is Qiddı ms, “holy
one.” Arabic-speaking Christians use this term to refer to their “saints,” indi-
viduals elevated by an often-complex process of examination and authenti-
cation. Interestingly, Middle Eastern Christians have named many of their
parishes and local church communities after figures whom European or
“Latin” Christian churches rarely identify as “saints.” They principally name
them after figures more typically identified as prophets or patriarchs, such
as Abraham. “Saint Abraham” may strike the Western ear oddly, but it
sounds fine to the Christians of Iraq and Iran. Other commonly used and
rather generic terms in the classic sources are samlih (righteous) and samdiq
(truthful).

Stories of the Friends of God have been preserved in a wide variety of lit-
erary forms. But one can discern equal, if not greater, diversity in the types
of holy persons depicted in this vast and still largely untapped historical
record. These sources depict a variety of social contexts and spiritual odysseys,
and they often tailor their presentations of Friends’ lives and personalities
to their intended audiences. Some depict Friends in urban contexts, whereas
others place their protagonists in more rural settings.10 Some saintly figures
enjoy a fairly direct and apparently effortless journey toward union with
God. They find themselves “being drawn” (jadhb) to God, and sources refer
to them as majdhumb. Others, the “wayfarer” (samlik), clearly need to struggle
and exercise constant vigilance as they seek God. Finally, some accounts so
emphasize elements of the fantastic, marvelous, and seemingly superhuman
that they inspire no more than distant admiration for the Friends they depict.
Friends in other stories are more accessible to the ordinary person. Because
their deeds are more down to earth, more obviously within reach of the aver-
age believer, well-intentioned folk can imagine imitating these Friends.11

Finally, a dichotomy exists between the socially respectable holy person, and
the “fool for God.” Whereas Friends in the former category are typically con-
nected with organizations with some standing and authority in their com-
munities, those in the latter category are frequently loners who choose to
live on the margins of society and are sometimes referred to as muwallahs
(those who are ecstatically crazed) or malammatı ms (those who are willing to
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incur blame and derision). One might consider malammatı ms to be a subset, or
perhaps an extreme example, of renunciants (zamhid), who are best known
for their asceticism (zuhd).

Perhaps the largest category of terms for describing Friends of God refers
to the individual’s relationship with God, either conveying a direct relation-
ship or placing the Friend within a cosmic hierarchical structure. Those who
are believed to be closest to God are often described as “fully realized”
(muhaqqiq), or as “intimate or experiential knowers” (<amrif), whereas major
figures in the cosmological structure might be the “pole or axis” (qutb),
“pegs” (awtamd), and “substitutes” (abdaml). Because Friends stand between
humankind and God, they often function as mediators or intercessors.
Wielding the gift of marvels, Friends perform countless deeds that benefit
and astonish their constituencies, including healing and managing other-
wise untamed elements of nature. In many historical and geographical con-
texts, arguably the Friend’s knowledge-intensive role as “power broker” is
the factor that comes to the fore most often.12

Many hagiographical works emerge explicitly from Sufi organizations
and thus describe their subjects largely in terms that derive from the his-
toric structures, and related ranks and offices, of those groups. The most
important Friends of God are often individuals credited with founding Sufi
orders, and their immediate successors are then ranked next in the organi-
zational hierarchy. Hagiographies of some orders present the groups as
microcosms of the larger community of Muslims, with its spiritual descent
from Muhammad and his Companions. Orders also appear as miniature ver-
sions of the cosmos itself. They may have structural features such as the “axis
of the age” at the pinnacle, followed by “substitutes” and other subordinate
figures whose task is to hold the universe together spiritually.13

I could delve much more deeply into background details at this juncture.
But without the personalities of the prophets and Friends, to present more
theory now would be like offering so many fleshless bones. The stories are
the real treasure. They are waiting to be told, so let us allow them to speak
for themselves.
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God’s Friends, and the stories of their lives and times, come in a variety of
shapes and sizes. As personalities, these characters span a broad spectrum,
from shy and reclusive to extroverted and colorful; from vigorously youth-
ful to mellow in their seniority; from confident, perhaps even brash, to con-
sumed with self-criticism. Narrative sources on these paragons of piety and
commitment are equally diverse in tone and content. Moreover, these tales
offer a fascinating repertoire of story types, literary forms whose signature
motifs and structures have made their way across the globe and now pre-
serve a host of distinctive cultural interpretations of the Friends.

In five chapters, part 1 outlines dominant themes in the lives of some of
God’s Friends in all their richness and diversity. Nativity and infancy narra-
tives, among the most distinctive story types, offer a glimpse of the origins
of prophets and saints, charging elements of ordinary humanity with won-
der and divine power (chapter 1). Chapter 2 then traces exemplary footsteps
along the road of conversion and ongoing spiritual struggle. On that path,
prophets and Friends enjoy unique guidance from their divine patron in the
form of dreams and visions, voices and visitors (chapter 3). Even more arrest-
ing are the countless manifestations of power that God works through his
earthly representatives, as told in chapter 4’s tales of miracle and marvel.
Spectacular prerogatives notwithstanding, prophets and Friends are human,
and chapter 5 brings their life stories full circle with reminders of frailty and
mortality.

part i

Stages in the Lives of God’s Friends

•  •  •  •  •
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Among the various subgenres within the expansive category of Islamic
hagiography, those that recount the births, infancies, and childhood years of
God’s Friends are among the most intriguing for both religious and literary
reasons. From a religious perspective, whatever the specific faith tradition,
these accounts underscore the mystery and marvelous nature of divine
involvement in human affairs. As  literary forms, the stories have remark-
able similarities in content and narrative art. Not all biohagiographical
sketches start with stories of beginnings. Those that do share some themes,
symbols, and character types.1 This chapter considers several nativity and
infancy narratives, as well as some tales that follow youthful Friends as they
emerge from childhood.

Except in stories of the early lives of the Friends themselves, children do
not often appear as subjects of hagiographical narratives. Some famous Sufis
report that talking with children is one of several actions (along with hob-
nobbing with one’s enemies and befriending women) sure to erode one’s
spiritual life.2 Other hints of a somewhat negative attitude toward children
occur in various Islamicate literary strands, a topic that is a major study in
its own right. Here I look at the more positive descriptions of how God uses
aspects of the beginnings of the lives of his Friends as vehicles for commu-
nicating the message of divine providence and power.3

13

1. Beginnings Both Humble 
and Spectacular

figure 1. (opposite) After the infant Moses slaps Pharaoh, the ruler threatens to
kill the child. Pharaoh’s daughter intervenes, insisting that the baby was unaware.
As proof, she places a pearl and a live ember before Moses. When the infant
begins to reach for the pearl, Gabriel guides his hand to the ember, which he then
raises to his lips. Juwayrı m, Qisas al-anbiya,, Columbia University Rare Book and
Manuscript Library, X 829.8 Q1/Q (1574–75), 75a.



nativity narratives

Nativity narratives appear in both major types of hagiographic accounts,
those of prophets and those of Friends of God. “Birth” stories of both groups
arguably represent a single literary form. However, because these two
groups of personalities embody theologically distinct presuppositions, cer-
tain subtle thematic variations set them apart. I therefore begin here with
prominent examples of the Islamic tradition’s enshrinement of the origins
of God’s premier spokespersons, the prophets, and suggest some principal
thematic differences from similar accounts of God’s Friends. Although no
clear formal distinction exists between nativity and infancy accounts, I treat
them separately here purely for organizational purposes. Thus, in this chap-
ter, the category of “nativity” story embraces occurrences before the holy
person’s conception, during gestation, and at birth.

From the Tales of the Prophets

Most of the major prophets are the subjects of Qur,amnic texts, although these
scriptural accounts are typically brief and fragmentary, and appear sporadi-
cally in various contexts. Many of these briefer allusions function as moral
examples, reminding listeners and readers of the consequences of rejecting
God’s messengers and the revelations they bring. In many instances, the
works of Qur,amnic exegetes fill in details and expand context, and in the
unique instance of Joseph (Yumsuf), the prophet’s story unfolds in a single lit-
erary unit (sura 12). But the genre we call “tales of the prophets” provides
extended coherent narratives that go well beyond the scriptural accounts.
Tales of the prophets are in the category of hagiographical anthologies or
“collected lives.” Among the most famous and influential works in the genre
are the Arabic works of Tha<labı mand Kisam,ı m. My goal here is to illustrate ele-
ments of genre and theme rather than to rehearse the traditional Islamic
structure of revelation history. I therefore discuss the stories of the prophets
by theme rather than in the order in which they typically occur in the major
sources.

The story of the Arabian prophet Humd features an important theme: the
revelatory dream anticipating the blessed birth. In a dream, Khulumd, of the
tribe of <AMd, sees a chain—a common metaphor for progeny or lineage—
emerging from his loins that is as bright as the sun. A voice informs him
that when he witnesses the chain in a dream again, he is to marry the young
woman chosen for him. He is later instructed to marry a cousin, and when
Humd is conceived, all creation exults and the tribe’s orchards overflow with
fruit. The baby is born on a Friday. Another significant (and often-used)
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metaphor in such dreams is that of the tree emanating brilliant light from
its many limbs, as in the dream of Rebecca that she would bear Isaac’s sons
Jacob and Esau.4

Kanumh (called <Ubayd in Tha<labı mand other sources), the father of another
distinctively Arabian prophet, Sa mlih, experiences similar revelatory signs.
When the seed that would grow into the new prophet becomes mobile within
the father-to-be, a blazing light emits from his body, and he hears a voice
that identifies the light as that of Samlih. Significantly, Kanumh has heretofore
served the idols of the tribe of Thamumd—a parallel to Abraham’s father’s
making his living by carving idols. Kanumh, in his fright, has recourse to the
chief idol, but just before it comes crashing down, the image concedes that
the light is indeed that of a great prophet. Here, as in other tales, an evil king
responds to the perceived threat to his rule by trying to assassinate the prin-
cipal characters; but in this instance, the target is the father, Kanumh. God inter-
venes and spirits the man away to a remote valley, where he sleeps for a
century. Back home a hundred years on, Kanumh’s wife continues to grieve
his presumed death, when a marvelous bird suddenly appears in her court-
yard. It identifies itself as the raven that showed Cain how to bury his brother
Abel. It then offers to lead the woman to her husband. The couple reunites
and conceives Samlih; but God takes Kanumh to himself, and the bird leads his
pregnant wife back home. There, on Friday, the tenth of Muharram (the first
lunar month), she delivers the child, who immediately begins to praise God.5

This detail of timing is also a common feature in nativity narratives in tales
of the prophets, and the annual date continues to be important both to Sunnı m
and (especially) to Shı m<ı m Muslims.

Abraham’s (Ibramhı mm’s) story is among the most extensive in the genre. The
tale begins well in advance of his birth, with anticipatory dreams in this instance
coming to two wicked rulers in succession. Canaan dreams of his own destruc-
tion, and his astrologers inform him that a shepherdess has conceived a child
that will threaten Canaan’s rule. The infant, Nimrod, survives various attempts
to exterminate him and grows up to overthrow Canaan and establish his own
evil regime. These activities set the stage for a second round of revelatory
events, which inform the tyrant that a child will soon be born who will over-
throw him. This time, the newcomer is a prophet rather than a rival king. A
pair of white birds, one of the East and one of the West, enter the scene to fore-
shadow a series of dreams and apparitions. As in other dream stories, Nimrod’s
dream features brilliant lights emanating from the father-to-be. As in other
stories, too, the evil ruler learns that his destruction will come from within his
own house. This time the nemesis will be Abraham, whose father, called AMzar
in most Islamic sources, has long been a trusted servant of Nimrod.6 Nimrod
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immediately initiates a murderous seven-year hunt for all male children, only
to find that Abraham has not yet been conceived. AMzar’s wife is old and bar-
ren but reports to him that she has mysteriously begun to menstruate again.
When the two conceive Abraham, a new star ascends in the heavens and sends
the idols in the Ka<ba crashing down from their pedestals. As we shall see, ris-
ing stars and falling idols go with the territory.

Again Nimrod launches a slaughter of innocents, and another dream
informs him that his nemesis is yet to be delivered. His agents go to AMzar’s
house, but God conceals the pregnancy from the visitors. And when the time
for childbirth arrives, according to Kisa m,ı m’s account, an angel leads the child’s
mother to the cave where the prophets Idrı ms and Noah were born, and she
delivers on Friday, the tenth of Muharram. She hides the baby in the cave,
where wild animals protect him, and she visits him every three days. In an
interesting variation, Tha<labı m includes an account in which Abraham’s
mother bears him in a wadi, a seasonal riverbed that was then dry, and hides
him in some rushes. Thereafter, his father takes the baby to a riverside and
excavates a tunnel in which to hide him. Turning over a new generation,
Abraham’s own wife, Sarah, eventually conceives their son Isaac on the night
on which God had destroyed Lot and his family. When the child is born, his
forehead radiates light, and he immediately prostrates himself before God.7

The birth of Moses (Mumsam) is likewise foreshadowed by ominous dreams,
in which Pharaoh gets a glimpse of his own ignominious end, through the
auspices of a child born within his own household. Like Nimrod, the Egyptian
ruler sets out to slaughter all male children. Amram (<Imramm), Moses’s father,
has been accustomed to sleeping at the foot of Pharaoh’s bed, but God now
carries Amram’s wife to the royal bedchamber on the wings of a bird so that
the couple can conceive the prophet. When a new star arises, Pharaoh’s
astrologers deliver the bad news to his majesty, who again seeks the lives of
all male children. But Moses’s mother hides the baby in the stove. Unaware
of this fact, her daughter lights the oven; and when guards come shortly there-
after in search of the baby, they look everywhere but the stove. There God has
kept the baby safe, and when his mother returns and flies into a panic at her
daughter’s actions, the infant reassures her from within the stove that all is
well. Tha<labı malso includes a version of the oven incident but prefaces it with
an account of the effect of the child’s birth on the Egyptian midwife whom
Pharaoh has sent to kill the baby. When the infant emerges, a light from
between his eyes shines on the midwife, causing her to love him totally. In this
version, Moses’s mother is the one who casts the baby into the oven, to dis-
cover after the guards have left that the oven has cooled miraculously.8
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Stories of a host of lesser figures, also of biblical fame, provide intriguing
twists on the main thematic elements of the genre. Most prominent in Noah’s
(Numh’s) story, for example, is the idea that age is a barrier to the birth of the
special child. Here, however, the initial problem is not age beyond fertility
but a woman who is not yet marriageable, however old she may sound.
According to Kisam ,ı m, Noah’s father meets a woman to whom he is attracted,
but when he inquires about her age, she initially claims that she is one hun-
dred eighty years old—twenty years short of marital maturity. When he con-
tinues to express interest, she reveals that she is actually two hundred twenty
years old, and they marry and have a son. As in the story of Abraham (among
others), Noah’s mother fears the evil king of the age and gives birth
sequestered in a cave. But after the child’s birth, she wants a way to emerge
safely from hiding, so her infant speaks up (like the baby Jesus and others)
and assures her that she need not worry because God will take care of him.
She then leaves the baby in the cave (as Abraham’s mother left hers) and
returns to her family. After forty days, a cohort of angels retrieves the baby
and brings him to his mother.9 Other stories that feature an unlikely preg-
nancy are those in the “historical books” about Islamic prophetic figures or
“former prophets” of the Bible. As in the biblical story of Samuel, Tha<labı m’s
version highlights the pregnancy of the aged and barren wife of Samuel’s
father. Like Hanna of the biblical First Book of Samuel, the woman prays
and the next day begins to menstruate again. Hearing of her pregnancy, the
people conclude that the baby will be a prophet, for women otherwise inca-
pable of bearing children give birth only to prophets; one need only witness
the mothers of Isaac and John the Baptist.10

Tales of the prophets include stories of the conception and birth of Mary,
mother of Jesus, with Tha<labı mproviding greater detail than Kisam,ı mdoes. When
the story starts, Mary’s mother has been childless, and her husband has a
dream that he is to have intercourse with her. She has prayed for a son and
promised to dedicate him to the temple if her prayer is answered. Her hus-
band takes her to task, however, for dedicating a child whom he knows will
be (or thinks might be) a girl. While Mary’s mother is still pregnant, her
husband dies and she bears a girl, who later comes to be one of the four pre-
mier female models in Islamic tradition: Mary, AMsiya, Khadı mja, and Famtima.
Mary’s mother takes her immediately to the temple for dedication, inciting
a competitive stir among the priests, for they all want to claim the child. The
priests cast lots, tossing their quills onto the water. That of Zakarı mya, father
of John, stands upright in the water, and Mary becomes his charge. Like other
wonder children, Mary begins to grow much more rapidly than her peers.11
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Nativity accounts of Jesus (<I Msam) and his cousin John the Baptizer, known
in Arabic as Yahyam, are intimately linked. John is wondrously conceived by
an elderly, infertile woman. Tha<labı m notes that Zakarı mya had faith that his
wife might yet have a son and prayed accordingly. When his mother is car-
rying him, John bows to the still-unborn Jesus, and immediately at birth,
John gains note as a precocious infant.12

Mary is likewise impregnated under improbable circumstances. Gabriel
meets her on the “longest and hottest day of the year” as she seeks water in
a cave. The angel breathes into an outer garment that Mary has laid aside,
and when she again dons the robe, she conceives. In Tha<labı m’s account, Joseph
and Mary have an extended discussion of how this conception could have
occurred. In Kisam ,ı m’s version, when Joseph interrogates Mary about her preg-
nancy, Jesus rebukes Mary’s husband-to-be from the womb. Mary explains
to Joseph that Jesus, like Adam, is to be born without ordinary parentage.
When Mary later encounters the expectant mother of John, the two prophets
exchange gestures of greeting with an intrauterine bow. Variant traditions
put the length of Mary’s pregnancy from the usual nine months to as little
as one hour, the abbreviated terms underscoring the miraculous nature of
the prophet’s genesis.

At the onset of labor, Mary takes hold of an unproductive date palm
beneath which lie a livestock manger and a stream. According to Qur,a mn
19:24–26, and Muhammad’s biographer Ibn Isha mq, Jesus speaks to her
immediately upon birth (some variant traditions say that Gabriel speaks
instead), telling her not to grieve, for God has placed a river under her.13 He
instructs her to shake the palm tree so that ripe fruit will rain down upon
her.14 Shortly after delivery, Jesus speaks to Joseph, announcing that he has
come as a messenger from the darkness of the womb into the light. Idols
across the world reportedly toppled at the time of the birth of Jesus as well
as upon the birth of several other prophets, including Muhammad. Jesus
caught the devil by surprise, for before Mary’s secret pregnancy, Iblı ms had
had foreknowledge of every human conceived.15 This theme of frustrating
the devil’s agenda and restoring joy and vitality to the earth is important,
occurring in many stories. When Solomon (Sulayma mn) was born, for exam-
ple, all the world’s devils became comatose, and Satan sank into the ocean
for seventy days. For the first time since Nimrod threw Abraham into his
bonfire, the earth laughed again.16

Ibn Ishamq’s Life of Muhammad tells several intriguing stories about the
conception of Muhammad. In each instance, the author is careful to note
that he cannot vouch for the veracity of these “allegations” or “folktales.”
Muhammad’s grandfather, <Abd al-Muttalib, prays to God and tells the
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Almighty that if He will grant him ten sons, he will sacrifice one in grati-
tude. God fulfills the prayer for ten boys. <Abd al-Muttalib takes them all to
the Ka<ba to cast lots, and as they do so, he prays that <Abd Allamh, his youngest,
might be spared. <Abd Allamh loses the lot. When his father takes him to the
place where the ruling Quraysh tribe performs its sacrifices, the tribe mem-
bers protest, saying that they will go to any length to redeem the young
man from his father’s vow. The Quraysh insist that <Abd al-Muttalib take
the youth to see a sorceress to get her verdict. She instructs him to return
to Mecca and cast lots again, and every time the lots fall against his son, to
add ten more camels to the blood money. The lots fall against <Abd Allamh
over and over, until the blood money reaches one hundred camels. The
Quraysh declare the deity will now be satisfied, but <Abd al-Muttalib insists
that he must cast lots three more times. Each draw is in favor of his son, so
he slaughters all the camels, and his son lives to become the father of
Muhammad.

In another account, as the Prophet’s grandfather takes his son <Abd Allamh
for betrothal to the woman destined to become Muhammad’s mother,
another woman offers herself to the son. <Abd Allamh declines. After he has
consummated his marriage to AMmina, he encounters the woman again. Now,
however, she is no longer interested in him, and he asks her why she has
changed her mind. She explains that her Christian brother, Waraqa ibn
Nawfal, has informed her that his scriptures foretold the birth of a prophet
among their folk. When <Abd Allamh had passed by before, she goes on, he
had borne a light between his eyes, but that light was no longer there. She
recognized instinctively that the Prophet had already been conceived, and
her sole interest in <Abd Allamh vanished.

Muhammad was born after a very brief and painless labor, and he imme-
diately lifted his head heavenward. Other signs heralded Muhammad’s antic-
ipated arrival as well. A new star rose, and his pregnant mother saw a light
emanating from her so bright that she could see castles as far as Syria. A voice
explained that she would bear a leader of the people, instructing her to com-
mend him to the protection of God and name him Muhammad. An impor-
tant feature of his life story (and that of several other prophets) is that his
father dies before he is born, emphasizing the centrality of divine protection
for the child.17

Some stories report that Muhammad’s cousin and, later, son-in-law, <Alı m,
also had a wondrous gestation and delivery. In such stories, his pregnant
mother is unable to pray before idols with <Alı m in her womb. In a twist rem-
iniscent of the relationship between Jesus and John, <Alı m speaks to his older
cousin Muhammad from the womb. <Alı m’s mother experiences a protracted
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and difficult labor until she enters the sacred precincts of the Ka<ba. There
she bears the perfect child, beaming and oriented to the heavens.18 And here
begins the remarkable story of the Shı m<ı m imams.

How the Imams Came into the World

Among the accounts of the Shı m<ı m imams, Husayn’s gestation and nativity
have attracted more attention than most others. Traditional sources report
that Gabriel three times announced to Muhammad the imminent birth of
a grandson who would suffer martyrdom for his community. Twice
Muhammad sends the angel away, insisting that the world has no need of
such a child. On his third visit, Gabriel adds that the child’s offspring will
guard the imamate and divine authority. Muhammad immediately gives his
approval to the arrangement. His daughter, Famtima, likewise balks initially
at the announcement, until Muhammad explains that Husayn will stand at
the head of the imams. According to at least one traditional source, the child
is conceived the day his older brother, Hasan, is born, clearly suggesting a
miraculous conception. Before his daughter conceives, Muhammad tells her
he perceives a revelatory light from her countenance. According to one tra-
dition, Husayn’s gestation, like that of Jesus, lasted a mere six months, but
the timing is less spectacular in other versions of the story.

During the pregnancy, Famtima is never hungry or thirsty and experiences
peculiar signs. Like Mary in the Qur,amn, she goes into seclusion. At six months,
she hears the fetus exalting God and finds that she sheds light wherever she
goes. Early in the seventh month, three angels in succession visit her at night,
causing her great consternation. When she visits her father and his wife Umm
Salama the next day, a white dove enters her robe. The Prophet then identi-
fies the angels as <Izram,ı ml (angel of death and guardian of the womb), Michael
(guardian of the wombs of the women in the Prophet’s family), and Gabriel
(who will attend the child). Some popular hagiographies even suggest that
Muhammad himself delivers his grandson, further emphasizing the baby’s
intimate relationship to the Prophet. In a feature reminiscent of the New
Testament’s acknowledgment of Mary’s future loss of her son, Shı m<ı mtraditions
report that angels consoled Muhammad (not the boy’s mother) in advance for
Husayn’s eventual martyrdom on the tenth of Muharram 61/680.19

Conceptions and Births of the Friends of God

Friends of God, like their senior predecessors the prophets, often enter the
world under most unusual circumstances. Though the settings are sometimes
quite spectacular, accounts of the Friends typically lack the larger historic
and cosmic dimensions that so often characterize the genesis of the prophets.
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For example, a Friend’s impending arrival rarely touches off astronomical
pyrotechnics or bestirs potentates to scramble for their thrones and clutch
at their crowns. Arresting effects in general tend to be more localized and
may even be indiscernible except to those close to the special child. Stories
of conception and gestation deal less with how the divine overcomes impos-
sible obstacles (such as barrenness) than with remarkable ways in which the
child communicates his divine message precociously. As often as not, the
unusual concomitants seek to underscore the humility and piety, rather than
the power and prerogatives, of the Friend. Conception and gestation stories
are arguably less crucial to the tales of Friends than to those of prophets. A
brief look at examples of the subgenre reveals some of its principal themes.

Accounts of the pregnancies of mothers of God’s Friends often highlight
the need for ritually pure (hala ml) food. The story typically follows a formula.
Every time the mother-to-be ingests something forbidden or even legally
discouraged, the fetus in her womb becomes so agitated that the mother
eventually realizes the problem and modifies her behavior. In some cases,
the mother needs only one instance of intrauterine commotion to take the
cue. <Attamr says that Sufyamn ath-Thawrı mhas been scrupulous from birth, but
his abstemiousness seems to have earlier origins. The fetus reacts to his
mother’s eating a pickle and gets her attention by squirming. When Bamyazı md
al-Bistammı m is in the womb, he becomes upset whenever his mother takes a
bite of a food that is of questionable ritual purity. <Attamr is careful to note
that Bamyazı md himself later confirmed this story.20

At the birth of Rambi<a, her family is so poor her parents have no oil for her
navel and no swaddling clothes, and her father goes to bed deeply distressed.
The Prophet appears to the father in a dream and assures him that the child
will have the authority to intercede for seventy thousand Muslims.
Muhammad tells the baby’s father to go to the emir of Basra and ask him for
four hundred gold coins to make up for the fact that the governor has neg-
lected his usual Friday wish for four hundred blessings on the man. Delighted
that the Prophet has mentioned him by name, the governor not only gives
the man four hundred gold pieces but gives an additional ten thousand in
alms.21 Ma<rumf Karkhı m’s conception also occurs in a peculiarly marvelous way,
in a story designed to aggrandize a Friend of God named Dawumd at-Tam,ı m.
Dawumd once gave a hungry Christian passerby a piece of his bread, for he
always tried to be generous. That night the man’s wife conceived Ma<rumf.22

Afla mkı m’s monumental hagiography of Rummı m’s family and followers
includes a remarkable set of reports about the conception and birth of Rummı m’s
grandson Chalabı m Amı mr <AMrif. The day after Rummı m’s son Sultamn Walad had
intercourse with his wife, Fa mtima Khamtumn, Sultamn Walad encountered his
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father. Rummı masked Sultamn Walad whether he had been searching for <AMrif in
hope after he and his wife had lost twelve or thirteen children in their infancy.
Thus does Aflamkı m set the scene for a marvelous offspring to arrive against
great odds and amid intense longing. It was on that occasion that Sulta mn
Walad and his wife had indeed conceived the child they would name Chalabı m
Amı mr <AMrif. Apparently experiencing some sort of depression after so many
losses, however, Famtima Khamtumn tried unsuccessfully to end this new preg-
nancy. But she was at length persuaded that she would bear a healthy child.
She began to take care of herself, and at last “<AMrif transferred his foot from
the world of eternity to the plain of existence.”23

A variety of stories focus on the gestational life of later medieval great South
Asian Friends as well. When Bı mbı mZulaykham was pregnant with Nizamm ad-Dı mn
Awliyam,, a voice in a dream told her that she must choose between her unborn
child and her husband. She preferred the clearly special child and widowhood,
and her husband died when the Friend was an infant.24 Before Shamh Mı mnam was
“born a saint,” his uncle foretold that the “candle of our household” would
soon come forth to give luster to the family name. People could hear the sound
of the fetus engaged in dhikr and Qur,amn recitation in his pregnant mother’s
womb.25 A later medieval Indian hagiography records extraordinary occur-
rences during the gestation and infancy of <Abd ar-Rahı mm, the successor of a
major Friend named Bambam Musamfir. In one story, <Abd ar-Rahı mm’s mother, hav-
ing borne five daughters, prays for a son. A mendicant visits her one day and
after she makes a donation, he promises that she will have an important male
child. After she becomes pregnant, the mother reports having a dream in which
she embraces the sun. She recalls that during gestation, she experienced no
need of food, drink, or sleep, and wanted only to pray continually.26

infancy narratives: prodigies and signs

Tales of striking circumstances in the conceptions and gestations of God’s
most extraordinary servants are only the beginning of their stories.
Traditional sources also feature accounts of the conditions and manner in
which prophets and Friends engaged the outer world. They detail not only
the feats of these servants of God as infants and toddlers but also the
responses of their families and larger constituencies. I begin with stories of
prophets and continue with God’s tiniest Friends.

Baby Prophets

Stories of the early childhood years of prophets use various devices to describe
the young heroes’ introduction to their world. In one of the more unusual
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accounts, Humd’s mother reminisces with her son that shortly after he was born,
she placed him on a black rock that immediately turned white. She soon
encountered an enormous “man,” who raised the child up to a group of white-
faced persons in the heavens, and these figures in turn gave Humd back to his
mother with a green pearl on his arm and light on his head.27 These events are
among the more novel manifestations of a prophetic infant’s inherent unique-
ness and portentousness, including the striking image of the offering of the
child to the heavenly court as a sign of his divinely sanctioned authority.
Solomon’s debut was much less spectacular but nonetheless remarkable. Baby
Solomon fasted until he was three years old, at which time his father, David,
initiated the boy in the study of Jewish scriptures. When the king read to the
child, Solomon memorized the words immediately, and by the time the boy
turned four, he had mastered the whole Torah. At that age, he began to per-
form a hundred cycles of ritual prayer daily. One day his mother instructed
him to kill an ant crawling on his clothes, but he declined. The prospect of
hearing the ant say on Judgment Day that it had died at Solomon’s hand ter-
rified the royal child.28

Abraham’s first encounter with his larger environment is equally dra-
matic in its way, but it focuses on an extraordinary kind of conversion for
one so young. When Abraham was a mere four years of age,29 God sent
Gabriel to instruct the boy to emerge at last from the cave in which he had
been born. God then showed him signs in the heavens—star, moon, and sun,
all of which set—that revealed to the child the transcendent oneness of the
true deity (Qur,amn 6:76–79). Gabriel then took the child to his parents’ home,
where he confronted his father, who had been a carver of idols, with his true
belief. Nimrod had Abraham brought before him and then instructed
Abraham’s father, Terah, that perhaps the boy could be returned to his senses
with time and patience, so long as Terah taught the child to worship only
Nimrod.30

Islamic sources elaborate on the biblical account of Moses, with which
many readers are already familiar. These sources expand the network of per-
sons involved in Moses’s prophetic debut. Another telling feature is the irony
in the child’s thinly veiled hostility toward Pharaoh, which nearly unmasks
the infant as the nemesis about whom the ruler has been warned. Not long
after the newborn Moses is saved by being hidden in the oven, his mother
has a carpenter build a tiny ark in which she plans to set the forty-day-old
baby afloat on the Nile. (Moses’s father dies at about this time, and early loss
of the father has already emerged as an important theme.) According to one
of Tha<labı m’s sources, the carpenter tries to tell her secret to Pharaoh, but
God renders him mute. On each of two attempts, the carpenter is dismissed
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as crazy and is driven away, until he vows that if God restores his speech, he
will serve as Moses’s faithful guard.

Once the baby is entrusted to the river, God causes the wind to blow the
ark toward Pharaoh’s palace. There the oldest of the king’s seven diseased
daughters finds the child glowing like the sun. Upon contact with the baby
prophet, she is healed, as are all her sisters. When Pharaoh’s wife, A Msiya,
brings him the child, the king immediately suspects the baby is to be his
downfall and resolves to kill him. AMsiya persuades him that he need not hurry
because the child is now in his power, and he relents. As in the biblical
accounts, Moses is returned to his mother for nursing, but some accounts
suggest that he continued to spend considerable time in the palace. On one
occasion when Pharaoh dandles the baby on his lap, the child suddenly grabs
his beard and slaps the king so hard that his crown falls off. Again Pharaoh
swears that he will kill the child, but AMsiya persuades him that the infant is
without awareness and therefore blameless. As a test, she places a pearl and
a hot coal before the child; when he reaches for the pearl, Gabriel guides his
hand toward the coal, and the child raises his hand to his mouth in agony.
Again Pharaoh relents (see Fig. 1).31

In the story of Jesus, themes of refuge in a cave, rapid growth, and escape
from the evil intentions of a threatened monarch combine with overtly heroic
deeds of power. This last element is more evident in this story than in many
other tales of baby prophets. Tha<labı m reports that Joseph took Mary and the
child Jesus to a cave, where she recovered from childbirth for forty days. In
only one day, Jesus showed a full month’s development. Mary’s family mem-
bers are prepared to disown her when she brings the newborn Jesus to them.
Spectacularly again, but not out of character for a prophet, the infant speaks
in defense of his mother’s virtue.32 Kisam,ı mincludes a variety of episodes in Mary
and Joseph’s journey with the child to Egypt to escape the murderous designs
of Herod. First, they encounter a lion. Jesus instructs them to put him down
in front of the beast. When the baby asks the lion why he is there, the animal
responds that he is waiting for an ox to eat. Jesus cautions the lion that per-
haps the ox’s owners are impoverished and suggests that the lion head to a
place where he can find a camel to eat. The lion obeys. The family later comes
to a town where a mob is forming around a home, evidently threatening its
inhabitants. Jesus tells the people in the crowd that the owner is a believer and
then tells them where they can find a stash of treasure that once belonged to
a dead man with no descendants. Take that treasure, he orders them, and so
they do.33

Muhammad’s introduction to his social environment is through growing
up in a kind of foster family and experiencing purification by mysterious
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“angelic” figures when he is a child. After his birth, his grandfather, <Abd al-
Muttalib, goes in search of a wet nurse for him. A woman named Halı mma
and her husband happen to have traveled to Mecca looking for more chil-
dren for her to nurse, for they are destitute and have a new baby of their
own. There the infant Prophet’s family offers him to every interested woman,
but none want him when they hear that his father has died, making recom-
pense for their service unlikely. In the end, all the women find a child to nurse
except Halı mma. She convinces her husband that they should accept the
Prophet rather than return home unsuccessful. When she begins to nurse
the baby, her breasts overflow with milk, as do the udders of their previ-
ously dry she-camel. These marvels prompt her husband to proclaim that
his Halı mma has been given a wondrous child. Even when others’ flocks graze
on the same pasture as Halı mma’s, they remain dry.

These features of Muhammad’s story recall important aspects of tradi-
tional accounts of Jonah (Yumnus). Jonah is conceived on the eve of the tenth
of Muharram, and his father dies just after his birth. Unlike Muhammad,
Jonah miraculously supplies his destitute mother with daily sustenance.
Unable to nurse the baby, she takes him to shepherds and asks them to let
him suckle the sheep.34 The latter feature of the story is consistent with the
Islamic tradition in which God takes every prophet from shepherding when
the time comes for his new role, and the theme recurs in the stories of many
youthful prophets and Friends of God.

After two years, Halı mma brings Muhammad back to AMmina and begs her
to let him stay longer with Halı mma’s family; Muhammad’s mother agrees. Soon
thereafter, Halı mma’s own boy comes running to report that two men in white
have laid his stepbrother (Muhammad) on the ground, opened his chest, and
searched his innards. Terrified that the boy might be possessed by a jinn,
Halı mma returns him to his birth mother. After Halı mma departs, the boy explains
to playmates that he is the one whom the prophet Abraham has prayed for
and the very message Jesus has brought. He explains that the two men in
white extracted a black drop from his heart and cleansed it with snow.35

Infant Friends

Stories of nonprophetic children with unusual abilities and preternatural
powers appear as early as the hadith literature. Speaking precociously is a
common feature in stories of the prophets, but it also occurs in other curi-
ous contexts. Both Hujwı mrı mand Qushayrı m include in their handbooks of spir-
ituality the “Hadı mth of Jurayj,” in which Muhammad describes three infants
who have spoken precociously. The first is the prophet Jesus (who spoke
from the womb and later as a newborn to defend his mother). The second is
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an infant who saved the reputation of a monk named Jurayj. In this story,
the monk’s mother pays her son a visit only to find him too engrossed in
prayer to see her. When the same scene plays out the next day, the woman
asks God to cause her son to lose his good name because the monk has mis-
treated her so. A woman of questionable virtue who lives nearby resolves at
that moment to seduce the monk. But when she accosts Jurayj in his cell, he
ignores her. Departing in anger, the woman spreads rumors about the monk
and shortly thereafter sleeps with a shepherd. Nine months later, she bears
the shepherd’s son and claims that Jurayj is the boy’s father. When the king
hails the monk to court, Jurayj asks the infant to name his father. The infant
discloses that his father is a shepherd and that the wicked woman has defamed
Jurayj. In the third story, an otherwise unidentified infant speaks to contra-
dict an adult’s pronouncements. A woman sits at her front door and asks
God to make her son like an attractive stranger she sees riding past, but the
child insists he does not want to be like the stranger. Not long thereafter, a
lighthearted (and therefore probably undignified) woman passes, and the
mother prays that God will keep the child from becoming like her. Again the
infant disagrees, insisting that he wants to be exactly like the woman. When
his puzzled mother questions him about his responses, the baby explains that
he discerned that the horseman was a tyrant whereas the woman was good-
hearted and did not deserve her questionable reputation.36 In general, how-
ever, precocious speech is reserved to prophets. Baby Friends of God have
other wondrous ways of communicating.

The theme of early rearing under striking circumstances, though rather
common in tales of the prophets, occurs infrequently in stories of Friends.
When it does appear, it signals the storyteller’s intent to connect the Friend
with the prophets. When Hasan al-Basrı mwas born, he received his name from
no less a luminary than the Companion and caliph-to-be <Umar ibn al-Khattamb,
who declared him “handsome” (hasan). Hasan grew up in the home of
Muhammad’s wife Umm Salama, for whom the child’s mother worked. If the
baby cried because his mother was otherwise occupied, Umm Salama gave
him her breast. She prayed that God would make the child an exemplar for all,
thus bestowing countless blessings on the boy. Once when the Prophet visited
Umm Salama’s house while the baby was there, he prayed for little Hasan and
again bestowed blessings. On one occasion, the child drank water from the
Prophet’s water jug. Noticing some water missing, the Prophet learned that
the child had drunk it. Muhammad declared that the boy would receive knowl-
edge from him in proportion to the water he had imbibed.37

Like their prophetic counterparts, God’s Friends are often dedicated to or
presented for the exclusive service of God. According to legendary accounts
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about Hallamj’s beginnings, for example, the mystic’s mother promised during
her pregnancy to dedicate the child to a life of service to the spiritually poor.
Tradition holds that the baby had foreknowledge of this dedication and that
his mother made good on her promise when he reached the age of seven.38

When a follower asked the adult Bamyazı md how he had arrived at his
advanced spiritual condition, he recounted a story about his childhood that
brings to mind Humd’s presentation at the heavenly court. One night, he
recalled, he walked to the outskirts of his hometown of Bistamm. There in the
tranquil moonlight, he envisioned a “presence” that rendered the rest of cre-
ation meaningless. Transported into an ecstatic state, the awestruck boy
humbly expressed to God his surprise that the “court” he had seen was so
deserted. A heavenly “voice” responded that the divine court was deserted
only because God is choosy about whom to invite. At that point, he reported,
he felt the desire to intercede so that all creation might receive an invitation.
He stopped short when he realized that only the Prophet Muhammad
enjoyed the prerogative of intercession. In honor of that precocious and most
appropriate reticence, God told the boy that he would henceforth be called
the “Sultan of Mystics.”39

In an important variant on presentation and initiation themes, the Friend’s
father brings the child to a prayer gathering, only to have the tyke steal the
show. Abum Sa<ı md ibn Abı m ‘l-Khayr was born on a Sunday, the first day of
Muharram (an exception to the more common day of Friday and the more
usual date of the tenth). His mother asks her husband to take the infant
along with him to a regular samam< meeting of dervishes so that they might
look upon the child. The baby’s presence prompts the repeated recitation of
a quatrain, which the child memorizes. Returning home, the child asks his
father about the meaning of the ecstasy-inducing verses. His father rebukes
the little boy, saying that such mystical things are not meant for him. Later,
when his father is building the family a house in Mayhana, the child asks
his father to build a room where none but Abum Sa<ı md can go. So his father
adds a room on the roof just for the boy, and the child requests that the name
of God be inscribed repeatedly on every surface. When his father asks the
boy the meaning of this request, his son responds that he wants only to do
what his father has done in the rest of the house: to instruct the workers to
decorate it with the name and image of the sultan and his kingdom. After
the child explains that everyone inscribes on his walls the name of the object
of his devotion, the father experiences a conversion and removes all signs of
homage to the earthly sultan.40

Abum Sa<ı md himself reported that when his father took him to the mosque
one Friday, a famous mystic and Traditionist asked whose child he might be.
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The old scholar—whose function in the story is much like that of Simeon
in the New Testament—bent down and rubbed his cheek against the child’s.41

He wept as he explained that he could now die in peace, content that the
child assured the future leadership of the spiritual quest. A sign reinforced
the old Sufi’s conviction shortly thereafter: Abum Sa<ı md’s father brought the
boy into the shaykh’s room, and the old man instructed the father to lift the
child so that the boy could reach a loaf of bread from a niche in the wall.
Breaking the loaf in half, the old man shared it with the child only. He
explained to the father that he had put the loaf there thirty years earlier
upon receiving a promise that the one whose touch warmed the loaf as
though it had just been baked would be a long-awaited spiritual leader, the
“seal” of the Friends of God.42 The old man, Pı mr Abum ‘l-Qamsim Bishr-i Yamsı mn,
continued as the boy’s shaykh for several more years. Abum Sa<ı md’s main biog-
rapher, Ibn-i Munawwar, records a number of anecdotes about the boy’s spir-
itual formation. Ibn <Arabı m tells an analogous story of the infant daughter
of Mawrumrı m, one of his shaykhs. The little girl was so in touch with the spir-
itual condition of her father that during sessions at the shaykh’s house, the
infant used to slide off her mother’s lap and stand in their midst. There she
manifested ecstatic experience, and even before she was weaned, God took
her from this life.43

Mentoring of a younger Friend by an elder saint is an important related
theme. When Rummı m’s new grandchild, <AMrif Chalabı m, was born, the grandfa-
ther visited the mother and asked to take the baby with him. He breathed
into the child the gifts of light (i.e., of knowledge) and the ability to open
hearts and then returned the baby to his mother and her attendants. Rummı m
declared that he saw the light of seven Friends of God (three of Rummı m’s fam-
ily members and four of his intimate personal friends) in the child. He told
the boy’s father to give him the honorific title Farı mdumn, the name of the great
Iranian national epic hero. In another account, a woman brings <AMrif’s crib
to Rummı m in the courtyard of his madrasa. Grandfather instructs the six-
month-old child to say “Allamh, Allamh,” and, like the precociously articulate
Jesus, the child does so. Rummı m dies when Famtima Khamtumn is still nursing the
new grandson, but the mother is so distraught that she can no longer nurse
him. More ominously, the child will not (following the example of Moses)
take milk from other nurses either. One night Rummı m appears to Famtima in a
dream and consoles her. She awakes and finds herself able to nurse again.
But the light of Rummı m shines so effulgently in the boy’s eyes that she expe-
riences ecstasy and becomes a disciple of her own child.44

In a story about the infancy of an Egyptian Friend of God named
Muhammad Wafam,, an important mystic and religious leader comes to visit.
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Seeing the child, the visiting Ibn <Atam, Alla mh al-Iskandarı m kisses him and
declares (Simeon-like) that the infant is already endowed with full knowl-
edge of the highest realities. He reports that the baby will compose numer-
ous mystical works before he is ten years old. When Muhammad Wafam,
himself becomes a father, he passes along to his six-year-old son, <Alı m, the
gift of composing poetry, by investing the boy with his own belt just before
he himself dies.45

In another tale of infancy, a contemporary of Abum Sa<ı md, Abum Ishamq al-
Kamzarumnı m, manifests signs of extraordinary altruism even as a nursling. He
refuses his mother’s breast until she allows another child to nurse before him.
When he is still very small, his Qur,amn tutor asks whether the boy’s family
can supply him a bit of wheat, for the land is suffering a shortage. Kamzarumnı m’s
family is too poor to help. On the following day, when the child goes to the
barn to scrape up a few grains, he finds it overflowing with wheat.46

As an infant, fifteenth-century Chishtı mshaykh Shamh Mı mnam refuses to nurse
both during Ramadan and at other times, the story goes, until his mother puri-
fies herself ritually. When his mother awakes at night, she invariably notices
the infant prostrate in prayer beneath his cover. When he is only two or three,
the child’s grandfather instructs sparrows to flock to Shamh Mı mnam. They do so
and remain until the infant releases them. At the age of five, the boy is a chal-
lenge to his teachers. Already endowed with greater knowledge than the
instructor can impart, the boy spends the day in dhikr. When he is just ten,
the boy reads Suhrawardı m’s major manual of spirituality, The Benefits of
Intimate Knowledge, and rises to the rank of Pole of the universe.47

In another story, the newborn Indian Friend <Abd ar-Rahı mm always nurses
from his mother’s right breast, and as a child, he refuses to wear fancy clothes.
At two and a half years, the toddler dresses as an ascetic and recites Qur,amn
in secret; and by four, he has read the entire sacred book.48 Amadou Bamba
of Senegal is similarly possessed of astonishing self-control as an infant. He
does not cry, insists on remaining only in rooms devoted to prayer, and
becomes seriously agitated if anyone in his presence acts in any way con-
trary to Islamic law.49 When <AMrif Chalabı m is eight months old, a tumor in
his throat prevents him from taking nourishment for a week, causing his
mother great anxiety. The baby’s father takes him to the roof of the madrasa
and has a vision of his own father, Rummı m, pacing anxiously. Rummı m responds
to his son’s anguish by assuring him that the boy will not perish. The grand-
father takes a pen and inscribes seven lines on the baby’s throat, causing the
tumor to burst and restoring him to health. <AMrif’s beauty is such that peo-
ple consider him a second Joseph, and one glance at his face is all anyone can
bear without losing control.50
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First-person nativity and infancy accounts are, not surprisingly, rare. <Abd
al-Qamdir ibn <Abd Allamh al-<Aydarums, whose family had migrated from South
Arabia to the Indian region of Gujarat, records in an autobiography several
unusual occurrences in his earliest life. He notes that two weeks before his
birth, his father dreamt of two Friends of God and decided to name the boy
after them. One was his namesake, the great <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m. <Aydarums
claims that the ancient Friend had appeared in the dream to ask his father
for a favor—clearly including this feature to add stature and religious legit-
imacy to the author’s family. <Aydarums then narrates an event passed on to
him by “a reliable source.” When a prominent politician came to ask baby
<Abd al-Qamdir’s father to pray for him, the infant recited Qur,amn 61:113,
indicating that the visitor would be granted blessing and rapid success. The
infant’s father added that the visitor could consider this pronouncement vir-
tually a message from God!51

In modern times, too, Muslim authors have left such rare autobiograph-
ical works. Ibn <Ajı mba, a major Moroccan Sufi shaykh, composed the Fahrasa,
or Chronicle, to document his mother’s recollections of his childhood. As an
infant, he had an innate sense of the prescribed time for ritual prayer and
frequently pestered his mother until she decided to perform the proper salamt.
As a child, he never missed the appointed prayer times, performing ritual
ablution so enthusiastically that his clothes became soaked. His mother, wor-
ried that he might ruin his clothes, insisted that he perform the waterless
ablution allowed in Islamic Law when water is unavailable. Eventually his
mother allowed him to return to ablution with water.52

youthful prophets and friends

One last category of narratives offers details of the prepubescent and ado-
lescent lives of the great ones, beginning with Abraham. Many stories fea-
ture the prophet’s inauguration into an active prophetic ministry, including
his struggle with the unbelief of the people to whom God has sent him.

Preadolescent Prophets

Divining the revelatory signs in the heavens was not quite enough to free
Abraham from associating with idolaters. His father forced him to spend
some years peddling his father’s carved images alongside his somewhat less
reluctant brother Aaron. Abraham spoke against the idol trade with every
would-be customer, but at length a turning point occurred. An old woman
came to the shop looking for a replacement idol, for hers had been stolen in
a package of clothes. Assuring her that no authentic deity could be stolen,
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Abraham miraculously produced her clothes, and she became a believer.53

At the age of seven, Abraham’s son Isaac was due to become Abraham’s sac-
rificial victim, but the son was miraculously delivered by further divine inter-
vention (see Fig. 2).54

Revelatory dreams attended the nativity and infancy of many prophets,
but Joseph became most famous as a dreamer in his own right. Joseph had
the first of his many revelatory dreams when he was only four, thus estab-
lishing the emblematic feature of his story. The youthful prophet was twelve
when he had the most significant dream of his life, in which he saw eleven
stars, sun and moon, doing him homage. This dream was the harbinger of
things to come in his relationship with his brothers. Joseph’s suffering as a
result of sibling jealousy is surely the most famous element in his story. He
is arguably unique among the prophets in that the “people” who rejected
him were his own kin. Like Moses and Abraham , Joseph became an hon-
orary member of the household of the ruler who would become his bitter-
est enemy—in this instance, one of the pharaohs.55

The insights that Joseph gained in dreams, others acquired through either
assiduous study or infused knowledge. Some prophets reportedly received
significant forms of higher religious insight when they were still very young
children. Elijah (Ilyams) plays a relatively minor role in Islamic lore, but Kisam,ı m
notes that when Elijah was born, he was much like Moses in both physical
characteristics and fiery temperament. More important, the child had mem-
orized the entire Torah by age seven without the aid of a teacher.56 At the ten-
der age of seven, the prophet Jonah began his life of asceticism and scholarship,
marking the story of even this relatively minor prophetic figure with wide-
spread themes. Holiness in extraordinary personages is often signaled by this
combination of spiritual and intellectual discipline.57

Moses’s godly struggle with unbelief was embodied from the outset in
his stormy relationship with Pharaoh. Even as a lap child, Moses was a hand-
ful for his adoptive father. Throughout his childhood, Moses continued to
test Pharaoh’s patience, each time raising the ante with a more spectacular
sign of the true God. At the age of five, the boy interpreted the crowing of
a rooster as a recommendation to praise God. Pharaoh said the boy was
merely putting words in the rooster’s mouth, whereupon the prophet
instructed the bird to speak intelligibly. After exacting Moses’s promise of
protection, the rooster repeated itself in Egyptian; the king slaughtered the
bird only to have God raise it back to life. At nine years old, Moses kicked
over the king’s chair, causing Pharaoh to break his nose. Again Pharaoh was
on the point of killing the boy, when AMsiya persuaded him of the value of
having a son so strong to fight his foes for him. At twelve, the boy brought
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back to life a camel that had been destined for the evening’s entrée, and AMsiya
again pointed out the wonder of having a son who could do such marvels. A
year later, a man spotted Moses performing his ritual ablutions in the river
and asked if the youth worshipped other than Pharaoh. When the boy vili-
fied the king, the man vowed to inform on Moses. Moses caused the earth
to half-swallow the man until he swore not to tell, but he turned the child
in nonetheless. When Pharaoh asked Moses whom he worshipped, the boy
said it was the Master who reared him, and Pharaoh was sure that Moses
was referring to him. The king then executed the accuser.58

Not all prophetic prodigies have such direct confrontation with the neme-
sis. Solomon was empowered with wonders as a young boy. His gifts included
bestowing fertility on a bereft turtledove that sought his assistance—and
every dove since then has been this one’s descendant. He was particularly
talented in communicating to all the animal kingdoms, and his positive rela-
tionship with his father stands out as especially formative and symbolic. In
one story, a cow makes its way to David’s (Solomon’s father’s) door with a
request. There, in the presence of Solomon, she asks the king to save her from
certain slaughter, but he declines, saying that she was made to be slaughtered.
Solomon intervenes, allowing the cow to guide him to her owner’s house,
where the boy asks to buy the animal to save it from slaughter. When the
owner asks how Solomon knows he had planned to kill her, Solomon replies
that the cow has informed him. At that statement, the owner gives him the
cow, for a voice had announced the day before that when such a lad appeared,
his whole tribe would meet its end.59

Jesus’s knowledge was infused, but he nevertheless went to school, where
his influence on his teachers and peers alike took center stage. According to
Kisam,ı m, when Jesus was about nine, Mary sent him off to study. He proved
quite precocious, for he knew before being instructed what his teacher was
about to teach him. One day while among his schoolmates, Jesus fashioned
a bird from a lump of clay, and by God’s permission, breathed upon it and
caused it to take wing. In Tha<labı m’s account, the tiny prophet is even more
remarkable. In this story, when Jesus is a mere nine months old, Mary enrolls
him in school. There Jesus reveals to his astonished teacher the mystical
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meanings of the Arabic alphabet. Tha<labı m also includes a number of other
stories not found in Kisam,ı m, such as those recounting events in Jesus’s twelve
years in Egypt. Among the young prophet’s powers are clairvoyance—a gift
for which he is much reviled as a dangerous magician—healing, the ability
to provide food and drink (including the transformation of pots and jars of
water into meat and wine), the power to make a single dyer’s vat produce
multicolored garments, and the ability to restore life to the dead. The boy‘s
knowledge was legendary: lessons that took others a day, a month, or a year
to learn, he absorbed in an hour, a day, or a month.60

Muhammad’s childhood accounts include elements common to many
other tales of prophets. Even as a very small child, Muhammad considered
himself a shepherd, thereby linking himself with all the previous shepherd-
ing prophets. Muhammad’s mother died when he was six, leaving the boy
in the care of his grandfather; but only two years later, <Abd al-Muttalib died
too, and Muhammad’s uncle Abum Tamlib took custody of the orphan. When
AbumTamlib heard that an important seer resided in Mecca, he took Muhammad
to see him. The seer discerned something special about the child and insisted
that his grandfather bring the boy back immediately, but Abu m Tamlib spirited
him away. Some time later, the Prophet’s uncle had to mount a caravan to
Syria and agreed to let the boy go with him. Arriving at Busram (whose cas-
tles the child’s mother, AMmina, had seen by the light of her wondrous preg-
nancy), the caravan passed by the cell of a monk named Bahı mra. He had seen
a cloud sheltering the boy as he went along, so the monk spread a feast for
the travelers, hoping to get a closer look at the youngster. This hospitality
surprised the caravaneers, for Bahı mra had never been so kind to them before.
When the monk failed to see the boy in the crowd gathered to eat, he asked
to see him. The travelers brought the boy, who had been left to guard the
baggage, and the monk examined him closely for signs of which his scrip-
tures had spoken. He detected a mark between Muhammad’s shoulder blades
and questioned the boy. Muhammad responded with the answers that Bahı mra
knew signaled a special child. He warned Abum Tamlib to protect the Prophet
from the Jews, who might do him harm.61 In this story, Bahı mra plays a role
not unlike that of sage figures in traditions like Christianity and Buddhism,
in that he possesses the knowledge requisite to identify a person of great
promise. In this instance, the impact of his perspicacity is all the greater
because he is a Christian validating the Muslim prophet.

Early Years of the Shı m<ı m Imams

Like so many of the prophets, the imams enjoyed the bestowal of a pedigree
early in life, along with exemplary knowledge. Muhammad’s cousin and son-



in-law, <Alı m, was among the most prominent of the Prophet’s Companions.
More importantly for the world’s Shı m<ı mcommunities, <Alı mwas the first imams
in the line of familial and spiritual descendants of Muhammad to represent
distinctively Shı m<ı mtradition. In that tradition, <Alı mwas an unsurpassed exem-
plar of devotion and heroism and a living embodiment of God’s power in the
post-Prophetic age. He thus possessed extraordinary qualities that made him
“equal to two of the prophets, apostles and proofs of God.” This statement
is remarkable, and many Muslims would reject it outright, for it elevates
<Alı m to the level of the prophets. As a boy, <Alı mpossessed an exceptional wis-
dom that was related to his call, reportedly at between seven and ten years
of age, to the Muslim faith. His spiritual and intellectual precociousness
likened him to the young Jesus and John the Baptist, for Muhammad saw fit
to entrust him with esoteric knowledge.62

<Alı m’s sons by Muhammad’s daughter Famtima, Hasan and Husayn, were
the second and third imams. According to tradition, Hasan’s mother took
the seven-day-old child to Muhammad swaddled in a silken wrap that Gabriel
had brought down to the Prophet. When Husayn was a year old, a group of
twelve angels descended on Muhammad to console him for the inevitable
loss of this portentous child, destined to become the protomartyr. The angels
assumed mysterious guises, four of them resembling the angelic symbols of
the Christian evangelists and the others entirely in animal shapes. When, on
one occasion, Famtima later brought her boys to visit Muhammad, the Prophet
acknowledged her sons’ advanced spiritual states and announced that they
carried his authority. Hagiographer Shaykh al-Mufı md observes that
Muhammad’s entrusting so lofty a commission to the two boys is the equiv-
alent of Jesus’s possessing the gift of speech as a newborn (see Fig. 3).

Shaykh al-Mufı md makes similar statements about the youthful wisdom
and authority of later imams as well. He recounts, for example, a lengthy
episode in which religious authorities examined the nine-year-old fifth imam
Abum Ja<far al-Jawamd (i.e., Muhammad al-Bamqir), concluding that the boy was
indeed wise beyond his years. Several accounts of Hasan and Husayn tell of
their being lost. An anguished Muhammad discovers them under the care of
an animal, who surrenders the boys after speaking to the Prophet. When the
tykes wrestled, Muhammad rooted for Hasan, but because Gabriel cheered on
Husayn, the result was naturally a draw.63

Youthful Friends of God

Numerous stories refer to conditions or qualities that distinguished indi-
vidual Friends from their peers from childhood on. Stories of God’s Friends
at this stage of life have more in common thematically with those of prophets
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than do nativity and infancy stories. According to <Attamr, Sufyamn ath-Thawrı m
was hunchbacked from his early youth. People wondered at this condition
and enjoined him to straighten up. He explained that fear of ending his life
in unbelief or rejection by God had run up his spine and broken it.64 Sahl at-
Tustarı m recalled that when he was only three, he kept night vigils, to his
uncle’s consternation. At the age of seven, he knew the Qur,amn fully and
engaged in continual fasting, eating only bread, until he was twelve. When
he turned thirteen, Sahl struggled with a spiritual question, and his family
sent him to consult religious scholars in Basra, but these learned men were
unable to satisfy his concern. He soon traveled to <Abbamdamn and studied for
a time with Abum Habı mb Hamza and then returned to Tustar.65

Junayd, one of the great second-/ninth-century Friends, experienced the
chronic pain of spiritual longing, had wisdom beyond his years, and demon-
strated the power of clairvoyance. One story told by <Attamr (among others)
has the boy traveling to Mecca for the hajj with his uncle Sarı mas-Saqatı m. There
four hundred religious scholars debated the meaning of gratitude, and when
his uncle prompted the boy, he weighed in with his opinion: gratitude means
not using God’s favor as a pretext for disobedience. As all the shaykhs
shouted their approbation, Junayd’s uncle said, to the boy’s dismay, that
Junayd’s tongue was God’s preeminent gift to him. This uncle was the one
who had also declared that Junayd had outstripped him in spiritual rank. In
turn, the nephew acknowledged that his uncle enjoyed divine disclosure but
lacked heart, and was angelic but lacked the experience of suffering that had
made Adam such a kindly man.66

Many stories outline the origins of a saintly child’s sacred trajectory. The
parents of Abum <Abd Allamh ibn Jallam,, for example, dedicated the boy to God
from his youth.67 One of the more engaging stories of the parents’ early
purposeful detachment from their child is that of Bamyazı md al-Bistammı m. As a
very young student in Qur,amn school, Ba myazı md asks his teacher about the
meaning of the verse, “Give thanks to me [God] and to your parents” (31:14)
in the sura of Luqmamn. The boy is troubled by this divine command that he
divide his loyalties, so he goes home early to talk to his mother. Experiencing
his first ethical-spiritual dilemma, the boy explains to her that he has come
home unexpectedly to ask her to resolve it for him. His view is that she must
either surrender him totally to God or request that God give him unre-
servedly to her. Without hesitating, she tells the child that he will hence-
forth belong entirely to God, for she will make no further claim on her son.
The hagiographer, <Atta mr, indicates that the son then departed from his
mother for thirty years of ascetical rigor, wandering from town to town.68
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Samlih al-Kharramz of Seville, a childhood companion of Ibn <Arabı m, began
his life of divine service at seven, avoiding games and companionship with
his peers. Even as a young boy, he earned his livelihood as a cobbler and
studied assiduously.69 Ahmad ash-Sharı mshı m (from Jerez in Andalusia) was
likewise dedicated to God as a child. When he was barely ten years old, a
state of ecstasy caused him to fall into a fire, but God protected him from
harm. Ibn <Arabı m reports that such things happened to him often and that
the Friend was never aware of what was occurring in those moments.70 As
a young girl, Rambi<a became an orphan, and a stranger made her his slave.
Abum <Uthmamn al-Hı mrı m, in contrast, was a child of relative wealth and privi-
lege and had four slaves travel with him to school. Passing the ruins of a car-
avanserai on one occasion, he spied therein a bedraggled donkey and a crow
pecking at the poor beast’s wounded back. He removed his fine garment to
cover the donkey and wrapped its wounds with his turban, and the animal
experienced communion with God.71

As a young boy, <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m and some playmates were once
walking behind a cow as it plowed a field when the cow suddenly spoke up to
assure the boy that he was meant for bigger things than sleeping and play-
ing with his mates.72 This account is an evident variation on the earlier-told
story of an ox that insisted it was meant for higher purposes than plowing.
Some young Friends enjoyed very extroverted powers. As a boy, the founder-
to-be of a major Central Asian Sufi order, Ahmad Yasawı m, fed a crowd of thou-
sands from just one bit of bread when a local ruler put him to the test. The
youngster later stirred up a tempest and cleared land for his future home and
tomb by disposing of an entire mountain.73

Stories told by Aflamkı m and Jammı m, for example, recount emblematic events
of Jalaml ad-Dı mn Rummı m’s childhood. At a very early age, Rummı mwas already habit-
uated to fasting for up to seven days at a stretch. Just five years old, he
received visits from the recording angels in human guise. One Friday when
the boy was six and was sitting on the roof of his home reciting Qur,amn,
some other neighborhood children drifted over to join him. One challenged
his buddies to bet on who could jump from one roof to another. Jalaml ad-Dı mn
responded that if the boys really wanted to act in accord with their higher
natures, they should rather aspire to fly to the heavens. He then disappeared,
to the considerable alarm of his companions. When they yelled for help,
Rummı mreappeared, and the other boys humbly acknowledged that they would
be his followers. Rummı m then explained to his friends that a group of figures
dressed in green had accompanied him through the many levels of the cos-
mos, offering him a glimpse of the marvels of the universe.74
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Every morning, Rummı mtearfully recited sura 108, recalling that in that text,
God granted the Prophet all good things, telling Muhammad to perform his
devotions and that anyone who was inimical to him would have no progeny.
The thought of such divine protection was overwhelming to the boy. When
God appeared to the boy, he passed out and soon heard a voice inform him
that by God’s jalaml (majesty), he would no longer engage in jihad with him-
self but would henceforth enjoy immediate vision of God. This experience
prompted the boy to dedicate himself wholly to God’s service.75 A story that
underscores the importance of special knowledge in the young Rummı m ‘s life
notes that people with spiritual insight often saw Khidr visiting the boy when
he was in Damascus.76

Another account describes Rummı m’s frequent trips to the Tigris to bring
water to his father when the family lived in Baghdad. As the boy walked
through the city, every locked gate opened miraculously before him. Stories
of his youth also say that while he was a student in Aleppo, he often left his
room at midnight, raising suspicions that he was up to no good. Other stu-
dents who were jealous of the attention his teacher gave him as the son of a
great scholar (Baham, ad-Dı mn Walad) made sure the city’s administrator knew
of this odd behavior. The mayor hid by the gate of the school and followed
the youth as he headed out through the city, with every door and gate mirac-
ulously unlocking and opening before him. Rummı m continued all the way to
Hebron, to the tomb of Abraham, where a group of green-clad figures wel-
comed him. The mayor became totally disoriented, and after his staff found
him, he immediately became a follower of the young Rummı m.77

A story about Abum Sa<ı md ibn Abı m ‘l-Khayr has a similar ingredient and
offers a fine example of the use of formulaic material. Ibn-i Munawwar
relates that the boy’s father would lock the door and wait till the youngster
had fallen asleep before retiring for the night. One night, the father awoke
around twelve and was concerned when he noticed that his son was not in
bed. Near dawn, the boy returned and fell asleep. But when the father noticed
that this behavior continued for several more nights, he decided to follow
the lad on his nightly adventure. Shadowing Abum Sa<ı md, the father saw him
enter a mosque within a ribamt, in which there was a pit. As the father watched
through a window, the youngster took a piece of wood, tied a rope to it, placed
it across the opening of the pit, and lowered himself. He remained suspended
by his foot while he recited the whole Qur,amn. His astonished father con-
tinued to observe this disciplined behavior for the next few nights.78

At the tender age of five, Rummı m’s grandchild, Chalabı m <AMrif could foresee the
deaths of others. He could read minds and unveil secrets of all kinds. He once
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took a bowl of food from another child and returned the bowl empty. He told
the other boy to cover the bowl and go along, but when the other boy looked
into the bowl, he saw that it had miraculously refilled with food. The boy
returned to become <AMrif’s servant. When <AMrif was six, he studied the Qur,amn.
His father often paid him homage, to the surprise of others. Sultamn Walad
explained that he did so because he experienced the presence of his own father
whenever his boy entered the room, so dramatically did the child copy every
mannerism of his sanctified grandfather.79

Many of the Friends of God had particularly strong bonds with their
mothers and struggled with filial piety and responsibility in their youth. Al-
Hakı mm at-Tirmidhı m, for example, planned to leave home in search of knowl-
edge with two fellow students. His mother, however, was frail and alone and
besought him to stay and look after her. Tirmidhı m gave up the opportunity
to travel and regretted that he had missed out on a life of learning. As he sat
one day grieving in a graveyard, a shaykh appeared to him and after hear-
ing the cause of the young man’s sadness, offered to teach him daily. The
youth gladly accepted the offer, and three years later, he recognized the
teacher as Khidr. Tirmidhı m realized that his devotion to duty had been the
key to this extraordinary good fortune. After some time, Khidr offered to
bring his student with him on a privileged journey. The two travelers came
to a barren desert where a gold throne sat in an oasis. The person seated
there arose and yielded his place to Tirmidhı m, as forty people gathered. At
the group’s gesture, food materialized. There ensued a discussion of esoteric
topics in a foreign tongue with the one who had been sitting on the throne.
The story explains that the place was the desert in which the Israelites had
wandered and that the person on the throne was the cosmic axis (qutb) sur-
rounded by the forty substitutes (abdaml).80

Famous Friends of God have only occasionally left us first-person accounts
of the spiritual experiences of their younger days, whether in the form of
autobiographical narrative or briefer diary entries. Rumzbihamn Baqlı m recorded
the following in a “memoir”:

I reached the age of seven, and in my heart there occurred a love of re-
membering and obeying him, and I sought my conscience and I learned
what it was. Then passionate love occurred in my heart; my heart melted
in passionate love. I was mad with love in that time, and my heart was at
that time a diver in the ocean of pre-eternal remembrance and in the scent
of the perfumes of sanctity. . . . And at that time I was seeing all of exis-
tence as though it was beautiful faces, and during this period I grew fond
of seclusions, prayers, devotions, and pilgrimage to the great shaykhs.81
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He reports further that when he was just fifteen, a message from the Unseen
Realm informed him, to his shock, that he was a prophet. He protested that
he surely could not be so, because no prophet could follow Muhammad and
because he himself had too many obvious shortcomings and human foibles.
Taking to the desert in fear, he exchanged his life as a shopkeeper for a life
of bewilderment and ecstatic experience.82

According to the autobiography of the eighteenth-century Moroccan
Friend Ahmad ibn <Ajı mba, the author attended Qur,amn school from an early
age and frequently arose at midnight to hurry to the mosque, so great was
the love of solitude that God had bestowed on him. He ignored the reproaches
of the mothers of the other children, who told him he should not hold him-
self aloof from his peers, and memorized the entire Qur,amn at a very young
age. Ibn <Ajı mba recalls that he soon took up pasturing sheep for two impor-
tant reasons. Shepherding not only gave him time to read, but, following the
saying of Muhammad that “every prophet began as a shepherd,” instilled in
him a certain political savvy as well as the compassion and goodness required
of an authentic spiritual leader. Throughout his youth and adolescence, he
reports, God preserved him in chastity, though more than a few women tried
to seduce him.83

Many Friends are born saintly; some (like Rumzbihamn and Ibn <Ajı mba) seem to
experience a youthful conversion.84 Others undergo major transformations
later in life, and to their stories we now turn.
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figure 4. Two disciples consult Naqshbandı m shaykh Khwamja <Ubayd Alla mh Ahra mr
(d. 896/1490) in a cave. Depicted here as an ascetic, the shaykh was noted for his
extensive founding of institutions. Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595),
©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, T474:219v.
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Conversion in one form or another is an essential ingredient in the stories
of countless Friends of God. As chapter 1 indicates, stories of prophetic and
saintly origins share many thematic and structural features. From here on,
God’s Friends appear to follow a rather different path from that of the
prophets. This departure reflects the fact that prophets, in most accounts, typ-
ically do not need to undergo a major change of heart before becoming gen-
uine servants of God. Conversion, which accounts also describe as repentance
or a turning back (to God, tawba), calls for a deliberate reassessment of one’s
priorities and values.

Whether a Friend’s conversion is dramatic or gradual in biographical tales,
the experience is only the larger framework of a life that typically embraces a
host of specific practices that symbolize and facilitate the Friend’s reorienta-
tion. Hagiographical sources characterize the refocused spiritual life generally
as the pursuit of piety, devotion, or servanthood (<ibamda). This pursuit includes
adherence to all the religious requirements of the expansive body of traditions
known as sharia, Revealed Law. It also presupposes a high degree of commit-
ment, not merely to perform the associated actions and ritual requirements
but to absorb and interiorize the deepest significance of the practices of the
faith. “Presence of the heart” is the fundamental attitude of the true servant
of God, and Friends of God embody that presence most intensely.

According to traditional Islamic hagiographical sources, conversion typ-
ically bears fruit in a life of asceticism. For God’s closest Friends, servant-
hood invariably requires a greater emphasis on a wider range of spiritual
practices and attitudinal changes than one might expect of more ordinary
folk. Sources describe these actions and attitudes in a variety of ways, from
renunciation, self-discipline, or asceticism (zuhd) to spiritual reticence,
scrupulousness and ethical purity (wara<), withdrawal from society to a life
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of seclusion (<uzla), and the deliberate embrace of a life of poverty (faqr)
(see Fig. 4). In keeping with this complex set of choices, many Friends of God
are noted for both the intensity of their fasting (sawm) and their unstinting
generosity, or charitable giving (sadaqa), to the less fortunate.1 In this chap-
ter, I explore important aspects of these symbols of spiritual commitment.
These features of the saintly life provide a backdrop for the discussion in
chapter 3, which looks at the devices storytellers use to describe how God
communicates with His Friends and how they respond.

conversion stories

A common convention in Islamic hagiographical material is the conversion
account. As in several other major religious traditions, Islamic conversion nar-
ratives typically fall into two large categories. Some accounts describe the
principal character’s spiritual awakening as a gradual unfolding, through eval-
uation of ordinary experience via ever-deeper introspection. Others show
more of a flare for the dramatic, depicting the Friend’s transformation as a
sudden and unexpected turnabout. English Jesuit poet Gerard Manley
Hopkins characterized the classic dichotomy beautifully when he wrote that
Paul’s conversion occurred “as once at a crash,” whereas that of Augustine
resulted from a divine “lingering-out sweet skill.”2

Each type of conversion story encompasses a variety of scenarios that sug-
gest further distinctions, not in the temporal sequence of the change but in
the qualitative outcome, the difference between the individual’s former and
latter states. Some characters emerge, whether slowly or suddenly, from the
gloom of erroneous belief into the full light of true faith. Others experience
a metamorphosis, either abandoning their outright enmity toward the divine
plan to embrace full intimacy with God or turning away from the flamboy-
ant pursuit of wealth and power to commit to unyielding rejection of the
world and all its trappings.

Conversion does not figure prominently in the stories of some select
Friends of God, including Bamyazı md al-Bistammı m, Hallamj, Ibn Khafı mf, and Sufyamn
ath-Thawrı m, the last of whom, <Attamr says, was “born scrupulous.”3 But such
ever-saintly characters seem to be in the minority. One could argue that the
beginning of a Friend’s awakening to a deeper spiritual life is structurally
parallel to God’s sending his prophets on their initial missions in His name.
As chapter 1 suggests, an important theme in the tales of the prophets is the
idea that “every prophet began as a shepherd.” The implication is that before
their ultimate calling, God’s ambassadors already shared a common voca-
tion in the care and leadership of creatures unable to fend for themselves.
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Evolving Conversion: From Untested Belief 
to Keen God Awareness

Two general types of sources supply the vast majority of conversion stories.
First-person accounts, cast in the form of autobiographical recollections, pro-
vide an important insight into the use of more or less standard, perhaps even
formulaic, themes. Among the most celebrated of spiritual autobiographies
that center on a transforming summons to the inward quest is Abum Hammid al-
Ghamzalı m’s Deliverance from Error (Al-munqidh min ad-dalaml), often likened
in a very general way to Augustine’s Confessions. Ghazamlı m’s narrative is an
engaging, if stylized, account of an extended odyssey precipitated by a psy-
chospiritual “crisis” during his tenure as professor at the Nizammı mya madrasa
(college of theological and legal studies) in Baghdad. He had enjoyed the
patronage of the Saljumqid vizier (minister to the sultan) Nizamm al-Mulk and
for a time reveled in the prestige and influence of his academic position. He
began to experience great difficulty in communicating and eventually had to
admit to himself that he no longer entirely believed what he was teaching.
Renouncing his position, Ghazamlı membarked on an extended quest for spiritual
certitude. He sought out in succession specialists in a wide range of sciences
and at length concluded that only the Sufis could credibly claim access to gen-
uine knowledge. Ghazamlı m’s “conversion” was thus a transformation from con-
cern for the outward aspects of Revealed Law to fuller engagement in the life
of the spirit. He had been a Muslim all along and, to appearances at least, was
a devout and observant one. His story is one of the best examples of conver-
sion through intensification of one’s personal commitment.4

In a more recent account that resonates strongly with that of Ghazamlı m, the
eighteenth-century Moroccan Sufi Ibn <Ajı mba describes how he, too, under-
went a change of mind and heart. Not until the age of forty-six did he join
the Darqamwı mya Sufi order. Before that time, Ibn <Ajı mba had given most of his
life to the academic profession. He recalls that his encounter with the great
shaykhs of the order was the event that led him to forsake his academic focus
on the traditional, exoteric religious disciplines (especially scriptural exege-
sis, hadith scholarship, and jurisprudence) in order to pursue the life of
renunciation, poverty, and devotion in the order. Significantly, however, Ibn
<Ajı mba describes his “conversion” as a gradual process that began with sev-
eral years of steeping himself in the writings of classic Sufi spiritual mas-
ters, including Ghazamlı m himself.5

Two other telling, if lesser-known, conversion-centered first-person nar-
ratives are those attributed to Al-Hakı mm at-Tirmidhı m, author of a seminal
early theoretical work on sainthood, and <Alam, ad-Dawla as-Simnamnı m, a major
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Persian Sufi theorist. Unlike many other autobiographical reminiscences,
Tirmidhı m’s account spends little time on his educational credentials, moving
with dispatch to a description of several life-altering experiences. His life thus
“begins” at the age of twenty-seven with a desire to embark on a pilgrim-
age. In Mecca, he prays for and receives a change of heart, marked by a new
assessment of worldly values. He emphasizes the need for self-discipline and
his search for a personal guide, and he then describes a series of revelatory
dreams (including some experienced by his wife).6

<Alam, ad-Dawla as-Simna mnı m penned more than one autobiographical
account, including an early eighth-/fourteenth-century text entitled The
Bond for the People of Reclusion and Unveiling, in which he spotlights his
experience of conversion.7 He recalls that as a young man, he thought only
of himself and of his selfish ambitions. Beginning when he was fifteen,
Simnamnı m served the sultan and curried the royal favor for ten years, while
neglecting his religious duties. However, during a conflict between his patron
and the sultan’s uncle, Simnamnı m experienced a dramatic openness to things
of the next world and a desire to withdraw from society to dedicate himself
to a life of piety. Unable to extricate himself from the royal court, he remained
there for about two years, but he began to suffer an illness that gave him a
reason to request leave to return home to Simnamn in north-central Iran just
east of present-day Tehran. En route, Simna mnı m was mysteriously and sud-
denly healed. Viewing this healing as confirmation of his quest, he set about
steeping himself in the spiritual masterpiece of Abum Tamlib al-Makkı m, The
Sustenance of Hearts (Qumt al-qulumb). Simnamnı m’s struggle to pursue the cor-
rect course was not over, however. He recounts in some detail how Satan
contrived to sidetrack him by presenting multiple temptations to turn away
from his desire for a life of self-discipline.8

Far more numerous than such “autobiographies”—and more important
for present purposes—are the third-person hagiographical narratives that
prominently feature spiritual turning points in the lives of their subjects.
Conversion accounts play a crucial role in the life stories of dozens of major
figures and in a wide variety of hagiographical genres, particularly in
anthologies of holy lives. Toward the beginning of many of their major biog-
raphical sketches, <Attamr and Hujwı mrı m, among others, insert a statement such
as the following: “This was the beginning of [this individual’s] conversion.”
<Attamr, for example, follows such statements with stories of fairly dramatic
transformation, spurred by an experience of the futility of wealth, power,
beauty, and fame. He often recounts almost verbatim bits of stories that
Hujwı mrı m tells in his generally much shorter sketches.

<Attamr’s story of Hasan al-Basrı m relates that the great ascetic began his
adult life as a successful jewel merchant. He once visited the Byzantine
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emperor’s court, and the vizier invited him to travel with him into the desert.
There Hasan saw a lavish tent, to which came in succession a large army, four
hundred scholars, elders, and four hundred beautiful servant maids. The vizier
explained that each year since the emperor’s handsome young son had died
of an illness, these throngs of Byzantine subjects had come to pay respects to
the dead prince. After all these categories of royal subjects had entered and
departed, the emperor and his chief minister would go into the tent and explain
to the deceased boy, in turn, how it grieved them that neither their might,
nor learning, nor wisdom, nor wealth and beauty, nor authority had been
sufficient to prolong his promising life. The striking scene persuaded Hasan
of the need to be ever mindful of his mortality, and he was transformed from
a prosperous businessman into a veritable archetype of the  world-renouncing
ascetic.9 Hasan was known for the abundance of tears he shed out of com-
punction for his sins. On one occasion, he wept so copiously when he prayed
in his rooftop retreat that the liquid ran off through the downspouts upon a
passerby, who inquired whether the water was clean. Hasan replied that it
was not, for these were a sinner’s tears; he advised the passerby to wash them
off forthwith.10

Dramatic Conversions: From Sinner to Saint, King to Beggar

As the story of Hasan suggests, one cannot necessarily draw a neat line between
gradual and sudden conversions. Two of the paragons of flamboyant transfor-
mation in Islamic hagiography are Fudayl ibn <Iyamd and Ibramhı mm ibn Adham.
Fudayl lived much of his adult life as a brigand, sending his minions out to
steal from travelers along the roads of northeastern Persia, while he remained
in his tent wearing sackcloth and fingering his rosary beads. This story clearly
spotlights the theme of hypocrisy. One member of a nearby caravan, alerted
by rumors of highway robbers in the area, decides to entrust his money to a
stranger in a tent out in the desert. After the crew of robbers hit the caravan,
the savvy traveler returns to the tent in hopes of reclaiming his wealth, only
to spot the bandits sharing their spoils outside the tent. The caravaneer begins
to head back in despair, but Fudayl spots him and calls him over. When the
man tells him that he has returned for his stash, Fudayl tells him that the
money is right where he left it. Fudayl’s henchmen scold him for returning
the money after they had scored such a paltry haul from the travelers. In reply,
he announces that just as the merchant trusted him, so he now trusts God.
One account notes that he returned all that he had stolen to the owners.11

<Attamr tells a follow-up conversion story about Fudayl that has a hint of
polemical intent. Fudayl falls in love and begins to send the woman of his
dreams all of his ill-gotten loot. But one night he hears a voice from a pass-
ing caravan reciting a verse from the Qur,amn that challenges him to consider
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whether the time might have come for him to improve his relationship with
God. Seeking solitude amid ruins, he happens upon a place in which some
travelers have sought refuge as well. Unaware of Fudayl’s identity, they tell
him that they had hoped to be on their way but were afraid that Fudayl might
lie in wait for them along the road. Fudayl assures them that the bandit has
changed his ways and is as eager to avoid the travelers as they are to steer
clear of him.

Setting out to make restitution, Fudayl comes across a Jew and asks how
he can atone for his former misdeeds. Intent on humiliating Fudayl, the Jew
tells him he must go to a certain sand dune and clear it away to level ground.
After Fudayl has labored for several days, a mighty breeze comes up and fin-
ishes his work for him. When the Jew sees the results, he tells Fudayl that
he cannot forgive him until the bandit returns his gold. Fudayl must go the
Jew’s bed, retrieve a bag of gold and hand it to the Jew. Fudayl does so, and
the Jew insists that the befuddled Fudayl make him a Muslim. The Torah says
that authentic conversion turns dust to gold in the hands of the repentant
person, and the Jew confesses that he had left only dirt under his pillow.
Thus does the power of the legendary robber’s conversion transform another
person’s life.12

In stories reminiscent of the Buddha’s renunciation, Ibramhı mm ibn Adham
first appears in hagiography as king of Balkh (now in northwestern
Afghanistan). Surrounded by unimaginable wealth, Ibramhı mm falls asleep one
night on his throne. Suddenly from up on the roof comes a ruckus, and the
king asks who is there. A voice replies that the interloper is someone look-
ing for a camel. When Ibramhı mm expresses his surprise at the foolishness of
searching for a camel on the rooftop of a palace, the voice replies that the
quest is no more bizarre than looking for God while wrapped in finery and
seated on a throne of gold. Thus begins in Ibramhı mm a process of introspection
that continues through several more remarkable episodes.

Once during a royal assembly, when all the courtiers are duly arranged,
a stranger bursts in and declares to the king that he means to spend the night
at his “inn.” When Ibramhı mm corrects the man, reminding him that the court
is no inn but a palace, the interloper begins a series of questions to deter-
mine who owned the palace before Ibramhı mm. “My father,” the king replies.
“And before that?” the man asks. At length, he gets the king to admit that
all previous tenants have died—just as lodgers come and go in an inn. The
man departs as suddenly as he arrived, and Ibramhı mm pursues him, hoping to
speak further with him. He presses the stranger about his identity, and the
visitor admits that he is Khidr, the mysterious prophet-guide who appears
so often as the spirit who initiates famous individuals into the Sufi Path.
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When Ibramhı mm asks Khidr’s leave to make a quick trip home before going
on, the guide refuses to wait and disappears.

As Ibramhı mm’s agitation intensifies, he orders his mount saddled and heads
to the desert to hunt. In a daze, he loses track of his retinue and finds him-
self alone, hearing voices trying to wake him up. Suddenly a gazelle con-
fronts the hunter and speaks, challenging him to consider whether he might
have a higher purpose than hunting a defenseless creature for sport. Even
the pommel of his saddle and the button on his collar harangue him in that
vein, until Ibramhı mm is suddenly swept into an experience of ecstasy. Coming
across a shepherd, the king changes places with him, thereby linking Ibramhı mm
with the great tradition for both prophets and Friends of God: lives of spir-
itual leadership begin with shepherding. He embarks on a long journey of
spiritual discovery, his own pilgrimage to Mecca.13

These two colorful characters have plenty of company among the better-
known Friends of God. In the story of another famous ascetic, Bishr al-Hamfı m
(“the barefoot”), the protagonist begins his life in anything but an ascetical
mode. As he walks about in a drunken stupor one day, he spots a piece of
paper on the ground. Reading its message, “In the name of God, the Gracious
and Merciful,” Bishr does the paper homage, anointing it with a perfume he
has purchased for that purpose. Elsewhere that night, a stranger dreams that
he must go tell Bishr that just as he anointed, glorified, and purified God’s
name, so God will anoint, glorify, and purify him. But because the dreamer
is aware of Bishr’s questionable reputation, he ignores the dream; not until
it returns a second and third time does he set off on his mission. Bishr’s
acquaintances tell the messenger that Bishr is drunk in a local saloon. The
dreamer sends word to Bishr, who asks who has sent the message. The mes-
senger replies that the message is from the Lord, at which Bishr weeps for
fear that God is angry with him. When the messenger assures him that God
is not angry, Bishr informs his drinking companions that he is leaving them
for good. He ambles out of the bar and sets off barefoot—hence, the nick-
name al-Hamfı m—on his lifelong journey of repentance and self-discipline.14

Surely one of the more striking and eccentric of the earlier Friends of
God is Dhum ‘n-Numn of Egypt. One day he visits a legendary ascetic and finds
him suspended from a tree, chastising his body and threatening to leave it
there to die if it does not help him learn obedience. To the ascetic’s surprise,
Dhum ‘n-Numn is moved to tears at the sight. The ascetic explains the ration-
ale for his self-discipline. He tells Dhum ‘n-Numn that he will find someone even
more austere up the path of a nearby mountain. Dhum ‘n-Numn ascends the
hill and discovers a man in the doorway of a hut. The man has cut off one
foot, and he explains to his visitor that after thirty years of self-denial, he
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had seen a beautiful woman walk by and succumbed to the temptation to
step out for a better look. Ashamed of his betrayal, he had removed his foot.
He then tells Dhum ‘n-Numn that if he wants to see a real ascetic, he should
climb to the summit of the mountain.

Unable to advance higher, Dhum ‘n-Numn inquires about the man and learns
that the ascetic refuses to take any nourishment not divinely provided for
him and that God has sent bees to supply him with honey. Dhu m ‘n-Numn
reflects on the absolute trust of these renunciants, and as he descends, he
notices a blind bird. Wondering where such a creature finds sustenance, he
sees the bird fly down and strike the earth with its beak. Two bowls suddenly
materialize, one gold and one silver, containing sesame seed and rosewater,
and the bird partakes freely. Filled with confidence in God, the traveler finds
a building in ruins down the road. Inside is a bucket of gold covered by a
plank with God’s name on it. Dhum ‘n-Numn’s companions head for the gold,
but he wants only the plank. Later, in a dream, a voice tells him that in honor
of his choice he will have access to knowledge.15

conversion and the greater struggle

Whatever the type and function of conversion in a Friend’s story, nearly all
of the paragons of piety and virtue model in some way an ideal for devout
Muslims. An underlying theme in conversion stories is the concept of the
“greater struggle” (al-jihamd al-akbar) against one’s baser tendencies, a strug-
gle that requires constant vigilance. Chapter 6 discusses hagiographical tra-
ditions that cast Friends of God as warriors in the “lesser struggle” (al-jihamd
al-asghar). In common parlance, the term jihamd (struggle, exertion, effort)
most often refers to the latter sense of combat against an outward enemy.
Muslim hagiographers, however, place far greater emphasis on the way God’s
Friends model the intractable battle against the inward foe than on their
prowess with sword and shield. According to a hadith, Muhammad told war-
riors coming home from a military campaign that though they had returned
safely from the lesser jihad, they still faced the greater struggle against the
“enemy between their two sides.” That inner nemesis is the ego-soul, the nafs.
Constantly at war with the spirit (rumh), the ego marshals all its wiles and
stratagems to hijack the heart (qalb) for its own selfish purposes. The heart
is the contested inner land over which the armies of good and evil wage inces-
sant combat for the highest of all stakes, the individual’s relationship with
God. Read in this context, nearly every story in which Friends of God con-
front the obstacles of ignorance, selfishness, pettiness, hypocrisy, and deceit
is a reminder of the greater struggle.16
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Our exploration begins with accounts of Friends whose inner lives do not
appear especially remarkable and moves into stories of more sustained and
deliberate spiritual rigor. Among the various permutations of the ascetical ideal,
some of the more prominent themes include watchfulness over one’s
hypocrisy, avoidance of positions of power and influence, rejection of pretense
to fame, scrupulous honesty, complete reliance on divine providence, and
renunciation of even the desire for renunciation itself: conversion can become
a source of inappropriate attachment. Virtually all stories of asceticism in its
diverse forms play out in a Friend’s conversion.

Many Friends of God reportedly pursued lives of rather ordinary, and at
least superficially acceptable, Muslim piety. <Atta mr’s version of Mamlik ibn
Dı mnamr’s conversion tells of Mamlik’s ambition to become an official of the great
mosque of Damascus. To improve his chances of selection, the wealthy, good-
looking man makes sure that visitors to the mosque see him praying there
at all hours. He knows his behavior is hypocritical and often reminds him-
self of that fact, but the message makes no significant impression on him.
Then one night when he is enjoying a musical performance with some
friends, he hears a voice from the lute asking what prevents him from repent-
ing sincerely. Returning to the mosque, he prays for the first time with a
heart cleansed of hypocrisy. When a group of worshippers arrive the fol-
lowing day, they notice signs of deterioration in the building and decide that
they can find no more suitable trustee than Mamlik. But when they ask him
to undertake the responsibility, he confesses to God his past hypocritical
behavior and departs for a life of spiritual discipline.17

Habı mb al-<Ajamı m(the “non-Arabic speaker/foreigner”) started out as a mon-
eylender and was guilty of exacting usury. On his daily collection rounds, he
commonly charged a fee if the debtor could not make payment due. One day
a wife who had no money to pay offered him some meat. When Habı mb returned
to his house, his wife informed him that they had no fuel or bread. The next
time he returned home from his rounds, a passing beggar hailed him, and Habı mb
rebuffed him callously. At this moment, his wife reported that the food she
was preparing had turned to blood and declared that they were being pun-
ished for his treatment of the beggar. Habı mb was stricken with remorse, and he
resolved never again to exact usury. On Friday, he headed for Hasan al-Basrı m’s
prayer session and fainted when he heard the sermon. He then proclaimed an
amnesty for all his debtors and returned their money. Some years after Habı mb
resolved to spend more time studying with Hasan, his wife became very ill,
and still Habı mb returned home each night penniless. After ten days, God sent
a succession of visitors to his home who brought abundant supplies. Stunned
at the blessings, Habı mb dedicated himself totally to the Generous One.18
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One day Damwumd at-Tam,ı mheard a person who was grieving a loved one’s death
recite a verse about the frailty of human life. He was overcome with sadness
and resolved to retire from social interaction altogether. But his teacher, the
great jurist Abum Hanı mfa, persuaded him that he would do better to attend class
in patient silence. After a year, Damwumd concluded that his quiet attentiveness
was preferable to thirty years of effort.19 Damwumd’s later companion, Ma<rumf al-
Karkhı mč experienced a different form of conversion. The son of Christian par-
ents, Ma<rumf converted to Islam, and his parents followed suit.20 Ma<rumf’s
disciple Sarı mas-Saqatı mgrew up as a Muslim and made his living as a grocer. He
maintained the highest standards of honesty. One day when his shop was the
only one to survive a fire in the Baghdad bazaar, Sarı mdecided to give his pos-
sessions to the poor and to begin a life of extreme austerity.21

An associate of Ibramhı mm ibn Adham named Shaqı mq of Balkh recounted a
conversion nearly as dramatic as Ibramhı mm’s. One year a famine in Balkh was
so dire that people turned to cannibalism to survive. Like most of his fellow
citizens, Shaqı mq was horrified, but he encountered a young man in the mar-
ket who laughed heartily in the face of this horror. Shaqı mq asked the laugh-
ing youth how he could behave so cavalierly under the circumstances. The
boy replied that he had no worries, because his master owned a whole vil-
lage and would provide for him. Shaqı mq reasoned that if a human master
with only one village could be so provident, he should turn himself over
unreservedly to a master who owns the universe. From then on, he consid-
ered the young man his most important teacher.22

Some Friends of God experience a conversion simply because they have
the desire to do so. In one such conversion tale, Abu m ‘l-Husayn an-Nu mrı m
spends forty years in seclusion, austerity, and renunciation, only to realize
that his effort has been rife with hypocrisy and that his ego-soul remains
in control of his choices. He resolves to take another tack, first discerning
what his ego-soul urges him to do and then doing the opposite. When Numrı m
confronts his ego directly, it identifies itself as a “gem from the mine of dis-
illusionment” and instructs him to inform his disciples accordingly. The
shaykh then goes to the river and declares that he will wait for a fish to
jump onto his hook as a sign that his struggle has ended. When he catches
a fish, he assumes that he has seen the light and seeks out his friend Junayd
to tell him about the marvel. Junayd remains convinced that Nu mrı m’s baser
self is still calling the tune. He reminds Nu mrı m that though he could have
claimed a marvel if he had caught a snake instead of a fish, he still has too
much ego invested in his claim to be credible. Even the greatest Friends of
God must strive for continual conversion, particularly for detachment from
marvels.23
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Abu m Sa<ı md ibn Abı m‘l-Khayr’s conversion story turns on his meeting with
Shaykh Luqma mn of Sarakhs during his studies in Sarakhs (in the north-
eastern Persian province of Khurasan). Abu m Sa<ı md calls Luqma mn “one of
the wise madmen,” a man who has lost his reason as a result of a divine
unveiling. He represents the ultimate spiritual freedom. After telling Abum
Sa<ı md that he has sewn him onto his cloak along with his patch, Luqma mn
leads the young man to a kha mnqa mh (Sufi residence) and places his hands
into those of the pı mr (“elder,” spiritual guide) Abu m ‘l-Fadl. The old master
tells his new disciple that the prophets’ mission is to proclaim to humankind
the name of God and instruct people to pay attention to this reality. At this
point, Abu m Sa<ı md resolves to forsake his former life of study in the reli-
gious disciplines and to dedicate himself wholly to devotion and reflections.
Remarkably, Abu m Sa<ı md’s principal biography seems to suggest that he later
experienced a reversal of this early transformation. In the second book of
the biography, he “suddenly” appears to be far more carefree and even
showy.24

asceticism in the lives of prophets and friends

A serious commitment to cultivating a God-focused life presupposes,
according to many of our sources, rejection of all that might threaten this
single-minded commitment. Whether one calls this orientation asceticism,
renunciation, hard-core self-discipline, or inner combat, the commitment is
not for the lazy or the fainthearted. “Die before you die,” Muhammad
reportedly said. This pithy yet stringent directive has arguably been the
inspiration of many important Muslim ascetic themes. One might expect
champion practitioners of zuhd to be dour, unregenerate curmudgeons: life
is a series of hardships, and the next life will be still more joyless for those
who are not willing to forego all delights in this one. But stories about the
asceticism of God’s Friends are full of surprises. For example, some accounts
cite the necessity of renouncing renunciation itself, for satisfaction with
one’s own self-discipline poses the greatest and most insidious danger of
all. This section highlights the prominent features of the committed spiri-
tual life, beginning with stories from the lives of prophets, who set the exam-
ple for subsequent generations of Muslims. Major themes include
self-denial, flight from too-conspicuous engagement with the public, the
symbolic dimensions of food and fasting, and the complex relationships
between sexuality and asceticism. These stories recall a number of prophetic
and saintly personalities we have already met and introduce several new
characters who are celebrated for their success in the greater struggle.
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Prophetic Paradigms of Asceticism

In asceticism, as in so many other aspects of the spiritual life, the prophets
set the bar—often quite high. Their spiritual discipline, however, is not the
result of a “conversion” experience but is the fabric of their beings.
According to Tha<labı m, Abraham was the first to perform a host of actions
that Muslims have long considered part of the discipline of good hygiene.
He willingly gave all his sustenance to needy guests, prepared to sacrifice
his son at God’s command, suffered in the midst of Nimrod’s bonfire, and
surrendered his heart entirely to God.25

God permitted Satan to strip Job (Ayyumb) of nearly everything he might
have called his own. But after each loss, Job acknowledged God alone as the
owner of all good things. Satan was continually frustrated by Job’s accept-
ance of his sufferings and was painfully aware that nothing he could inflict
on the prophet gave him access to Job’s heart. The harder Iblı ms (the most
common proper name of Satan, perhaps related to the Greek diabolos) tried
to separate the faithful servant from God, the closer Job came to his Lord.
Not until Job believed he had lost everything—his children and wife as well
as all his possessions—did he acknowledge God as most compassionate, at
which point his fortunes reversed. Job had never taken food when he knew
someone hungered, never used a shirt when he new someone was naked.
Junayd observed that God had allowed Job to sink to the status of a beggar
so that he would know definitively the divine favor (see Fig. 5).26

Even as a child, John the Baptist (Yahyam) lived the life of a serious renun-
ciant, refusing to play with his peers and preaching repentance to adults. In
one account, John asks his mother to make him a tunic of hair in imitation of
the rabbis and monks he has seen performing their austerities in the temple.
The merest mention of hellfire is enough to set his determination to live a more
severe life, to such an extent that he gave his parents cause for alarm.27 His
cousin Jesus was also a model ascetic in many ways. He went barefoot, had no
fixed abode, and had no assured source of income, sustenance, or clothing.28

Not surprisingly, Muhammad’s preference for simplicity of life remains
the paramount prophetic example of asceticism. Descriptions by Hasan al-
Basrı m and other celebrated ascetics emphasize the Prophet’s abstemiousness
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the Baptist (Yahyam), and John’s cousin Jesus (<I Msam), also noted for his ascetical ways.
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and renunciation of even the hint of excess. Muhammad ate the bare mini-
mum, dressed in rough garments, rode a donkey, and devoted many hours to
night vigil.29

Friends’ Self-Denial, Hardship, and Flight from the Public

With the prophets setting so lofty an example of the committed spiritual
life, Friends of God have faced a daunting challenge. One of Ibn <Arabı m’s
shaykhs, Abum <Abd Allamh ibn Jumhumr, used to keep vigil and recite Qur,amn
until he was exhausted. When he lay down to sleep on a pillow, he reminded
himself that because his cheek rested softly now, it would rest on a stone in
his grave. At the man’s burial, Ibn <Arabı mnoted that God had left a large rock
in the grave. Before lowering the body, someone moved the rock so that the
shaykh’s cheek would rest upon it, thus fulfilling the shaykh’s premonition.30

One of Dhum ‘n-Numn’s followers engaged in severe austerities, including
forty-day fasts and protracted periods of night vigil. Even so, he complained
to his shaykh that God had yet to acknowledge his efforts. Dhum ‘n-Numn
instructed the man to eat hearty that night and to skip his rigorous disci-
plines, in the hope that God might respond, if only to chastise the servant.
The disciple dined well, but could not bring himself to skip his prayers before
sleeping. In a dream that night, the prophet Muhammad relayed a message
from God that the servant should have persevered and that his prayers would
now be answered. But the message also instructed the disciple to take his
shaykh to task as a presumptuous liar for daring to issue such an instruction
to a seeker. Dhum ‘n-Numn was delirious with joy at receiving even this scathing
response from God. <Attamr explains that the shaykh had issued the instruc-
tion because, like a physician, a teacher must on occasion prescribe poison.
Dhum ‘n-Numn knew, however, that the student would not skip his night prayers
and would remain spiritually protected. <Attamr draws a parallel between this
type of instruction from a Friend and God’s command that Abraham sacri-
fice his son, knowing that he would not go through with the deed. So too,
God expressed the desire, but not an explicit command, that Khidr kill a boy
destined to grow up an unbeliever, thus saving the boy from eternal punish-
ment (Qur,amn 18:74). Sometimes the seeker must confront apparently unlaw-
ful demands on his or her spiritual quest.31

Some Friends manifest their absolute devotion to God by rejecting the
“world” and assiduously avoiding the company of other people. Seclusion
and deliberate shunning of society become a symbol of the desire to belong
to God alone. A favorite metaphor for the painful separation from social
interaction is that of  “breaking one’s lute” to stop revelry. In one story,
Bamyazı md al-Bistammı mencounters a young man playing the lute in a graveyard
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at night. The musician approaches Ba myazı md, declares that God is the sole
source of strength and power, and wallops Bamyazı md on the head, breaking both
lute and head. Bamyazı md manages to make his way back to a shrine and the
next day sends an assistant to pay the musician the price of the lute, along
with some candy. He sends an apology, whereupon the young musician and
some companions come to see him and repent at his feet.32

In another story, Ma<rumf al-Karkhı m, as he walks through Baghdad with some
disciples, comes across a group of youngsters besporting themselves musically.
Ma<rumf offers a prayer that God will give the wayward youths enjoyment in
the next life as well. Catching sight of the saint, the revelers smash their lutes,
empty their flagons and repent before the teacher. Their actions answer his
prayer.33 A similar tale focuses on Shamh Shujam< of Kerman’s son, who was a
fine musician and occasionally walked the neighborhood singing and playing
the <umd (lute). When his music moves a sleeping woman to come to the win-
dow, the woman’s husband yells to the boy that he should repent and repudi-
ate music. Suddenly the youth realizes that the man is right. He breaks his
<umd, secludes himself at home for forty days, and then departs for a life of
renunciation. At last, <Attar notes, the name “Allamh” that had been written on
the boy’s chest in fine hair settled into his heart.34

Many ascetics have regarded ordinary contact with humankind as a major
source of spiritual contamination. Hagiographer Tamdilı m tells a story about a
fourth-/tenth-century Egyptian jurist named Abum ‘dh-Dhikr who was
strong-armed into a position of chief judge that he did not want. He took to
moonlighting, hoping that selling dates after hours would get him fired.
Apprised of the judge’s activities, the caliph set up a sting and sent his min-
ions incognito to buy dates. The ruler distributed the dates to some sick peo-
ple because he knew the holy man’s blessing would heal them, and eating
the dates indeed relieved these people of their fevers. Hailed before the
caliphal court, the ascetic was granted one request. Removal from his judi-
cial post was all he wanted, and he got his wish.35

Dates often feature in stories about the importance of fasting and the sym-
bolism of food in the larger story of asceticism in the spiritual life. A saying
attributed to the <Iraqi Friend Damwumd at-Tam,ı maptly connects flight and fasting:
“Fast from the world and death will break your fast; shun people as you would
run from a ravening beast.”36 As we saw in chapter 1, many Friends begin
fasting even in the womb.

Fasting and the Symbolism of Food

The symbolic importance of dates is evident in the traditional Muslim prac-
tice of enjoying some fresh dates to break times of fasting, as Muhammad
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did. All Muslims are enjoined to fast between sunup and sundown during
the ninth lunar month of Ramadan. Fasting in this instance includes more
than renunciation of food. Tradition calls Muslims to refrain from a host of
potentially harmful practices, such as complaining or criticizing others. Given
the Islamic calendar’s dependence on lunar cycles, the month occurs about
eleven days earlier in the solar calendar each year, making the practice par-
ticularly challenging when Ramadan falls during the long, hot days of sum-
mer. As demanding as the annual practice can be, many of God’s Friends
have sought out still more severe forms of food-related asceticism. In the
colorful accounts that follow, the symbolism of food suggests that more is
at stake than whether one eats or not.

In one tale, Uways al-Qaranı membarks on a three-day fast, after which he
spies a gold coin on the road. He thinks about using it for food but reasons
that someone has probably lost it and will return to look for it. As he is about
to break his fast with grass, a sheep appears with a loaf of fresh bread in its
teeth. Again, Uways’s first thought is that the bread belongs to someone else
and that he should not eat it. But suddenly the animal speaks up, informing
Uways that God has sent her with food for the faster. As he grasps the bread,
the sheep vanishes.37

In another story, Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr has a reputation for avoiding savory foods
for years at a time and typically breaks his day’s fasting with a loaf of fresh
bread. But when he takes ill and has an overwhelming desire for meat, he drops
by his local butcher shop and slips out with three animal hooves. The butcher
sends an assistant to follow Mamlik. The spy reports back that Mamlik gave the
meat, as well as bread, to some poor folk, telling himself that with any luck he
would soon be dead. Contrary to the popular conception that going meatless
for forty days weakens the mind, Mamlik finds that after twenty years’ absti-
nence, his mind is clearer than ever. In a struggle against his attachment to
another delicacy, Mamlik refrains from eating dates for forty years, but he is
then overcome by a craving. He makes a deal with his ego-soul: if he can fast
entirely for seven days, he will earn the right to indulge in dates. He wins the
deal and takes some dates to the mosque one day, where a child exclaims that
he sees a Jew eating in this place of prayer. The boy’s father moves to drive
Mamlik out but then recognizes him and apologizes: only a Jew would eat dur-
ing the day, the man explains, and Mamlik is the last person the worshippers
expected to see eating. Mamlik begins to pray, thinking that God has mysteri-
ously spoken through the child. Because God has had him labeled as a Jew
even before he could eat the dates, Mamlik believes that God will surely allow
him to be branded as an unbeliever if he proceeds to eat them. Thus, he swears
off the fruit permanently.38 In both anecdotes, Mamlik appears to be flaunting
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“conventional” religious observance, thus risking public censure, all to deny
satisfaction to his inner enemy, the ego.

A story of Rambi<a takes place in a similar setting and exemplifies a Friend’s
willingness to risk offending others to get God’s attention. Two hungry shaykhs
visit Rambi<a, and she brings out two loaves of bread, but when a beggar asks
for food, she takes the bread from her guests and gives it to the poor person.
As the shaykhs sit in amazement, a neighbor’s servant brings in eighteen more
loaves. Rambi<a insists that this offering must be a mistake and tells the servant
to take the bread back. The servant’s mistress then adds two more loaves and
sends her back to Rambi<a. Rambi<a’s guests eat the bread, and she explains what
has happened. Initially embarrassed that she had only two loaves to offer such
important people, she had given the bread to the beggar in hopes that God
would make good on his promise to recompense all gifts tenfold. When only
eighteen loaves materialized, she knew there must be a mistake.39

On another occasion, Rambi<a uses food in a very different way. The saint
prepares to break a fast with a soup that her servant girl is making. When
the girl says she needs to go borrow some onions, her mistress tells her that
she refuses to seek assistance from anyone but God. Just then, a bird flies by
and drops some peeled onions into the soup.  Rambi<a bemoans the difficulty
of avoiding temptations and opts for bread only.40 She apparently wants des-
perately to forgo the pleasure of condiments in her soup. She then concludes
that the bird was sent to remind her that even soup without onions is too
elegant to break the fast, and she repents by settling for plain bread.

Another anecdote exemplifies the danger of inattentiveness to the ritual
appropriateness of certain foods. Ibramhı mm ibn Adham asks to meet a young
man noted for his self-denial. After being with the youth for three days,
Ibramhı mm becomes envious of his abilities, even suspecting that the young man
is influenced by a demon. How else could his companion go without sleep?
Indeed, on closer investigation, the young man appears to be eating unlaw-
ful foods. Ibramhı mm invites the youth to visit him for a while, during which
time he feeds the guest the food Ibramhı mm himself typically eats. The guest
quickly loses his spiritual strength and angrily asks what Ibramhı mm has done
to him. Ibramhı mm explains to the young man that the demon has gained access
to him through food.41

Ibramhı mm was therefore especially vigilant in renouncing the gift of suste-
nance. During Ramadan, he plucked grain and sold it so that he could give
alms to the poor. He refused to sleep and kept extended night vigil, explaining
that constant weeping for his sins kept him awake. On another occasion,
Ibramhı mm went seven days and nights without receiving anything to eat. As his
strength ebbed, he prayed for sustenance. Out of nowhere came a youth, who
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asked if the shaykh was hungry and took Ibramhı mm to his own home to feed
him. At Ibramhı mm’s probing, the youth identified himself as the shaykh’s for-
mer servant who felt a debt to Ibramhı mm. Ibramhı mm refused to take back anything
he had left to the young man and departed hungry.42

Friends of God sometimes bargain with the ego-nemesis, thinking that
they can outwit the nafs in the end. In one story, Dhum ‘n-Numn makes a deal
with his ego-soul: if he responds to his ego’s incessant pleading for vinegar
beef stew on a feast day, his ego must help him recite the whole Qur,amn dur-
ing two cycles of ritual prayer prostration. After prayers the next morning,
Dhum ‘n-Numn begins to eat some stew and then removes it from his mouth.
To his puzzled companions the shaykh explains that by taking the mouth-
ful of stew, he denied his ego-soul the ability to claim victory. Shortly there-
after, a visitor appears with a large portion of savory stew and explains that
he had prepared the dish for his family’s feast day, but the Prophet had come
to him in a dream and told him that if he wants to encounter the Prophet at
the resurrection, he must take the stew to Dhum ‘n-Numn. He is to tell the
shaykh that the Prophet bids him indulge just this once. The shaykh obedi-
ently eats the stew.43

Ibn Khafı mf (“son of the light one”) was one of the most vigorous fasters
among the Friends of God, engaging in no fewer than four forty-day fasts every
year. He did so even during the year of his death and reportedly died while
fasting. When he broke his fast each night, he ate only seven hard raisins. On
one occasion, he inadvertently consumed eight raisins that his well-intentioned
servant gave him. But when Ibn Khafı mf realized that his prayers that night did
not bring the accustomed consolation, he questioned the servant, who con-
fessed that he had added a raisin. Ibn Khafı mf fired the servant, for if the man
had truly been a friend, he would have reduced the number to six.44

In the midst of his periods of often-dire austerity, Ibn Khafı mf did not lose
sight of the need to acknowledge the rights and dignity of each person he
encountered. Even as a young man, Ibn Khafı mf was so noted for his renun-
ciation of food that a dervish once visited him to observe how fasting affected
him. The dervish invited him to his house and served rancid meat. His intent
was good, and he did not intend to poison his guest. He tried to encourage
Ibn Khafı mf to eat it but was embarrassed when he realized the extent of the
shaykh’s revulsion at the prospect. Ibn Khafı mf departed on a trip with a group
that became lost and had not brought food for such an eventuality. On the
verge of starvation, the travelers paid an exorbitant price for a dog and pre-
pared to eat it. As Ibn Khafı mf was about to eat the dog meat, he thought of
the hospitable dervish, repented for embarrassing the man, and returned to
ask his forgiveness.45
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Even the redoubtable Ibn Khafı mf had a lesson to learn from Junayd about
satisfying his thirst. En route to pilgrimage, Ibn Khafı mf failed to visit Junayd
when he passed through Baghdad. Proceeding on through the desert, he took
his bucket to a well, where he saw a gazelle drinking. But as Ibn Khafı mf pre-
pared to dip his bucket, he noticed that the water level sank too low to reach.
He complained to God that he must surely be more important than this ani-
mal. A voice then reminded him that the animal got water because it relied
on God totally.46 Ibn Khafı mf immediately discarded his bucket and traveled
on, at which point the voice revealed that God was only testing him and that
he could now take water from the well with his bare hands. Returning from
pilgrimage, he stopped in Baghdad and encountered Junayd at Friday prayers.
The storyteller takes the occasion to spotlight Junayd’s clairvoyance, for
Junayd chides Ibn Khafı mf for his impatience: true patience would have made
water bubble up at his feet.47 Sometimes even Friends of God fail to identify
the real enemy in the greater struggle.

Anecdotes occasionally suggest that God is not satisfied with the initial
efforts of even the most rigorously ascetical Friend. According to the major
Indian Chishtı mhagiographical anthology Accounts of the Finest (Akhbamr al-
akhyamr), Shaykh Farı md ad-Dı mn maintained a demanding discipline of fasting
and intake of food in general. He showed a preference for stale bread and
unsalted food. One story recounts how, at the advice of his spiritual guide, he
undertook an additional three-day fast to increase his austerity. When the
time came to break that fast, someone brought him a bit of bread and he ate,
assuming that the bread was a gift from God. But he soon became ill and
vomited up the food. He went to his shaykh and asked why he had become
sick, and his teacher told him the food was what a drunkard would eat. He
should fast another three days and break the fast when food came from the
unseen world. After three days, he waited in vain for food to appear. He spent
the night in hunger, and when he became very weak, he put some pebbles in
his mouth. The stones immediately turned to sugar. Three times he experi-
enced the same phenomenon and knew then that this was food from the
unseen. As a result of the experience, he acquired the nickname “Storehouse
of Sugar” (Ganj-i Shakar).48

Unexpected reversals on the theme of fasting occasionally supply the
hagiographer with an arresting narrative device. They can also demonstrate
how God can work with apparent overindulgence as well as with abstemious-
ness. In one story, Abum Muhammad <Abd Alla mh al-Mawrumrı m, a close
Andalusian associate of Abum Madyan, sits down to dinner while enjoying
the hospitality of a friend in Granada. The host’s son is away, and after an
ample repast, Abum Muhammad offers to eat the son’s portion so that the
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absent young man will feel satisfied, even at a distance. When the shaykh
has eaten another full meal, he announces that the son cannot eat a bite more
without killing himself. When the son returns, he is still carrying the food
he packed that morning. He explains that earlier in the day, as he arrived at
his destination, he felt as if curds and honey were flowing into his mouth
and into his stomach. Even after the long walk home, the man said, he was
still belching from the vast quantity of food.49 Chapter 4 returns to the theme
of the miraculous provision of sustenance.

The demands of discipline in food and drink cause many to fall short of
victory in the battle. In an account of Cairo’s most important places of visi-
tation, Tamdilı mtells several stories about aspirants to the life of self-denial who
fail to make the grade. In one, <Alı m ibn Muhammad al-Muhalabı mattempts to
join a band of twelve renunciants, and after two days’ travel without food or
drink, he admits that he is extremely thirsty and hungry. At once, the inter-
loper is miraculously removed and deposited at his house, clearly not up to
the task at hand. In another account, a fourth-/tenth-century figure named
Abum ‘l-Hasan ibn al-Fuqam<ı m likewise seeks to join a group of twelve renun-
ciants. Members of the group take turns praying for food each evening, and
every prayer brings a table with twelve loaves and a single fish. When the
new member applies himself to the task, the result is a table with thirteen
loaves and one fish. This feat is impressive, or so one would think. In turn,
Abum ‘l-Hasan hankers for salt, and suddenly salt appears as well. He is quite
pleased with himself and tells the others that his desire for the condiment
made it materialize miraculously. This admission is his undoing, however,
for the renunciants will not tolerate anyone so overcome with personal
desire.50

The mere thought of satisfying one’s ego-soul with food can have delete-
rious effects. In one account, Central Asian Friend Abum Turamb of Nakhshab
recalls an occasion on which he had an overwhelming desire for eggs and fresh
bread as he traveled in the desert. When he encountered members of a tribe,
they accosted him and accused him of stealing from them. As they beat the
shaykh, a senior member of the tribe recognized Abum Turamb and excoriated his
fellows for their unjust action. Realizing their misdeed, the assailants asked
the shaykh’s forgiveness. To their surprise, Abum Turamb was grateful for their
rough treatment, for at last his ego-soul had received comeuppance for its way-
ward desires. The old Sufi who had recognized the traveler then welcomed
Abum Turamb to his lodge and set fresh bread and eggs before his guest. Before
the guest could protest, a voice commanded Abum Turamb to eat, for henceforth,
he would experience no such desire without also receiving a beating for it. For
the moment, at least, he deserved a little comfort food.51
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Asceticism and Sexuality

Sexuality, along with the symbolism of food, is among the most common
themes in the ascetical lives of God’s Friends. Surprisingly, perhaps, it is far
from the most important of such themes. Some conversion narratives focus
on the Friend’s realization that concupiscence is, or will surely become, a
crucial failing. Accounts of the life of Hallamj seldom talk much about his “con-
version.” But according to one set of traditions, the saint had a striking expe-
rience while strolling the streets of his hometown. A shadow fell upon him
from a roof terrace above, and when Hallamj glanced up, he saw a beautiful
woman. Realizing his fault, he told the man accompanying him (Mumsam, the
source of the account) that he knew he would pay dearly for that undisci-
plined look. As Hallamj was later executed, he reminded Mumsam, who was griev-
ing among the crowd, that the forbidden glance was the reason for his
execution.52

More than a few accounts treat the subject with a bracing dollop of humor.
In one story, <Abd Allamh ibn al-Mubamrak undergoes a kind of conversion when
he realizes how inordinately attached he is to a young woman. He is so smit-
ten that he stands in the snow below her window waiting for her to appear.
Mistaking the call to dawn prayer for the night prayer, he is shocked to see
the sun rise shortly thereafter. He chastises himself for being willing to stand
through the night even though he would have been severely agitated if an
imam in the mosque happened to recite a particularly lengthy passage of the
Qur,amn. <Abd Allamh thereafter applies himself totally to devotion.53

Abum Hafs the Blacksmith lived in northeastern Persia. In one story, he falls
so desperately in love with a young lady that he consults a Jewish magician
for relief from his agony. The conjurer prescribes forty days totally devoid
of any religious sentiment or deed of devotion. When the magician’s talis-
man fails to take effect after the allotted time, the Jew insists that Abum Hafs
must have done something good. Abum Hafs denies that he has done any-
thing but kick aside a rock to prevent wayfarers from stumbling on it along
the path. The magician cautions Abum Hafs to pay attention to any deity that
would provide him such an opportunity for spiritual benefit in the face of
his resolute inattentiveness. Overcome with repentance, the blacksmith
transforms his already rather simple life, spending his days fasting and beg-
ging and then giving his daily wage to a poor widow. Naturally, the Jew
becomes a Muslim, but Abum Hafs’s conversion to a life of renunciation is not
complete. One day when Abum Hafs was at his forge, a passerby recited a
Qur,amnic verse in which God reminds people of an obligation they have failed
to fulfill. Abum Hafs was so taken with the words that he lost his awareness
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of the task of forging. He forgot his tongs and reached into the forge bare-
handed to retrieve a chunk of iron. He ordered his workers to continue ham-
mering the iron, and when they yelled at him that it was already clean, he
came to his senses. He realized that he had to detach himself definitively from
his work, and he entered into seclusion.54

As in this tale of Abum Hafs, sexual attraction is often a pretext for a larger,
more important point about the greater struggle. Sources do not describe
Junayd as undergoing a classic “conversion,” though they report that he left
the glass shop he had run for some time ostensibly because he wanted more
time to pray. Some stories suggest that he experienced the kind of trial and
testing necessary to refine his commitment. After forty years of intense devo-
tion in a small room attached to his uncle Sarı m’s house, Junayd thought he
had attained the pinnacle of the spiritual quest. God had other intentions,
reminding Junayd that his very existence as an individual remained a stum-
bling block. So the Friend rededicated himself to devotion, arousing the sus-
picion of the caliph because of his disruptive effects on the public. Hoping for
a case against Junayd, the ruler contrived to have a beautiful slave girl seduce
him with promises of love and wealth. As the girl plied her wares, Junayd inad-
vertently glanced at her and immediately realized that he had reason to repent.
He then breathed on the slave girl, and she died instantly. Word got back to
the caliph, who, we learn, was himself in love with the girl. The distraught
sovereign went to pay his respects to Junayd and asked how the Friend could
have killed such a lovely woman. Junayd chided the caliph for seeking to undo
Junayd’s forty-year quest and hinted that the caliph was responsible for his
own loss.55

Surely one of the classic anecdotes to feature the dangers of both food
and sexual lust is a story about Bamyazı md al-Bistammı m. Bamyazı md ardently wishes
to ask God’s protection from the “burden” of desire for food and women.
But his awareness that the prophet Muhammad never made such a request
prevents him from doing so. As a reward for refraining from such a self-
serving prayer, God lifts his burden anyway. From then on, Bamyazı md feels so
free of lust that he no longer notices the difference between a woman and a
wall.56

epilogue: river of gold

Stories about the Friends of God make clear that no matter how great a Friend
might be, he or she never escapes the need for continual conversion and must
incessantly struggle against the inward enemy in all its disguises. In fact, a
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virtual subgenre in the  “sayings” of famous Friends underscores their recog-
nition of frailty in the midst of effort. Friends like Bamyazı md confess that even
after thirty or forty years of watchfulness over the heart, they have not
purged themselves of the last vestiges of idolatry. Even the minutest dis-
traction from perfect attentiveness to God is a reminder of the ongoing strug-
gle to free oneself of attachments.57

A common story form features the possession of gold and the need to
divest oneself of this and other symbols of wealth by tossing them into the
great river that runs through Baghdad, the Tigris. In one story line, a would-
be disciple of a famous holy person seeks instruction from the shaykh about
money matters. Because possession of great wealth is a major barrier to sin-
cere commitment to the spiritual quest, seekers must detach themselves and
typically receive uncompromising instructions from their teacher about how
to give perfect evidence of a change of heart.

For example, Junayd, after telling a seeker to sell his house and heave the
gold into the Tigris, realizes that the aspirant needs further purification. After
the man tosses the gold away, the shaykh dismisses him as though he has
never met him before. Thereafter, every time the disciple returns to see him,
Junayd snubs him, reminding the man that he is still attached to the fact
that he has given up his wealth. Junayd finally accepts the seeker into his
company when the man becomes detached from his detachment. In another
story, a follower of Junayd renounces his life of comfort after experiencing
an inner conversion at a session with the shaykh. Though he disposes of most
of his possessions, he holds back a thousand gold coins as a contribution to
Junayd, only to be told that his intended gesture is inappropriate. The seeker
flings each coin separately into the Tigris. However, Junayd, after watching
this process, dismisses the aspirant because his obsessive behavior suggests
that he is not truly detached, and he counsels the young man to return to
the mercantile life in which such calculation is acceptable.58
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figure 6. According to Jammı m (NUJ 507–9), Shaykh Muhyı mad-dı mn <Abd al-Qamdir 
al-Jı mlamnı m (d. 561/1166), dreamt or had a vision while on the roof of his house, seeing
pilgrims on the plain of <Arafamt outside of Mecca. He then asked his mother’s
permission to study in Baghdad and make pilgrimage. The painter has taken major
liberties, first showing a scene of hajj at the Ka<ba rather than the much less iconic
plain of <Arafamt, and, more curiously, depicting the shaykh’s “mother” at upper left
as an old man rather than a woman. Jammı m, Nafahamt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595),
©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin T474:276r.
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Accounts of life-altering experiences, whether mundane and gradual or sud-
den and dramatic, do not tell the whole story of change in the spiritual
odysseys of the great Friends of God. Hagiographical sources are full of anec-
dotes about the humbler course corrections that even the seekers who are
most advanced along the path must make from time to time. Though these
experiences are characteristically of divine origin, Friends do not always ini-
tially recognize that these relatively minor interventions come from God. A
further miniconversion is usually necessary to open their eyes to the events’
heavenly provenance. In one story, for example, while out on a pitch-dark
desert night, Abum Turamb of Nakhshab encounters a black man “tall as a
minaret.” Terrified, he asks the apparition whether it is a human being or a
spirit. In reply, the spectral presence asks whether Abum Turamb is a Muslim.
When Abum Turamb responds that he is, the towering intruder asks whether a
true Muslim would be afraid of any being other than God. At that moment,
fear releases Abum Turamb from its grip, and he recognizes the visitor as a
friendly reminder of his need for continual conversion.1

Other shared features in hagiographical accounts function as descriptions
of the nature and intensity of a Friend’s relationship to God. Rarely do the
sources speak of an individual’s interface with the divine as complete and per-
fect. They reflect profound awareness of the surprising variety of ways in
which God seeks to fine-tune the sensitivities of his most intimate acquain-
tances. In this chapter, I explore the principal ways in which God communi-
cates and Friends respond. Chapter 5 considers more directly the lapses in
communication that result from the human frailty of God’s Friends.

In many stories, divine contact with prophets is a paradigm for God’s deal-
ings with his other Friends. An important aspect of this theme is the concept
of genealogical continuity, both within the fraternity of prophets and between
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prophets and Friends, the latter to present Friends as exemplars of the divine-
human connection. Accounts of dreams and visions, which I discuss from a
theoretical perspective in chapter 11, are among the most common narrative
devices in Islamic hagiography. They offer important insights into the nature
of that connection. The subjects of these spiritual communications include
God (but only rarely), angels, Muhammad and other prophets, many Friends
of God, and spiritual visits to major holy places (particularly Mecca).

An aural equivalent to dreams and visions is the mysterious, disembodied
“caller” whose voice from offstage provides essential information and
reminders for the sometimes-bemused listener. Of a slightly different charac-
ter are “visits” from figures who are either deceased or known to reside a great
distance from the main character in the story. Because Friends of God are only
human, their relationships with God are occasionally subject to the evil inten-
tions of Satan and his minions. Finally, we take a brief look at the Friends’ role
as intercessor in facilitating their followers’ relationships with God.

friends of god, heirs of the prophets

One of the dominant concepts legitimating the sanctity and authority of
God’s Friends is the notion that Friends are direct spiritual descendants of
the prophets. Many sources demonstrate “genetic” links among prophets as
a class and suggest parallels between Friends and one or more specific
prophets. Stories of prophets typically show them receiving their formal
commission at the age of forty. Idrı ms, for example, is sent at the age of forty
to the sons of Cain and inherits the book of Seth and Adam’s coffer.2 Ilyams
(Elijah), too, experiences a visitation from Gabriel, who charges him to speak
truth to tyrants. Ilyams cringes at the prospect of confronting the mightiest of
the earth, but the angel assures him that he will have the strength of sev-
enty prophets.3 One might see a rough analogy in the forty years of asceti-
cism that many Friends of God undergo.

Uways al-Qaranı m was noted for his unique personal relationship to the
Prophet. Though Uways never personally met Muhammad, the Prophet
remarked that he had encountered Uways spiritually as “a breath of the
Merciful from Yemen.” Hagiographers often comment on Uways’s favored
status: he alone was directly formed in the spirit of the prophets, without the
aid of a mediating spiritual teacher. The spirit of prophethood sustained
Uways in truth.4 Most importantly, knowledge and humility count for more
than the gift of miracles in establishing a Friend’s connection to the prophets.
According to <Attamr, even though Habı mb al-<Ajamı m could work marvels, he
was lower in rank than Hasan of Basra, who could not. He explains that
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whereas miraculous powers rank only fourteenth as a station on the road to
God, special knowledge merits eighteenth place: secret knowledge presup-
poses profound contemplation, whereas marvels require only advanced piety.
<Attamr notes that Hasan’s knowledge was so great that he belongs in the com-
pany of no less than the prophets Solomon and Moses, whose advanced
knowledge allowed them to do much more than perform miracles.5 In a sim-
ilar vein, the tenth-/sixteenth-century Egyptian hagiographer Sha<ramnı mcites
a saying of Muhammad that no human being is more sincere than his early
Companion Abum Dharr, and anyone who desires to emulate the humility of
Jesus should observe him.6

Some stories corroborate a Friend’s authority through prophetic pres-
ence and approbation. Ibn <Arabı m records a dream that he experienced after
visiting Abum Muhammad Makhlumf al-Qabam,ilı mof Cordoba. In the dream, Ibn
<Arabı m sees a vast assembly descending from heaven, some astride thunder-
ing steeds and others walking. Among them is a tall man, who explains that
he is the prophet Humd and that his companions are all the other prophets.
They have come to be with Abum Muhammad and comfort him in his illness.
(Ibn <Arabı m learns the next day that the shaykh has indeed been overtaken
by a fatal malady.)7

Genealogical Links: The Unbroken Chain of Divine Providence

Metaphor is the stock-in-trade of good storytellers and is an essential ingre-
dient in any story’s magic spell. Several features in the tales of the prophets
link the various divine envoys symbolically. One example is the birth of
Abraham in the same “cave of light” in which Noah and Idrı ms entered this
world. Hagiographers also use various objects to construct a lineage of sanc-
tity and spiritual authority that unites the fellowship of the prophets. Such
emblems of historical continuity are a critical ingredient in the story of the
divine-human connection. Islamic traditional sources often mention hered-
itary symbols, sacred heirlooms that not only bridge the generations of
prophets and Friends of God but represent signature spiritual qualities of
major characters. On his departure from the Garden, Adam carries a staff
that will eventually become a gift from the prophet Shu<ayb to his son-in-
law Moses. Kisam,ı m tells of the 313 prophets’ staffs that Noah loaded on to the
ark in Adam’s coffer. When Moses accepts the hand of Zipporah in marriage,
her father, Jethro, allows Moses to select a staff from the large cache he keeps
in his house. Moses selects the red one carved from a tree in Paradise and
first used by Adam. It has been passed down through Abel, Seth, Enoch,
Noah, Humd, Samlih, Abraham, Isma m<ı ml, Ishamq, and Ya<qumb (Jacob, father of
Joseph). The same source offers a list of important prophetic heirlooms that
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God gives to Abraham and that Abraham then passes on to Joseph. They
include the “turban of prophethood,” the “girdle of victory,” the “coat of
friendship,” and the “ring of prophethood,” in addition to the “staff of light.”8

The coat of chain mail fashioned by David eventually becomes part of
Muhammad’s armament. Solomon’s seal ring becomes an emblem of
prophetic hereditary wisdom. The prophet Muhammad bequeathes his twin-
tipped magical sword, Dhum ‘l-Faqamr, to <Alı m. <Alı min turn hands it down through
generations of Shı m<ı mmartyr-imams, along with <Alı m’s robe, turban, and stan-
dard. Muhammad’s heroic uncle Hamza happens upon a garden that once
belonged to Solomon, where he discovers the horse and saddle of Ishaq. Ja<far
as-Samdiq, the sixth Shı m<ı m imam, reportedly boasted that among the symbols
of his legitimacy were Muhammad’s sword, armor, and standard; Moses’s
tablets, sacrificial tray, and staff; and Solomon’s ring. He likened possession
of these heirlooms, particularly the Prophet’s weapons, to the Israelites’ pos-
session of the ark.9

Prophets, Dreams, and Visions

Another common link among prophets is their access to divine truth through
dreams and visions. Though earlier prophets reportedly experienced a vari-
ety of mysterious communications, Joseph is the paragon of dreaming and
dream interpretation. When he was very young—about four, according to
Kisam,ı m, or seven, according to Tha<labı m, he reported to his father a dream in
which he saw a staff planted, branch out, and grow skyward, far outstripping
the planted staffs of his brothers. Some four years later, his father, Jacob,
dreamt that wolves attacked and threw Joseph into a well, where he stayed
for three days. Jacob never disclosed the dream to anyone but seems to have
had a premonition as a result of it. Then, in Joseph’s twelfth year, came the
boy’s signature dream, of the heavenly lights doing him homage. Suspecting
that the dream augured no good for Joseph, Jacob warned him not to divulge
it to his brothers. Joseph’s siblings nevertheless got wind of it and dismissed
the boy as a “dreamer.” The young prophet’s enduring reputation as a wise
figure rests on his interpretation of others’ dreams, first those of his fellow
prisoners in Pharaoh’s jail and later those of the ruler himself. Joseph’s skill
in unfolding the meaning of Pharaoh’s dreams won him release from incar-
ceration and a high place at court.10

Hagiographers often hint at symbolic connections between individual
Friends of God and specific prophets. A particularly striking example is an
extended parallel between two Josephs. A story of Yumsuf ibn al-Husayn of
Rayy (near present-day Tehran, Iran) combines dream imagery, in the con-
text of a conversion account, with Yumsuf’s spiritual kinship with his prophetic
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namesake, Joseph. Yumsuf, like the prophet Joseph, was very attractive, and an
emir’s daughter became smitten with him at first sight. When she made a
play for him (as Zulaykham, the wife of Pharaoh’s minister, had done), he
retreated, even forsaking his native tribe. That night, Yu msuf dreamed (as
Joseph had) of an assembly of people wearing green and standing before a
throne. Yumsuf eagerly rushes in to find out who these people are. They are
angels, they tell him, paying homage there to the prophet Joseph who had
come to visit the younger Yumsuf. Yumsuf is deeply moved (still in dreamtime)
to think that a prophet would come to see him, and suddenly Joseph descends
and brings Yumsuf to the throne. The prophet explains that he has noticed
that Yumsuf is intent only on intimacy with God and thus has guarded him-
self against the advances of the young woman. At that moment of renunci-
ation, God had called Yumsuf to the attention of Joseph and made an example
of him. Indeed, the prophet explains to his namesake, God has noted that
Yumsuf’s intentions are even purer than Joseph’s. The prophet then tells Yumsuf
he should seek further confirmation of his status from the “sign of the age,”
Dhum ‘n-Numn of Egypt, who knows the ultimate name of God.

Yumsuf awoke from the dream and set out for Egypt. For three years, Dhum
‘n-Numn refused to tell him that greatest name, for the seeker was not yet
ready to bear it. Finally, Dhu m ‘n-Nu mn decided to test the young man. He
gave him a covered bowl and told him to deliver it to a shaykh across the
Nile. Overcome by curiosity, Yu msuf removed the cover, only to have a mouse
skitter out. When he found the unnamed shaykh and confessed his mis-
deeds, the shaykh explained that Yu msuf still was not ready: if he could not
handle a mere mouse, he surely could not handle the divine name. Yumsuf
returned to Dhum ‘n-Numn for further instruction. Dhum ‘n-Numn told the stu-
dent he must forget everything he had learned to be ready for the name.
Yumsuf insisted that he couldn’t erase his learning in that way. Then forget
your teacher entirely, Dhum ‘n-Numn commanded, for citing authority is all
arrogance and egotism. Yumsuf knew he couldn’t forget his teacher either. So
the teacher ordered him to preach repentance to all and sundry. Vowing to
do so, Yu msuf went back home to Persia. At first, he was a celebrity and
attracted throngs. But little by little, he evoked criticism from every quar-
ter, until on one occasion he found no one waiting at the appointed place
for his sermon. As he left in discouragement, an old woman reminded him
that he had vowed to preach regardless of human affirmation, so for the next
fifty years, he preached without regard for his surroundings or his audi-
ence.11 <Atta mr’s story is one of the longest and most detailed of its kind, and
it puts forth a theme of spiritual consanguinity that is an important con-
cern of many hagiographers.
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Seeing Muhammad and the Prophets

Muhammad once observed, “A veracious dream is one fourth of prophecy.”
Reportedly, he also said, “Whoever has seen me in a dream has seen me.”
According to tradition, Muhammad made a distinction between dreams “of
vision” and dreams “of confusion,” attributing the former to God and the
latter to Satan.12 Many hagiographers and Sufi theorists interpret this state-
ment to mean that divine communication to human beings continues in the
post-Prophetic age, only under another guise. Friends experience dreams for
a host of reasons, from corroborating earthly experience to revealing mys-
teries or receiving chastisement from God for presumptuousness or
hypocrisy. The content of dreams is often rather generic, in that no one
important figure takes center stage. But in many dream accounts, prophets
or famous Friends are the featured players, delivering the essential message
either forthrightly or in cryptic allusions.

One narrative device that links Friends of God with the prophets is the
dream account in which a prophet delivers an important message to, and
about, the Friend (as in the above story of Yumsuf ibn al-Husayn). Dreams of
Muhammad play a prominent role in many stories and personal accounts of
religious experience. Some reports incorporate dream narratives as structural
elements in stories of conversion, such as the story of the celebrated the-
ologian Abum ‘l-Hasan al-Ash<arı m. One of his “biographers,” Ibn <Asamkir,
includes several versions of a series of dreams that Ash<arı mexperienced dur-
ing the first, second, and last thirds of the fasting month of Ramadan. In the
dreams, the Prophet confronts the dreamer about his beliefs and his practice
of systematic theological inquiry (kalamm), thus precipitating Ash<arı m’s intel-
lectual and spiritual conversion.13 This story is one of countless examples of
the widespread belief in dreams of this kind. Such reports are by no means
limited to formal hagiography. Some of the great Friends were privileged
often with the presence of the Prophet. Rumzbihamn Baqlı m notes in his “diary”
that he “saw” the Prophet “more than a thousand times.” On one occasion,
the Prophet even gave him dates to eat.14 Most Friends, however, encoun-
tered Muhammad in dreams less frequently, although not necessarily less
spectacularly.

Abu Bakr al-Kattamnı m reported that he saw Muhammad in dreams every
Monday and Thursday night. He took the opportunities to ask the Prophet
whatever questions came to his mind. One night, however, he dreamt that
Muhammad was coming toward him in the company of four other men.
Muhammad asked the dreamer if he could identify each of the men. Katta mnı m
responded correctly that the first three men were Abu m Bakr, <Umar, and
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<Uthmamn, but he hesitated to identify <Alı m as the fourth. After Muhammad
had asked the man’s identity three times without response, he thumped
Katta mnı mon the chest and told him the fourth man was <Alı m, and the dreamer
repeated the name. <Alı m then took Kattamnı m’s hand and told him to get up and
go to Safam.15 Just then, the dreamer awoke to find himself at that spot.16

Muhammad’s appearance in dreams and visions nearly always functions
as proof of a claim to authority and legitimacy. Some dreams are attributed
to figures widely admired for their knowledge. Occasionally, the dreamer
explains that Muhammad’s purpose in the dream encounter is to shore up
the status of a third individual whose spiritual acumen the dreamer has
underestimated. In one of the more arresting encounters of this sort, the
redoubtable jurist and theologian Ibn Taymı mya describes how a dream
changed his opinion about a woman named Famtima bint <Abbams of Baghdad.
Famtima was an adherent of the Sunnı m legal school of Ahmad ibn Hanbal and
a renowned scholar, jurist, judge, and ascetic in her own right. She taught a
group of women and sometimes ascended the minbar to preach to the peo-
ple. Ibn Taymı mya wrote that even though he acknowledged Famtima’s compe-
tence and intelligence, he was irked to see her sermonize in public and was
looking for a way to prevent her from doing so. One night Muhammad
appeared to him in a dream and chided him. Famtima, the Prophet reminded
him, was an upright woman engaged in good and important work.17

Less unusual accounts of dream visions of the Prophet aim to legitimate
the sanctity and authority of Friends of God who did not have to overcome
the social marginality of Fa mtima’s gender. Bishr the Barefoot dreamt that
Muhammad asked him if he knew why God had bestowed such spiritual pref-
erence on him. He did not, he admitted, whereupon the Prophet explained
that this favor was because he taught the importance of following the
Prophet’s example.18

Some pilgrims in Mecca once told Sadafı m about a dream in which
Muhammad affirmed Sadafı m’s contemporary Abum Muhammad at-Tamı mmı m
as one of his Companions—the highest possible accolade.19 Ibn <Arabı mreports
that a shaykh of his, Muhammad ibn Qassumm, always uttered a particular
invocation to conclude his study and prayer sessions. Later Ibn <Arabı mmade
pilgrimage and performed his rituals at the Ka<ba. There he dreamed that
someone read to the Prophet a prayer from Bukhamrı m’s collection of hadith.
When the reader finished, the Prophet recited the prayer, asking God for the
gift of seeing and hearing only the good and requesting forgiveness.
Thereafter, the dreamer frequently repeated his supplication, convinced that
his shaykh’s practice now enjoyed the ultimate seal of approval.20 In another
account, Ibn <Arabı m reports a “vision” in which he saw that his shaykh, Abum
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<Imramn Mumsam of Mertola (in Spain), was progressing to a more advanced
stage of spiritual development. He reported this dream to the shaykh, who
appreciated the confirmation. Some days later, Ibn <Arabı m learned that the
shaykh had indeed risen to that higher station.21 (On a related theme, see
Fig. 6.)

Dreams sometimes correct the dreamer’s unfounded suspicions about
another person. One account reports that <Abd Allamh ibn al-Mubamrak had a
servant who was rumored to be supplying his master from funds he obtained
by grave robbing. <Abd Allamh decides to spy on the servant. When the ser-
vant enters a grave, the master sees him begin to pray and to perform aus-
terities before a prayer niche within the tomb. <Abd Alla mh weeps at the
thought that he suspected his servant of crimes. After a whole night in prayer,
the servant emerges from the tomb and goes to pray at the mosque, asking
God to supply a silver coin to give his master. As a light shines before him,
the servant finds a coin in his hand. <Abd Allamh, still observing from a dis-
tance, breaks his silence and lauds the servant. But the servant, realizing that
he can no longer worship God in secret, asks God to let him die, and so he
dies. After the master inters the servant in the tomb that had been his secret
devotional refuge, he dreams that Muhammad and Abraham are riding
toward him on horseback. They ask why <Abd Allamh buried “our friend” in
penitential garb, suggesting that the servant’s special rank eliminated the
need to shroud him in a sinner’s vesture.22

Some apparitions of the Prophet carry a quasi-sectarian message, evi-
dently seeking to redress slights to segments of the Muslim community. In
one account, a poor boy descended from <Alı m confronts <Abd Allamh ibn al-
Mubamrak as the latter exits a mosque. How could such a man be so wealthy
and famous when a child of the Prophet’s line must scrape and labor for the
barest survival needs? <Abd Alla mh chides the boy for failing to live up to
Muhammad’s spiritual legacy. That night, a chagrined Prophet comes to <Abd
Allamh in a dream and takes him to task for criticizing his descendant. <Abd
Allamh gets up immediately and departs, intending to apologize to the child.
Meanwhile, the child, too, receives a dream visitation from Muhammad, who
tells the boy that if he were truly living up to his heritage, <Abd Allamh would
have no cause for criticism. At once, the lad arises, intending to apologize to
<Abd Allamh. When the two encounter each other that night, they reflect on
their experiences and express their need for forgiveness.23

Sometimes Muhammad’s function in dreams is to be an exalted messen-
ger. In the following story, the Prophet’s appearance is corroborated by a dream
in which God explains why he has sent Muhammad. Sarı m as-Saqatı m tells his
nephew Junayd that he should preach about the divine intervention in his life.
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Junayd demurs, saying that his place is not to preach to anyone who is more
spiritually advanced than he. Then he dreams that the Prophet wants him to
preach. Junayd awakes to find Sarı mwaiting for him. Sarı mexplains that even if
his own exhortation to preach has not persuaded Junayd, surely he cannot
ignore the Prophet’s injunction to do so. Junayd is astonished that Sarı mknows
of his dream. Sarı mexplains that God informed him in a dream that he had sent
the Prophet to deliver that message.24 (See Fig. 7.)

Egyptian Friend <Alı mal-Wafam, describes an important early encounter with
Muhammad when <Alı m was experiencing difficulty in his Qur,amn lessons.
Muhammad appeared to the boy in a white cotton shirt, which mysteriously
transferred to the dreamer, and instructed him to “Recite”—much as Gabriel
had instructed Muhammad himself in his initial revelation of the Qur,amn.
The youth then recited Sura 93, a text often interpreted as the earliest rev-
elation in the sacred text. Later in his life, <Alı mrecounts, Muhammad appeared
to him when he was praying at his father’s tomb. The Prophet embraced the
young man and told him that the Lord blessed him. <Alı mexplains that, from
then on, he became the very “tongue” of the Prophet.25

Muhammad also appears in the role of hospitable, and miraculous, host.
Abum <Abd Allamh ibn al-Jalla m, describes a visit he made to the tomb of the
Prophet in Medina when he was in dire need. After greeting Muhammad,
Abum Bakr, and <Umar (all buried in close proximity there, according to tra-
dition), he declared himself the Prophet’s guest. He went to sleep between
the pulpit and the tomb and dreamed that the Prophet gave him a loaf of
bread. Still in the dream, the pilgrim ate half of the loaf, and when he awak-
ened, he found he still had the other half.26

Teaching devout Muslims the most efficacious prayers, and bestirring
them when they show signs of tiring of the spiritual quest, are also impor-
tant dream-tasks of Muhammad. In Sadafı m’s account of Abum <Abd Allamh al-
Masamlı m, the author says he heard his subject asking God for protection all
around and subsequently asked where he had learned that prayer. Masamlı mtold
him he received it from Muhammad in a dream after he confessed to the
Prophet that he was afraid he might be overcome with complacency while
traveling in the desert. The Prophet said that he would bestow a gift that
Gabriel had originally bestowed on him during the Battle of the Ditch, and
he instructed him in this new prayer.27

In a story with a similar theme, an Egyptian man sees Muhammad in a
dream and complains that despite his efforts to make the king act in a just
manner, nothing has changed. The Prophet tells him to persist in his efforts,
explaining that when God wants someone to act well, he sends a “vizier” to
remind him of that destiny.28 Ibn Khafı mf has a dream in which the Prophet



figure 7. A young Junayd (d. 298/910) on a minbar preaches to a crowd of
leading early Sufis, including (clockwise and identified by names written in
turbans or elsewhere) his uncle Sarı m (to the right and peering out), Muhamsibı m,
Shiblı m, and Abum ‘l-<Abbams (with cane); at center beneath the minbar is Abum Bakr
al-Warramq; Abum Turamb of Naskshab; Abum Hafs Haddamd; and Ruwaym (just left of
minbar). The image is a veritable Who’s Who of Friends in third-/ninth-century
Baghdad. Junayd had dreamt that Muhammad commanded him to preach, and his
uncle Sarı m had experienced a corroborating dream. A young Christian moved to
conversion by Junayd’s words appears bare-headed and tearing his garment at
upper right. Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595), ©The Trustees of the
Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, T474:42r.
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nudges him awake with his foot and chides him. He reminds Ibn Khafı mf that
God pesters incessantly any person who embarks on the road to God and
then pauses to rest. In another story, Ibn Khafı mf, avidly seeking to follow the
Prophet’s example, sets out to perform two cycles of the ritual prayer on tip-
toe as Muhammad had done. He falls sleep after succeeding in only one cycle,
and the Prophet appears in a dream to discourage Ibn Khafı mf from attempt-
ing to emulate his unique manner of prayer.29

Even children occasionally encounter the Prophet in dreams. Abum <Abd
Allamh al-Kutammı m reported to Sadafı m that Muhammad appeared to him in a
dream when he was seven years old. The Prophet embraced the boy, touch-
ing his mouth with his right hand and his breast with the left as he recited
two Qur,amnic verses (87:6, 54:17) in which God promises to facilitate mem-
orization of the Qur,amn. Muhammad then gave the boy a drink of water, and
from that time on, the child had little trouble memorizing even large por-
tions of the scripture after hearing it recited only three times. This memo-
rization occurred during his dreams.30

Poets, too, are sometimes the beneficiaries of Muhammad’s inspiration
and healing presence. Egyptian Friend of God and mystical poet extraordi-
naire Ibn al-Famrid is in the midst of composing an ode on the spiritual path
when Muhammad appears to him in a dream and inquires about the poem’s
title. Too fancy, Muhammad replies; “Order of Progress” would do nicely, he
says, and the poet complies. Another Egyptian, legendary for his poem in
praise of Muhammad, is al-Busı mrı m. Once during a serious illness, Busı mrı m
dreamt that the Prophet cured him by spreading his mantle (burda) over the
poet. During that illness, Busı mrı mwas inspired to compose the celebrated pan-
egyric of Muhammad, the Burda.31

Encounters with God in Dreams and Visions

Reports about dreaming of God are relatively rare, for reasons that I discuss
in chapter 11. But one occasionally finds striking accounts of this kind, of
varying length and complexity. A report by Yahyam ibn Sa<ı md al-Qattamn is
touching in its immediacy. Envisioning his Lord in a dream, he pleads that
despite his countless entreaties, God has yet to answer him. His Lord replies
simply that he loves the sound of Yahyam’s voice.32 Some stories deliver a more
subtle message. In one, Dhu ‘n-Numn weeps when he recalls a dream in which
God reminds him that he showed creation to the ten divisions of humankind,
and nine of them preferred the world over the Creator. God then divided the
tenth division into ten parts, and when he showed them heaven, 90 percent
opted for heaven. Again God divided the remaining tenth into ten parts, and
nine fled from hell when he revealed it to them. Of all humankind, only a
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small remnant was not fooled by the world or eager for heaven or terrified
of hell. These few individuals God called his servants. When he asked what
they sought, they acknowledged that God taught them what to desire and
knew what they wanted.33

Some dreamers have difficulty getting over the beauty of their dream
experiences. Sha mh Shuja m< of Kerman strove for forty years to fight off sleep,
even rubbing salt in his eyes to keep them open. Falling asleep at last, he
dreamt of God and prayed in gratitude for experiencing in sleep what he
had hoped to gain by remaining sleepless. God replied that his wakefulness
was what made so grand a dream possible. Still, in love with the pleasure
of the dream, Shamh Shuja m< carried a pillow with him in hopes that he could
re-create the experience by falling asleep again.34

One story describes the possibility of a kind of vicarious experience of
the divine in a dream vision. A teacher advises a student of Abum Turamb of
Nakhshab who is gifted with mystical visionary experiences to consult with
Bamyazı md about his visions. When the student asks what good this meeting
would do, his mentor explains that to experience a vision of God in Ba myazı md’s
presence would be to see the Lord through the mystic’s greater capacity. As
the teacher and student approach Bamyazı md, his glance meets that of the dis-
ciple, and the young man falls dead. Bamyazı md explains that the student was
not prepared for the revelatory experience, just as the women invited to
Zulaykham’s feast were not prepared to meet the beautiful Joseph and cut their
hands in utter distraction.35 In a thematically related story, Sarı m as-Saqatı m
dreams of Jacob and asks the prophet why, given that he already enjoys God’s
love, he made such a scene about the apparent loss of his son Joseph. Just
then Joseph becomes manifest to him, and Sarı m is overcome with bewilder-
ment at the prophet’s beauty. Thirteen days later, a voice warns Sarı m to think
twice before criticizing lovers of God.36

Dreams and Visions of Angels

One unusual account uses the device of multiple mediations of divine com-
munication. The case is striking because the mediator between God and
Muhammad is a humble serving maid. As early a source as the hadith tells
of the amazing experience of Zayda, a woman who served <Umar, a
Companion of Muhammad. Zayda visits Muhammad one day and tells him
that while she was gathering firewood, having just placed a bundle of sticks
on a rock, a messenger rode down from the heavens on a magnificent steed.
He instructed Zayda to tell the Prophet that the angel Ridwamn sent word
that the Prophet’s community contained three types of people: those going
straight to heaven without judgment, those who would be judged merci-
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fully, and those who would enjoy Muhammad’s intercession. Upon hearing
her message, Muhammad instructs Zayda to command the rock to bear the
load of wood to <Umar’s residence. She does so, and the rock fulfills its mar-
velous mission. Muhammad thanks God for sending a message through the
angel Ridwamn and for raising a lowly woman of his community to the sta-
tus of Mary during his own lifetime.37

Other dream-inspired mediations are of a slightly simpler nature but
nonetheless present arresting messages. In one story, <Abd Alla mh ibn al-
Mubamrak has a dream visitation by two angels who chat about that year’s
pilgrimage participants. Though six hundred thousand people have made the
journey, none of their pilgrimages is spiritually acceptable, they note. <Abd
Allamh is taken aback and wonders at all the wasted effort, but an angel informs
him that a certain shoemaker in Damascus has made no hajj that year and
yet God credited him spiritually with a pilgrimage, as a result of which all
sinners have been forgiven. When he awakes, <Abd Allamh decides to visit the
cobbler. After a brief conversation, the cobbler asks who his visitor is and
promptly faints at the revelation. Returning to consciousness, the man
explains that he has long wanted to make the hajj, and had saved enough
money to go, but an encounter with a truly destitute woman convinced him
that he should exchange his pilgrimage savings for her greater needs.38

Some dreams seem designed to nudge the dreamer away from potential
spiritual complacency. Explaining one intriguing dream experience, <Attamr
observes that seekers must first experience despair to arrive at hope. Ibramhı mm
ibn Adham has a dream in which Gabriel visits him bearing a piece of paper.
Asked the meaning of this delivery, the angel explains that he is taking down
the names of God’s Friends. Ibramhı mm inquires whether he will make the list,
and the angel tells him he will not. Ibramhı mm insists that he has at least loved
God’s Friends, even if he is not one of them. Gabriel then reveals that he has
been told to list Ibramhı mm at the top.39 Bamyazı md reports a dream in which angels
from the lowest heavenly sphere came to awaken him to remember God.
When he insists in the dream that he has not the tongue to do so, the angels
from the next level arrive, and so on until the seventh rank of angels come
down. The angels ask when he will be ready to remember God, and he replies
that he is ready to march round the throne calling God’s name.40

Finally, angels sometimes appear in dreams incognito to protect a Friend.
In one story, a devout man has a dream of the Resurrection in which angels
carrying fiery hooks climb down a ladder to earth. As they approach a vil-
lage intent on destroying all the oppressors who live there, another angel
emerges from the earth to caution the attackers that Abum <Abd Alla mh al-
Qalamnisı m lives in the village. Such a Friend of God is surely not meant for
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their mission. They thank the earth angel for the warning, for he has pre-
served them from God’s wrath. When the dreamer reports his dream to
Qalamnisı m, the shaykh counsels him to keep the dream to himself, perhaps to
avoid bringing undue attention to Qalamnisı m’s exalted status.41

Friends Appearing to Their Followers

Friends of God often appear, just after their own deaths, in the dreams of  people
among whom they once lived. In some stories, mourners are summoned
through dreams—either their own dreams or those of others who pass the
word—to attend the obsequies of Friends of God.42 More typically, dream
visitations function as teaching devices, seeking both to validate the life choices
of the Friend and to encourage the bereaved in a certain course of behavior.43

One dominant theme is a living person’s questioning of the Friend: How did
he or she deal with the challenges that confront a Muslim immediately after
death (the interrogating angels, the confinement of the tomb, the crossing of
the narrow bridge)? How is God treating the Friend in the next life?44 This
genre is akin to the story line in which two friends make a pact that the first
to die will appear in a dream to inform the other about his or her experiences
after death. Dream accounts of this kind seem to function as repositories of a
community’s collective beliefs and fears of the unknown. The authority of
dream narratives that deliver messages about the next life is naturally
enhanced when the messenger is a beloved Friend of God.45

In an often-told tale about Rambi<a, she appears in a dream shortly after
her own death. The dreamer asks her to recount her experience of the two
interrogating angels, Munkar and Nakı mr, characters generally regarded as
intimidating and a cause for anxiety at death. She replies that when those
“two fine young gentlemen” confronted her by asking “Who is your Lord?”
she sent them packing to remind God that he needn’t treat this completely
devoted old woman in such a heavy-handed manner. In another story on the
same theme, a seeker sees the deceased Bamyazı md in a dream and asks his for-
mer teacher how he managed to get by Munkar and Nakı mr unscathed. He
replies that he caught “those sweet youngsters” off guard by telling them
that only God can answer truly who is Bamyazı md’s Lord: let them ask God about
it! In another story, Junayd reports that when the two angels approached him
menacingly and asked whom he worshipped, he laughed at them. He
reminded the angels that because he had affirmed directly the sultan’s
absolute Lordship along with all other unborn children of Adam on the Day
of the Covenant, he need not respond to this query from the sultan’s slave
boys. After Sufyamn ath-Thawrı mdied, he appeared in the dreams of people who
asked him how he survived the constriction of the tomb, an experience
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believed to cause suffering both through a sense of confinement and the
anxiety of undergoing interrogation by the angels. Sufyamn replied that God
had transformed his grave into an expansive meadow.46

A variation on the theme depicts a dreamer asking a Friend how God dealt
with him after his death. In one account, Bishr the Barefoot replies that his
Lord chided him for being afraid of the Generous One during his life. In
another, God tells Bishr he is forgiven and that after a life of fasting, he may
now eat and drink at will. Another time, God gives Bishr half of the Garden
and reminds him to be grateful that God has made Bishr beloved to God’s
other servants. And in another version, God tells Bishr that when his life
came to an end, he was among God’s most beloved servants. In one account,
a follower of Bamyazı md asks the shaykh the same question. Ba myazı md replies
that when God asked him about his spiritual condition, the Friend replied
that he was not worthy to be near God, but at least he had purified himself
of all traces of idolatry. God reminded him of the night he gave in to hunger
and drank some milk. Bamyazı md tells the dreamer that he then explained to
himself that his stomach had begun to hurt immediately after he had drunk
the milk, momentarily seeing himself as a separate entity and thus slipping
into unbelief in the sole agency of God. This moment was the equivalent of
“associating” (shirk) a created being with God.47

Qushayrı m describes a man’s dream about the deceased Mansumr ibn
<Ammamr, in which the dreamer asks how God has treated the Friend. Mansumr
tells the dreamer that God asked him whether he was the Mansumr who had
exhorted people to renounce the world while he himself went on desiring it.
The Friend admitted that he was that Mansumr, but he insisted that he had
always begun his public sessions by praising God and blessing the Prophet.
Thus, God ordered that a pulpit be set up for Mansumr in heaven, from which
he could continue to praise God with the angels.48

Other dreams of Friends communicate general forms of spiritual advice
or legitimate the status of individuals. One dreamer asks Bamyazı md (when he
appears in a dream) for some last instructions. The Friend describes life as
an eternal ocean in which seekers must swim tirelessly toward a distant ves-
sel that alone can rescue the body from the waves. Some dreams present a
context for a major teacher’s definition of Sufism, such as Bamyazı md’s capsule
comment about shutting the door of comfort and sitting with one’s arms
around the knees of self-denial. In one story, a famous woman, the wife of
the Sufi Ahmad-i Khidrumya, attends the burial of Ba myazı md and asks those
present whether they truly knew the deceased man. They reply that she is
better informed than they, and she proceeds to tell them about a dream she
has had. After performing her ritual at the Ka<ba, she slept and dreamed she
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traveled to God’s throne, beneath which spread a vast desert abloom with
herbage. Every flower petal was inscribed with the message that Ba myazı md
was God’s Friend. In a similar vein, dream accounts of deceased Friends can
confirm the appropriateness and legitimacy of the dreamer’s own pious prac-
tices. Sadafı m records his dreams about Ibn Abı mSa<d during a period in which
he (Sadafı m) was staying at Shamfi<ı m’s tomb in Cairo. In one dream, Ibn Abı mSa<d
laments that people do not pray with him any more, and the dreamer asks
him what he had found most helpful as his soul departed him in the grave.
Proclaiming that there is no deity but God, the shaykh answers. Ibn Abı mSa<d
then tells Sadafı m that the person he knew to be closest to God was Ahmad
an-Najjamr, because he had lived the last years of his life in the sacred precincts
of Mecca and Medina.49

Friends of God often dream of their own deceased spiritual guides, describ-
ing the object of the encounter in terms clearly meant to reinforce the
departed teacher’s authority. Ibn <Arabı mrecalls seeing his shaykh AbumYa<qumb
Yumsuf ibn Yakhlaf in a dream. The shaykh’s split breast emitted a light as
bright as the sun. Summoned to approach, the dreamer brought forward
empty bowls, which the shaykh quickly filled with milk, a symbol of knowl-
edge and wisdom. The dreamer drank one bowl after another as fast as he
could.50 Sometimes a still-living Friend appears. An assistant to Abum Madyan
dreamed that his shaykh was brilliant as the sun when he preached but
became like the moon when he did not. When the assistant relates the dream
to Abum Madyan, the latter responds gratefully and says he aspires to be like
the sun.51

Some dreams of deceased saints demonstrate the saint’s ongoing provi-
sion of certain salutary acts, often deeds for which followers had besought
the Friend in life. Sadafı m reports that a poor man who had begged from Ibn
Abı m Sa<d fell asleep on the shaykh’s grave. The Friend appeared in a dream,
lamenting that he had nothing to give the beggar just then and instructing
the man to return the next day. As the beggar sat down at the grave, he prayed
for God’s mercy on the shaykh, and there before him were two gold coins
on a rock.52 Other stories use dreams as the vehicles by which followers of
a particular Friend receive information about the Friend’s death many miles
distant, as in the dream in which someone sees Da mwumd at-Tam,ı m flying and
proclaiming his freedom from captivity.53

Occasionally, a Friend appears in a dream to deliver an apparently mun-
dane rebuke to a disciple. A story from West Java, Indonesia, tells the tale of
a certain <Abd al-Muhyı m, a follower of the great mystical teacher <Abd ar-
Ra,umf of Singkel, who frequented a cave where he meditated with the long-
deceased <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m. People believed that <Abd al-Muhyı mused a
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mysterious tunnel from that cave to travel all the way to Mecca at miracu-
lous speed to attend Friday prayers and then to return to Java the same day.
One Friday, he came late to prayer, huffing and puffing after the long run.
<Abd al-Qamdir manifested himself to <Abd al-Muhyı mand chided him: but for
his nasty smoking habit, he would have arrived on time. Ever since that rev-
elation, the cave or tunnel near <Abd al-Muhyı m’s tomb in Pamijahan, Java,
has been a nonsmoking area.54

a little birdie told me: 
informants from another realm

Friends of God and prophets enjoy a special connection with the unseen world
through various kinds of privileged (though typically one-way) communi-
cation. These sources of connection with the divine can take the form of voices
or somewhat more amorphous “thoughts” from within the self, and distin-
guishing between the two phenomena is not always easy. One common visual
metaphor in modern Senegalese imagery, for example, is a dove (Gabriel in
disguise, apparently) that delivers a tiny document in its beak.55 The com-
municative gift to the holy person is typically an envelope, which presum-
ably contains a letter, but sometimes a book. Friends of God (and less exalted
folk on occasion) also frequently benefit from special disclosures from off-
stage, as it were. Otherwise unidentified “speakers” provide an indirect form
of divine communication. In addition, certain saintly or prophetic figures
sometimes stop by for surprise visits, which hagiographical sources fre-
quently distinguish from dreams or visions.

Voices from the Unseen and Unbidden Thoughts

One of the most common themes in Islamic hagiographical narratives is that
of the “caller” (hamtif ). The ethereal voice pipes up as an all-purpose revela-
tory source when a story does not use other specific characters to fill that
role. Auditory interventions can respond to virtually any need, reminding,
cautioning, correcting, reprimanding, instructing, giving news of the death
of an important person, or simply commenting on the passing scene. Some
scholars attribute the prevalence of the “folk” phenomenon to the need for
connection in the desert’s vast, empty silence.

Whatever the origin of this intriguing feature, it underscores one of the
essential attributes of traditional Islam: the understanding of all creation as
replete with divine “signs,” amyamt, an Arabic term that also describes the
“verses” of the revealed scripture, the Qur,amn. Many Sufi authors refer to
“the tongue of one’s spiritual state” (lisamn al-haml), which is perhaps a some-
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what more sophisticated counterpart to the “voice calling.” To discern one’s
spiritual progress, the seeker needs to attend to the messages of every inward
movement of soul. In most hagiographical narratives, however, the voice
comes as a fairly straightforward messenger of essential but disembodied
information.

The phenomenon is significant enough to merit three short chapters in
Kalambamdhı m’s manual of spirituality: one on voices as such, one on “insight”
(firamsa), and one on more generic “thoughts,” with the latter two not always
clearly distinguished from voices. In some of Kalambamdhı m’s anecdotes, the voice
functions as a spiritual conscience, articulating various kinds of spiritual
insight or the phenomenon that Sufi theorists call “transitory thoughts”
(khawamtir). Sometimes the voice chides the Friend with a gentle reminder
that he or she has perhaps not been as vigilant or faithful as he or she would
like to think. In some instances, the hearer is aware of a directional quality
in the auditory experience, typically identifying the source as the environs
of the Ka<ba. Accounts occasionally identify the voice as that of a specific
Friend of God who is dead or otherwise physically distant from the hearer.
And in some instances, a person perceives an inner thought as the voice of
God; in others, the voice speaks when the individual is asleep.56

Some stories depict Friends speaking from within their tombs to those
nearby. For example, Bı mbı m Famtima Samm, in the Indian hagiography Accounts
of the Finest (Akbamr al-akhyamr) by <Abd al-Haqq Muhaddith of Delhi, speaks
to a devotee from her grave and recounts her experience in the next world
on her way to meet God. She reports that as she moved along, a group of
angels chastised her for stepping so jauntily. In response, she swore she would
go no further until God called her. Even when Muhammad’s wife Khadı mja
and his daughter Famtima Zahram, came to get her, she held her ground. At
length, she heard God’s personal invitation to advance and did so.57

Visitors from the Unseen: When Khidr and Others Stop By

Friends of God, as well as lesser persons in their stories, sometimes encounter
mysterious and often unidentified figures. These individuals are apparently
human and not angelic, but they seem to come from another dimension of
existence. Although Khidr is arguably the most significant of these charac-
ters, a variety of others belong to various ranks of the celestial hierarchy or
come from otherwise undifferentiated groups of Friends, such as the abdaml.58

Some storytellers identify the mysterious visitors, if they identify them at
all, as “men of the unseen realm” (rijaml al-ghayb).59

Khidr appears in some of the tales of the prophets and in the story of
Moses, he plays his most important part in Islamic traditional lore. Sura 18,
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The Cave, describes a shadowy unnamed character who appears to guide
Moses in his quest for the Confluence of the Two Seas. Identified by most
exegetes as Khidr, the enigmatic figure tries to fend off Moses’s requests that
Khidr show him the way to his goal. Khidr is convinced that Moses will be
unable to contain himself if Khidr performs actions that are inwardly salvific
though perhaps outwardly indefensible. Moses agrees to Khidr’s condition
that if he cannot refrain from questioning his guide, the two will part com-
pany. Indeed, after Khidr scuttles a ship and ensures the death of a boy, Moses
lets his questions fly, and Khidr leaves him to fend for himself. Traditional
sources often identify Khidr as a Friend of God to whom God granted a higher
form of knowledge than he gave even to Moses. In hagiographical literature,
one of Khidr’s main functions is to visit those in need of guidance and spir-
itual initiation into a Sufi order outside of the ordinary process.60 The “Green
One’s” first appearance in “Islamic” times was at Muhammad’s funeral.
When a voice proclaimed that the Prophet was already pure and therefore
did not need to be washed before burial, another identified the first voice as
that of the lying Iblı ms. <Alı m asked who the second speaker was, and Khidr
identified himself.61 Most Khidr sightings, however, occur in tales of God’s
Friends.

Though people might ask the mysterious visitor to intercede for them,
Khidr, too, acknowledges his need for help. In one story, Abum Muhammad al-
Bamghı mprays one night in the ribamt where he is staying in Andalusia. Suddenly
a light suffuses the place and he realizes he has a visitor, who announces that
he is Khidr. Bamghı m tells his visitor he would like to know where he resides, so
that he might visit him when he feels the need. But Khidr explains that he is
a placeless wanderer, appearing wherever individuals bring him to mind to ask
about the progress of devout seekers. Bamghı m reports several visits by Khidr.
During pilgrimage, Khidr drops in, asking to be remembered at the holy places.
Another time, he stops by to see if Bamghı mneeds anything; the latter asks Khidr
to implore forgiveness from God, whereupon Khidr confesses that he, too,
needs prayers. He explains to a very surprised Bamghı mthat Muslims are enjoined
to beseech blessings even on Muhammad himself.62

Initiation into the Sufi Path is among Khidr’s most frequent functions.
Ibn <Arabı m recalls a visit to <Alı m ibn <Abd Allamh ibn Jammi< during which his
host asked him to sit in a specific place. The shaykh explained that Khidr had
occupied that place when he came to initiate him as a Sufi. At first, Khidr
gave him only the skullcap of cotton, but then Khidr asked <Alı m if he wanted
to receive the patched cloak (khirqa) as well. (The skullcap and cloak are
symbolic of initiation into a Sufi order, but the garb is usually invested by a
living shaykh.) <Alı m replied that he was not the one to make that judgment,
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and Khidr again placed the cap on <Alı m’s head. At that point, Ibn <Arabı masked
his host to do the same for him.63

An intriguing class of characters called the abdaml (substitutes, a category
of figures in Sufi cosmology) sometimes visit, either on their own or in col-
laboration with Khidr. In a curious hybrid account, Sadafı m reports that a
certain Abum ‘l-Hasan al-Bukha mrı m regularly enjoyed visitation of the abdaml
during special religious feasts. While he was on pilgrimage near Mecca in
the valley of <Arafa mt, two of them appeared, showing signs of self-denial
similar to the shaykh’s. They brought a greeting from Khidr, who had
informed them that he would make his annual visit to pilgrims in the vicin-
ity of <Arafamt.64 Another of Sadafı m’s reports tells of a man in the mosque of
Qina, Egypt, who saw three abdaml performing their evening prayer there.
The man performed his sala mt (ritual prayer) behind them and then followed
them outside, only to have them disappear from sight. When he tried to
reenter the city, he found the gate locked and had to wait outside until morn-
ing. The marvel is that the gate had been locked even when he and the abdaml
passed through it and had opened miraculously to accommodate them.65 In
a story on the same theme, a stranger enters the room where <Abd al-Majı md
ibn Salma, a servant of Shams of Marchena, is praying at night. In a fright,
the servant assails the intruder, who then identifies himself as an imper-
turbable intimate Friend of God. <Abd al-Majı md asks the visitor how the
abdaml attained their rank, and the man says that the keys are hunger, vigi-
lance, silence and seclusion. The visitor then takes the servant on a whirl-
wind tour of the world and has him back by dawn. Ibn <Arabı m’s account
identifies the visitor as Mu<amdh ibn Ashras, one of the abdaml, and notes that
he made these nocturnal visitations occasionally to <Abd al-Majı md.66

Hagiographic accounts typically emphasize that those who enjoy visitations
from individuals of the rank of qutb or abdaml should not divulge the visi-
tors’ identity to anyone.67 Once such a figure’s identity becomes known, he
almost always leaves the region, never to return.68

Finally, some mysterious visitors come and go in stories without ever being
clearly identified. Ghazamlı m tells a beautiful story about an apparent visitation
from the unseen realm. A poor woman’s husband dies, and she faces consid-
erable difficulty arranging his funeral and burial. Her fellow Basrans had
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known the man as a shiftless drunk and shunned his family. His widow has
to hire people to carry his body to the place of prayer, where not a soul has
come to pray for him, and then to carry him into the desert for burial. On a
nearby mountain, the burial party sees “one of the great ascetics,” who seems
to be waiting for a funeral. The mysterious figure comes and prays for the
deceased, to the surprise and even scandal of the townsfolk who learn about
his presence. The visitor explains that a dream instructed him to “descend”
to a place where he would attend the funeral of a man who had been forgiven.
Amazed at the negative responses of the townspeople, the mystery man vis-
its the widow and asks her to tell him her husband’s life story. He asks her if
she can think of anything positive in the man’s life. Three things come to her
mind. Each day, drunk as he had been the night before, he would freshen up,
purify himself ritually, and pray the dawn prayer before going to the tavern.
Second, her husband always looked after an orphan or two with great kind-
ness. Finally, he awoke every night in tears and asked God which part of hell
he would occupy. Satisfied that the dead man had indeed been forgiven, the
mysterious visitor departs.69

Assuming that a Friend heeds God’s manifold communications and responds
appropriately, what do the traditional sources suggest about the ultimate goal
of such a saintly trajectory? Many accounts of God’s Friends, scholarly and
popular alike, identify these extraordinary individuals as “mystics” whose
experience of “ecstasy” is virtually the sole important feature of their rela-
tionships with God. One effect of this treatment has been to ignore the many
aspects of Friends’ lives that do not fit neatly into “mystical” categories.
Nevertheless, the intimate union that many sources suggest that God
bestowed on Friends is a significant aspect of their relationship. Hagio -
graphical sources portray Friends of God in various relational roles, espe-
cially as servants, seekers along the path, and lovers of the truth.

According to much “mainstream” Islamic thought, no human being can
aspire to a loftier station than that of servant of God, <Abd Allamh. But hagio-
graphical sources suggest that some aspirants, or seekers, on the way of God
have enjoyed a particularly intense experience of union with their Lord. Here,
as in so many other instances, prophets set the pattern. Abraham was God’s
“intimate associate” (khalı ml), Moses was granted intimate conversation
(called God’s kalı mm; see Fig. 8), and Muhammad was permitted access to the
very throne of God, where even Gabriel was not allowed to approach. As
chapter 6 reveals in detail, Friends of God function in many other equally
important dimensions. Self-absorbed they most definitely are not.
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Because God’s Friends are privileged with such radical intimacy with God,
many Muslims believe in the Ahl al-ighamtha: a group of Friends of God who
function as intercessors and whose marvels are the principal medium of the
divine mercy that believers receive. The title “Assistance” (Ghawth) was
often conferred on individuals credited with the greatest potency. Sometimes
the mere proximity of a Friend is sufficient to transform the fate of some-
one in need of divine forgiveness. In one account, for example, the day after
a murderer meets his fate with a hangman’s noose, people report seeing him
in their dreams enjoying the pleasures of paradise. When the dreamers
inquire, in their dreams’ dialogues, how such a reprobate can enjoy such a
happy fate, the murderer explains that as the trapdoor sprung, Habı mb al-
<Ajamı m walked by and gave him a sidelong glance.70 Such is the power of a
Friend to effect significant, if not always immediately visible, transforma-
tions. Chapter 4 shows how divine power at work in prophets and Friends
of God can bring about far more spectacular changes as well.
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figure 9. Ahmad-i Jamm (d. 536/1141) rides a lion, using serpents as whip and
reins, in a genre nature-marvel scene that is repeated in many stories of other
famous Friends. The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, Famlnamma,
Golconda, c. 1610–20, MSS 979: 17b.
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Signs of divine power manifested through human beings are ubiquitous in
hagiographical accounts. Chapter 11 discusses various technical theological
aspects of this subject. Here I explore some of the ways in which prophetic
miracles and saintly marvels play out in narratives of prophets and Friends
of God. Three categories can help structure this vast subject: scope of action,
type of action, and subject or theme. Because one cannot draw a tidy line
between categories, some overlap exists. In the first category, scope of action,
we can make a useful distinction between reflexive and transitive miracles.
The former are those that redound to the benefit of the Friend, and the lat-
ter are those that benefit others.1 In the latter type, we can further distin-
guish three types of relationships: among human beings; between human
beings and nature; and between the seen and unseen worlds.2

The second category, type of action, divides wondrous deeds according to
the nature of the prerogatives the marvels require. Two major subtypes are
knowledge, or epistemological, marvels and power marvels. Stories of epis-
temological marvels emphasize works that depend primarily on the agent’s
extraordinary insight, awareness, and access to arcane truths. These won-
drous deeds are generally transitive in scope and effect relationships between
seen and unseen worlds. Epistemological marvels include the ability to dis-
cern others’ thoughts (mukamshafat adh-dhikr), the ability to predict the
future (firamsa), knowledge of mysteries (bası mra), and guidance in dreams or
visions of Muhammad or Khidr. Chapter 3 discussed this last form of mar-
velous event, along with the phenomenon of announcements from unseen
voices. Power miracles are likewise transitive and typically affect relation-
ships among persons and between human and natural realms. They feature
the agent’s control over wild and often dangerous natural forces, mastery of
time and space, access to hidden sources of assistance, control of positive and
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negative spiritual energies, and the ability to intervene in life-threatening
circumstances. Preference for one or the other of these types of marvels
appears to vary from one region to another as well as from one hagiogra-
pher to another. In Moroccan hagiographical literature, for example, knowl-
edge marvels far outnumber power wonders, suggesting that hagiographers
in Morocco assigned greater importance to knowledge in Friends of God than
to power. As we shall see, the balance tips the other way in other historical
and cultural contexts.3

Categorizing marvels according to subject or theme allows one to elabo-
rate on the abilities conferred by special knowledge or outward power. So,
for example, control over natural forces includes divine protection from all
manner of dangers and threats, such as the abilities to turn back storms at
sea and tame ravenous beasts. Mastery of time and space encompasses the
ability to travel great distances instantaneously, walk on water, levitate, or
fly through the air. Access to hidden sources of aid include, for example, hav-
ing the jinn at one’s beck and call, dispatching negative spiritual powers, and
the ability to effect reflexive marvels as needed for superhuman feats of self-
denial. Intervention in threatening circumstances includes such power mar-
vels as healing the sick, bringing forth food from nowhere, restoring life to
the dead; and such knowledge miracles as discovering water in time of thirst
and recovering hidden treasure to purchase the means of survival. This chap-
ter blends these three ways of categorizing wondrous deeds. We begin with
a brief look at some important prophetic miracles as a backdrop for under-
standing the marvels effected by Friends of God.4

prophets and saints, power and blessing
Prophetic Miracles

Prophetic narratives—whether in the Qur,amn, hadith, exegetical texts, or tales
of the prophets—often feature spectacular deeds wrought by God at a
prophet’s behest, typically in response to a community’s rejection of the
divine message. Prophetic or “evidentiary” miracles (mu<jiza mt) predomi-
nantly manifest divine power rather than knowledge bestowed on the
prophet. A notable exception is the story of Khidr, especially his relationship
with Moses. Sura 18, Sumrat al-Kahf (The Cave) and its associated exegesis
and traditional lore, indicates that God bestowed a higher type of knowledge
on Khidr than on Moses, who sets the scene for the story to follow with his
claim to being the most knowledgeable of all prophets.5

Prophets frequently cause the destruction of a people’s ancient idols. In some
stories, all of creation expresses its outrage. The earth itself, as well as birds
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and a host of other animals, shout their complaints to God about the violence
and disbelief of those who have rejected the prophets. In the story of Noah,
even the ark speaks, proclaiming the profession of faith and declaring that only
those who embark on this vessel of faith will be saved. The ship turns tour
guide, informing Noah about the places over which they sail. In another story,
Humd mediates the destruction of the people of <AMd by an overwhelming desert
wind. In yet another, Samlih restores to life a family of those who believe in his
message. When the people accuse him of mere sorcery, God allows the prophet
to produce a living camel out of the mountainside—and the camel speaks of
God. After the unbelievers slay the wondrous camel, they pay with their lives,
with Gabriel emitting a shout so horrific that they all burn to cinders.6

Abraham transforms a bag of sand into grains of wheat the size of pista-
chios, and God rescues him from the bonfire of the evil Nimrod. When
Abraham prepares to sacrifice his son (Isha mq/Isaac in some stories,
Ismam<ı ml/Ishmael in others), the sacrificial dagger speaks up in protest and
refuses to go near the boy’s throat. Moses performs several miracles also
described in the Bible, albeit in slightly different terms from those in the
Qur, amn. For example, he transforms his staff into a serpent (or, more often
in Islamic sources, into a dragon) that devours the staff-serpents of the
Egyptian sorcerers, summons various plagues, and parts the Red Sea. To
David, God gave the gift of magical song and the power to soften iron and
knit chain mail. Solomon was known for his concourse with nature, includ-
ing his ability to understand the languages of all living things and his power
to harness the winds for swift travel on his carpet.7

Tha<labı m includes an extended account of miracles attributed to Jesus.
Tha<labı m notes that when, as a child, Jesus breathed life into lumps of clay
and made them fly, the creatures flew only until they were out of sight of
onlookers, at which point they dropped dead. In this way, Tha<labı m distin-
guishes human efforts from divine acts and proves to the reader that only
God’s work is perfect. Tha<labı mobserves that the “birds” Jesus fashioned were,
in fact, bats, for bats are the most highly developed of the birds (made more
perfect by possessing the attributes of mammals). Later in his life, Jesus’s
simple wooden bowl never lacked for food, and he miraculously provided a
table full of sustenance from heaven for his followers and multiplied exist-
ing sources of food. He could cure the sick and people who were blind from
birth, restore life to the dead (Tha<labı m tells of his raising of Lazarus, of the
son of an old widow, and of Ezra), walk on water, and reveal hidden secrets
(see Fig. 10). On several occasions, Jesus slaughtered an animal for needed
food, then raised it to life again and set it free.8 

Islamic tradition holds that Muhammad, the seal of the prophets, performed,
and claimed, only one miracle: the Qur,amn. But popular lore, including the
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figure 10. Jesus raises the dead son of the old woman beseeching him (very
likely after the New Testament story of the widow of Nain in the Gospel of Luke
7:11–17). The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, Famlnamma, Golconda, c.
1610–30, MSS 979: l7b.
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Prophet’s sayings and deeds as enshrined in the canonical collections of hadith,
attributes a variety of amazing feats to Muhammad. “Splitting of the moon”
(alluded to in Qur,amn 54:1) was his most celebrated feat, sometimes likened to
Moses’s splitting of the sea.9 The first major hagiographical account of
Muhammad’s life, Ibn Ishamq’s Life of God’s Messenger, contains several
intriguing reports. In one of the more unusual tales, Muhammad invites the
strongest member of the Quraysh tribe to accept the message of Islam. The
leader, Rukamna, says that if he can have proof of Muhammad’s veracity, he will
convert. Muhammad asks whether he would believe if Muhammad could
throw him in a wrestling match, and Rukamna says he would. The Prophet eas-
ily tosses the man, who insists on a repeat performance. When Muhammad
floors his opponent again without breaking a sweat, Rukamna expresses his
amazement. But, says the Prophet, it would be even more amazing if I called
that tree and it came to me. Rukamna asks Muhammad to call the tree, and it
comes forward. And when the Prophet orders the tree to return to its place, it
complies. Rukamna nevertheless seems to have persisted in his belief that these
deeds were merely high-level sorcery.10

Islamic theological writings have long maintained a careful distinction
between “evidentiary miracles” (mu<jizamt) performed by and for prophets
as proof of their divine mandate and the “marvels” (karammamt) allowed to
Friends of God as signs of God’s power working through them. Major the-
ologians, such as a prominent systematician of the Ash<arı m school, Bamqillamnı m,
have written extensively about the differences between “miracle” and
“magic.” Bamqillamnı m’s concern is first to distinguish between the works per-
formed by prophets and the ostensibly similar deeds managed by such neg-
ative figures as the magicians of Pharaoh. Ironically, the unbelieving people
typically accuse the prophet of mere sorcery.11 What is most important to
bear in mind in the present context is the central hagiographical notion of
continuity between prophetic miracles and saintly marvels. Aflamkı m, for exam-
ple, says of “the miraculous gifts of the Friends of God” that they are “what
have succeeded the evidentiary miracles of the prophets.”12 The chief dis-
tinction between prophetic “miracles” and saintly “marvels” is, therefore,
purpose or intent rather than immediate cause. Chapter 11 discusses the the-
ological distinctions in greater detail. Before looking at the types of marvels
ascribed to Friends of God, let us explore how hagiographical sources have
sought to maintain the continuity between prophets and Friends.

Friends of God and the Prophetic Connection

Among the contexts in which Friends are frequently compared to Prophets,
perhaps the most important is that of the miracle story. These stories take
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three forms: first, Muhammad’s own recounting of marvels; second, explicit
hagiographical efforts to relate marvels of Friends to prophetic counterparts;
and third, brief anecdotes that explicitly connect a Friend’s marvel to
prophetic prerogatives.

As we have seen, even the hadith literature contains a surprising number
of phenomena that later sources generally categorize as saintly marvels. One
such intriguing account in the first category of marvels is the hadith of the
Cave. Once upon a time, Muhammad recounted, three men took refuge from
the cold in a cave. Overnight, a boulder fell and blocked the entrance. The ter-
rified trio agreed that their only recourse was intense prayer for deliverance.
The first man told the Lord about how he had seen to the needs of his elderly
parents, preparing their food daily and attending them through the night.
Suddenly the boulder budged enough to admit a shaft of light. Then the sec-
ond man spoke, recalling that he had fought off inappropriate feelings for his
beautiful daughter and eventually sent her off with funds to keep her safe. At
that admission, the boulder slid further to the side, but not quite enough for
the men to escape. In earnest entreaty, the third man told a story about one of
his former workers who failed to show up for his pay. He used the laborer’s
wage to buy a goat, which later gave birth to a kid. After a few years, his invest-
ment had multiplied into a small herd, and then, out of nowhere, the missing
worker appeared asking to be paid. The employer gave the worker the whole
flock because it was the result of the worker’s delayed wages. In response, God
nudged the boulder again, and the three were liberated.13

In the second category, important hagiographical sources have provided
context for Friends’ working of wonders by alluding to prophetic counter-
parts. Ibn <Arabı m, for example, talks in general terms about the phenomenon
of wonders as he describes the marvelous deeds of a particularly influential
friend of his. In his account of Shaykh Abum <Imramn Mu msam ibn <Imramn of
Mertola, Ibn <Arabı mlists among possible marvels of Friends walking on water
or in thin air, traveling across great distances in impossibly short times, sur-
viving without food or water, and performing feats of clairvoyance. He men-
tions these possibilities in a story about how he won over a preacher skeptical
of the power of marvels. He first secured the skeptic’s agreement that the
Prophet had made reference in several hadiths to the certainty of God’s ful-
filling the “trust” of some servants who might call on God. He then argued
that this divine activity included a range of “miraculous” deeds.14

Ibn <Arabı m also discusses on several occasions the common problem of
establishing the credibility of claims about saintly marvels. In one account,
he notes that he habitually challenged skeptical jurists when they expressed
reservations about such claims, chalking them up to mere superstition. He
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bases his challenges on the idea that “whoever sets out to rebuke the saints
generally or specifically and whoever, not having associated with them,
attacks one who does, that person demonstrates his ignorance and will never
gain salvation.” On one occasion, he took to task a skeptical judge whom he
met on pilgrimage, demonstrating how foolish the judge must be. Though
the judge had traveled little, he still claimed broad knowledge of the far-
flung Muslim community and asserted categorically that not a single indi-
vidual could honestly claim special gifts from God.15

In two stories about Bamyazı md, <Attamr brings up an important aspect of the
Friend’s gift of working miracles—namely, awareness of a certain ambigu-
ity or even danger to his spiritual integrity. In the first story, Bamyazı md is walk-
ing in the desert when an old woman approaches and asks that he carry a
bag of flour for her. He is in a weakened state and summons a lion to bear
the burden. Concerned about his “image,” he asks the woman what she will
tell her friends back in town. She will, she replies, tell them that she has met
a nasty show-off. Taken aback, Bamyazı md admits that his treatment of the lion
was unkind and that his desire to have people think that the lion followed
his commands was indeed arrogant. From that day on, Bamyazı md asks God to
offer a special sign to show his presence in every marvel. Thereafter, God
sends down a light inscribed with the names of five witnessing prophets
(Muhammad, Noah, Abraham, Moses, and Jesus) each time Bamyazı md performs
a marvel, until at length the Friend no longer needs confirmation.16 In the
second brief account, as Bamyazı md approaches the Tigris River, the water rolls
away for him to cross miraculously, recalling Moses’s parting of the sea. But
the Friend prefers to pay a nominal fee to a boatman rather than squander
his spiritual capital for such a mundane purpose. He implies that he is loath
to exercise blithely a power for which he has spent thirty years preparing.17

In the third category of accounts, authors more explicitly associate the
marvels of a Friend with the miraculous powers of a prophet. One such anec-
dote describes a nighttime visit by Hasan of Basra to Rambi<a. Rambi<a has no
lamp, so she breathes on her fingertips, and her hand emits light until dawn.
<Attamr explains that the marvel is reminiscent of the time that Moses’s hand
turned luminously white with leprosy. Friends of God are granted the power
and blessing of marvels precisely because they follow prophets.18

Rummı m’s disciples considered him “the Moses of the era and the Jesus of the
age.”19 According to hagiographer Aflamkı m, when Rummı m took care of his son
Sultamn Walad, he would give his own nipple to the crying child and milk would
flow. The hagiographer parallels this marvel to that of Abraham’s sucking pure
milk from his fingertip after being weaned and left alone in a cave. Aflamkı malso
likens the marvel to water springing from Muhammad’s fingertips and to the
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transformation of Abum Bakr’s saliva into fuel to light the Prophet’s mosque.20

The same source makes an extended series of parallels between Chalabı mAmı mr
<AMrif (a grandson of Rummı m) and several prophets. <AMrif walked one day on the
Kor River in Iraq “like a column gliding on the surface,” and Aflamkı m likens the
marvel to God’s causing Solomon to ride on air as though on a royal throne.
He then alludes to Moses’s control of the Red Sea, God’s causing Nimrod’s
fire to become a garden for Abraham, and Humd’s control over the destroying
wind released against the unbelievers.21 In more recent times, Senegalese
shaykh Amadou Bamba has often been depicted in reverse-glass painting
scenes that clearly seek to echo events in the life of Abraham, such as
Abraham’s survival amid Nimrod’s bonfire.22

marvels of divine power and protection

Human beings often face great odds in the struggle to survive and keep faith
on their journey from birth back to the source of their life. Even God’s Friends
cannot always go it alone, but more often, lesser mortals seek the assistance of
Friends in time of trouble. Some stories feature God’s intervention on behalf
of his Friends, whereas  others emphasize a Friend’s protection of people unable
to fend for themselves.23

God Protecting His Friends

Friends of God invariably have the protection of divine power, which is often
revealed in relatively mundane settings. In one delightful story, a thief enters
Rambi<a’s room intent on making off with her mantle. Attempting to exit, the
thief can no longer find the door. He puts down the garment and again sees
the way out. Seven times he attempts unsuccessfully to make his getaway,
but a voice informs him that he is wasting his time, for even Satan does not
dare to test the divine protection around this woman.24 A fascinating vari-
ant on the theme appears in Ibn <Arabı m’s account of Abum ‘l-Hajjamj Yumsuf of
Shubarbul in Andalusia. Burglars enter the shaykh’s house one night while
he is engrossed in prayer. Gathering up some loot, the intruders try to flee
but cannot find the door. When they put down the shaykh’s belongings, the
door reappears. In a bid to outsmart the delusion, they leave a comrade at
the door while his henchmen return to collect their goods. Alas, though their
lookout assures them he had not moved, the door’s location again eludes
them. Failing at several attempts to find a solution, the intruders leave,
empty-handed and penitent. Ibn <Arabı mclaims he heard the account from one
of the burglars.25 Two thematically similar stories show how God prevented
Numrı m’s clothes from being stolen while he bathed. Both are also thematically
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related to the story of the thief who attempts to purloin Rambi<a’s clothes as
she sleeps. In one tale, a thief returns the clothes at the moment Numrı memerges
from the water, but the thief’s hand is suddenly paralyzed. Numrı m prays that
the man’s hand be restored in the same way that his clothing has been
returned. In a parallel version, when Numrı mnotices his clothes are missing, he
prays that they be returned, and the contrite thief soon reappears.26 In a
South Asian variant on the theme, a story in Fawam,id al-Fu,amd features the
devout mother of Bambam Farı md, the third great Chishtı m shaykh. Qarsumm Bı mbı m
is praying one night when a thief breaks into her home. He is immediately
blinded by the light radiating from her and pleads with the woman to inter-
cede with God so that he might regain his sight. She responds, he converts
to Islam, and he lives a model life thereafter.27

Some situations in which Friends find themselves are far more threaten-
ing. A burglar attacks Abum ‘l-<Alam, al-Kindı m with a sword while the shaykh
is praying. When Abum ‘l-<Alam, yells at the assailant, the attacker is unable to
move his hand until he repents of his misdeed. God’s protection makes Kindı m
so invulnerable that he wins the nickname “Bundle of Thorns.” In another
story, someone attacks Abum Ja<far al-<Uryanı mwith a knife and tries to kill him.
The shaykh simply bares his neck to the assailant and orders his attendants
not to restrain the thug. As the man lunges with his dagger, God twists the
weapon in his hand, causing him to drop it in fear and promptly repent before
the shaykh. Angels sometimes function as instruments of divine protection
for Friends in such situations. In one account, Abu m <Abd Allamh ibn
Muhammad al-Mujamhid senses that he is being followed on his way home
from praying at a mosque. He confronts the stranger as he approaches his
door, but the man says he wants nothing from the shaykh. The shaykh enters
his home and locks his door behind him, only to find the stranger inside.
Confronted again, the stranger announces that he is an angel whom God has
ordered to guard Abum <Abd Allamh at all times. And so the angel provides pro-
tection until the shaykh’s death.28

Peril on the seas is another common story setting. Impending danger can
come either from natural powers or human enemies, as the following
accounts illustrate. Traveling in a boat with Ibramhı mm ibn Adham, a compan-
ion expresses his fear that a high wind will surely sink the vessel. Then a
voice announces that no harm can befall anyone in Ibramhı mm’s company, and
the wind abates. In a similar tale, as the wind buffets his vessel, Ibramhı mm spots
a floating plank with a text of Qur,amn stuck to it. Ibramhı mm asks how God can
let him and his companions perish with his sacred word so near, and the wind
ceases. In a variation on the theme of danger at sea, the boat of Abum
Muhammad Ibn <I Msar of Egypt begins to founder as he travels on the Nile.
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Unable to swim, the shaykh begins to recite a verse from the Qur,amn about
God’s command over the elements (22:65). At that moment, a plank buoys
the saint up and carries him until another boat arrives to rescue him. In
another story of rescue, Abum ‘l-<Abbams al-Gharı mb is swept overboard by a
swinging rope as he attempts to perform his ablutions on a ship. Fortunately,
he lands on a rock. His shipmates eventually discover him clinging to the
side of the ship, safe and dry. The rock has apparently materialized to pro-
tect the shaykh and has conveyed him to the vessel and attached him to its
gunwale before disappearing again.29

An important subtheme is God’s ongoing defense of his Friends against
attacks by Christians, and occasionally by members of other religious com-
munities. In the following examples, peril on the sea is again a key setting.
Abum Muhammad Ibn <I Msar of Egypt told Sadafı mthat Christians once attacked
the ship on which he was sailing from North Africa to Mecca. The maraud-
ers imprisoned him and his family and headed for Syria. But when God stilled
the winds and becalmed the ship, the Christians realized they were in trou-
ble and left their captives on shore. They were then able to make off with
the plundered vessel. Similarly, Abum ‘l-Hasan al-Bukhamrı mwas en route to pil-
grimage in Mecca when several shiploads of Christians waylaid his vessel.
Alerted to the peril, the shaykh prayed, and God caused the Christian ships
to stop as though they had run aground. The attackers swore that if the holy
person who had brought about this situation would reverse it, they would
let the pilgrims go in peace. Suddenly the Christian vessels dispersed as
though shot from a bow, and the Muslims proceeded unmolested. In a vari-
ation on the themes of attack by Christians and shipboard experiences, some
Christians set upon Abum <Abd Allamh ash-Sharafı m and a companion as they
are picking olives in Andalusia and haul them away in chains. Because God
promised the shaykh that he would never set foot in the territory of unbe-
lievers, he softens their shackles and the captives escape. God’s protection of
Sharafı mgoes further: whenever a wrongdoer manages to board the ship with
which Sharafı mmakes his livelihood, the vessel encounters serious turbulence,
alerting the captain that the last-boarded passengers must be left ashore.30

Friends Defending the Defenseless

Friends often depend directly on God for help, but many stories emphasize
the Friend’s more immediate exercise of marvelous power in aid of those to
whom God sends them. For example, as Fanakı m made his circumambulation
of the Ka<ba during pilgrimage, he saw an attendant treating a woman rudely.
He asked God to distract the man from this poor woman, at which point a
scorpion stung the man’s foot and he died. Another pilgrim asked Fanakı m to
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pray to God for him after he had lost some money. The shaykh did so and
took a further step. He revealed the problem to a judge, whose assistant then
reported that a lost item had been turned in. After providing an accurate
description of the item, the pilgrim got his money back, and Fanakı mproceeded
to preach to a crowd on the importance of taking care of others. He explained
that such faith-inspired altruism is in fact far greater than other pious deeds.31

Friends are occasionally called to rescue someone under attack by answer-
ing violence with violence. Abum ‘l-Walı md ash-Shamtibı mof Andalusia once encoun-
tered a man in the desert about to rape a woman. When the shaykh intervened,
the brigand attempted to draw his sword but could not free it from its scab-
bard. Holding the case against his chest, he yanked again, only to have the blade
come loose and slice the veins in his neck, killing him instantly. More often
than not, however, Friends do not require conventional force to alleviate suf-
fering. Sharafı m once interceded before an emir for an individual who needed
justice, but the emir dismissed him. Sharafı m asked God to punish the official
by cutting off his food supply and making him unspeakably ugly. Shortly after-
ward, the emir was stripped of his authority and began to shrink until, when
he died, he was no larger than a seven-year-old child. In another tale, Abum <Abd
Allamh al-Arkushı m was in a city of Andalusia that suddenly came under siege
from Christian attackers. He stood on the battlements as the Christians
swarmed the defenders below, while from within the  citizens cried out to
Arkushı m to intervene. Mounting a tower, the shaykh waved his cloak and
demanded that the enemy disperse. It did so immediately.32

sustaining and healing

Friends of God miraculously provide a host of needed services to a wide spec-
trum of people, from the destitute to the wealthy, to both women and men,
and even to non-Muslims (who rarely continue their misguided ways for
long). This category of power marvels encompasses a variety of situations,
including the provision of needed sustenance from out of nowhere, assis-
tance for people suffering from illness, and, less often, death or near-death
experiences.

Unexpected Sustenance and the Alleviation of Poverty

Story settings vary widely. Mecca and Medina head the list of urban con-
texts, whereas sea and desert scenes offer natural settings for stories of food
and water shortage. In one story, as Abu m <Abd Alla mh ar-Ramma md walks
toward the seashore, apparently intent on performing his ablutions for
prayer, he instead walks across the water. He spreads out his prayer rug on
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a rock and utters something. After one fish jumps onto the rug, the shaykh
says that one fish is not enough, whereupon nine more fish surrender
themselves one at a time—and then another three jump onto the rug. As
the shaykh prepares to return to shore, one of his disciples suddenly appears
behind him. Ramma md asks how the man found him there, and the follower
explains that he merely traced the leader’s steps. For the sake of the disci-
ple, the shaykh explains, God provided three more fish than usual. The
disciple then tells a surprised Ramma md that he will accept only cooked fish.
Though the shaykh finds the demand audacious, he assures the disciple that
God will respond. Soon another disciple appears at the first follower’s house
with three cooked fish.33

Stories in which a Friend’s disciple effects a marvel are relatively rare, but
a second example exists in which Shaykh Sa<ı md of Maykhuramn pays a visit
to Bamyazı md. Bamyazı md sends the shaykh off to see a disciple named Abum Sa<ı md
the Shepherd, saying that he (Bamyazı md) has given the disciple a unique gift
of miraculous power. The visitor finds the shepherd praying after having
entrusted his sheep to a pack of wolves. When the shepherd asks Abum Sa<ı md
what he wants, the shaykh asks for grapes and warm bread. The shepherd
takes a piece of wood, breaks it, and puts the pieces on the ground nearby.
The piece near the shepherd blossoms with white grapes, whereas the piece
near his visitor produces black grapes. Shaykh Sa<ı md asks about this peculiar
result, and the shepherd explains that he knew his desire would be granted,
whereas the visitor had simply been testing him.34

By contrast, another story about divine provision of sustenance highlights
the disciple’s inability to create miraculous results on his own. One of
Rammamd’s followers finds him eating drippings from a certain willow tree
in a garden. The shaykh invites the disciple to taste the marvelous substance.
He explains that the tree is known as the “Host of God’s Friends.” He recalls
that he once discovered a man there who had vowed never to live anywhere
but Mecca and Medina and who had received food from the tree as a reward
for his choice. When the disciple later returns alone, he cannot find the won-
drous food.35

One of the most common scenarios finds a Friend supplying food to peo-
ple in dire need. On a desert sojourn, Hallamj and four hundred companions
had nothing to eat. The crowd asked the shaykh for a lamb’s head, where-
upon he produced a roast head for each, along with two loaves of bread. When
the people asked for ripe dates, Hallamj instructed them to throw him heav-
enward, and a shower of dates came down. Thereafter, every thorn bush
Hallamj leaned upon produced ripe dates. Abum ‘l-Hasan al-Bukhamrı m was once
in Medina during a famine, and the city’s people asked him to intervene to
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ease their economic hardship. He told them they would find food on ships
that had just arrived at the port of Yanbum<. The provisions were so abundant
that the goods not only ended the famine but also revived trade in the city.36

Sometimes marvel stories focus less on the special deed than on the reluc-
tance of a subordinate character to respond with generosity. Two tales recall
chapter 2’s theme of detachment from wealth. In one, a poor person
approaches Abum ‘l-<Abbams al-Fam,ida as he is preaching and asks the preacher
for clothing. Abum ‘l-<Abbams orders a listener to grant the request and be
assured that God will repay him in the next life. As the listener prepares to
give the beggar a donation, he says with a hint of sarcasm that people like
the preacher usually go right to God! Suddenly Abum ‘l-<Abbams changes his
mind and tells the beggar to visit him the next day. That night, the preacher
asks God to make the gift possible, whereupon a visitor supplies him with
money for the clothing. The next day when the beggar arrives, the shaykh
takes him to the market to purchase a nice robe. With a twist of spite, he
then instructs the poor person to find the listener and tell him that God has
indeed taken care of the matter, whereupon the listener feels abundantly
guilty that he has passed up such an opportunity.37

In the second tale of detachment from wealth, the hagiographer Sadafı m is
at his home near Cairo talking with a Friend of God named Ibn Abı mSa<d when
a poor beggar comes by. Sadafı mmakes a move to give the man some money,
but the shaykh prefers to hear the pauper’s story first. After the man recites
his troubles, the shaykh asks God to help the beggar and assures Sadafı m that
if God intervenes, it will signal that Sadafı mdeserved to keep his money. Soon
thereafter, a wealthy politician comes to chat with Ibn Abı m Sa<d. As the vis-
itor is about to leave, he whispers something to the shaykh and points to a
nearby prayer rug. Retrieving a coin purse from beneath the carpet, the
shaykh tells the beggar that God has answered his prayers.38

God’s Friendly Physicians

Friends of God often enjoy the ability to alleviate physical suffering, from
difficult childbirth to blindness and immobility. Abum ‘l-<Alam, al-Kindı m’s power
was such that when women who were about to give birth grasped his walk-
ing staff, they experienced easier labor and delivery.39 Abum ‘l-<Abbams al-
Gharı mb was blind and immobile and asked his wife to take him to the mosque
to pray. A youth named Hudhayl asked the cause of Gharı mb’s malady, and
the shaykh attributed it to the divine will. Hudhayl called for Gharı mb’s wife
to bring water for ablution. After purifying himself, Hudhayl took the col-
lected drippings and cleansed Gharı mb. When the shaykh asked to return home,
he was suddenly able to walk, and upon returning home, his sight was
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restored. Hudhayl visited the shaykh the next Friday, and Gharı mb’s wife asked
him to pray for her as well. The young man did so and vanished. Healing of
blindness or other maladies of the eyes is especially common in marvel sto-
ries. In one such account, a man suffering from a severe ocular ailment
beseeches Abum ‘l-Hajjamj Yumsuf of Shubarbul (near Seville, in Spain) for relief
from his pain. The shaykh simply places his hand on the man’s eyes, where-
upon the supplicant at first lies on his back as though dead and then arises
fully healed.40

Some healing stories include elements from other story themes, includ-
ing the symbolic importance of money and various types of clairvoyance.
Ibn <Arabı m reports that Shaykh Abum <Abd Allamh Muhammad ibn Ashraf of
Ronda once gave him three silver coins when he set off on a journey. As Ibn
<Arabı m made his way through a dangerous place, he heard a commotion. A
group traveling with an ailing man was nearby. Ibn <Arabı m had heard that
applying a genuine silver piece could heal pain, so he placed the coin on the
man, and the man’s suffering abated. The man’s companions asked Ibn <Arabı m
to leave the coin with them, and he did so. When he returned to Seville, the
two brothers with whom he shared quarters told him they lacked the where-
withal to feed him. Knowing clairvoyantly what had transpired on his trip,
they asked him for the two remaining coins to cover their expenses.41

Specialization in healing powers has been common in many regions, as
the stories of some South Asian Friends show. Makhdumm Faqı mh banishes hys-
teria, whereas treatment of depression is the province of Shaykh Saddu, and
exorcism is the specialty of Makhdumm Samhib and Sakhı mSarwar. Pı mr Bukhamrı m
has power over venereal diseases; Shamh Sufayd heals intractable coughs; and
Shamh Mamdar and Guga Pı mr cure snakebite. Manghom Pı mr handles rheumatism,
and miscellaneous dermatological ailments, whereas Ghamzı m Miyamn and Pı mr
Janamniyam are among the preferred recourses of lepers. Mahkdumm-i Jahamniyamn
Jahamngasht relieves hemorrhoids, and people suffering from eye ailments
often seek help from Sakhı m Sarwar. Such belief in specialization often goes
hand in hand with the conviction that Friends can inflict the same maladies
that they can cure.42

Death and Near-Death Experiences

Accounts of restoring life to the dead are rare, but occasionally someone dies
as a result of an encounter with a Friend (see Fig. 11). One day when Junayd
was preaching, a listener exclaimed aloud. Junayd warned him not to repeat
his outburst, but the man could not contain himself and died on the spot,
leaving only a pile of ashes under his clothes. A similar episode involves one
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figure 11. Murra is miraculously cut in half after intruding into <Alı m’s (d.
40/661) tomb. The Friend’s two fingers emerge from the tomb in a fiery nimbus to
cleave the invader as onlookers express their amazement. The Nasser D. Khalili
Collection of Islamic Art, Famlna mma, Golconda, c. 1610–30, MSS 979:29b.
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of Junayd’s followers who had succumbed to a momentary failure of pro-
priety and severed his connections with Junayd. When the shaykh happened
by and glanced at the former disciple, the disciple fell, hitting his head and
bleeding profusely. Each drop spelled out “Allamh,” and Junayd accused the
man of grandstanding in the hope that others would conclude he had attained
a high level of spiritual attainment with this stunt. After the man died, some-
one saw him in a dream and asked how things had turned out for him. The
man said that at last he had become aware of the subtle deceptions of his lack
of faith.43

Some stories feature the reversal of apparent near-death experiences. In
one tale, a holy man of Cairo who has been gravely ill appears to die. During
the preparation of his body for burial, the washer begins to purify the cadaver
with water and notices that the man is beginning to move. When the man’s
family arrives, he insists that they put him back in bed. He then recounts
that while they were grieving his loss, he saw a vision of throngs heading
for Judgment. The crowds had escorted him to the gates of heaven and were
told that his time is yet a week off. Next Thursday, he tells his family, he will
surely die, but meanwhile he has time for more prayerful preparation.44

Miracle accounts occasionally leave matters tantalizingly ambiguous. Jammı m
tells the story of a follower of Sarı mas-Saqatı mnamed Umm Muhammad. Umm
Muhammad entrusts her son to a teacher, and while in the teacher’s care, the
youth apparently drowns in a millstream. When the teacher and Sarı m go to
break the news to Umm Muhammad, they attempt to console her with
exhortations to patience and resignation to God’s design. She refuses to
believe that God would do such a thing to her and heads for the millstream.
After the teacher indicates the place where the boy drowned, Umm
Muhammad calls to her son; he responds, and she takes him home. Sarı m later
consults with his nephew Junayd about how such a thing could have hap-
pened. Junayd explains that when an individual meticulously fulfills every
religious duty, God will inflict nothing upon her without informing her ahead
of time. Umm Muhammad sensed this condition and because God had not
apprised her of the situation, she was convinced that her son could not have
drowned. She had simply acted on that conviction when she summoned the
boy from the water.45

marvels of power over nature

Among the more striking varieties of power marvels are those that reverse,
subdue, or neutralize natural processes. Some tell of less spectacular events,
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including those whose results are not immediately evident and require a
pointed inquiry to ascertain. Abu m <Abd Alla mh, from the Iberian town of
Ghilliza, was walking one day when prayer time arrived. Because he had not
performed his ablutions, he approached a man who was urinating at the road-
side and performed his ablutions with the man’s urine. His astonished com-
panions examined the traces of the urine and found that it had transformed
into pure water. Among people whose lives still revolve almost entirely
around agricultural and other natural cycles, some Friends are able to bring
rain and crops under dire circumstances. Most nature-power accounts, how-
ever, tend toward more dramatic encounters and transformations. Below are
examples of Friends who tame the elements, confront and communicate with
formidable forces in the animal world (including both natural and mythical
beasts), and enlist the services of creation’s more docile denizens.46

Controlling the Forces of Nature

The ability to control specific natural powers is an important theme, with
wind and water at the top of the list. In one story, Habı mb al-<Ajamı m is on his
way to the butcher to buy meat when a wind suddenly picks him up and a
voice instructs the wind to return the boy to his house. In recounting this
tale, <Attamr explains that this occurrence was not new or surprising, for the
wind had once been Solomon’s ride. On another occasion, Habı mb meets his
teacher Hasan al-Basrı m standing by the shore of the Tigris River and asks
him why he has stopped there. When Hasan replies that he is waiting for a
boat, Habı mb reminds him of a lesson he taught Habı mb long ago: if he would
truly renounce the world and depend on God, he could walk on the water.
Habı mb then models the desired miraculous behavior. After Hasan recovers
from a fainting spell, he tells his companions that Habı mb had been able to
walk across the water largely thanks to Hasan, for Habı mb had, after all, learned
from Hasan. Encountering Habı mb later, Hasan asks how the younger man
had achieved such a spiritual status. Habı mb explains that while he was occu-
pied with whitening his own heart, Hasan had been blackening paper with
his scholar’s ink. <Attamr takes the occasion to discuss the relationship between
knowledge and the power to work marvels. Appearances notwithstanding,
Hasan still outranks Habı mb, for knowledge outranks marvels. Though
Solomon worked countless wonders, he nevertheless was a disciple of Moses,
to whom God revealed knowledge of all mysteries.47

A story about Abum ‘l-Walı md ash-Shamtibı m expands the repertoire of natu-
ral forces to include the power of the sea. The shaykh observes a Christian
ship near the shore that is carrying Muslim prisoners captured in a naval
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battle. The shaykh calls to the ship to approach the shore, and the wind drives
the vessel so quickly inward that the crew drops the sails. When the ship
runs aground, Muslims board the vessel, free the captives, and deal harshly
with the Christians.48 Another story of sea travel adds the transformation
of natural objects. On one occasion, Ibramhı mm ibn Adham lacks the gold coin
required for passage on a ship. After he performs his ritual prayer, the sand
on the beach where he stands is transformed into gold. For his fare, the
shaykh gives the boatman a handful of dinars. In another water-related
account, Ibramhı mm is patching his frock with a needle as he sits by the Tigris
when someone asks him what recompense he has received for forsaking his
kingdom. Just then, Ibramhı mm loses his needle in the river and gestures to the
fish, signaling that he wants his needle returned. A thousand fish emerge
with golden needles in their mouths, but he insists that only his old needle
will do. After a tiny fish retrieves the right needle, Ibra mhı mm explains that
such occurrences are the least of his rewards.49

Sometimes Friends are in need of the most basic means of survival, with
the need for water foremost in the minds of travelers. In one story, Ibramhı mm
lowers a dipper only to have it come back filled with gold and pearls. He
prays to God to supply only water for his ablutions, for he will not be swayed
by wealth. En route to Mecca in another account, Ibramhı mm’s companions com-
plain that none of them have animals or supplies. He counsels them that
strong faith and trust can turn even a tree into gold, and indeed all the nearby
trees turn to gold. On a desert journey, Abum Turamb of Nakhshab’s disciples
experience thirst and want to purify themselves for ritual prayer. After the
shaykh draws a line in the sand, a spring appears. In a related account by
Abum ‘l-<Abbams, the shaykh stomps the sand with his foot and causes water to
bubble up. When a companion asks for a drinking vessel, the shaykh pounds
the ground with his hand and extracts a crystal goblet. When Abum Turamb
asked Abum ‘l-<Abbams how his friends responded to such marvels from God,
the shaykh replied that most were skeptical. AbumTuramb pronounced the skep-
tics unbelievers.50

Finally, some accounts combine the miraculous provision of sustenance
with apparent mastery over the animal kingdom. The tale that follows pro-
vides a bridge to our next major theme. When Ibramhı mm ibn Adham was on
a journey with other Sufis, the travelers came to a fortification that had an
ample supply of firewood. That night as they ate bread, Ibra mhı mm prayed. One
dervish wished for some ritually pure meat to barbecue, so Ibramhı mm prayed
for such a meal. Suddenly a lion dragged a wild ass before them and watched
as they slaughtered and ate it.51 (On a related theme, see Fig. 12.) 
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figure 12. Abum ‘l-Adyamn walks on burning embers to prove to a group of
Zoroastrians that fire exerts its force only by God’s command rather than by its
inherent nature, thereby converting his witnesses to Islam. Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns
(Ottoman, 1003/1595), ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin,
T474:116a.
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Mastery over Jinn and Beasts

An important subcategory of tales of marvels comprises stories in which
God’s power allows a prophet or Friend to command the allegiance and super-
human capabilities of creatures of smokeless fire called jinn (from which the
more common term genie derives). The royal prophet Solomon had the
extraordinary ability of speaking the languages of the birds and of all other
living beings. But he could also domesticate the sometimes rambunctious
jinn, pressing them into service in raising his magnificent temple. Ibn <Arabi
indirectly associates one of his favorite shaykhas, Numnam bint Famtima of Seville,
with Solomon. Numnam handled jinn who desired to enjoy her companionship
publicly by reminding them of the words of the prophet Muhammad. When
he exposed the wiles of a troublesome jinn, Muhammad said that he recalled
the words of his brother prophet, Solomon, as he disciplined the jinn to build
his temple, and thus kept the jinn in check.52

Among mythic beasts, none presents a greater apparent danger than the
dragon. One winter’s night, Ibramhı mm ibn Adham settled down for a long prayer
vigil in the cave where he had lived for nine years. Come the dawn, he feared
for his survival in the bitter cold, but he felt a fur pelt mysteriously giving
warmth to his back. When he awoke after sleeping for several hours, he dis-
covered to his horror that the warm skin was that of a dragon. As he prayed
in fear, the beast nuzzled the dust before him and disappeared from the cave.
In another story, someone of little faith asks Bamyazı md an impossible question
about God to test him. Discerning the man’s insincerity, the shaykh sends him
off to a mountain cave to consult with a “friend” of his staying there. When
the questioner discovers that the friend is a dragon, he is terrified and flees in
such a panic that he soils his clothes and forgets his shoes. Repenting of his
skepticism, the man returns to Bamyazı md. The shaykh observes that if con-
fronting a mere creature, however awesome, so discombobulated the man, the
man is surely in no condition to handle the answer to his original query about
the Creator.53

Most stories featuring denizens of the animal kingdom, however, tell of
encounters with less fearsome, if still potentially dangerous, creatures.
Serpents are the light version of their scalier big brother, the dragon. One
day a follower of Egyptian friend Ibn Abı mSa<d sees the shaykh giving a poi-
sonous snake a drink from a cup. The shaykh asks the observer to say noth-
ing about the event. Another common trope has an otherwise potentially
deadly serpent sheltering or fanning a Friend of God by waving a stalk of
narcissus in its mouth.54 Countless stories enlist the cooperation of less dan-
gerous, more docile creatures, especially birds and dogs.
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Birds appear with noteworthy frequency in miracle stories. Qushayrı mtells
a story, from <Uthmamn ibn Abı m ‘l-Atı mka, about a cohort sent to raid against
the Byzantines. When a contingent that is supposed to rejoin the main group
fails to reappear at the designated time and place, a soldier begins to write
prayers in the dirt with his spear. Suddenly a bird lands on the spear and
declares that the detachment is safe and will soon rejoin the main party. Asked
to identify itself, the bird says that its task is to banish sadness from believ-
ers’ hearts. Just as the bird has predicted, the detachment appears. In another
story, as Samnumn preaches one day about love, a bird descends to his head,
then to his hand and breast, before falling to the ground so hard that it dies
on the spot. Such is the power of the shaykh’s message; the bird functions
as a metaphor of the lover fatally smitten. In another account, Sufyamn ath-
Thawrı m spots a caged bird in the market, and, out of care for it, he purchases
it and releases it. Thereafter, the bird visits Sufyamn nightly and lights upon
him as he prays. When the shaykh dies, the bird grieves as it perches on his
coffin. After Sufyamn is buried, the bird hurls itself at the tomb repeatedly
until it dies. A voice explains that because the shaykh has shown kindness
to a small creature, God will be merciful to him.55

Dogs run a close second to birds as featured characters, and occasionally
dogs share the stage with birds. Ma<rumf al-Karkhı m was once allowing a dog
to eat its lunch out of his bowl, when his uncle passed by and wondered why
Ma<rumf was not ashamed of such behavior. Ma<rumf explained that in fact
shame had led him to share his food with the animal in the first place. At a
gesture from the shaykh, a bird descended to his hand and raised its wings
before its eyes, suggesting to Ma<rumf that all creation shared his shame. In
another story, a dog approaches Bamyazı md one day as he walks along, and the
shaykh lifts his cloak. The dog then explains that if he (the dog) is dry, the
shaykh need not fear for his garment; if he is wet, a simple washing will
solve the problem. Merely pulling his clothes away avails him nothing. The
shaykh replies that his impurity is internal whereas the dog’s is external, so
perhaps if they join forces, they might both be purified entirely. But the dog
spurns the suggestion, explaining that though everyone rejects him and he
has been unable to store bones away, everyone honors the shaykh, who has
a barrel of grain laid by. Chastened, Bamyazı md realizes that if he is not worthy
to associate with such a dog, the company of God is surely far beyond him.
In telling this story, <Attamr points out how marvelous it is that a Friend of
God can learn from the lowliest of creatures.56

Gazelles and donkeys also appear frequently, and often in desert settings.
In one such story, as Abum Hafs preaches in the desert to a group of compan-
ions, a gazelle approaches and places its head on the shaykh’s lap. The shaykh
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slaps his own face, and the animal flees as Abum Hafs recovers from ecstasy.
Abum Hafs explains to his friends that he had wished for a sheep to slaugh-
ter for a meal to keep his companions around for the night, when the gazelle
offered itself. Why, then, they ask, did he shout and slap himself and chase
off the gift? He replies that getting one’s passing wish fulfilled so easily is
spiritually perilous, for it is equivalent to God’s removing a human being
from the divine power. In a number of other stories, donkeys die in the desert,
just when their owners are most desperate for their services, and are then
resurrected. For example, Rambi<a’s beast of burden expires suddenly as she
travels toward Mecca. Her companions offer to haul her meager belongings
for her, but she waves them on, insisting that she needs to trust in God. She
asks God why he, a king, is so harsh to a woman with so few resources. After
all, God called her on this pilgrimage. The donkey immediately rises, and
she continues the journey. <Attamr notes that his source reported seeing the
beast later for sale in the market.57

marvels of knowledge

An important type of saintly marvel is the mysterious, if not always super-
ficially spectacular, feat that requires access to arcane knowledge. The vari-
ous regional hagiographical traditions place varying emphasis on such feats,
with a noticeably greater preference for them in North African sources, for
example. Stories of these marvels often link lofty knowledge with clairvoy-
ance and sometimes with the ability to travel instantly across great distances.

Clairvoyance and Long-Distance Connections

Clairvoyance is a significant theme in the story genre dealing with fadam,il,
virtues or excellent qualities, of the Companions of the Prophet. Even so sober
an author on the spiritual life as Abum Tamlib al-Makkı m, who talks relatively lit-
tle about miracles, is not the least bit reticent to discuss numerous examples
of clairvoyance among the various forms of special knowledge. Ghazamlı m, also
rather cautious and not prone to tossing out miracle stories recklessly, tells the
following famous story (from the hadith originally) about the second caliph.
<Umar becomes miraculously aware of a faraway problem. Commanding a
Muslim army, the general Samriya is about to be overwhelmed. At that moment,
<Umar, leading the people in prayer back in Medina, shouts, “Samriya, the moun-
tain, the mountain” (i.e., keep the mountain at your back). A messenger later
returns from the engagement and reports that the troops had mysteriously
heard a voice shouting that warning to them.58
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Shamfi<ı m, an eponymous founder of one of the four principal Sunnı m law
schools and one of Egypt’s most popular Friends of God, was celebrated for
his gifts of clairvoyance. He reportedly apprised some of his students of the
fate that awaited each after death. Another early Egyptian Friend, Abum <Abd
Alla mh al-Qurashı m, announced that Egypt would soon suffer a devastating
epidemic, warning his followers to escape with their lives. As chapter 1 sug-
gests, even unborn Friends have been credited with miraculous forms of
knowledge. For example, Sı mdı m <Adı my ibn Musamfir was born under unusual
circumstances: his father dreamt that if he returned to his wife after thirty
years of wandering, the couple would conceive a special child. During his
wife’s seventh month, two men came by while she was drawing water. One
told the other to pay his respects to the unborn Friend in her womb, and
both saluted the saintly fetus. Seven years later, the same two men happened
by when the child was out playing. The boy returned their greeting not once
but twice, explaining that he owed them one for the time they greeted him
when he was still in utero and unable to respond appropriately.59

Clairvoyance often figures prominently when skeptics try to get the bet-
ter of a Friend or harbor secret negative thoughts about him. A Maghribı m
saint named Abum Ya<azzam once received a visit from a man suspicious of the
shaykh’s reputed miraculous powers. After the man had stayed for the tra-
ditional three days’ hospitality, he asked to take his leave, but the shaykh
insisted that he stay. When the man left, the shaykh had people pursue him,
for he knew the visitor would soon encounter a snake at a certain place. By
the time the emissaries found the man, a snake had indeed coiled around him,
and they used the shaykh’s staff to free him from the serpent. The doubter
then returned to Abum Ya<azzam and admitted that God must indeed confer
unusual abilities on certain people.60

Abum Ishamq Ibramhı mm of Herat once expressed surprise at an excellent meal
being served to Bamyazı md. Reading Ibramhı mm’s hypercritical thoughts, Bamyazı md
miraculously opened a wall to reveal a vast ocean and invited Ibramhı mm to
plunge in with him. Ibramhı mm balked because he feared he was not ready for
such an advanced mystical state. Bamyazı md explained that the bread Ibramhı mm
had been eating before he arrived was made of grain chewed and spat out by
grazing animals. He made this comment to underscore Ibramhı mm’s lack of
knowledge. Shocked by this disclosure, Ibramhı mm sought forgiveness for his
critical, petty thoughts.61

People in need often seek help from Friends who are famous for know-
ing the thoughts of others or being mysteriously aware of events occurring
at a great distance. A mother once besought Junayd to pray for the return of
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her missing son. Several times, the woman went off to wait patiently as the
shaykh instructed, but at length she reported to Junayd that she could wait
no longer. Junayd told her that her son had already come back, and when the
mother returned home, she found her son there. Another account reports
that Junayd knew through clairvoyance that some of his followers envied
his favor for a certain disciple. He instructed that twenty students each to
take a bird to a place beyond anyone’s view, kill it, and return. All but the
favored disciple brought back a dead bird. Questioned about his failure to
act, the disciple explained that he could not find a place where God could not
see him. Junayd thus showed his jealous students the injustice of their envy.62

While walking through a desert, Abum ‘l-<Abbams al-Gharı mb once encoun-
tered a group that sought a blessing from him. When he obliged, they offered
to replace his rags with a new garment, but he ran to town without accept-
ing their gift. Sadafı m, the narrator of the tale, reports that when he met Gharı mb
after this event, he bought a cotton robe at the shaykh’s request. Gharı mb
exclaimed that God had rescued him from temptation and promised to
explain later. After two days, the people from the desert encounter showed
up with a complete outfit of clothing, but Gharı mb instructed them to give the
gift to someone truly in need. Shortly thereafter, Sadafı m reports, he discov-
ered that the people had stolen the clothes after attacking a man. Sadafı m fol-
lows up with a second story about clothing and clairvoyance. Gharı mb sends
a messenger to tell one of his disciples to bring a garment to the disciple’s
father, who will be in a garden. The student does as he is told and finds that
his father has been shipwrecked and washed ashore naked. When the bene-
ficiaries of Gharı mb’s clairvoyance asked about the source of his knowledge,
the shaykh attributes it to a “passing thought” (khatra). Sadafı m recounts
another set of tales about Gharı mb’s clairvoyance, this time on the subject of
books. In one of these stories, a disciple who is on his way to sell some of the
shaykh’s books and give the money to the poor is ambushed by bandits intent
on carrying off as many books as they can. Though all the books together
weigh well under each robber’s capacity, they become heavier than iron and
lead whenever the bandits attempt to hoist them. Thus, in the end, the dis-
ciple is able to accomplish his good work and aid the poor.63

One of Ibn <Arabı m’s shaykhs, <Abd Allamh al-Mawrumrı m, had the power to
summon persons from a great distance without actual contact. Once a
shaykha of Ibn <Arabı m’s named Shams mentioned to Mawrumrı mthat she would
like a certain Abum ‘l-Hasan ibn Qaytumn to come by. She instructed Mawrumrı m
to write and invite him. But Mawrumrı m insisted that he could contact Abum ‘l-
Hasan spiritually and deliver him by the next day. The next day came, and
no visitor appeared. Mawrumrı m said that he had had a lapse in concentration
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and would fix the problem. By noon that day, the visitor arrived. Abum ‘l-Hasan
explained that he had heard a voice instructing him to visit Shams in
Marchena and had immediately cancelled Qur,amn class for the next day. But
on the morrow, he no longer had the desire to make the visit, which was the
moment Mawrumrı m became absentminded. When the students came to
school—that is, after the teacher had changed his plans—the teacher again
heard the voice, at which point Mawrumrı m had regained his concentration.
Shams had a similar power. When Ibn <Arabı mand Mawrumrı mwere visiting her,
she suddenly called out, “<Alı m, go back and retrieve the kerchief.” When her
guests inquired about this strange outburst, she explained that, on his way
to visit her, <Alı mhad taken a break for lunch and had left a kerchief behind.64

Some acts of clairvoyance occur during attacks on Muslims by Christians,
typically in the Iberian peninsula. According to Ibn <Arabı m, Abum Ja<far al-
<Uryanı mone day predicted that his caravan would run afoul of Christian brig-
ands the next day. When he proved prescient indeed, his captors extended
him respect and agreed to let him be ransomed for five hundred gold pieces,
setting him free in advance of the payment. He later insisted that his cap-
tors solicit the ransom money from as many people as possible, rather than
from only two or three of the wealthiest, arguing that his liberation should
reflect positively on the whole community.65

Knowledge and the Gift of Instantaneous Travel

Another prominent type of marvel story that relies on Friends’ privileged
access to knowledge and the wellsprings of power features the miraculous
ability to traverse great distances instantaneously. Chapter 3’s story about
the magical tunnel from Java to Mecca is a good example of the collapsing
of space and time that traditional sources call “folding the earth.” I include
these tales in this chapter not only because special knowledge is so often the
factor that makes marvelous travel possible but because increased knowledge
often results as well.

In one story, Ibn <Arabı m is performing the evening ritual prayer at home
in Seville and has a longing to visit with the great Moroccan Friend Abum
Madyan, who lives more than a six weeks’ journey away in North Africa.
As he finishes praying, a companion of Abum Madyan, Mumsam Abum <Imramn as-
Sadramnı m, suddenly appears and tells Ibn <Arabı m that he has just been praying
with Abum Madyan and that the shaykh sends him a message: the two are not
destined to meet in this life, but God’s mercy brings security for both. Then
the visitor disappears and returns to Bugia on the North African coast (in
present-day Algeria).66 Maghribı m saint Mumsam Abum <Imramn reportedly trav-
eled as far as the mystic clime of Mount Qamf, the distant mountain range
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encircling the earth. Though the distance to the mountain’s summit was a
three-hundred-year journey, Mumsam prayed the late morning prayer at its base
and the late afternoon prayer at the summit. When he spoke to the serpent
that surrounded the mountain (grasping its tail in its mouth), the creature
asked about Mumsam’s shaykh, Abum Madyan. When Mumsam asked how the ser-
pent knew of Abum Madyan, it expressed its surprise, for all of creation knew
and loved that Friend.67

Ibn al-Hakı mm al-Kahhaml of Tunis used to signal the time for the call to
prayer by coughing softly. One night, however, the assembled crowd waited
long for the authoritative cough. Meanwhile, a mosque attendant who was
in the courtyard felt something hit him from above: the preacher had fallen
from the sky and gone swiftly into the mosque to deliver the belated cough.
Ibn al-Hakı mm cautioned the attendant to keep quiet about the story he was
about to tell him: he had been circumambulating the Ka<ba in far-distant
Mecca when the time for prayer came, and he had to complete the ritual in
Mecca before returning.68 Many important Friends of God cited for such gifts
cautioned their followers not to be too impressed by such powers. Even Satan
can travel to Mecca and back in the twinkling of an eye. The dawning of faith
in the heart is a far more important marvel.

epilogue: more marvelous than thou

Not only the bad guys suffer the negative consequences of a Friend’s won-
drous gifts. A curious and entertaining theme in hagiographical accounts of
marvels is the often unseemly competition among Friends to work the most
spectacular wonder. Sources use the term munamqara (quarrel or contest) to
describe stories in which one Friend puts another to a test, forcing the other
to prove his authenticity. In one such story, Shiblı mhurls another Friend into
the Tigris, saying that if the man is sincere, he will, like Moses, emerge
unhurt; otherwise, like Pharaoh, he has no hope. Sometimes the contest is a
more forthright competition in wonder-working skills. Some stories are rel-
atively simple in plot, as when rival Friend Mahmumd Hayramn shows up
mounted on a lion, and Hajjı mBektamsh upstages him by speeding about astride
a stone wall. Others are a bit more complex. One story tells of a North African
Friend who visits another riding on a lion. His host tells him to quarter his
mount in the stable with his cow. Entering the house, the visitor discovers
that the host is being entertained by a bevy of dancing girls. On the follow-
ing day, he discovers to his horror that the cow has eaten his lion. In another
tale, told by <Attamr, Hasan throws his carpet on the river and invites Rambi<a
to pray with him on it. She then throws her carpet into the air, chiding him
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for wanting to pray where people can see him. Better to go where prayer is
beyond human gaze, she announces, and in any case, the real point of prayer
is to do what neither fish nor fly can do.69 The purpose of these curious tales
is arguably to question whether the power of marvels is truly a positive gift
or perhaps a stumbling block, even for the greatest of God’s Friends.

The temptation to misuse power, hinted at indirectly in tales about the con-
test of marvels, is a fine reminder of the simple humanity of God’s Friends.
Chapter 5 explores further implications of the human condition shared even
by people on the most intimate terms with God.
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figure 13. Hallamj (d. 309/922) stands on the gallows as executioners prepare to
cut off his hands. Various famous Sufis among the observers are identified by
names on turbans (including Shiblı m, Ibn <Atam,, and Junayd [who actually
predeceased Hallamj]). Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595), ©The Trustees
of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, T474:79r.
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Islamic traditions about prophets and saints are replete with stories that
showcase the individual’s extraordinary attributes and abilities. These tradi-
tions also include abundant reminders of the frail, flawed creaturely status
of even the most exalted of God’s messengers and Friends. As previous chap-
ters have hinted, Friends have often been involved in the sufferings and needs
of other people as intercessory advocates. But Friends of God can be just as
needy as the people who look to them for strength and guidance. Only human
after all, prophets and saints occasionally rouse the divine pique, sometimes
model less-than-exemplary relational habits, give sporadic hints of suscep-
tibility to diabolical innuendo, and, with a couple of notable exceptions, they
die. Islamic hagiographers have dealt with the foibles and faults of God’s
favorite people through a variety of common themes.

when god chides prophets and friends

Even the noblest of God’s creatures walk on feet of clay. As we shall see in
greater detail later, Muslim authors have sometimes debated the degree to
which prophets are immune to sinful tendencies and the wiles of Satan. In
any case, traditional sources supply many accounts in which the greatest of
the great fall short of perfection. Moses murdered an Egyptian in anger,
intending to defend a Hebrew. Had the man worshipped the true deity, God
would have punished Moses severely. David succumbed to the “bird of temp-
tation” when it appeared in his window and drew his attention to Uriah’s
wife, Bathsheba. His dalliance with her merited the divine displeasure.
Solomon temporarily lost all his powers and kingdom, when one of the rebel-
lious demonlike creatures, Sakhr, disguised himself as the king. Solomon
entrusted the seal ring to his handmaiden, but the impostor fooled her and
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took the ring, and for a time the jinn ruled his realm.1 The role of such dia-
bolical temptation in the lives of both prophets and Friends is a major theme
in the traditional accounts.

Satan and the Prophets

Chapter 2 alludes briefly to the barriers on the path between God and his
elect, his prophets and Friends. Here we revisit the theme, looking at the
“mere” humanity of these paragons of the spiritual and moral life. Kisam,ı m
cites a saying of Ibn <Abbams that prophets are too exalted for the devil to be
allowed to put them to the test in a direct confrontation. But the majority
opinion seems to be that most of the prophets have nevertheless had to deal
with the devil’s disruptive skullduggery and pervasive negative influences.2

Adam is arguably the most prominent example of a prophet who confronts
Iblı ms’s temptations directly and personally.3 In general, the devil insinuates
himself into the affairs of prophets more obliquely than he does with Adam.
Iblı ms manages, for example, to sneak onto Noah’s ark by hanging on to a
donkey’s tail, and he commandeers the helm for a time. God allowed the devil
free reign over Job’s body but not over his soul.4

When the devious king Nimrod was looking for a way to get Abraham
into a roaring fire, Iblı ms, disguised as an old man, counseled the king’s min-
ions to use a catapult. Then angels held down the machine and prevented it
from working. But Iblı ms again intervened, advising Nimrod’s people that they
could drive the angels away by having ten naked women dance before them.
In his lengthy section on Adam and his sons Cain and Abel, Tha<labı mdescribes
the role of the tempter in great detail, and even looks into the prophetic
“future” of “those to whom Iblı ms appeared.” Major figures include Pharaoh,
Solomon, and John the Baptist. Tha<labı m, however, has Satan play a much
more active role in the episode of Abraham’s intended sacrifice of his son
than he appears to play in attempts to undermine other prophets.5

Someone once asked Rummı mwhy Satan did not shrink from trying to tempt
Muhammad but ran in a panic from the very shadow of the Prophet’s
Companion <Umar. Rummı m replied that Muhammad was a vast sea, whereas
<Umar was merely a cupful of water: the ocean does not need protection from
a dog, for a dog poses no threat to it. But because a dog can do great damage
to a cup of water and pollute it with its tongue, one needs to protect the cup.6

Putting God’s Friends to the Test

In contrast to his experiences with the prophets, Iblı ms enjoys relatively unfet-
tered access to God’s Friends, and he seizes every opportunity to exploit their
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human weaknesses. Many Muslim authors have addressed the problem of
human susceptibility to Satan’s guiles. Few have addressed the topic so
exhaustively as Ibn al-Jawzı mdoes in The Devil’s Deception (Talbı ms Iblı ms). The
noted Baghdadi preacher is also the author of a less famous work on story-
telling in which he points out the dangers in popular traditions of oral hagiog-
raphy.7 In his overview of the disastrous successes of Satan in the history of
humankind, Ibn al-Jawzı m documents in narrative profusion the stratagems
the devil has employed against rank unbelievers of various kinds as well as
against Jews and Christians. He then turns his attention to several groups
within the Muslim community, assembling dozens of examples of Satan’s
ability to dupe even ascetics, devotees, and Sufis in particular. Iblı ms scores his
most devastating blows by convincing sincere ascetics that extreme behav-
ior is the way to go, when in fact avoiding lawful behavior and abandoning
society are an abdication of one’s fundamental ethical responsibility to set a
Prophet-inspired example for the public.

Ibn al-Jawzı margues that Friends of God are particularly vulnerable to the
hypocrisy of renunciation for the sake of display. Those who take advantage
of their ability to perform saintly marvels are an especially large target for
Ibn al-Jawzı m, for their behavior represents the nadir of hypocrisy. Marvels
worked for the purpose of drawing attention to a Friend of God are mani-
festly not of divine origin but a triumph for the devil. Satan “has led many
a weak devotee astray by showing him something resembling a miracle
wrought in his honour, in consequence of which the man has claimed
prophethood.” Ibn al-Jawzı m does not by any means write off all Friends of
God as deluded charlatans. He does, however, take a very narrow view of the
ingredients of authentic saintly demeanor and cautions that the very char-
acteristics many people identify as the hallmarks of sanctity are in fact care-
fully crafted diabolical ruses.8

God’s closest Friends have met their match and found cause for repen-
tance in a variety of other circumstances as well. Stories sometimes depict
the holy person as potential prey to the same enticements that pose a spiri-
tual threat to all ordinary mortals. Among the more frequently described
temptations are dealings with women and looking at attractive individuals.
For example, Abum <Alı m Hasan the Tanner, from Seville, belonged to a much-
maligned socioeconomic class. In the popular vernacular, the technical term
for “tanner” (shakkamz) carried the meaning of “sissy,” referring to men who
were as soft as the animal skins they cured. One day as Hasan spread mate-
rials to dry by the river, a local woman decided to taunt him. She greeted
him, and he replied appropriately, interrupting his state of recollection. When
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she pressed him to divulge his occupation, hoping he would disgrace him-
self by uttering the “sh-word” (i.e., shakkamz), he cleverly responded with a
series of circumlocutions.9

In one account, Abum <Abd Allamh ibn al-Jallam, looks intently at a handsome
young Christian man and is transfixed by his beauty. Just then, Junayd hap-
pens by, and Abum <Abd Allamh asks him whether such a handsome individual is
destined for hell. Junayd replies that the questioner has clearly been gazing
with inappropriate intent and has been snookered by the devil. Abum <Abd Allamh
should rather have seen signs of the divine creativity in that person. Shortly
thereafter, Abum <Abd Allamh suffers the punishment of forgetting the Qur,amn,
and not until years later does his repentance merit his recovery of the sacred
word in memory. He stops viewing created beings as “mere objects.”10

holiness and ordinariness

Friends of God share so many of the frailties and failings of the general run
of humankind that they remain, paradoxically, rather ordinary even in the
face of their uniquely favored relationships with God. The hagiographers
accounted for this intriguing combination by spinning stories with which
many of their readers and listeners could identify.

Friends Forgiven: When the Great Ones Falter

In his manual of spirituality, Kala mba mdhı m makes important observations
about the possibility and actuality of sin and the need for forgiveness in
prophets and Friends of God. He begins, as usual, by referring to prophets
and to Muhammad’s Companions as touchstones of sanctity. Prophets are
kept safe from “major sins,” and, according to some, from lesser sins as well.
Friends of God, in contrast, are not so protected, but they find repentance
easier than other people when they do fall into sin. Friends are altogether
human in that they enjoy all the natural pleasures of eating, sleeping, and
religiously legitimate sexual life; but when they lose their balance, they
more readily than other people seek to regain it by renewing their total
reliance on God.

Muhammad’s observation that ten of his Companions would be among the
inhabitants of paradise did not exempt those paragons of virtue from the per-
sistent fear that they might sin against God. Kalambamdhı m is quick to note, how-
ever, that the Companions were less fearful of the prospect of punishment
than of shortcomings in the awe and solemnity they experience in God’s pres-
ence. By avoiding major sins, the Companions were virtually assured of for-
giveness for their minor sins. If a Companion lapsed into major sin, the gift of
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swift repentance was his. Friends of God likewise were made aware of their
future place in paradise, but they know their fate through the inward message
that God discloses to their hearts. As with the Companions, such knowledge
in no way exempts Friends from a keen sense of their sinful proclivities and
the all-too-human possibility of offense against God. Yumsuf ibn al-Husayn
asked God to consider his attentiveness to the needs of others as compensa-
tion for his lapses into ego-centeredness. Abum Hafs likewise asked forgiveness
for all his faults, acknowledging that one can come before God only in aware-
ness of absolute poverty. Friends feel the need to repent for wayward thoughts
perhaps more often than they do for more obvious misdeeds. Bamyazı md remem-
bered a day when he entertained the notion that he must surely be the spiri-
tual paragon of his time. As he realized his arrogance, he headed down the
road and stopped in a residence, vowing to wait there for a divine messenger
who might restore him to true self-awareness. On the fourth day, a one-eyed
camel rider who had traveled from afar approached. When the rider came to
a stop, he asked whether Bamyazı md had made him come all this way to open his
blind eye and shut the sighted one and “drown the citizens of Bistamm [Bamyazı md’s
home] with him.” The Friend was stunned as the visitor warned him to be vig-
ilant over his heart and then departed.11

Even with these lapses, the conviction that Friends of God are not entirely
at fault for apparent sinfulness remains a recurrent theme, as in a tale that
<Attamr tells about Tirmidhı m. A comely maiden offers herself to the Friend,
but he rebuffs her advance. Not to be rejected, the woman later hears that
Tirmidhı mis resting in a nearby garden and resolves to seduce him. The Friend
runs from her and vaults over the garden wall as she shouts that he is actu-
ally after her. Years later, the aged Tirmidhı m thinks back on his long life and
recalls that day. He muses wistfully that he might as well have satisfied the
woman’s urgent desires and asked forgiveness later. Suddenly he realizes
the sinfulness of his second thoughts and berates his ego-soul for regretting
a missed opportunity to sin. After mourning his lapse for three days,
Tirmidhı m dreams that the Prophet consoles him and assures him that he is
not entirely at fault. The Prophet tells the Friend that his apparent backslid-
ing resulted instead from the passage of another forty years since
Muhammad’s departure from the earth. With the waning of the Prophet’s
spiritual presence, even the greatest Friends can expect to see their commit-
ment diminish.12

The Perils of Domesticity: Family Lives of Friends

One oft-mentioned source of soul-threatening distraction is family life, with
accounts typically focusing on problems posed by wives and children. The
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resulting picture will strike many readers as far less life affirming than one
might expect. Certainly, on balance, hagiographical accounts list heavily
toward disapproval of domestic life and marital sexuality.

Stories of God’s Friends run hot and cold on the subject of human com-
panionship generally, and on marriage and family life in particular. On the
one hand, Muhammad recommended marriage and extolled the companion-
ship of a good woman. In addition, various proverbs warn against solitude,
for the devil can more easily have his way with lonely souls. Those who avoid
marriage therefore miss a chance to act on the example of Muhammad and
risk sinning as a result of unanswered lust. On the other hand, stories of
Friends often emphasize that one must concentrate solely on one’s relation-
ship with God. Those who marry risk losing that concentration and can
scarcely avoid leading the body astray with legitimate sensual delights. Some
sources cite a saying, which they attribute to the Prophet, that a time will come
when spiritual values will be so hard to find that those who have neither wife
nor offspring will be the most spiritually nimble and adaptable to difficulties.
According to the hagiographical literature, more than a few spouses main-
tained nonsexual relationships throughout their lives together.

Various authorities on the Sufi Path recommend celibacy. But some argue
that one ought to strive to favor neither marriage nor celibacy, allowing God’s
preference to become apparent. Those who are led to celibacy ought to emu-
late the prophet Joseph, who declined to satisfy his lust with Zulaykham (the
wife of Pharaoh’s minister). Married men should take Abraham as their
model, for his trust in God was such that he surrendered his wife Sarah
entirely to God. When Sarah expressed jealousy of his slave girl, Hagar,
Abraham deposited Hagar in God’s care in the desert (here the emphasis is
on Abraham’s perfect trust, not on his apparent willingness to dispose of a
wife). Sarramj notes, however, that this situation should be the exception. One
ought to follow Abraham’s example strictly only if one’s wife and offspring
share the father’s level of spiritual attainment.13 In the end, married persons
need to maintain their devotions assiduously while seeing always to a wife’s
needs and expenses. For celibates, the key is to be ever vigilant against stray-
ing thoughts and eyes and to refuse to accept Satan’s blandishments as an
excuse for backsliding.14

Some Friends have left first-person accounts of their marital experiences.
Eighteenth-century Sufi Ahmad ibn <Ajı mba includes a prominent chapter in
his “autobiography” entitled “Regarding Women We Have Married and the
Children That Have Resulted from These Marriages.” Ibn <Ajı mba begins with
the customary citation of Qur,amn and hadith, emphasizing the Prophet’s pref-
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erence for marriage, even though he was the “master of renunciants.” He
even recommends concubines for men who are not married, as a protection
against the devil’s enticements. But a more important purpose for marriage
than assuaging lust lawfully is the hope of bearing and raising a “virtuous
child.” One ought not to seek social status or wealth through marriage but
should marry a poor, humble woman, lest his partner’s prestige become a
cause of arrogance. Ibn <Ajı mba goes into surprising detail in his mini mar-
riage manual. Eventually, he returns to his own experience of marrying a
total of six women, who bore him thirty-one children. He concludes the chap-
ter by reflecting briefly on the fact that he has already suffered the deaths
of twenty-two of those children. He takes consolation in Muhammad’s say-
ing that anyone who loses three preadolescent children will see them block-
ing the road to hell for him after his death.15 Many of God’s male Friends
had families, and sources record a variety of stories about the often-difficult
fate of their children and wives.

Betrothal stories are important in this context. A woman named Famtima
invited Ahmad Khidrumya to ask for her hand in marriage, and the two shared
a life of spiritual renunciation. In fact, Famtima enjoyed a more spiritually
intimate relationship with her teacher Bamyazı md than did her husband. But
even Bamyazı md once took inappropriate notice of her, and she announced that
she could no longer remain in the company of the exalted shaykh. Later,
after the couple had traveled to Nishapur, Yahyam ibn Mu<amdh came to the
city, and Ahmad asked Famtima to throw a party for him. She required not
only the usual cattle and sheep but also twenty donkeys to feed to the dogs
that had every right to attend when a shaykh of Yahyam’s stature was in town.
Bamyazı md apparently made an observation that partially explains why the
sources give Famtima such coverage: anyone looking for a man in woman’s
clothing need only meet Famtima!16 Such backhanded compliments of women
are not unusual in hagiographical lore.

A more conventional element of tension in the process of matchmaking
is the father’s disapproval of a daughter’s most likely prospects. Sha mh Shujam<
of Kerman rejected a local ruler’s request to marry his remarkable daughter,
deciding instead to look for a poor dervish in search of a spouse. He was con-
vinced that his daughter’s ability to recite Qur,amn would surely make her
more attractive to such a suitor. He found a man who could afford a dowry
of only three silver dirhams and made the arrangements. When the young
woman entered the dervish’s house, she asked the man why a scrap of stale
bread was sitting on the water bottle. He explained that it remained from
the previous night and that he had saved it. Suddenly she announced that
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she would leave him, explaining that he clearly did not trust God enough,
holding on to the crust that way. The dervish asked her what he could do to
change her mind, and she told him he had his choice: her or the crust. <Attamr
does not reveal the suitor’s response to the dilemma.17

A more common conflict arises from the perceived incompatibility
between love for God and attachment to God’s creatures. One day when
Fudayl ibn <Iyamd showed particular affection for his little boy, the toddler
asked whether his father loved him. Fudayl confirmed that he did, and the
boy inquired whether his father also loved God. When Fudayl affirmed that
he loved God as well, the precocious tot asked how he could love two beings
if he had only one heart. Fudayl complemented the child on his effective
preaching but then ceased lavishing his attention on him. Fudayl later prayed
that a malady of the child’s urinary tract be healed, and his prayer was swiftly
answered. But when the boy died, Fudayl smiled, explaining that because
God was pleased to take the boy to himself, Fudayl could only concur. He
also had two daughters, and when his death approached, Fudayl told his wife
to take the children to a high mountain. She was to ask God to take care of
them now that Fudayl no longer could. After Fudayl’s funeral, his wife hon-
ored his wishes, and as she prayed, a wealthy ruler with two sons happened
by and arranged on the spot for a splendid double marriage.18

Children can pose problems for their saintly parents. In some instances,
God helps out by removing the obstacle. Samnumn had a daughter to whom
he was quite attached. On her third birthday, he dreamed of an assembled
throng at the Resurrection and asked who owned a light-emitting banner he
saw there. When he learned that it belonged to people who love God and
whom God loves, he decided that he belonged with them. Alas, the feeling
was not mutual. They rejected him, explaining that he was clearly too devoted
to his daughter to join their company. Though he was called “the Lover,” they
said, he no longer lived up to the name. Still asleep, Samnumn asked God to
remove all obstacles from his path to God. When he awoke, he heard that
his child had died in a fall from the roof of the house.19 Abum ‘l-<Abbams al-
Fam,ida had seven children, but because his poverty made life very difficult,
he asked God to unburden him of the children. All seven died before the
next month had passed, and life became less straitened for the couple.20

Sarramj offers a theological explanation for the prevalence of this appar-
ently sad state of affairs in the lives of so many Friends. He recounts an anec-
dote in which God reproves Fath al-Mawsilı m for showering affection on his
son and perhaps diluting the father’s love of God. In his commentary on the
story, Sarramj points out that Muhammad could express tenderness for his
children only because of his extraordinary spiritual status. God had no need
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to be jealous of the Prophet’s affections, whereas lesser individuals give God
cause for concern when they turn their attention elsewhere.21

Some Friends confess—even boast—that they contracted marriage and
fathered children by reflex. Abum <Alam, al-Kindı mmade clear that his three chil-
dren were the result of only three sexual contacts with women. One was
“for the sake of God,” responding to the Qur,amn’s injunction to marry; one
was for the sake of the Prophet, who had enjoined Muslims to marry and
reproduce so that the community would be a source of pride for him; and
one was for his own sake, in response to the Prophet’s saying that individu-
als leave only three legacies when they die: a charitable gift, knowledge that
lives on in others, and a good child to pray for the deceased father.22

Occasionally, a story gives us a curious glimpse of overall “family dynam-
ics.” In one such story, <Abd Alla mh ibn al-Muba mrak’s wife becomes angry
with him because he regularly gives sustenance to the needy, so he divorces
her. Soon thereafter, the daughter of a family of influence notices <Abd Allamh
at one of his devotional sessions and asks her father to betroth her to the
shaykh. He does so, offering a dowry of fifty thousand gold coins. <Abd Allamh
later learns in a dream that because he earlier divorced out of love for God,
God is now rewarding his commitment.23

One of the lengthier family narratives is that of Ibramhı mm ibn Adham.
Sarramj cites Ibramhı mm’s observation that marriage is akin to setting out on a
voyage and that having a child is certain to cause a shipwreck.24 Ibramhı mm
lived accordingly. In a major variant of his “conversion” story, he leaves his
infant son behind in the palace; an important and intriguing Malay inter-
pretation of the story softens some of the harsher aspects, reporting that only
after Ibramhı mm left his wife did she learn that she was pregnant. The child’s
mother tells him that his father is gone but might be in Mecca. Thus begins
the boy’s quest for his father.

<Atta mr’s sparsely detailed version of the tale reports that the youth
embarked on pilgrimage at the head of a throng of four thousand. In Mecca,
he encountered a poor old man whom he sensed must be his father. Ibramhı mm,
for his part, spotted a young man whom he was sure must be his son. The
boy remained noncommittal until one day Ibramhı mm sought out the caravan
from Balkh and found his son there. Instead of approaching the boy, Ibramhı mm
sent a companion to ask his identity. The boy admitted tearfully that he was
the shaykh’s son, and his mother, who was traveling with him, went with
the lad to find Ibramhı mm. When father and son embraced, Ibramhı mm heard a voice
warning that he could not love two. Even in the Malay version, Ibramhı mm sends
his son away somewhat callously for fear that he will jeopardize his own rela-
tionship to God. <Attamr observes, however, that this behavior is not so strange:
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one need only consider Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son. The Malay
version dedicates the whole last section of the tale to the return journey of
Ibramhı mm’s son.25

Finally, the story of Ibn Khafı mf provides a striking alternative narrative,
turning many of the persistent family themes topsy-turvy. Most of God’s
Friends who married did not do so remarkably often. Ibn Khafı mf was a notable
exception. He began by asking for the daughter of a servant, but after she
had a miscarriage, Ibn Khafı mf gave the wife permission to seek a divorce. He
had dreamed that Muhammad was surrounded by throngs of people drown-
ing in their own perspiration. Then a little child led his father out of the crowd
and across the bridge to the next world. As a result of the dream, he decided
that since he now had a child who might do the same for him after his death,
he was satisfied. Many women sought him out, and he eventually contracted
four hundred marriages. Only one wife stayed a long time, and he never
consummated any of the unions, evidently regarding them only as occasions
for a higher exercise of self-denial.26

beneath the surface: friends, feelings, 
and religious experience

Expressions of saintly affect, as well as the responses of people in various
relationships with Friends, often serve the larger ends of hagiographic devel-
opment of images of God’s Friends in all their flawed perfection. Relatively
few scholarly studies delve explicitly into the affective life of God’s Friends
and their constituents. Hagiographical literature over the centuries has,
nonetheless, given more than a little attention to various aspects of this cru-
cial feature of the Friends’ full humanity. Feelings offer important insight
into Friends’ relationships to other human beings, as well as to God. By con-
temporary standards, traditional accounts can seem quite stylized in dealing
with matters of feeling. Even so, they help us see the great Friends as gen-
uine individuals rather than as mere cardboard cutouts. These remarkable
people are not simply gossamer embodiments of sanctity but individuals with
distinctive personalities.

In many narrative accounts, authors link certain affective responses of
Friends with faith, repentance, longing for God, fear, hope, and, ultimately,
an elevated experience of the divine. Sufi theorists such as Sarra mj, Kalambamdhı m,
Qushayrı m, and Hujwı mrı m(to name only a few of the earlier major authors) have
laid out intricate, subtle, and psychologically insightful models of spiritual
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growth. Many of the “stations” (maqamma mt) and “states” (ahwa ml) they
describe have an unmistakable affective component, and hagiographical nar-
ratives have a marvelous way of putting flesh on those theoretical bones.
The emotive responses of Friends of God, and of their followers and acquain-
tances, often reflect these deeper spiritual conditions.27

Not surprisingly, the language of affect in hagiographical accounts is as
beholden to metaphor as are poetic expressions of feeling. We can see such
metaphor at work in the story of a seven-year-old boy who sits in the com-
pany of an elder Friend as the older man is fasting. He reports that as the
elder meditates next to him, his own young heart is “saying Allamh.” The older
man promises that if the boy becomes his student, his heart will talk that
way all the time.28 One typically has to look beneath exclamations that, if
taken literally, suggest a miraculous event to discover their authentic affec-
tive import. For example, a fairly common expression is that an “eyewit-
ness” to the life of a Friend of God hears every hair on someone’s head
praising God. This expression invites the reader or listener to appreciate the
intensity and extraordinary nature of the experience of ineffable holiness,
rather than to take the words at face value. The same caveat applies in inter-
preting particularly striking descriptions of emotional responses by Friends
of God and by the people to whom they relate.

Expressions of emotion are often quite subtle. Friends of God sometimes
teach and instruct seekers with a simple smile that affirms a disciple’s appro-
priate response to the master’s tutelage. An enigmatic smile at the perform-
ance of a miraculous event, for example, may be all that a seeker needs to
confirm that he or she has caught a critical insight. But the responses of the
beneficiaries of a saintly marvel are also important. An effusive claim such
as “I saw it with my own eyes!” communicates a significant affective mes-
sage, suggesting a personal and immediate experience rather than mere intel-
lectual assent to an abstract truth. In other words, high emotion and the sense
that one is in the presence of a greater-than-human power go hand in glove.
Just as people are frequently unable to describe precisely how they feel, so
they cannot find adequate words to characterize a remarkable occurrence.

Tears and laughter are perhaps the most obvious expressions of emotion
in hagiographical accounts. People who repent and experience conversion
shed tears of compunction, of course. But Friends of God weep copiously for
a host of other reasons, as do their followers. Pilgrims who first glimpse the
Ka<ba, preachers and their audiences who are deeply moved by a beautiful
delivery, and mystics who arrive at a higher truth all receive the gift of con-
soling tears. Friends of God laugh at the absurdities of worldly attachments
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and at the follies of God’s enemies, and often enough even laugh at them-
selves, but they usually do not laugh at the foibles of the well intentioned.

Intimately related to affectivity in general are attitudes and convictions
about the human body. Pervasive renunciation of this world and a variety of
ascetical practices that seek to subdue the “jackass of the body” play an impor-
tant role in many hagiographical narratives. One might expect that the
emphasis on self-denial would result in images of transparent, even disem-
bodied characters. On the contrary, however much God’s Friends might seem
to cherish the Shakespearean wish that “this too solid flesh would melt,” they
appear before the reader’s imagination clothed in the shared envelope of all
humankind.29 In the hagiographical literature, illnesses of every type come
in for considerable and often detailed description and are interpreted vari-
ously as divine recompense, calls to repent, and occasions for the display of
God’s power through a Friend. Diverse conditions make the body a frequent
venue and vehicle for marvelous works. Women’s bodies can be reminders
both of the dangers of temptation and of the divine beauty. Even men’s bod-
ies, in the instances of the prophets Joseph and Muhammad, can betoken the
latter. Finally, as chapter 7 discusses further, the mortal remains of Friends
of God continue to generate a full spectrum of emotion in devotees.30

confrontations with illness and death

With a few rare exceptions, all of God’s earthly creatures suffer the ravages
of finitude. All face the prospect of death and accountability for their lives
in this world. This section offers stories about how great prophets and Friends
have dealt with the harsh reality of mortality. We begin with stories of
prophets, look briefly at the final days of major Shı m<ı mmartyr-imams, and con-
clude with the deaths and obsequies of God’s Friends.

Death and the Prophets

Stories of prophets’ deaths are quite varied, with the great ones’ final
moments ranging from quiet and barely noticeable to fairly spectacular.
Kisam,ı m cites the following observation by Ibn <Abbams: “There was not a sin-
gle prophet or apostle who did not hate the cup of death except our Prophet
Muhammad, who said, ‘How blessed is he who is reverted to my Lord and
Paradise and the Sublime Place and the Prepared Cup.’” Four notable excep-
tions to ordinary mortality among the prophets are Idrı ms, Khidr, Elijah, and
Jesus. When Elijah completed God’s work and appointed Elisha as his suc-
cessor, God supplied the prophet with a steed that flew on flaming, multi-
colored wings. Elijah was free to ride the mount at will, for the prophet was
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now both an earthly human and a heavenly angelic being. In Islamic lore,
Jesus was not crucified but was taken up to heaven alive after a look-alike
took his place on the cross.31 Numerous stories about the more convention-
ally mortal prophets recount how they flinched, and even hedged their bets,
at the prospect of death.

One of the more unusual narratives of a prophetic death is that of
Abraham, who prayed that God would allow him to choose the moment of
his demise. The angel of death entered the prophet’s life disguised as a frail
old man, playing on Abraham’s fabled tendency to extend hospitality to all
comers. Spotting the elder traveling toward him, Abraham provided a don-
key to carry the man the remaining distance. When the prophet supplied food
to the visitor, the old man tried unsuccessfully to put the food into his mouth,
hitting his eye and ear instead. When at last he found his mouth, he instantly
excreted the food. Abraham grew suspicious. He asked the man why he was
having so much trouble eating, and the man responded that his problem was
the result of his advanced years. But when Abraham ascertained the man’s
age, he realized he himself was only two years younger than the visitor.
Abraham asked whether he too should expect to suffer such difficulties two
years hence, and the man replied that he would indeed. The two-hundred-
year-old Abraham immediately implored God to take him in advance of such
suffering, and his visitor facilitated his request.32 (See Fig. 14.) 

Moses also was less than resigned to his mortality, and God contrived to
change his attitude. He prompted Joshua to visit Moses morning and evening.
During each visit, Moses asked what God was up to with Joshua. Moses thought
that Joshua owed him an explanation, but the younger man refused to disclose
God’s ways with him. Eventually, Moses became so annoyed with Joshua’s pes-
tering that he began to wish for death. Before Moses’s change of heart was
complete, however, the Angel of Death appeared. Moses sent the angel pack-
ing with a clout to the eye, and the angel complained to God. After God repaired
the gouged eye, he sent the angel back to tell Moses how he might extend his
life a bit. Moses should place his hand on a bull’s back and count the hairs
under the space of the hand: he would live that many more years. But Moses
decided that waiting for a known interval would be intolerable, so he asked the
angel to take him on the spot. After losing an eye to the irate prophet, the Angel
of Death was understandably reluctant to approach people openly, and he ful-
filled his task gingerly from then on. Another version of Moses’s death takes
a very different tack. One day when Moses steps aside to relieve himself, he
spots a group of angels digging a particularly splendid grave. When he asks
them for whom the grave is intended, they explains that it is for a favored ser-
vant of God. Moses praises the beautiful resting place, and the angels ask Moses



figure 14. Abraham, threatened but escaping death, is catapulted into the fire, as
his nemesis King Nimrod, counseled by Iblı ms, attempts unsuccessfully to do away
with the prophet. Angels prepare to minister to Abraham by converting the fire to
a pleasant garden. Page from unidentified manuscript, c. 1600, Turkey. Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, The Edwin Binney, 3rd, Collection of Turkish
Art at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. M.85.237.35. Photo © 2005
Museum Associates/LACMA.
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if he would like to be that favored servant. He would, Moses responds, and the
angels instruct him to recline in the grave. There he takes his last breath and
the angels bury him.33

Among the finest reflections on the deaths of Muhammad and his clos-
est Companions are those by Abum Hammid al-Ghazamlı m in the fortieth and final
book of his masterwork of pastoral and mystical theology, The Revitalization
of the Religious Disciplines (Ihyam, <ulumm ad-dı mn). Ghazamlı m begins the book
The Remembrance of Death and the Afterlife by noting that God showed
Muhammad no favoritism when the time of death arrived, even though the
Prophet’s body was “immaculate.” Ghazamlı m insists that the simple mortality
of so exalted a figure should give ample cause for reflection on one’s per-
sonal accountability. He assembles reports about Muhammad’s interactions
with a variety of deathbed visitors. Amid tears shed by many, including by
the Prophet himself, Muhammad conferred his final exhortations on his clos-
est relatives and associates.

One extraordinarily dramatic moment occurs in an account by the
Prophet’s wife <AM,isha. Muhammad senses the presence of the Angel of
Death, who has requested the Prophet’s permission to enter, but the Prophet
asks him to hold off until Gabriel has visited one last time. Gabriel and
Muhammad converse about the Prophet’s experience of impending death.
Gabriel explains that the Angel of Death has never before asked permission
to enter and that in spite of God’s intense longing to welcome Muhammad,
God has decided to honor the Prophet one more time in this extraordinary
way. Gabriel then takes his leave, saying that his mission among humankind
is now finished—a turn of events that makes this Prophetic demise unique.

As high lamentation overcomes those present at the moment of
Muhammad’s death, a mysterious figure appears at the door and admonishes
the mourners to put all their trust in God. They stop grieving momentarily,
but when the speaker vanishes, they resume. Another voice calls out with a
similar message of divine consolation in loss. Abum Bakr then explains to those
assembled that the unexpected visitors are the prophets Khidr and Ilyams. When
they prepare to wash Muhammad’s body, sleep overcomes the washers and a
voice instructs them not to remove the Prophet’s clothes as they ordinarily
would with a body. As they wash the Prophet’s body, his limbs move myste-
riously, without any effort on their part, to make their job easier.34

Muhammad’s Companions and the Shı m<ı m Imams

Muhammad’s Companions include his immediate successors to leadership
of the young Muslim community. Stories of the deaths of the first “Rightly
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Guided Caliphs,” Abum Bakr and <Umar, are understandably briefer and much
less spectacular than accounts of prophetic deaths. According to Ghazamlı m,
when Abum Bakr’s time came, his daughter <AM,isha was again the principal
interlocutor at the scene. The chief features of the account are his choice of
<Umar as his successor, his exhortation to <Umar, a reflection on the last
things, and his final prayer for divine mercy. <Umar’s final hours commenced
when an enemy stabbed him as he led the ritual prayer. <Umar knew the
blow would be fatal. Mourners came praising his good fortune for having
been a Companion of Muhammad. <Umar requested that all his debts be paid
from his family funds. Again <AM,isha plays a crucial role in the story. <Umar
asks to be buried next to Abum Bakr and Muhammad, and <AM,isha agrees to
surrender to <Umar her hoped-for burial place there. After a brief exhorta-
tion to whomever would become his successor, <Umar dies. <Alı m enters the
scene and praises <Umar for the blessing of his having been an intimate friend
of Abum Bakr and Muhammad.35

In addition to his role as the fourth Rightly Guided Caliph in Sunnı m tra-
dition, <Alı mranks as the first imam, spiritual successor to the Prophet, in Shı m<ı m
tradition. His murder by partisans of his predecessor caliph, <Uthmamn, fig-
ures prominently in that tradition’s history of redemptive suffering and mar-
tyrdom. <Alı m reportedly encouraged his constituents to “go forward into
battle and do not shrink away since there is no escape from death. Even if
you are not killed, you will die. By God . . . a thousand sword blows on the
head is easier than death in bed.”36 To be sure, the redemptive deaths of all
the imams feature prominently in Shı m<ı m lore. But the most important story
is that of Husayn, the “protomartyr.” The following is a sketchy outline of
the story. In the year 61/680, Yazı md ascended the throne as the second
Umayyad caliph. In his concern to deal with restive elements in the realm,
he resolved to dispense with <Alı m’s son Husayn and his small band of sup-
porters unless they vowed allegiance to the throne. Husayn refused to cower
in the face of vastly superior force and advanced to meet the royal foe at a
place in south-central Iraq called Karbalam,. In an outright slaughter, Husayn’s
band of warriors, women, and children was virtually obliterated. Ancient
sources recount this tale at length and in stunning detail, and it is still reen-
acted annually in “passion plays” (ta<zı mya) in Twelver Shı m<ı m communities,
especially in the Middle East and South Asia. Observance of Husayn’s mar-
tyrdom occurs at the beginning of the first lunar month, Muharram, and
culminates on <AMshumram,, the tenth of the month.37 Martyrs are part of the
broader community of God’s Friends. None of their stories, however, have
either merited as much narrative attention or assumed the communal cen-
trality of the Shı m<ı m story of Husayn.
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The Mortality of God’s Friends

Ghazamlı m includes important sections on the sayings of famous holy people
as they approached death or attended the funerals of others. At the end of
the first section, he notes that his subjects’ words as they faced their own
deaths “differed only in accordance with the discrepancy between the states
of those that pronounced them. For some men are dominated by fear, oth-
ers by hope and still others by love and yearning; each man speaks in accor-
dance with his state, and all of them, within the context of their states, are
correct.”38 In other words, one can learn from observing how someone faces
mortality, as long as one is aware of disparity in their inward conditions.
Ghazamlı m follows that section with observations that underscore the teaching
value of funerals, especially comments by some major Friends of God. Let
their comments, he advises, teach the reader the appropriate response to the
certainty of death.39

Relatively few hagiographical anthologies include accounts of the deaths
of God’s Friends. This omission is in part because of the brevity of many
accounts in the works of authors like Qushayrı m and Hujwı mrı m. These writers
are, not surprisingly, primarily interested in offering a smattering of each
Friend’s words and deeds in the short space available in their chosen literary
form: manuals of spirituality with only a brief hagiographical component.
Works like those of Abum Nu<aym al-Isfahamnı m, <Attamr, and Jammı m—which seek
to tell complete life stories—are more likely to encompass accounts of
Friends’ deaths. Qushayrı m is one of several authors of theoretical treatises
who devotes a significant separate chapter to stories of saintly deaths.
Kala mbamdhı m has a chapter entitled “God’s graces granted during and after
dying” but curiously mentions prominently the deaths of only one anony-
mous figure and another little-known character among Muhammad’s
Followers (second-generation Muslims). In both cases, the focus is on actions
by the corpse during preparations for burial.40 Among the narratives of the
final hours of important Friends, the following offer a good sample of the
themes and concerns arising from their holy deaths.

Friends sometimes die in peculiar circumstances and from mysterious
causes. Numrı m’s sudden death was reportedly precipitated by a curious
encounter with a blind man who repeatedly called the name of God. Numrı m
cautioned the man that genuine knowledge of God would kill him. At that
point, Numrı mbecame disoriented, wandered into a field of sugarcane, and sus-
tained countless wounds while whirling about. As Numrı m bled to death, the
people who had come to take him home saw the name of God in each drop
of the blood that he shed.41 Abum Turamb of Nakhshab died alone in a remote
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place in southern Iraq, and years passed before travelers discovered his body.
There he stood, quite intact and unmolested by predators, holding his walk-
ing stick, and facing in the direction of Mecca. On the ground in front of him
was a water bag.42

Important hagiographical accounts of the mystical poet Ibn al-Famrid
describe the Friend’s departure from this life in some detail. One describes
the poetic ecstasy that immediately preceded his demise. In that account, the
saint’s nephew <Alı m draws a parallel between physical and mystical death.
Ibn al-Famrid one day passes a fuller who is shredding a piece of cloth and
knows instantly that he must overcome his ego if he is to die well. The author
of a more extended narrative reports that he was moved by an apparition to
travel from Iraq to Egypt, where Ibn al-Famrid was in his final hours. The dying
man hailed the visitor as one of the Friends, for Ibn al-Famrid had asked God
to send saintly mourners for his obsequies. In his narrative, the visitor says
that Ibn al-Famrid’s color changed as he received a vision of heaven. Enjoining
his visitor to attend his grave for three days, the saint died smiling. After the
burial, the visitor had a vision in which Muhammad, the other prophets, and
all the angels and Friends joined him in prayer for Ibn al-Famrid.43

A key account of the death of Chalabı mAmı mr <AMrif, one of Rummı m’s grand-
sons, shows several special features. Chalabı mbegan to feel ill on a Friday and
visited his father’s tomb. After praying and reciting poetry, he lay down on
the spot within the mausoleum where he would be buried. For twenty-five
days, his illness progressed, and at the end, the earth quaked for three days.
After he died, the mourners discovered that his coffin was so short that
Chalabı m’s feet would not fit. As the mourners fell into great wailing, his legs
miraculously shrank to the point that the attendants could close the coffin.44

The most extended account of unusual circumstances, which comprises
many smaller reports and observations, is that of the martyr Hallamj. As
Hallamj’s executioners engaged in their grim task, his servant and his son asked
for a word of final advice. He cautioned them to distract the ego-soul and to
occupy themselves totally with knowledge of the ultimate truth. As he went
to his gallows, he danced in his chains, for he knew his liberation was at hand.
Again his disciples asked for a final word. He shocked them by castigating
those preoccupied with his goodness, saying that his persecutors would enjoy
double the reward, for they acted out of a unity rooted in the law. With each
cruel act in the protracted execution, <Attar reports a new exchange between
Hallamj and the assembled followers. He explains, for example, that with the
blood of his amputated hands, the martyr performed ablutions for his final
ritual prayer. As his executioners were about to cut out his tongue, Hallamj
asked for a moment to speak his last, and he prayed that his torturers be for-
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given. Every one of his severed limbs shouted his union with God, and after
he was cremated, so did the ashes as they were poured into the Tigris.45

Stories of Friends’ final hours often underscore the great person’s sense
of connection with the prophets. On her deathbed, Ra mbi<a made a final
request. She asked that those gathered to see her off allow her to face death
alone “for the sake of the Lord’s prophets.” As the assembled mourners stood
outside the room, they heard a voice within reciting a Qur,amnic verse wel-
coming Rambi<a to paradise (89: 27–31). When they no longer heard the voice,
the mourners entered and found her dead, and they summed up her life by
observing that she never once presumed that God “owed” her even the tini-
est benefit.46 Fudayl likewise made a reference to the prophets during his
final moments. He observed that one need not envy them, for they, too, had
to endure the rigors of the last things: the constriction of the grave, resur-
rection, hell, and the “narrow bridge.” More surprisingly, perhaps, he also
reminded mourners that the angels must suffer even greater terror, for unlike
humans, angels can find no relief from their pain.47

One of the more striking end-of-life tales in this context is that of Central
Asian Friend Ahmad Yasawı m. Hagiographic accounts report that, in his desire
to emulate the Prophet’s death at age sixty-three, he entered into a subter-
ranean chamber at that age and symbolically passed into another world. No
less a pair than the prophets Ilyams and Khidr had supervised the excavation,
allowing the Friend to enact the Prophetic injunction, “Die before your
(actual) death.” But this underground chamber was no mere pit. It included
a tunnel leading in the direction of Mecca, at the end of which was a domed
burial chamber with an interment niche. The hagiographers claim that the
saint remained in permanent hibernation for as many years as he had lived
aboveground. One account says that Yasawı m never missed his Friday con-
gregational mosque prayers, however, for his ability to tunnel great distances
through the earth at light speed allowed him to attend prayer times in such
distant places as Mecca or Cairo.48

Final wishes and parting advice are important features of many death
accounts. Junayd went to visit his uncle Sarı m when he was at the point of
death, and he used a fan to cool the suffering shaykh. Sarı m told Junayd that
he was only fanning the flames of destruction. In response to Junayd’s
request for some final wisdom, Sarı m advised him never to let human com-
panionship turn him from companionship with God. Junayd himself desired
to die listening to his disciples enjoying a meal together. As death rapidly
approached, he asked to be prepared for ritual prayer. When his assistants
neglected to pour water over his hands and beard during the prescribed ablu-
tion, Junayd wept over the omission. Much to his companions’ surprise, he
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then began to recite Qur,amn. He explained that reciting the sacred text was
the best way to prepare for the moment at which his destiny would hang in
the balance. He died clutching his prayer beads, and when the body washer
tried to open his hand for purification, a voice informed him that only God’s
order would again loose those fingers. A dove perched on Junayd’s coffin
and explained to the mourners that it would stay there permanently out of
love, and it even chided the shaykh’s followers, telling them that their grief
was delaying Junayd’s final release.49

Another important theme in death stories is the final divestment of all
earthly treasure as a fitting conclusion to a life of ascetical renunciation. To
the very end, Bishr maintained his rigorous self-denial, even giving away
his shirt to a poor person, which required him to be buried in a borrowed
garment. During his life, not a single animal relieved itself in the city of
Baghdad, out of deference for Bishr’s practice of going barefoot. The first time
an animal did befoul the streets of the city, people knew the Friend had died.
<Abd Allamh ibn Mubamrak, too, was resolved to depart this life relying only on
God, dispensing the last of his possessions to the needy. Asked why he did
not leave his estate to his three daughters, he assured the questioner that his
children would be better off with God alone looking after them. In keeping
with the mysteriously detached way in which he had lived, Ibra mhı mm ibn
Adham simply disappeared at death, so that even the whereabouts of his
grave remain uncertain. His passing meant the demise of peace in the world.50

Sufyamn ath-Thawrı m asked a disciple to “buy death” for him if he should
encounter it on his journey. In this way, he sought to take initiative in deal-
ing with the inevitable. He prepared himself for death often, meditating on
it intensely and never feeling sure that he was destined for heaven. Still, when
his time came, he admitted that his final days put him to the test. He endured
his final illness in a stable and insisted on repeatedly purifying himself lest
he meet death in a state of ritual uncleanness. Mourners gathered, informed
in their dreams of his imminent departure. The shaykh instructed them to
distribute a thousand gold coins to the poor. In a reversal on this theme, Ahmad
Khidrumya approached his onrushing demise in a state of debt, owing seven
hundred gold coins to various creditors as a result of his generosity to the
poor and wayfarers. With his creditors gathered in his room, Ahmad prayed
that God would make good his debts. Just then, an anonymous individual came
to the door and repaid all of the shaykh’s debts, after which he died.51

Some accounts include details of the obsequies as well as of the Friend’s
death. Ibn <Arabı m recalls that after the death of his houseguest <Abd Allamh
Badr al-Habashı m, he had intended to wash the man’s body himself. But early
the next day, crowds arrived to pay their respects before he could perform
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the ritual. One of the mourners was a jurist and Sufi named Kamaml ad-Dı mn
Muzaffar. When Ibn <Arabı m explained the predicament, Kamaml related that
he had the day before heard a voice tell him three times to purify himself;
the third time, the voice instructed him to be prepared to wash the body of
one of God’s Friends. After Kamaml had washed <Abd Allamh’s body, Ibn <Arabı m
asked him to lead the funeral prayer. Kamaml then disclosed that as he was
washing the body and feeling unworthy, <Abd Alla mh had opened his eyes
momentarily and smiled. Ibn <Arabı mexplains that after the burial, the shaykh
spoke clearly to him from the grave, responding to a concern that Ibn <Arabı m
had expressed to him. People thereafter reported seeing a light reaching to
the heavens from that grave.52

Dhum ‘n- Numn’s death followed a serious illness, during which he expressed
a wish that he be allowed to know God, however briefly, before he departed
this life. He advised his followers at the end to keep the company of people
who teach about God by their very presence. On Dhum ‘n- Numn’s forehead,
grieving disciples observed an inscription in green, identifying the shaykh
as God’s beloved and a martyr slain by the divine love. Birds flew over his
body en route to the cemetery, shielding it from the torrid sun, and at the
call to prayer, the shaykh pointed a finger skyward. The mourners buried
him with his hand frozen in that gesture.53

Bamyazı md died as he had lived, with the name of God on his tongue, keenly
aware that he had often called that name with less than full awareness. One
of his closest associates (Abum Mumsam), who was not present at the shaykh’s
death, reported a dream in which he bore the celestial throne on his own head.
The next day he headed off to tell Bamyazı md of the dream, only to find that
his mentor had already died. Because Abum Mumsam did not have enough room
to support a corner of the coffin in the funeral procession, he stood under-
neath it and lifted it with his head. Then Bamyazı md appeared to him in a dream,
explaining that Abum Mumsam’s earlier dream had foreshadowed his carrying
the shaykh’s body in that way.54

The great Egyptian mystical poet Ibn al-Famrid wrote that his own ailing
shaykh summoned him to pay his last respects. He instructed Ibn al-Fa mrid
to arrange for his funeral and caused an image of his burial plot, near Moses’s
Place of Prostration by the Muqattam Hills south of Cairo, to appear to his
student. Ibn al-Famrid was to take the shaykh’s body to that spot and wait for
a visitor from the mountain. Suddenly, like a bird, the visitor descended and
instructed Ibn al-Famrid to lead the prayers. As he did, rows of green and white
birds gathered, and a huge green bird swooped down, ate the shaykh’s body,
and rejoined the flock. The visitor explained that this action illustrated the
saying that the souls of martyrs, whether of war or of love, are in the crops
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of green birds that fly freely in paradise. He himself, the man explained fur-
ther, had once been a martyr of love until he “made a slip” and lost his priv-
ileged position. Ibn al-Famrid was later buried in that place.55

A story about the death of Rummı m’s dear friend Burhamn ad-Dı mn raises the
important issue of whether a holy person’s grave ought to be especially
memorialized. Another of Rummı m’s companions, Shams ad-Dı mn, saw to the
funeral arrangements and erected a building over the burial site. Several days
later, the structure fell apart, and it was replaced by a more elaborate dome;
but that memorial, too, collapsed. Then Shams ad-Dı mn had a dream in which
Burhamn forbade him to construct a monument over his grave.56

Aflamkı mnames Rummı m’s wife Kiram Khamtumn a “Friend of God on earth.” When
her funeral procession passed a certain gate of the city of Konya, the bier
suddenly stopped and could not be carried beyond that spot. Rummı m’s son
began a Sufi samam< with his fellow dervishes, and when the mourners were
through praying, they were able to carry the bier to the lady’s tomb. After
her interment, the tomb began to glow with such a light that many mourn-
ers swooned. Later that evening, Kira m Khamtumn appeared to someone who
asked the apparition why her bier had stopped by the gate. Kiram explained
that a couple accused of adultery had been stoned just the day before at that
spot, and she had stopped to pray for the couple to be delivered into God’s
mercy.57

Friends of God are so like the rest of us, and yet so different. Their links with
the prophets underscore both their similarity and their uniqueness. Above
all, the hagiographical accounts I discuss in this chapter raise important ques-
tions about the historical and literary functions that Friends of God have
fulfilled in Islamicate societies. To the degree that Friends share the ordinary
humanity of those who seek wisdom and consolation from their stories, they
are models to emulate. Insofar as they are paragons of truly extraordinary
gifts and achievement, mere mortals can only stand back in admiration.
Chapter 6 and subsequent chapters of part 2 explore these and other roles
that God’s Friends have played in multiple contexts.
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The five chapters of part 1 laid out the great hagiographical themes that are
common to so many holy lives. My purpose there was not to suggest that
the lives of Friends of God fall into a predictable pattern but to propose a
way of reading their life stories with an eye for shared literary motifs and
subgenres. These story settings and types have been a way to introduce many
of the great Friends. Part 2 discusses the social, institutional, ritual, and cul-
tural settings in which Friends of God have acted historically or in which
Muslims remember them today.

Chapter 6 investigates the social role of Friends of God—as examples of
ethical values and as models of engagement for the benefit of their commu-
nities. It emphasizes the importance of the Friends whose chosen behavior
or gender differences rendered them marginal. In chapter 7, the patrons and
founders of major social and religious institutions take center stage. These
institutional foundations leave markers that allow us to trace, in chapter 8,
the outlines of the “sacred geographies” that make up the wider world of
God’s Friends. Chapter 9 concludes our thematic overview by exploring how
the various traditions about God’s Friends have survived and how they find
expression in recent times. Through these chapters, the narrative elements
so prominent in part 1 yield increasingly to more theoretical concepts and
distinctions.

part i i

Friends of God in Context

•  •  •  •  •



figure 15. Shaykh Najm ad-Dı mn Kubram (d. 617/1220) defends the central Asian
fortress of Khwa mrazm against Mongol attack, demonstrating one of the more
active roles played by some Friends of God. Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman,
1003/1595), ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, T474:225v.
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Many Friends of God have recommended flight from humankind as the only
way to avoid losing their spiritual focus. Even the most austere and reclu-
sive of renunciants, however, have found cause to tend to the obvious needs
of their constituents. Dozens of major figures, including prophets and
Companions of Muhammad as well as later saintly characters, have opted to
wade into the hurly-burly of mundane affairs, seemingly unconcerned that
they might be engulfed in a sea of humanity. Gregariousness and holiness
are not mutually exclusive.

Several thematic threads run through Friends’ responses to their com-
munities. Saintly example in general and the moral uprightness of so many
Friends are the broadest categories that emerge from the traditional sources.
Hagiographers’ acknowledgment of such qualities does not mean, however,
that these writers regard their subjects as worthy of imitation in every detail
of their often-eccentric lives. Just beneath the surface of even the quirkiest
behavior lie core ethical values and a pervasive orientation to justice. After
a look at this broad theme of ethical modeling, I focus on Friends’ roles as
counselors and confidants, warriors and martyrs for the faith, and advocates
for the socially and economically marginalized. This chapter’s final segment
explores two other aspects of social marginality: the saintly liminality of
“fools for God” and questions of gender.

Two more theoretically oriented themes run just below the surface of this
and subsequent chapters. One is a distinction, maintained in a number of
classic hagiographical sources, between urban and rural Friends. Some
sources link city saints with a more extroverted approach to life in general,
particularly in their willingness to engage the powers that be. Others asso-
ciate authentic power with freedom from the trappings of external author-
ity, which is available only to Friends who cultivate the quieter life of the
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countryside or desert.1 The urban-rural dichotomy does not impose imper-
meable barriers, for city folk often headed for the hinterlands precisely to
contact Friends who lived off the beaten track. Another thematic dyad is that
of admiration and imitation. As earlier chapters suggest, many of the deeds
of God’s Friends inspire admiration and wonder but are clearly beyond the
reach of even the most advanced spiritual seeker. Much of this chapter con-
cerns matters generally within the reach of ordinary folk seeking to emu-
late the deeds of the great ones.

public virtue, moral example, and service to
others

Even the most reclusive Friends of God cannot avoid publicity altogether. They
represent value and aspiration in a way that serious religious seekers find both
appealing and challenging. Ordinary people may have little chance of emulat-
ing such exemplary people in detail, but Friends are nonetheless beacons of
virtue and ethical conduct.2 Beginning as early as the sections of the hadith
literature dealing with the “excellent qualities” (fadam,il) of Muhammad and
his Companions, Islamic hagiographical sources have consistently evidenced
interest in the relationships between sanctity and virtue. A strong sense of
social solidarity and service to the community of believers emerges as a fun-
damental value, and as the context for discerning and evaluating other virtues.
Altruism rooted in the basic conviction of God’s sovereignty over all
humankind nurtures a range of other values. Some Friends exemplify a reli-
gious rectitude founded on uncompromising detachment from the material
world. But even the dourest ascetics are in general keenly aware of the social
implications of the faith: God alone is truly self-sufficient; all human beings
are inherently needy. The ultimate in human generosity, therefore, is sharing
one’s spiritual and earthly possessions in the conviction that God will supply
all of one’s own needs and that the Bounteous One intends the divine largesse
to be shared with the neediest people.3

Some Friends of God attempt (not always credibly, according to their crit-
ics) to walk a fine line between preaching renunciation and enjoying the
benefits and amenities lavished upon them by affluent patrons. This bal-
ancing act is particularly evident in the lives of Friends whose distinctive
forms of spirituality called for the greatest involvement in civic leadership
and, consequently, in matters of economic development (a topic I take up in
chapter 7). In this respect, many sources evoke images of Muhammad as the
ideal of involvement in public life and as one who modeled consistently a
life of material simplicity and other-centered service. Social capital—often
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including, paradoxically, a Friend’s preference for life on the margins—is a
major ingredient of saintly moral authority. And many societies have asso-
ciated ethical credibility directly with perceptions of fairness and honesty.
Muhammad’s fellow Meccans, for example, had such high regard for his
even-handedness that they asked him to oversee the replacement of the Black
Stone in a corner of the newly rebuilt Ka<ba. The Prophet placed the stone
on a cloak and had four chiefs of the city’s main tribal constituencies each
lift the cloak by one of its corners; then he placed the stone into its socket,
and the rebuilding proceeded upward.4 Later in his life, Muhammad’s repu-
tation for fairness prompted the leaders of Yathrib (eventually to be renamed
Medina [City]-of-the Prophet in Muhammad’s honor) to invite him north-
ward to arbitrate their city’s intractable tribal disputes.

With the exception of the most eccentric among them, Friends of God are
generally depicted as models of proper demeanor (adab) in their relation-
ships with God and their fellow human beings. Khwamja <Ubayd Allamh Ahramr,
a major Central Asian Naqshbandı mSufi, is an excellent example. His hagiog-
raphers clearly saw their shaykh as an advocate for his people who embod-
ied the highest ethical standards. A passion for justice marks accounts of this
extroverted Friend’s social presence. The shaykh was not only a major found-
ing figure but was also a prominent voice of conscience and care for the needy.
He and many other major Friends derived their moral authority from their
perceived spiritual commitment. The social implications of their commitment
have played out in a variety of important ways.5

friends engaged

First and foremost, Friends of God teach by example as well as by the often
pithy and engaging sayings attributed to them. One important consequence
of moral and spiritual authority is that some Friends of God attract the
inquiries and confidences of the people among whom they live and work.
In a number of accounts, paragons of holiness and devotion find themselves
bound by inescapable conviction to take up arms in the quest for justice.
Stories of warrior-Friends often place the central figure in the forefront of
outward combat as an example of courage and, sometimes, superhuman
physical prowess. But the jihad of the great ones more characteristically
assumes the less spectacular form of representing the needs of the poor,
the socially marginal, and the politically disenfranchised, in the public
square and in the corridors of power. The following section explores
Friends’ engagement as confidants and guides, warriors, and advocates for
their people.
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Confidants and Patrons

In hagiographical accounts, disciples of famous Friends of God benefit reg-
ularly from their teachers’ sage advice and often regard them as the most
trusted confidants. Some spiritual conversations occur in informal settings
and spontaneous encounters; others take the more organized shape of for-
mal spiritual direction. Some soul-meetings feature an individual seeker with
a Friend; others occur in groups, with the teacher responding to the inquiries
of members of an assembly. Group interactions typically occur either in
mosque sessions or at meetings of a Sufi order. Whatever the venue or occa-
sion, such exchanges are examples of the “science of hearts” in action. Sources
frequently depict Friends guiding the wayward. The Friends are not always
gentle in their counsel, particularly when they detect hypocrisy or self-pity.
But the experienced confidant and guide invariably appears to dispense just
the right message—or, perhaps more to the point, to facilitate the seeker’s
discovery of the solution.

Many of the stories I have already told depict Friends as confidants and
guides. Virtually any exchange between a saint and a disciple—or even a
chance acquaintance—can turn into an occasion for offering advice. Some -
times the Friend is the one who learns the most from the encounter. This
first dimension of social engagement is not a significant theme in stories of
the prophets, suggesting an important difference between prophets and their
heirs in the divine plan.

In a more broadly societal sense, many Friends of God, in various cultural
contexts, have become identified as “patrons” of social and economic groups
or trades. In South Asia, for example, Baham, ad-Dı mn Zakarı mya of Multan and
Shamh Jalaml of Bengal are patrons of boatmen and fishermen. Boatmen in India
look to Qamdir Walı mSamhib (in the south) and Ma<lumm-i Yamr (in the north) for
help. Pı mr Badr protects sailors, and the mysterious Khidr generally aids peo-
ple who make their living on or with water. Shamh Mumsam Lohar is the guardian
spirit of blacksmiths, along with the prophet David, who could knit chain
mail. Oilmen seek protection from Hasan Teli, dyers turn to Pı mr Alı mRangrı mz,
sweepers and cesspool cleaners ask help from Laml Beg, and athletes look to
Sakhı m Sarwar.6 Similar protective specializations exist in countless other
regional contexts.

Warriors and Martyrs

Prominent Friends of God stand out from their peers as particularly
redoubtable warriors “on the way of God.” Historically, the two most com-
mon settings for stories of warrior Friends are the Muslim struggles against
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the Christian reconquista in Spain and the ongoing wars of attrition against
the Byzantine Empire in the lands at the opposite end of the Mediterranean.
Less-frequent settings depict Friends dislodging Crusaders already ensconced
in Middle Eastern territories; attempting to fend off the Mongols as they
drove westward; or pushing back the frontiers of unbelief to Islamize a region
such as Indonesia (see Fig. 15).

In spite of the best intentions, not all Friends who set their course for mil-
itary action achieve their desire to engage in external jihad in defense of the
faith. In one story, Abum ‘l-Khayr at-Tı mnnamtı mheads off to the Byzantine fron-
tier intent on waging both outer and inner warfare. For the former, he has
equipped himself with sword, lance, and shield. For the latter, he searches for
a ribamt, an institution that was originally an outpost to house warriors but
eventually became solely a retreat for those undertaking the inward strug-
gle of ascetical renunciation. En route, he settles in a cave and resolves to
sustain himself only on food that is divinely provided each day. But when
he spies a lovely piece of fruit, he succumbs to his lower desires and begins
to eat it. Acknowledging his lapse, he spits out the mouthful and tosses away
the fruit. At that moment, a group of soldiers spots him and hauls him off
to their commander, mistaking him for one of the bandits who has been
accosting travelers nearby. In fact, the commander even suspects that the
shaykh is the leader of the pack, and he begins to cut off the extremities of
all his prisoners. He orders Abum ‘l-Khayr to put forth his hand and a soldier
amputates it. When the shaykh begins to pray that he not lose his leg also,
a passing soldier recognizes the Friend and intervenes just in time. This Friend
ends up with war wounds inflicted, ironically and quite unnecessarily, by his
own people.7

Several famous early Friends of God, including some who never actually
took up arms, are listed among combatants in important military engage-
ments. The ever-colorful Bamyazı md reportedly turned the tide of a battle dur-
ing which Byzantine forces were on the verge of overwhelming the Muslims.
Someone called to Bamyazı md for help, and from the northeast (Bamyazı md’s home
region) came a fire that routed the Byzantine hosts. <Attamr reports that <Abd
Allamh ibn al-Mubamrak fought an otherwise anonymous “unbeliever.” When
time for prayer came, the Muslim asked leave of the infidel to go apart and
pray. The Christian made the same request later, and <Abd Allamh recipro-
cated—or seemed to do so. As the infidel began to address his graven image,
the Muslim decided to take him by surprise. Just then, however, a mysteri-
ous voice chided <Abd Alla mh about living up to his word, and the Friend
relented. When the Christian asked what had prevented <Abd Allamh from car-
rying out his treachery, the Muslim explained that his God had spared the
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unbeliever’s life for the sake of integrity. Not surprisingly, the Christian con-
fessed that he could not imagine opposing a deity so high-minded as to crit-
icize a partisan in the interests of an enemy, and he converted to Islam.8

Andalusian Friend Abum Marwamn al-Yahsubı mwas intent on fighting against
the reconquering Christians and headed for a ribamt. He got the worst of a
skirmish one day and was nabbed while trying to make his getaway. God
protected him from the enemy until the Muslims could regain the advan-
tage in battle. Communicating later through their Arabic-speaking Jewish
scribe, the Christians asked how Yahsubı m had secured divine protection
against the Christian warriors. The Friend replied by sending them a copy
of his theological work about how to refute Christian polytheists.9

At the eastern end of the Mediterranean, another nemesis threatened. A
founder of an important Persian Sufi order, Abum Ishamq al-Kamzarumnı m, was also
famous as a raider (ghamzı m) against the Byzantines, who were attempting the
reconquest of Syria during the fourth/tenth century. Unfortunately, the
Muslim Buyid rulers in Baghdad were not in favor of serious resistance
against the Byzantines, and the Friend thought they were shirking their
responsibility. Kamzarumnı m therefore took up the cause and hoisted the banner
against the infidels, notably supplying financial support to Muslim armies.10

Rummı m, associated as he is with the poetry of mystical love, is surely among
the last people one might expect to have strapped on a sword. But his major
hagiographer, Aflamkı m, includes an intriguing account by one of Rummı m’s follow-
ers about the Friend’s warrior exploits. Mawlamnam (Rummı m’s honorific title, “Our
Master”) kept a stable of Arabian horses. One day he asked that a particular
steed be saddled and brought to him. Rummı mmounted the horse and bolted for
Syria. That night, Rummı mreturned exhausted at the time of evening prayer. The
next morning, he departed again on a fresh horse. On the evening of the third
day, he reappeared with enigmatic good news: an attacker had been vanquished,
but he would say no more. A few days later, a caravan from Syria arrived with
word that the citizens of Damascus had seen Rummı m there joining the fight to
fend off the Mongol invaders. Aflamkı m tells the story primarily as evidence of
Rummı m’s marvelous powers—no ordinary person could travel back and forth
from Konya to Damascus three times in as many days—but the account also
illustrates the persistence of the theme of Friends as defenders of the faith.11

Not all warrior Friends survive the fray in their violent encounters, and
still others give up their lives without ever taking up arms. Whatever the
circumstances of their deaths, many such Friends are considered martyrs.
Martyrs play a particularly important role in Shı m<ı mhagiography, in that mar-
tyrdom has been the shared lot of the imams. Husayn’s death, at Karbala m,
(not far to the south of Baghdad) in 61/680, was in many ways the paradig-
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matic saintly death. As we saw in chapter 5, he was overwhelmed by a vastly
superior force when he joined battle with the unjust Umayyad tyrant, the
caliph Yazı md.12 Stories of other martyr-imams (many of them poisoned) are
less well-known outside of Shı m<ı mcircles, but all emphasize the importance of
the Friends’ “redemptive suffering” as a form of service to the community
of believers.13

Sunnı m Friends, too, include some important martyrs. We can recall, for
example, the death of Hallamj described in chapter 5. Uways al-Qaranı m died
fighting alongside the fourth Rightly Guided Caliph, <Alı m, in the battle of
Siffı mn (36/656), during which <Alı mfought to a draw with Mu<amwiya, then gov-
ernor of Damascus. Eight of Junayd’s most promising students took a notion
to support the struggle against Byzantium by taking up arms, and the shaykh
concurred. Junayd joined the eight in the front lines and watched as all of
his disciples fell to a single Christian warrior. Seeing a vision of nine litters
in the air, Junayd wondered whether the ninth was meant for him. After
Junayd returned to the fray, the Byzantine who had mowed down the disci-
ples told Junayd that the ninth litter was actually for him rather than for
Junayd. The Byzantine soldier forthwith converted to Islam, turned around
and dispatched eight of his former comrades, and fell as a martyr himself.
When the new convert had occupied the ninth litter, all nine vanished, and
Junayd returned to continue leading his community in Baghdad.14

Friends in Need

Characteristically, those Friends of God who have the least (usually by choice)
are most solicitous of and dedicated to the poor. Abum <Abd Allamh al-Khayyamt
was a tailor and one of Ibn <Arabı m’s shaykhs. He was particularly attentive
to supplying the poor with food, shelter, and clothing. He had migrated to
Egypt from Andalusia during a time of dire famine and poverty. Ibn <Arabı m
visited with him there. One night, the disciple felt himself powerfully drawn
to the shaykh’s presence. When Ibn <Arabı mı arrived at Abum <Abd Allamh’s place,
the shaykh said that he had been concentrating on him, for the younger man
had something the Friend needed for a beggar who had just stopped by. Ibn
<Arabı m immediately surrendered the five silver coins he had. Friends are not
shy about asking their followers to put their money where they claim their
faith is.15

Stories of advocacy for the needy and oppressed are not limited to accounts
of living Friends in action. The grave is no barrier when great need is appar-
ent. Few among the revered dead have stirred more ardent cries for help in
time of trouble than the great jurist Shamfi<ı m. Even his most commonly used
name means “my advocate” or “intercessor.” The name has usually been
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understood in a lawyerly sense, but the popular practice of leaving letters at
his tomb in southern Cairo has lifted the quality of his counsel to a higher
level. Countless visitors to his mausoleum have implored his aid by sliding
heartfelt pleas under the door or tucking messages into the domed shrine’s
masonry. Most requests have focused on a specific matter of Islamic law (fam-
ily and inheritance, for example), but here the entreaties take place in a larger
spiritual framework. Many plaintiffs beg the Friend of God to take their
causes to the heavenly court, at which other saints also are in solicitous atten-
dance and might sway a judgment in their favor.16

Friends in High Places

Access to the powerful is an important theme in the stories of individual
Friends as well as in those of representatives of major Sufi orders. The big-
ger the institution, the more money is necessary to sustain it, and the more
it must rely on significant sources of patronage. The growth of local and
regional religious organizations sometimes represents a threat to rulers. As
a result, stories often describe how a Friend of God wins or escapes a con-
frontation with a ruler, who subsequently asks forgiveness for his effron-
tery and may even become a disciple of the shaykh.17

Khwamja <Ubayd Allamh Ahramr was celebrated for his courage in represent-
ing the rights of his people in the corridors of power. His boldness in con-
fronting institutional injustice took a variety of forms. When princely
adversaries threatened war in the city of Samarqand (in present-day
Uzbekistan, just north of Afghanistan), he made the countercase that con-
flict would cause dire suffering for the city’s weakest citizens. Apprised that
certain authorities were oppressing his associates, the shaykh promptly and
miraculously did away with one of the malefactors.18

Ibn <Arabı m describes Abum Muhammad <Abd Allamh al-Qatta mn’s fearless
struggle for justice in the courts of the mighty. One sultan, determined to
be rid of Abum Muhammad, had the brave man hauled before his prime min-
ister (wazı mr). Without batting an eye, the Friend rebuked the administrator,
reminding him that the ruler was deluded in his belief that he had power
over the saint’s life. When the minister sent the shaykh to prison while he
conferred with the sultan, the Friend declared the sultan’s prison no more
than a reflection of the incarceration that all people of faith experience in
living amid the trappings of this world. Hailed before the sultan the follow-
ing day, Abum Muhammad stood alone. In the eyes of the ruler, he was “an
ugly man for whom nobody cared and whom no-one wished well, all because
he spoke the truth and brought to light the faults and misdeeds of men.” But
when Abum Muhammad began to speak of God and recite scripture, the sul-
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tan began to change his mind and asked the Friend for his opinion of the sul-
tan’s rule. Without hesitation, the shaykh launched a withering critique of
the monarch’s delusions of grandeur. Abum Muhammad struck home, and the
chastened sultan offered the shaykh a position at court. Abum Muhammad
declined to legitimate the fraudulent reign by his presence. Even after the
Friend continued with his less-than-flattering observations, the ruler par-
doned him and showered him with gifts. Abum Muhammad accepted the par-
don but declined the gifts, which the sultan bestowed on the shaykh’s family.
The outspoken Friend persisted in his public denunciation of crooked rulers
and accompanied the troops who went on military campaigns against
encroaching Iberian Christians.19

Turkish Friend Hajjı m Bektamsh found himself in a confrontation with a
regional governor when the ruler accused the Friend of lax religious prac-
tice. As the governor called for ritual prayer, the Friend caused the ablution
water to become blood, thus rendering the very means of purification a source
of further impurity. Hajjı mBektamsh followed up with an even more devastat-
ing move, predicting the governor’s downfall, incarceration, and blindness,
the last of which only the Friend could cure. Hajjı mBektamsh thus managed to
get rid of the ruler, banishing him to resume his life elsewhere with his sight
restored. Hajjı m Bektamsh, bad Friend/good Friend, thereby represents the
notion that government is a necessary evil whose baser aspects need to be
counteracted by saintly power. Some two centuries later, another Turkish
Friend, Otmamn Bambam, took on no less than the sultan who had brought down
the last of the Byzantine Empire by conquering Constantinople in 857/1453.
Otmamn Bambam accurately foretold that Sultan Mehmet “the Conqueror” would
fail to take Belgrade (present-day capital of the Balkan state of Serbia). The
ruler was forced to acknowledge the Friend’s authority and became his dis-
ciple. The Friend fared less well against the new Ottoman capital’s religious
authorities, however, and was driven away with his dervish followers.20

Relationships between rulers and Friends are not always adversarial, how-
ever. A classic theme in hagiographical accounts, as well as in royally com-
missioned documents such as court histories, is a trip by the ruler or a member
of the royal family to the countryside to take counsel with a famous spiritual
guide. This type of story presents an interesting twist on the rural-urban
typology. Rulers in many settings chose to be portrayed both in text and image
as devotees of spiritually powerful Friends of God. Miniature paintings (par-
ticularly from Mughal India) often depict a richly dressed ruler, surrounded
by a grand retinue complete with musical ensemble, sitting humbly at the
opening of a cave or under a tree in a remote landscape, where a threadbare
Friend grants an audience. Some of the most important memorials to God’s
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Friends are monumental tombs funded by rulers who considered themselves
disciples of the saintly shaykhs. Even the exalted Mughal Indian emperor
Akbar, for example, was a devotee of Chishtı mshaykh Salı mm. Believing that the
shaykh’s blessing had made possible the birth of a male heir, Akbar gratefully
built a splendid tomb for Shaykh Salı mm Chishtı m and surrounded it with the
royal palace-city of Fatehpur Sikri.21 Akbar entrusted the royal heir, named
after Salı mm, to the tutelage of Chishtı m spiritual guides (see Fig. 16).

friends on the fringes

Traditional sources often describe two important groups of Friends of God
as socially marginal: “fools for God” and women. The former are typically
individuals who have deliberately opted for a state of permanent liminality,
though some have (perhaps paradoxically) banded together with others of
like mind. They have always and everywhere been very much in the minor-
ity. In turn, Muslim women acknowledged for their sanctity have been on
the fringe in the sense that they have been far less visible than their male
counterparts in traditional hagiographical sources, though in reality, they
have typically constituted a demographic majority in their given populations.

Fools for God

Friends of God have stood out from the generality of humankind, usually
without attempting to do so. Some, however, have made a vocation of dif-
ferentiating themselves, even going to great lengths to incur social censure—
or at least to avoid actively cultivating public esteem. Such interesting
characters have sometimes been dubbed “fools for God,” because they care
only for divine approval, even at the risk of appearing emotionally unstable
or dangerous. This social-spiritual orientation has taken various forms.

One category of footloose Friends is the malammatı mya, a doctrinally eclec-
tic movement related to Sufism, with roots in northeastern Iran. As the
hagiographer Sulamı m explains in his important Treatise (Risamla) on the tra-
dition, the name means “those who bring blame (mala mma) upon them-
selves,” and it reflects the underlying principle that understating one’s
spiritual rank and values is preferable to garnering social and religious
approval through outward display or symbolism. Hamdu mn al-Qassamr is
widely acknowledged as the founder of the movement, albeit with the sig-
nificant influence of his teacher, Abum Hafs al-Haddamd, and Abum <Uthmamn al-
Hı mrı m. According to the teachings of the movement, individuals who lived in
material poverty were not to appear impoverished. Even to credit oneself
privately with success in religious deeds, or to hope for a heavenly reward,
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was a spiritual failure. The tradition traces its origins to none other than the
Prophet, whom the Qur,amn extols as impervious to blame (5:54).

In its more extreme forms, the tradition promoted behavior and ethics cal-
culated explicitly to evoke disapproval and rejection. A tendency to favor
withdrawal from the public in all ritual practices may have influenced, for
example, the Naqshbandı mya Sufi order. Some scholars point out that the tra-
dition was, at least initially, not so much a reaction to institutional Sufism
as a reaction to the overt displays of piety by the Karra mmı mya of Nishapur.
The movement was particularly important in Central Asia but also enjoyed
considerable success in Turkey and the Balkans, as well as in portions of the
Arab Middle East.

A second category of marginal Friends is the qalandars. The term origi-
nally meant “rough-hewn” (hence, “rube”) and referred to itinerant, “antin-
omian,” mendicant dervishes who were unattached to any institutional
framework. As individuals, qalandars distinguished themselves by flaunting
social and religious conventions in clothing as well as in behavior. Some appar-
ently went out of their way to marginalize themselves for reasons of spiritual
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figure 16. The tomb of Shaykh Salı mm Chishtı m (d. 979/1571), Fatehpumr Sikrı m,
India, was built by Mughal Emperor Akbar to honor his own spiritual guide and
the Chishtı m Sufi order. Photo by John Renard.
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commitment, convinced that one ought not to seek human approval through
conformity to “official” religious or social norms. Their asceticism included a
decided antipathy to formal learning. In this respect, their approach sought to
be less attention getting than that of the Malammatı m dervishes. Ironically, the
qalandars soon developed their own brand of conformity by affecting com-
mon practices such as shaving the head completely (including eyebrows), wear-
ing coarse garments and headgear, and carrying standard and drum.

Followers of the colorful Friend Hajjı mBektamsh Walı meventually formed an
order called the Bektamshı mya. Hajjı mBektamsh was a Khuramsamnı mdervish who may
have moved to the west around the time that the family of Ru mmı m left home
in advance of the Mongol invasion. Rich hagiographical accounts assert that
he died in 738/1338, but 738 turns out to be the numerical equivalent of the
letters of the Arabic alphabet in the name Bektamshı mya. Tradition also traces
the saint’s spiritual pedigree to the Central Asian shaykh Ahmad Yasawı m.
Some scholars place Bektamsh among the qalandars because of his relaxed
approach to ritual obligations. What is beyond dispute is his position among
a small handful of “signature” Sufi saints of modern Turkey, along with, for
example, Rummı m and Yumnus Emre; he was also a patron saint of the Janissary
Corps in Ottoman times.

The Bektamshı mya was an organization of Anatolian origin that eventually
spread to the Balkans and was transplanted to parts of the central Middle East
and Iran. Later Shı m<ı m elements influenced the hagiographic traditions con-
necting the order’s spiritual lineage to the line of imams. Much influenced by
Anatolian qalandarı m practice, the order’s ritual gradually became quite elab-
orate and colorful. The order also incorporated strong elements of Shı m<ı m rit-
ual into its liturgical calendar, especially observance of the martyrdom of
Husayn. By the tenth/sixteenth century, the order had split into celibate and
noncelibate branches, and all major foundations had come under the juris-
diction of a celibate leader in Anatolia.

Finally, a category of fringe Friends especially important in South Asia
are the malangs, qalandar-like mendicants who attach themselves sporadi-
cally to various holy places as servants of a Friend’s tomb-shrine. Popular
usage seems on the whole to restrict the term qalandar to individuals with
specifically Sufi connections, whereas malang refers more generically to reli-
giously motivated beggars. Some malangs, of course, are considered charla-
tans, but many are popularly regarded as spiritually potent, if socially
marginal. Female malangs are rare but not unheard of. The word, which car-
ries connotations of deviation from social norms in Malay, has gradually
taken on the extended meaning of “unfortunate” or “star-crossed” and has
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become associated with poverty in Southeast Asia, and hence with asceti-
cism; but it does not appear to be a common term there for Sufis as such.22

Engendering Friends: Female Models of Holiness and Devotion

Stories of saintly women of ancient times have long been part of the Islamic
hagiographical tradition, but rarely do these stories feature these women as
important figures in their own right.23 Several women’s stories are intimately
related with those of major prophets. Women also appear in narratives of
many post-Prophetic Friends. As often as not, their sanctity is largely a
reflected glow from the light cast by the male Friends in their lives—their
husbands, brothers, sons, spiritual advisors, and chance acquaintances. A
 number of female Friends emerge as characters in their own right, but these
individuals are generally women who, like their liminal male counterparts,
have opted for lives of renunciation and difference.

Hagiographers have expressed a variety of attitudes toward women.
<Attamr, for example, makes several pointed observations about his inclusion
of an extended account of Rambi<a. Often acknowledged as Islam’s first “mys-
tic,” Rambi<a is the only woman with an individual entry in <Attamr’s anthol-
ogy, and the author seems to think he needs to defend his decision to include
her. He takes his cue from Muhammad’s observation that God is not con-
cerned with the outer forms of people but with inward intention. He notes
that because Muhammad’s wife <AM,isha was responsible for handing on “two-
thirds” of the tradition, the decision to pay attention to a woman who was a
maidservant of <AM,isha surely makes sense. Besides, he continues with a back-
handed compliment, a woman engaged in the way of God is in effect a man,
so Rambi<a’s inclusion in the company of men is a moot point. He adds, quot-
ing <Abbamsa (a saintly woman of Tums in eastern Persia), that at Judgment,
when the “men” are summoned to come forth, Jesus’s mother, Mary, will be
the first to join their ranks, for the realm of union with God makes no dis-
tinction of individuality, let alone gender.24

Ibn al-Jawzı mcriticizes Abum Nu<aym al-Isfahamnı m, author of one of the most
monumental of all hagiographical anthologies, for giving women short shrift.
He says that Abum Nu<aym ignores women, “even though it is well known
that given women’s apparent shortcomings, failing to mention female devo-
tees causes men to ignore women in general.” Ibn al-Jawzı mreminds his read-
ers that no less a teacher than Hasan of Basra was a disciple of Rambi<a.25 Out
of 278 biographical sketches in Glimpses of the People of Sufism, Tamdilı mgives
separate accounts of only 5 women, and 3 of them remain anonymous.26

Persian hagiographer Jammı m makes an indirect statement about his views on
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female Friends by clustering entries on some three dozen saintly women at
the end of his anthology, Warm Breezes of Intimacy. These generally brief
entries have the heading, “A remembrance of the women endowed with expe-
riential knowledge who have attained to the ranks of men.”27 Muna mwı m’s
extensive Arabic hagiographical anthology, Shining Stars of the Biographies
of the Masters of Sufism, contains entries on nearly three dozen women,
without noteworthy comment about his rationale for including them.28

Early Islamic tradition accorded four women a particularly elevated sta-
tus. The four “perfect” women are the martyred wife of a pharaoh in the
time of Moses, AMsiya; Mary, mother of Jesus; Khadı mja, Muhammad’s first
wife; and Famtima, Muhammad’s most prominent daughter, wife of <Alı m, and
mother of the second and third Shı m<ı m martyr-imams. One tradition holds
that AMsiya’s servants were the ones who discovered the infant Moses float-
ing in the river. More importantly, she suffered martyrdom when she con-
fronted Pharaoh for his stubborn unbelief.29

Mary models saintly virtue in equally important, if less dramatic, ways.
Chapter 1 recounts the tale of her mother’s desire to dedicate Mary to divine
service. When the infant Mary is presented to the thirty temple priests, they
vie for custody of the “dedicated girl.” In a miraculous casting of lots, Zakariya
(father of John the Baptist) wins custody. Under his guardianship, Mary appears
to produce a miracle, for whenever Zakariya seeks to attend to her needs, he
discovers that God has already supplied her more than ample provisions. Along
with her son, Jesus, Mary is preserved from Satan’s “stab in the side” that ren-
ders all other humans sinful. Her courage through the difficulties of her
unusual (and apparently suspicious) pregnancy and in the social embarrass-
ments following Jesus’s birth set Mary apart as a model.30

The two most famous women in Muhammad’s life, wife Khadı mja and daugh-
ter Famtima, model their own exemplary qualities. Muhammad’s first wife was
known as “the pure woman” and was her husband’s earliest and principal sup-
porter during his initially troubled experiences of revelation. In spite of the
increasing stress and hardship attendant to the Prophet’s rejection by many
Meccans, Khadı mja was steadfast in embracing Islam. Famtima, known as “the
resplendent woman,” was Khadı mja‘s youngest daughter.31 She, too, was a model
of courage during times of social upheaval and conflict that made family life
difficult. Shı m<ı m sources often liken the mother of martyr-imams Hasan and
Husayn to Mary and elevate her as the progenitrix of that branch of Islamic
tradition. Famtima survived her father by only six months.32

Women who play prominent parts in the lives of Friends of God appear in
a wide variety of guises and relationships. Whether the women are explicitly
identified as Friends, sources describe them in a number of relational roles.
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They are wives, mothers and grandmothers, sisters, confidants, strangers
encountered serendipitously, individuals with a more or less independent exis-
tence, and symbols of (frequently negative) spiritual qualities. Many female
Friends in hagiographical stories are destitute either because of longstanding
socioeconomic circumstance or because of a deliberate choice of radical renun-
ciation. Some of the most celebrated women, however, hail from the other
end of the social spectrum, representing either a religious elite or royalty.

Some wives of God’s Friends attain a measure of spiritual status deriva-
tively rather than in their own right. In a Malay narrative of the famous
Ibramhı mm ibn Adham, wife Sitı mSamliha suffers deeply when her undomesticated
husband departs on pilgrimage, leaving her alone to raise their infant son.
The narrative, which I touch on in chapter 5 but which merits revisiting here
to illuminate the role of gender, uses the wife and mother as a device for
describing how truly devout women should behave in the face of hardship,
even when the difficulty results from a spouse’s exclusive dedication to God.
As Sitı mSamliha’s son grows into young adulthood, he tells his mother he must
set out for Mecca to find his long-lost father. After a long search, the boy
believes he has come across his father, though he cannot be absolutely sure.
In a touching scene reminiscent of the emotionally fraught reunions of
ancient epic traditions, the boy cajoles his father into acknowledging his iden-
tity. Despite the young man’s agonized entreaties, Ibramhı mm tells his son he
cannot return to see his wife, for that action would vitiate all his service to
God. When the heartbroken son returns to tell his mother the sad tale, Sitı m
Saliha utters a prayer of surrender, asking only that she be reunited with her
husband in the hereafter. The author of the narrative then observes, “That
is how women who love their husbands behave. If Sitı m Saliha was like this,
how much the more should we women believers be devoted to our husbands,
in the hope that we shall obtain the mercy of God the Exalted in the here-
after. O you my sisters! Emulate what is described in this tale so that you
may be secure in this world and the next.”33

A number of the women in Rummı m’s circle experience amazing events and
are forthrightly acknowledged as Friends of God. In one story, Rummı m’s sec-
ond wife, Kiram Khamtumn, visits the house of her husband’s former confidant
Chalabı mHusamm ad-Dı mn, and her son Sultamn Walad also happens by. The lady
reports a dream in which Rummı m appeared to her as the mythical bird of par-
adise called the <Anqam, which no human eye had ever seen. The bird enveloped
his son Sultamn Walad in his wings. Her host, upon hearing about this dream
in which he has no role, immediately conceives a jealousy of Sultamn Walad.34

Other mothers, and grandmothers, occasionally figure prominently in
hagiographical accounts. Amadou Bamba’s saintly mother, Mame Diarra
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Bousso, is so revered in Senegal that she is often compared to Mary, mother
of the second-last prophet. Mame Diarra is a primary role model for count-
less Senegalese women. She learned Qur,amn by the age of ten, was an accom-
plished religious scholar by the age of nineteen, and is credited with many
marvels. Her mother, Amadou’s grandmother, often dressed in male cloth-
ing and is also celebrated for her holiness.35 The twelfth-/eighteenth-
century Moroccan Sufi Ahmad ibn <Ajı mba tells a series of marvelous stories
about his great-grandmother, Sayyida Famtima, in discussing his genealogy.
He describes her as “a well-known Friend of God to whom the invisible was
unveiled” and as one of the “people of assistance,” a class of intercessory
Friends at the top of the saintly hierarchy. She reportedly worked great mar-
vels and was often sought out for her holy counsel. She once pushed to safe
port a ship in danger of being overtaken by Christian assailants, was gifted
with clairvoyance, and once even dispatched her deceased father on an errand
of mercy to her son-in-law. Fa mtima was a redoubtable foe to anyone who
conspired to cheat her or any other trusting soul.36

Sisters of God’s Friends appear fairly often in hagiographical accounts,
typically functioning as foils to their brothers and acting as elaborate props
in a narrative whose real subject is the male Friend. Bishr “the Barefoot’s”
sister once boldly approached the renowned legal scholar Ahmad ibn Hanbal
with a question. She told him she made a living by spinning yarn on her
roof at night, with light shed only by the ruler’s torches, and she wondered
whether her practice was legally acceptable. Ahmad asked why she should
be so scrupulous, and when she announced that she was Bishr’s sister, he
wept at the devotion of this family. Her spinning by borrowed light, he
admitted ruefully, was not an acceptable practice. She must follow the metic-
ulous ways of her brother to the point that if she were tempted to spin
under another’s light, her hand would refuse to comply. Sarı m “the
Huckster’s” sister one day asked if she could clean out his house for him.
He refused, saying that his life was too worthless for such an offering. But
sometime later his sister arrived to find an old woman sweeping up. The
sister berated her brother for turning her away and enlisting a stranger to
do the job. Sarı m told her not to worry, for the old woman cleaning up was
“the world” that had asked for his affections and whom he had rebuffed.
Because the world had persisted in its quest for involvement in the Friend’s
life, God had permitted it this menial task.37

Women function quite often as the spiritual teachers of male Friends. Ibn
<Arabı m’s two short hagiographical remembrances of the important Friends in
his life include accounts of four shaykhas whose spiritual acumen he regarded
highly. Of Shams, known as “mother of the poor,” the shaykh observed that
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“her spiritual state was characterized chiefly by her fear of God and His good
pleasure in her, the combination of the two at the same time in one person
being extremely rare among us.“ Ibn <Arabı m reports that he met Numna bint
Famtima when she was ninety-six years old. One day a distraught woman came
to see the shaykha, saying that she feared that her husband had traveled to
another town to marry another wife. Numna summoned the first chapter of
the Qur,amn to follow the man and lead him back. When the man returned on
the third day, he reported that a sense of anxiety had beset him just as he was
heading for the wedding ceremony. He was not sure why he had returned to
his wife.38

Major male Friends sometimes encounter by chance holy women with
whom they have had no prior relationship. Principal settings for such meet-
ings are Mecca (in the context of pilgrimage), the desert or a mountain, and
miscellaneous nondescript roadside or riverside settings. Most such locales
help define the character’s liminality, as does the apparent insanity of some
female Friends. In other words, some of God’s favorite fools are women.
Storytellers sometimes foreground the women’s “otherness” by describing
them as black, or otherwise ethnically unusual given the story’s provenance
(for example, as Turkish amid a non-Turkic population), or as slaves.

Dhum ‘n- Numn is among the male Friends who frequently encounter women
in stories that raise questions about women’s religious and social status.
Many of the stories illustrate the sanctity of anonymous women by having
the more prestigious male Friend learn from their example. According to
<Attamr, Dhum ‘n-Numn’s otherwise-unnamed sister became a mystic through
service to her brother. Her spiritual status was sufficient to accord her the
gift of at least one marvel. After reading a text of the Qur,amn about God’s
provision of manna and quail to the people of Moses, she insisted that she
would not relent in prayer until God rained manna and quail on her. When
she got her wish, she bolted from her house and disappeared permanently
into the desert.39

Most of the other women of Dhum ‘n-Numn’s acquaintance, however, were
apparently wise enough in their own right to turn the tables on the more-
celebrated male Friend. Dhum ‘n-Numn reportedly told many of the relevant
stories himself. The mystery women Dhum ‘n-Numn encounters serendipi-
tously embody a wide range of truths and spiritual insights. They tell the
famous Friend a lot about himself, sometimes in surprisingly blunt speech,
sometimes through symbolic actions. In at least one instance, Dhum ‘n-Numn
deliberately seeks out the advice of a woman with a reputation for intense
devotion. Sometimes Dhum ‘n-Numn tries to test the women, only to have them
reverse the dynamic and cause him a twinge of spiritual embarrassment. If
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he were truly a spiritually advanced person, the woman might observe, he
would have been oblivious of any woman in his vicinity and would not have
addressed her in the first place. His only rejoinder to such  otherwise-
justifiable criticism is that he is so struck by some spiritual quality that he
is genuinely unaware of the woman’s gender. Surely the most striking fea-
ture of these accounts is the brutal honesty with which the women address
and respond to this celebrated Friend. They call him a lazy ne’er-do-well and
label him inept, spiritually backward, vain, hypocritical, and downright dis-
honest. Dhum ‘n-Numn never flinches in the face of such criticism and doggedly
pursues the deep wisdom he knows these women command. In one unusual
account, Dhum ‘n-Numn hears a supplicant voice while wandering through the
mountains near Jerusalem and discovers a woman “thin as a stick of incense.”
She knows his identity because God has revealed it to her. Dhum ‘n-Numn bids
her resume her prayers, and God responds by taking her life as the male
Friend looks on. Just then, a much older woman who looks like the deceased
woman appears and thanks God for his kindness. Dhum ‘n-Numn asks the iden-
tity of the dead woman, and the older woman identifies the dead woman as
her daughter, Zahram, the God-Intoxicated.40

Among the female Friends who appear in stories as individuals in their
own right, Rambi<a stands out; but the issue of her gender is rarely far beneath
the surface. <Attamr reports that several people once visited Rambi<a in order to
question her about her gender. Because God had granted virtue, nobility,
magnanimity and prophecy only to men, they argued, surely nothing of real
spiritual value remained for her. She replied that they were of course cor-
rect in their assertions about the glories of the male gender. She could not,
alas, resist adding that no woman had been guilty of egotistical claims, arro-
gance, or pederasty. Rambi<a often plays opposite men in stories designed to
demonstrate her capability and wit. In one story, Hasan al-Basrı m, Mamlik ibn
Anas, and Shaqı mq of Balkh confront her with bold assertions about the nature
of spiritual sincerity. She replies in turn to each of their three definitions of
sincerity, each of which turns around an affliction sent by God. She insists
that sincerity really entails forgetting the affliction altogether, even as the
women of Egypt (Qur,amn 12:50) were quite oblivious to the fact that they
had sliced their hands in astonishment at the beauty of Joseph.41

Several women who have lives of their own, so to speak, appear in Aflamkı m’s
hagiography and belonged to Rummı m’s circle. Fakhr an-Nisa m, (Pride of
Womankind) was a Friend of God who lived in Konya in the later sev-
enth/thirteenth century. She was a close friend of Rummı m and a member of a
social elite. Aflamkı mcalls her “a perfect person,” alluding to a concept typically
associated with male Friends. She was a “Rambi<a of Creation” who enjoyed
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the support of the influential and spiritually advanced of her time and was
gifted with miraculous powers. A companion of Fakhr an-Nisa m,, Niza mm
Khamtumn, also merited Aflamkı m’s explicit characterization as a Friend of God.
She was particularly poor and owned only a single cloth that she was sav-
ing for her burial shroud. But her desire to provide a samam< session (“audi-
tion,” a prayer/recollection ritual that typically includes recitation, music,
and rhythmic movement) for Rummı m led her to ask her attendants to sell the
garment and use the proceeds for the ceremonies’ expenses. The next day,
the shaykh told her not to sell the garment, for he had come to attend samam<
in her presence instead. A three-day audition session followed in the lady’s
home.42

Kiram Mamnam was the nurse of Rummı m’s son Sultamn Walad and was celebrated
for her marvelous deeds. As she prepared a meal for her master, she had a
vision of angels calling her to God. She declined to depart, saying she was
busy just now and was grieving her distance from Sultamn Walad’s father. The
angels returned later and informed her she had no choice but to go with them.
She instructed her eyes, tongue, and hand to go on weeping, lamenting, and
working until she returned, and so they did. When she reappeared from her
trip to the next world, she gladly rejoined her bodily limbs as they contin-
ued obediently doing her bidding.43

Aflamkı m describes another female Friend of God on earth, Khush-liqam, of
Konya, as a “religious scholar and knower of God [i.e. a mystic].” Many male
disciples in the towns of eastern Anatolia sought her counsel. She reported
standing up to Namsir ad-Dı mn the preacher when he made disparaging remarks
about Rummı m’s grandson, Amı mr <AMrif Chalabı m. Her boldness made the preacher
so irate that he left town, only to be forced by an injury to return the fol-
lowing Friday. In fact, he had been injured by <AMrif Chalabı m himself, who
rode his horse into the mosque while Namsir ad-Dı mn was preaching and
wounded him with his spear. The preacher became a disciple of <AMrif Chalabı m
and died of his wounds three days later. Khush-liqam, recalled that she asked
Chalabı m tearfully what had become of the preacher. He replied that he had
liberated the man and then went to visit his grave.44

Several important female Friends of medieval days have enjoyed unusual
staying power and continue to attract significant local or even regional con-
stituencies today. One such figure is Sayyida Manumbı mya of Tunisia, a nation-
state often noted for its reformist tendencies. This Friend’s two holy sites—one
in the capital city of Tunis and another in the nearby village of Manumba—attract
large numbers of visitors every day of the week. But the principal gatherings
are once-weekly sessions on Sunday in Manumba and Monday in Tunis. The
afternoon hadra (“presence”) rituals attract mostly women, whereas evening
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dhikr (“recollection”) ceremonies draw mostly men. Sayyida Manumbı mya is one
of very few female Friends of God to inspire a full-scale hagiography shortly
after her death. In fact, this holy woman has retained such popularity that as
recently as 1418/1997, an official government publication on Tunisian women
through the ages included a ten-page article on her.

Devotion to Sayyida Manumbı mya has played out at both a rural site (in her
home village of Manumba, about four miles from Tunis) and an urban zamwiya
in Tunis, with the present structures at these sites dating from the first half
of the nineteenth century. According to local traditions, her body lies in Tunis,
but her spirit is alive in Manumba. These traditions also number this woman
among the forty disciples of Abum ‘l-Hasan ash-Shamdhilı m, eponym of the
Shamdhilı mya Sufi order. Though such a relationship seems unlikely, Sayyida
Manumbı mya may well have been distantly connected to the founder through
one or more of his followers, and the weekly evening rituals at her two sanc-
tuaries are those of Shamdhilı m and are frequented by members of the
Shamdhilı mya. For her male devotees, therefore, the lady recalls the great Sufi
order, whereas for her female visitors, she is the ecstatic mystic who embod-
ies concern for everyday problems.

Most distinctively, however, Sayyida Manumbı mya is a favorite of young
women desirous of finding a husband. For the newly married, her sanctuar-
ies are the sites of the rite of passage from girlhood into womanhood. And
when new parents celebrate the birth of their first child, they often do so in
the presence of the lady, whose blessings they seek. Among the lady’s other
most ardent devotees are widows and women who have never married, as
well as those whose marriages have been a source of suffering. Her com-
passion for all such women is a hallmark. But Sayyida Manumbı mya is above
all the patroness of Tunisia’s women at large, who celebrate her as the truly
liberated woman whose “daughters” constitute her spiritual retinue. The
order of the day in her sanctuaries is “come as you are” and “express what-
ever you are experiencing,” which provides a uniquely open atmosphere
among the venues of Tunisia’s Friends of God.45

In less positive treatments of the female gender, a relatively common
theme in traditional hagiographical accounts casts a woman as the tempta-
tion-prone ego-soul (nafs). In a story from Sadafı m, a man often overhears his
neighbor apparently arguing loudly with a woman and even assaulting her,
yet, to his surprise, he never hears a sound from the woman. Even when the
neighbor speaks tenderly to her, she seems to make no response. Other neigh-
bors also notice these odd occurrences. When the listening neighbor’s preg-
nant wife goes into labor, he goes next door to get help from the ever-silent
wife, but the man there insists that he lives alone. Then why, the visitor
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inquires, do people hear him engaging with “someone” they are sure is a
woman? That woman, the man replies, is his ego-soul, and he deals with it
according to its moods. Sadafı mconcludes that his vocal neighbor clearly shows
that he is a Friend of God by providing just the remedy to relieve his inquir-
ing neighbor’s wife in her difficult childbirth.46

Finally, hagiographical accounts do not always present gender themes con-
ventionally and straightforwardly. Some accounts raise fascinating questions
about the construction of gender. One story from Aflamkı m describes in strik-
ing terms Rummı m’s motherly qualities in nurturing his son Sultamn Walad.
Before the baby was weaned, Rummı moften held him while he slept. But Rummı m
was in the habit of keeping night vigil, and Sultamn Walad cried loudly when-
ever his father tried to put him down while he prayed. Ever the devoted father,
Rummı m picked up the baby each time; and when the infant continued to cry
for his mother’s milk, Rummı m would put his own nipple in the baby’s mouth.
Employing a common pun, Aflamkı m reports that Sultamn Walad sated himself
on pure milk (shı mr) from “that lion (shı mr) of higher meaning,” Rummı m. The
hagiographer compares this marvel with the infant Abraham’s ability to
suck milk from his own finger in the cave, the emergence of water from
Muhammad’s fingertips; and the transformation of Abum Bakr’s saliva into
oil to light the Prophet’s mosque one dark night.47
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figure 17. Making ziyamra, Mughal Emperor Akbar (d. 1014/1605) kneels at the
tomb of the great Chishtı mFriend Shaykh Farı md ad-Dı mn Ganj-i Shakar (d. 664/1265)
in Ajodhan (now Pakpattan in Pakistani Panjab), in 986/1578. Mughal, Farhang-i
Jahamngı mrı m, ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, IN 61.9.
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Some of the social relationships and networks that we saw among Friends of
God in chapter 6 developed into more formal socioreligious structures and
organizations. These institutional dimensions of the lives of God’s Friends are
diverse and complex. A Friend of God’s relationship to the larger community
of Muslims is often embodied in related institutions. Moreover, a Friend’s rela-
tionship with his or her community depends on perceptions of the Friend’s
authority and of his or her qualifications to teach the tradition or represent
one of its many constituencies. Since societal institutions can flourish only
where sources of funding are readily available, even “world-renouncing”
Friends can wield immense economic power in their communities. In return
for sage counsel, well-heeled seekers often underwrite the Friends financially.
Patronage of God’s Friends by rulers and other well-placed public figures is
indeed a critical ingredient of the larger story of saints and their public. Many
important Friends of God have founded major Sufi orders, and numerous sub-
foundations have spun off from foundations typically linked to the founding
Friend’s tomb. This chapter explores some of these institutional implications
of sanctity. A persistent theme, and one that offers a good starting point for
this chapter, is the desire to establish the religious authority of the more socially
engaged Friends by emphasizing their knowledge and solid foundation in the
traditional religious sciences.

knowledge, authority, and the religious
establishment

Quite a few celebrated Friends of God have been as much admired for their
expertise in the intricacies of Islamic religious disciplines as for their spir-
itual acumen. Biohagiographical accounts of the most influential Sufis
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nearly always provide  specific information about their subject’s formal edu-
cation in the traditional religious sciences. These areas of mastery include
Qur,a mn and the exegetical classics, hadith criticism, religious law (fiqh,
sharia), and in some cases, even the sometimes-controversial discipline of
kalamm, or systematic theology. Critics of Sufism, and of orders that have
acclaimed certain individuals as Friends of God, have occasionally leveled
accusations that some Friends showed flagrant disregard for the Revealed
Law. But accounts of the same Friends of God invariably point out their
credentials in specific “schools” (or legal methodologies) of Sunnı m Islamic
law. For example, to cite only a few affiliations, Muhamsibı m, Ibn Khafı mf, Sulamı m,
Ghazamlı m, Ibn al-Fa mrid, and Qushayrı m belonged to the Sha mfi<ı m school; Jurayrı m,
Kalambamdhı m, Ahmad-i Ja mm, and Hujwı mrı m, to the Hanafı m; Ibn <Atam,, Abum Tamlib
al-Makkı m, and Ansamrı m, to the Hanbalı m; and Shiblı m, Tirmidhı m and Ibn <Abbamd
of Ronda, to the Ma mlikı m. Bearing these connections in mind can help us
appreciate the larger institutional context in which the lives of many Friends
of God played out. Sources that set out to describe a saintly figure as a reli-
gious scofflaw are decidedly in the minority, and are typically ones that focus
on the socially marginal figures I describe in chapter 6.

Friends and Higher Knowledge

To a great extent, the spiritual authority of God’s Friends is intimately con-
nected with their privileged access to higher forms of knowledge. For exam-
ple, medieval documents from the archives of the North African city of
Qayrawan (in present-day Tunisia) offer important insights into the essential
relationships among holiness, knowledge, and spiritual authority. In the
medieval Maghrib, dominated historically by the relatively conservative
Mamlikı m law school, sanctity is largely unimaginable in the absence of strict
adherence to traditional constraints of religious law. Scholar-saints are a major
category among Maghribı mFriends of God. As the cornerstone of Qayrawan’s
saintly community, one of the Companions of the Prophet supplies an unmis-
takable link to the ultimate human source of higher knowledge and author-
ity, Muhammad himself. Late-medieval Qayrawan is but one of many settings
in which key Friends of God derived their authenticity and credibility from
their integration into the larger context of institutional religious legitimacy.1

In other words, many traditional sources cite knowledge as the primary
credential for saintly authority. Above all, Friends of God represent the quest
for a kind of knowledge that builds on the “exoteric” religious disciplines of
scripture, prophetic tradition, and law. Their reason for being is to practice
unyielding intellectual and emotional honesty in the search for the ultimate
truths. As Friends teach in word and deed, one cannot own, manipulate, or take
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for granted these elusive realities. One can only try to foster a climate in which
dedicated seekers can give themselves over to the quest and thus to facilitate
an open-ended process of discovery that transcends any formal system of aca-
demic accreditation. To that end, a number of important Friends embroiled
themselves in the less-than-contemplative enterprise of building communi-
ties of inquiry that seek experiential knowledge (ma<rifa) to build on knowl-
edge acquired through the traditional religious sciences (<ilm). A wide range
of foundations are credited to Friends of God, ranging from fairly small sin-
gle-purpose establishments to extensive complexes that serve multiple func-
tions. The latter institutions include ritual spaces such as mosques and
oratories; educational facilities, from more basic Qur,amn and hadith schools to
more advanced madrasas; residential facilities for members of orders and mis-
cellaneous visitors and travelers; facilities that provide social services, such as
soup kitchens and even medical clinics; libraries; and funerary facilities.

One of the most celebrated and best-documented founding Friends is
Naqshbandı mShaykh Khamwja <Ubayd Allamh Ahramr. We know of his extensive
community-building efforts thanks to a series of waqf (pious endowment)
documents that provide considerable detail about his deeds and intentions.
Ahramr was a major mover and shaker in the Central Asian cities of
Samarkand, Bukhara, and Tashkent (in present-day Uzbekistan). The shaykh
endowed several large foundations, including an important madrasa in
Samarkand in 875/1470. Exercising great practical savvy, the founder set up
an extensive network of shops and other mercantile concerns to fund the var-
ious “nonprofit” elements of the religious complex centered on the college
of law and theology. Some of Ahramr’s critics accused him of unseemly self-
interest when he stipulated that control of the endowment’s funds must
remain in the hands of his heirs.2

On the other side of the question of knowledge and authority, some
Friends of God have roused the formal censure of religious scholars.
Specialists in Qur,amnic exegesis, hadith scholarship, and religious law have
often looked askance at the pursuit of esoteric knowledge. For God’s Friends,
such experiential knowledge is not a threat to the traditional religious dis-
ciplines but an absolute concomitant of an intimate relationship with God.
Lovers of God take the greatest risks of all and can run afoul of the strictures
of religious propriety—or worse—when they voice their souls’ passion. A
critical feature of Friends’ relationships to God is their willingness to risk
the charge of blasphemy by making statements that appear to suggest a meta-
physical identity with God. To be more precise, these Friends are not so much
“willing” to speak bluntly about God as they are constrained to do so. Among
the more celebrated examples are Bamyazı md and Hallamj. Bamyazı md is perhaps most
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famous for his outburst “Glory be to me!” and Hallamj was executed osten-
sibly for his claim “I am the Truth.” These two Friends are not alone in their
claims to knowledge that threatens the bounds of institutional control.

Dangerous Knowledge

One unusual category of martyrs is that of prominent Friends suspected of
infidelity to the core teachings of Islam. Some of these individuals were
accused of claiming more intimate knowledge of God than a mere mortal
has any right to claim. Halla mj of Baghdad was the prototypical  “martyr-
mystic,” and <Ayn al-Qudamt of Hamadhamn was another famous member of
this class of Friends, who were sometimes identified as “heretical” because
they divulged dangerous secrets of unity with God. Their heresy was, ulti-
mately, not a question of what they knew but of what they refused to keep
to themselves.3 Hagiographical records of these martyrs for divine knowl-
edge rarely, however, treat the political contexts and motivations so essen-
tial to a deeper understanding of the events.

From Indonesia come some of the more striking stories of Friends suffer-
ing martyrdom because they refused to repudiate their intimacy with God.
The twelfth-/eighteenth-century Javanese Book of Cabolek describes how sev-
eral important Friends of God met their deaths in the kingdoms of early mod-
ern Java (the central large island in the Indonesian archipelago). At least two
of their stories are clearly patterned after that of Hallamj, and one of thee men
died at the hands of others whose names are listed among Indonesia’s premier
Nine Friends of God, the Wali Songo.

Shaykh Siti Jenar was so focused on union with God that he parted com-
pany with the other eight Walis and taught the secrets of friendship with
God to disciples who were not ready for such powerful knowledge. Sunan
Kalijaga, one of the Nine Friends, cut off Siti Jenar’s head; the martyr’s blood
first flowed red but then turned a fragrant white and proclaimed the pro-
fession of faith. At that point, both body and blood disappeared, but Siti
Jenar’s voice continued to be heard proclaiming the centrality of union with
God. Sunan Pangung was similarly condemned to die for his refusal to keep
silent, but in this story, the Friend was burnt to death. Sunan Pangung walked
into the flames carrying writing materials and composed a work on the path
toward union with God. Before dying, he emerged to present the book to the
sultan who had executed him.4 Stories of this kind represent a variety of
underlying motives. Some, for example, underscore the spiritual irresponsi-
bility of the one executed, indicating that the execution was thus justifiable;
others point out the folly of those bent on shoring up the rigid formalism of
exoteric religious disciplines with no awareness of higher values.5
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Knowledge is at least as significant an ingredient in the authority of the
great founding Friends as the reputation for working marvels. The working of
wonders attracts more attention, but privileged knowledge promises more last-
ing results and can provide a critical focus for communities within the greater
community of Islam.

founding intentional communities of seekers

Several important aspects of the founding activities of major Friends of God
offer insight into the critical social function of community building. The most
prominent of these features are the organizational history of Sufi orders,
the specific social services provided by the orders and their related institu-
tional structures, and the stories that enshrine communities’ conviction that
their foundations are the result of a divine mandate or commission.

Sufi Orders and Their Institutional Structures

Many of the confraternities generically known as Sufi orders have historical
ties with important Friends of God. Some of these tarı mqas (ways or paths)
resulted from the specific intentions of Friends long identified as their
founders. Other organizations came into being as formal structures after the
deaths of Friends, in which instances the “founders” are, more precisely,
“eponyms” (people who gave their names to the organizations). But long
before any of the various “paths” took the form of highly structured organ-
izations, famous Friends of God were rallying points for more fluid gather-
ings of spiritual seekers. Convening at the residences of shaykhs and shaykhas
renowned locally and regionally for their sagacity and piety, devout Muslims
availed themselves of the Friends’ advice and living examples.

As the reputation of a Friend grew, devotees would arrive in greater
numbers, and from farther away, to benefit from the charisma and baraka
(blessing, hence also power) of the teacher. A Friend’s private space would
in time prove inadequate, so followers would be forced to seek out more
ample venues for their gatherings. Mosques and madrasas, often quite large
and with spaces for multiple simultaneous gatherings, supplied the need
in some instances. But the increasingly advanced nature of the teaching,
along with more exclusivity in admitting members to the community,
eventually gave rise to brick-and-mortar institutions designed specifically
for the needs of Friends and their students. From Morocco to Malaysia, sev-
eral important architectural forms emerged to serve the needs of these com-
munities. The structures had to provide spaces for communal ritual
gatherings and teaching sessions with the Friend; residential facilities for
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core members of a community, as well as for longer-term affiliates and occa-
sional pilgrims from abroad; funerary facilities, from small, simple tomb-
shrines of local holy persons to grander mausolea of founding figures and
their successors to leadership; outreach facilities, such as soup kitchens, med-
ical clinics, libraries, and educational facilities for children; and, in connec-
tion with the larger complexes, a variety of mercantile facilities to provide
income for the upkeep of the larger institution. Physical evidence suggests
that the number of occasional residents must have equaled, if not exceeded,
the number of permanent residents at some of these institutions.6

Technical terms for the various institutional forms and functions differ
regionally, but some of the more common terms follow. Zamwiya (plural
zawamyam), which originally meant the “corner” in which a Friend of God lived,
came to refer variously to relatively small tombs, mosques, or centers of
devotional activity, and in North Africa, even to larger complexes of Sufi
organizations. A khamn[a]qamh (Arabic-Persian) is primarily a residential facil-
ity for core members of a community or may be a whole complex, roughly
synonymous with the Arabic-Persian term jamam<at-khamna (assembly hall).
Damr as-siyamda (house of descendants of the Prophet), damr as-sulaham, (house
of the upright ones), and duwayra (small circle) can also refer generically to
community facilities. The term ribamt originally designated a fortified refuge
for warriors on the frontier, but eventually its metaphorical meaning of a
“place of attachment” took over, and warriors of the spirit replaced fighters
seeking to expand the boundaries of Islamdom. In North Africa, the cognate
rambita (hermitage) referred to an institution associated with Friends of local
influence. However, both of the latter terms gave way to zamwiya during the
800s/1400s. In South Asia especially, dargamh (Persian for door-place, hence
court) referred variously to residential facilities, major tombs, or simple
shrines of Friends, whereas in Turkey, the term buq<a (place) fulfilled a sim-
ilar function. Retreat or withdrawal for particularly intense periods of spir-
itual discipline occurred in a chilla khamna (house of forty [days]) or khalwa
(solitude). Terms for exclusively funerary functions include qubba (dome),
turba (earth), imammzamda (Persian, descendant of the imam), and mazamr (place
of visitation).7 Of the two most important types of residential facilities, the
khanqamh was typically for members of a single Sufi order, whereas the
dargamh was often at the disposal of more than one lineage.

Beneath the Brick and Mortar

Behind the proliferation of brick-and-mortar construction was the evolu-
tion of organizations claiming the authority and spirit of specific Friends of
God. Like their material settings, these “orders” or “ways” tarı mqa (plural
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turuq) became increasingly complex. As circles of disciples grew, so, gradu-
ally, did the need for organizational structures that could accommodate larger
and more diverse groups in more focused communities of purpose. Abum Sa<ı md
ibn Abı m‘l-Khayr of northeastern Iran is often credited with drafting the first
formal rule or charter for the regulation of community life, but the organi-
zation was limited to a single foundation. One of the first organizations of
regional significance was that of Abum Ishamq al-Kamzarumnı m of Iran. During the
first half of the sixth/twelfth century, early major orders gained transregional
importance under the leadership of <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m of Baghdad,
Ahmad ar-Rifam<ı m of Iraq, and Abum ‘n-Najı mb <Abd al-Qamhir as-Suhrawardı m of
Iran, and his nephew Abum Hafs <Umar as-Suhrawardı m. Some of the orders
had close ties to guildlike futumwa, or chivalry-oriented, organizations. Many
orders grew so expansively that they spawned branch foundations or “sub-
orders” (sometimes referred to as tawam,if, singular tam,ifa, party, faction).

Among other prominent Friends of God whose names are associated with
major organizations are (in roughly chronological order) Najm ad-Dı mn Kubram
of Central Asia, Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m of South Asia, Ahmad al-Yasawı m of
Central Asia, Abum ‘l-Hasan ash-Shamdhilı mof Morocco, Hajjı mBektamsh of Central
Asia/Turkey, Jalaml ad-Dı mn Rummı m of Turkey (the Mawlawı mya order took its
name from Rummı m’s honorific, Mawlamnam, which means “our master”; see Fig.
18), Ahmad al-Badawı m of Egypt, Burhamn ad-Dı mn ad-Dasumqı m of Egypt, Baham,
ad-Dı mn Naqshband of Central Asia, Shamh Ni<mat Alla mh Walı m of Persia,
Muhammad Sayyid Numrbakhsh of Persia, Ahmad at-Tı mjamnı mof North Africa,
Mulay al-<Arabı mad-Darqamwı mof North Africa, Muhammad ibn <Alı mas-Sanumsı m
of North Africa, and Amadou Bamba of Senegal.

Practices and internal structures varied from one order to another. Among
the common distinguishing attributes were modes of livelihood, degrees of
political activism, social integration or preference for isolation, relative
emphasis on daily communal life, and styles of prayer and ritual. Organi -
zational structures and principles guided the establishment, functioning, and
spread of Sufi orders and related institutions. They sought to enshrine and
perpetuate the charisma of the founding Friend while facilitating the day-
to-day maintenance of the community. The oldest historical records of for-
mal organization are silsilas, genealogies tracing the spiritual lineages or
pedigrees of prominent individual Sufis who identified themselves with a
particular organization. Expanded versions of these “chains” eventually
became the basis of hagiographical texts. The earliest attempts to organize
institutional structures were in the form of rules authored (often allegedly)
by founding Friends of God. Organizational concerns grew more complex as
the orders expanded locally and, in many instances, spread regionally and
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figure 18. Rummı m and early followers, who came to be known as the Mevlevi
dervishes, engage in a variation on their famed “whirling” style of paraliturgical
dance. Ja mmı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595), ©The Trustees of the Chester
Beatty Library, Dublin, T474:248v.
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transregionally by founding new branches. In general, the larger the institu-
tion, the more elaborate became its methods of regulating communal life and
delegating authority.

Some original foundations have insisted on maintaining centralized con-
trol over their branches, whereas others have allowed considerable auton-
omy in derivative foundations. Local foundations assigned different daily
duties to members of various ranks. Organizations varied in their accept-
ance of members outside the core of an order. These affiliates—sometimes
known as awlamd at-tarı mqa, children of the Path; muhibb, lover; mutashab-
bih, one who emulates; muntasib, “one who seeks a connection” (in the
Bektamshı mya)—participated in a limited number of the organization’s activi-
ties and often played a supporting role. An analogy in the Christian tradi-
tion is the so-called third order organizations such as the Franciscans. Early
gatherings centered on shaykhs whose authority derived from their spiri-
tual attainment and piety. As the organizations grew into more formal insti-
tutional structures with multiple foundations, systems for maintaining the
organizations naturally grew more complex.

As is so often the case in the evolution of religious institutions, if a found-
ing Friend of God were to revisit the organization that has taken his or her
name generations later, he or she might be surprised at the changes that have
taken place. Administration of these intentional communities has historically
reflected diverse theories and structures of authority. Intentional communi-
ties run the gamut from very loosely structured organizations to intricately
hierarchical ones. Those with the most detailed and complex “organization
charts” have the greatest degree of internal division of labor, with one supe-
rior delegating varying levels of authority to assistants. Most organizations
have developed stable procedures for establishing successorship to a founder
and subsequent shaykhs. Some orders maintained a high level of centraliza-
tion even with the addition of new branches or suborders, whereas others have
allowed new to remain quite independent. Many organizations have evolved
distinctive ranks and titles, such as nam,ib (deputy shaykh), khamdim (servant,
assistant), and muqaddam (leader of a group within a local organization).

One Friend who is legendary for his founding activities is Abum Ishamq al-
Kamzarumnı m. One of southwest Persia’s most famous preachers of his day, the
shaykh first constructed a mosque to be the focal point of Kamzarumn, not far
from the city of Shı mramz. In a town where Zoroastrianism remained a potent
presence, Abum Isha mq’s founding instincts were critical in fostering local
Muslim identity. The Friend likened his building efforts to Abraham’s con-
struction of the Ka<ba. After the shaykh was buried in his mosque, the site
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continued to be a place of refuge for his many followers and converts to Islam.
But more important than the mosque Kamzarumnı m founded was the multifac-
eted community he fostered by constructing and funding a reported sixty-
five ribamts in the region. The network became famous for its hospitality to
the poor and to hungry travelers. Well into the later Middle Ages, members
of the organization—known variously as the Kamzarumnı mya, the Ishamqı mya (after
Abum Ishamq), and the Murshidı mya (after a term that means “spiritual guide”)—
kept alive the spirit of the founder in their communities and traveled abroad
to spread the shaykh’s message.8

Many other important Friends of God endowed communal institutions. In
his “autobiographical” account, <Alam, ad-Dawla as-Simnamnı m records in some
detail his founding activities in the north-central Persian city of Simnamn. After
living for some time in a Sufi hospice (khamnqamh) associated with important
local religious leaders of previous generations, Simnamnı mdecided to endow sev-
eral new residential facilities. He describes the intense satisfaction he derived
from setting up a number of pious foundations in the form of khamnqamhs. Indeed,
his gifts to these endowments were twice the inheritance he left to his widow
and son. He notes that he was careful to avoid appointing any family mem-
bers or descendants as officials or beneficiaries of the endowments, thereby
minimizing the appearance of conflict of interest. Simnamnı malso stipulated that
no children of officials of the endowment be allowed to assume the offices of
their fathers, lest impure intention creep into the administration of the funds.
In his account, he associates his founding largesse and attention to such details
with his personal decision to renounce the world and his concern to make facil-
ities available to others who seek to pursue a similar course.9

Founding Revelations: Divine Sanction of Institutions

Dreams, visions, and other divine communications sometimes command a
Friend of God, or a saint’s followers, to found an institution on a particular
site. These communications enhance the religious legitimacy and spiritual
authority of a wide range of foundations, especially mosques, madrasas, Sufi
residential facilities, and tomb-shrines. In some visual renditions of the
theme, an angel (typically Gabriel) appears to deliver a building to the holy
person. One of the classic paintings shows Gabriel bringing a large architec-
tural complex (which could even represent a whole city) to Muhammad. A
more modern version shows Gabriel hovering over Amadou Bamba with a
remarkably realistic rendition of the mosque of Touba, where the saint was
to be buried and which he founded.10 More important are images, for exam-
ple, of Amadou Bamba that depict a dove visiting him with the divine com-
mand that he construct the monumental mosque that became the center of
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his birthday pilgrimage at Touba.11 Even patrons not otherwise known for
their piety have sometimes declared a divine origin for their decisions to
endow major religious foundations.12 Mausoleums, which so often become
the nucleus of an expanding organizational complex, are especially impor-
tant in this respect.

Famed Central Asian Friend Sayyid <Alı mHamadamnı m is said to have dreamt
that the prophet Muhammad enjoined him to pick out a gravesite for him-
self in a local forest. On the following day, he took a group of people to the
place and explained that he would occupy the tomb three years and a day
hence. As the group was gathered at the site, wild animals from the woods
came forward and bowed to Sayyid <Alı m, immediately allaying the fears of
his companions. Instructing his followers to make visitation to the place, the
Friend of God completed the circle of essential ingredients in the initial
founding of a sacred site.13

One of the better examples of a major mausoleum’s evolution is the story
of the founding of Rummı m’s tomb. Stories about intimations of the siting of a
tomb are sometimes very simple and unspectacular. Some accounts explain
that the individual chose the site for his own burial place. Rummı m’s father, Baham,
ad-Dı mn Walad, rode his mule to a spot outside the walls of the central
Anatolian city of Konya and sat looking at a small mound. He then declared
that he and his sons would be buried in that spot. The place soon became
famous for its unusual powers. After his father’s death, Rummı mvisited the tomb
to meditate on vexing questions, and a voice from within would provide a
response to his dilemmas. One day a rider raced past at a disrespectful speed,
prompting Rummı mto comment that the rider should have known that the place
was suffused with Baham, ad-Dı mn’s spiritual presence. The failure to acknowl-
edge this sanctity caused the horse to unseat its rider and drag him till his
body disintegrated. The punishment sought to ensure that “those with bad
manners on the road and those deluded by their status [this rider was a
courtier of the sultan] take heed . . . of the jealous anger of the Friends of
God and not act with presumption and boldness. . . .” Even the sultan prayed
at the tomb, once seeking strength to overcome an approaching rival army.
That night, Baham, ad-Dı mn appeared to the sultan in a dream, urging him to
move against the enemy. When the sultan continued to doze, the Friend
whacked the bed with his staff and poked the sultan in the chest. Thanks to
this saintly intervention, the sultan went on to victory. Associates of Rummı m
often reported dreams featuring the tomb. One described a light that emerged
from it and engulfed his house and eventually lit the entire town and the
world itself. The hagiographer, Aflamkı m, explains that the dream indicated the
cosmic significance of this family institution.14
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Aflamkı m devotes significant attention to the evolution of this “sepulchral
shrine” into a “rare mausoleum.” When a follower of Rummı m decided to
advance the project, he told Rummı m’s son Sultamn Walad how much money was
available. Sultamn Walad asked how he could possibly proceed with so little
cash, and the man replied that he would seek advice from Rummı mhimself. The
arrow of his sincere prayer reached the target of acceptance and caused God
to move the heart of those in power so that money began to pour in. One
especially intriguing episode in the unfolding saga of the sepulchral shrine’s
institutionalization associates it with the coffin of Abraham. An anonymous
dervish came from Syria to pay his respects to Rummı m’s grave. He had once
lived in Jerusalem as a mujamwir (devoted resident) at the Al-Aqsam mosque
and at the tomb of Abraham in Hebron. Aflamkı m, who was present during this
episode, reports that after the community gave the visitor hospitality, the
man dreamed about Abraham’s tomb. He envisioned four bearers carrying
the coffin of Abraham into Rummı m’s mausoleum. God had instructed them to
reinter Abraham in this new site. He interpreted his dream to mean that
everyone—even the great prophets—sooner or later made visitation to this
exalted sepulchral shrine. During the years after Rummı m’s death, the power of
the shrine would keep the city safe from all dangers, so long as its citizens
continued to honor the tomb.15

This theme, of course, has another side, though this version seems less
often told. In legends from South Asia, the tombs of several Friends of God
collapse spectacularly when their inhabitants caused them to crumble out of
embarrassment at having a grand structure built over their remains. Stories
of this sort feature such notables as Ibn Hanbal in Baghdad, Baham, ad-Dı mn
Naqshband in Bukhara, and Laml Shamhbamz Qalandar in Sehwan, India.16

authority, shrines, and the “cult” 
of god’s friends

Building a foundation in memory of a Friend of God is one thing. Ensuring
its survival and growth is another. In general, the entombed presence of an
individual known for holiness shed an aura of prestige and sanctity on the
institution linked to the tomb. However, in some instances, the opposite was
true. Some persons buried within the precincts of a dervish lodge, for exam-
ple, enjoyed a higher level of respectability than their achievements and rep-
utation warranted. The public sometimes simply assumed that because such
institutions were on sacred ground, the people buried there must have
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equally holy status. Then, as later generations of Sufis, often members of
well-established orders, took over the sites, they adopted the entombed indi-
viduals into their orders’ hierarchies of sanctity. Funerary chambers tended
to be among the most publicly accessible parts of a dervish lodge (at least in
Anatolia), with sizable windows on the main street that allowed passersby
to make a symbolic “visit” to the tomb and listen in on ritual sounds ema-
nating from within. This accessibility clearly distinguished tombs in dervish
institutions from the more-sequestered funerary chambers of other institu-
tions, such as mosques and madrasas. Further, this openness to the outward
world fostered the celebrity of certain saints as travelers took their stories
to other cities.17

For the religious “establishment,” tomb-shrines have often been a source
of contention. The most common reason for “official” resistance has been
the theological argument that Islamic revelation does not countenance a
mediating role for human beings. In a more general sense, many Muslims
have articulated serious reservations about participating in rituals at tombs
or other shrine sites, because they assume that such rituals require them to
pray to, rather than for, the individual memorialized at the site.18

Shrines and Spiritual Authority

What confers shrine status on a burial place? What do pilgrims to these places
want to gain from their visits? And why does popular practice so often seem
to thrive in the face of official disapproval? The dargamh of Nizamm ad-Dı mn
Awliyam, in Delhi is one of South Asia’s most intriguing Muslim sites and
offers a fine example of the link between such institutions and religious or
spiritual authority. The great Chishtı mFriend’s shrine consists of a large court-
yard with his tomb at its center. Within the larger courtyard are various
smaller ones. Subordinate structures play a variety of roles, from housing
the operations of the shrine staff (both Chishtı mSufis and lay officials) to pro-
viding space for rituals such as purification for prayer and curative bathing
(a large pool) and preserving the patrimony of the Chishtı morder (library and
archive facilities). The officiating personnel of this and other major shrines
include the leading specialists in the cult’s regular ritual observances—typ-
ically either descendants of the Friend or religious scholars; a category of
lesser officiants often known as the Friend’s “neighbors” (mujamwir), who
are responsible for perform ritual cleaning services of a devotional sort (as
distinct from ordinary maintenance tasks generally left to lower-caste indi-
viduals); and individuals and groups who provide a host of other services,
most prominently musicians and singers who facilitate communal rituals.19
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Accounts of contemporary pilgrim experiences at Nizamm ad-Dı mn’s shrine
provide an instructive case study in this context. Many visitors to the dargamh
come on pilgrimage from all over India, hoping to gain some special bene-
fit. But most devotees are more local folk who stop in several times a day,
not to acquire a blessing but to give thanks for a cure or gift. Though their
first visit may have been prompted by desperation, they continue to come
because of the sense of pervasive spiritual care that makes the place holy.
Pilgrims report the unshakable conviction that the Friend is not truly dead
but is living in their midst as they gather; though the Friend is veiled from
their sight, he is accessible to those who come with the appropriate disposi-
tion. Some visitors report dreams and visions of Nizamm ad-Dı mn within the
shrine precincts. Whatever the mode of encounter, repeat visitors above all
experience a consoling, sustaining presence. To be sure, visitors still report
cures and marvels. But above all, this place offers seekers respite from the
outer world’s stresses and the freedom to remove their masks and pretenses
and to surrender themselves without artifice to the compassionate response
of the Friend.20 Chapter 8 describes further how such shrines have functioned
as ritual venues for pilgrims. For the present, let us look at how such foun-
dations came to be integrated into the larger institutional frameworks sur-
rounding Friends of God.

Pilgrim Guides and the Etiquette of Ziyamra

Among the important sources of hagiographical information is a genre of lit-
erature, the “pilgrim guide,” that developed in medieval cultures. The guide
evolved for both practical and educational reasons. Travelers intent on mak-
ing visitation to sacred sites needed help in getting there, often from great
distances. Not surprisingly, the most widely known guides focus on the uni-
versally acknowledged sacred cities, principally Mecca and Medina (see the
frontispiece) but sometimes Jerusalem as well. These guides not only provide
detailed descriptions of the various precincts within the larger areas that are
“forbidden” or off-limits to any but genuine pilgrims but also sometimes
included elegant illustrations of the sites. A further development of the genre
catered to pilgrims who wanted to journey to institutional sites associated
with favorite Friends of God. One famous seventh-/thirteenth-century work
is a fine example of a relatively simple, austere overview of a sacred geogra-
phy as understood in the Arab Middle East during the era of the Crusades.
This Book of References to the Knowledge of Visitation lists the burial places
of scores of individuals but does not go into detail about their lives. The Syrian
author notes that he wrote the guide in response to requests from pious friends
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that he document places that he has visited. He is happy to describe some of
the “amazing things, monuments, buildings, and structures” he has witnessed
in his extensive peregrinations. The sites include tombs of some of the
prophets, and he explicitly mentions “righteous persons, abdaml, Friends of God,
and religious scholars” who lived and died in Syria, Egypt, Iraq, and the
Arabian Peninsula.21

One factor that determines how founding Friends make their mark on the
religious life of millions of Muslims is the way in which their constituents
choose to acknowledge the Friend’s ongoing presence among them. Tombs and
shrines, like that of Nizamm ad-Dı mn in Delhi, are focal points in the religious
practice of many local and regional communities. Uniquely revered resting
places call for uniquely reverent symbols and rituals. Some pilgrim guides
function as catalogs of important tomb-shrines and related sites that pilgrims
should include in their religious travel plans; some offer detailed instructions
for the ritual practices appropriate to specific shrines; and some combine aspects
of the travel guide with visitation etiquette.

Sources combine detailed instruction on visitation etiquette with spe-
cific tour-guide information on the most important sites in a region or local-
ity. Egyptian author Ibn <Uthmamn’s Guide for Pilgrims on Visitation lays
out a set of specific directives for proper conduct before and during a visi-
tation. He begins with purity of intention, characterized by a wish to per-
form the visitation entirely out of desire for God and repentance. Any
vestige of desire to gain respect or reputation vitiates the act. Friday is the
optimum day for a visit, for on that day that Muhammad visited, but because
God created light on a Wednesday, that day is an acceptable alternative.
Pilgrims should avoid stepping or resting on graves. Ibn <Uthmamn recom-
mends visiting the burial places of prophets and relatives and Companions
of Muhammad. Pilgrims ought to approach the front of the tomb and talk
as if speaking with a living human being, but they must resist the tempta-
tion, and undue familiarity, of kissing graves or applying the dust to their
bodies. However, he recommends recitation of Qur,a mn and supplicatory
prayer addressed to the deceased, as well as prayer for Muhammad.
Supplication for oneself is allowed, but one must also be mindful of the
deceased person’s noblest attributes. Visiting deceased family members is
often recommended, but visitors are advised to moderate their expressions
grief and avoid wailing or self-mutilating behavior. Friends and family
members may sit near the tombs, and reciting Qur,amn for the benefit of the
departed is recommended. But when passing the graves of enemies, pil-
grims must overcome the temptation to gloat over their departures from
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this life. In general, visitors should avoid laughter and should not perform
ritual prayer near graves. 22

Documents that help devotees find their Friends’ shrines and tell them
how to behave once they arrive are part of the larger category of literature
called hagiography. Many hagiographical works originate within the insti-
tutions dedicated to the veneration of Friends and are shaped by their ide-
ologies and politics.

cultic centers and hagiographical sources

The relationships between the devotional centers associated with Friends of
God and the hagiographical sources that inform us about them are complex.
Chapter 10 takes up questions about the functions of the texts themselves.
Here I suggest some ways of understanding how cultic centers, with their
unique cultural, social, and political contexts, influence the production of
hagiographical accounts.

Some Friends have gained reputations for founding important institu-
tions. More frequently, however, the institutions founded by their followers
or by political leaders who are eager to capitalize on the Friend’s local pres-
tige have expanded Friends’ fame and power. To create such institutions, of
course, Sufi organizations have had to cultivate sources of significant fund-
ing, which often has required a rapprochement with political authorities.
Sheila Blair distinguishes between the monumental scale of  mausoleum-
centered institutions in the “grand tradition of saints like Imam al-Shamfi<ı m”
and the more modest scale of tombs for Friends of more regional stature.

Not all Friends of God founded institutions, even on a local or regional
scale. But a significant number left legacies far beyond the cities and lands
of their origin, most notably in the form of enduring and influential Sufi
orders. Many major hagiographical works have arisen from within the ranks
of particular orders, typically telling the stories of the organization’s founder
and his family or of successors to leadership of the order. Such accounts fre-
quently focus on the glory and charisma of the tarı mqa‘s earliest generations,
describing their marvelous deeds and divinely sanctioned choices in laying
the group’s foundations and directing its pristine unfolding. Two examples
illustrate how scholars are beginning to gather and arrange the pieces of an
intricate puzzle. The emerging picture provides insight into the institutional
contexts in which some major Friends of God have had their origins and
derived their authority and fame. One combines the study of architecture
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and urban planning with the evolution of hagiographical sources. The other
examines further the purposes of institutionally generated hagiographies.

Foundations and Texts in the Age of Rummı m
Recent research on the medieval eastern Anatolian foundations of Sufi
organizations offers important insights into the relationships between insti-
tutions and the evolution of hagiographical sources. Sara Wolper suggests
that members of dervish lodges gathered the material that became the sub-
stance of hagiographic narratives, which in turn shaped the communal iden-
tities of subsequent members of their organizations. The lodges thus became
local archives that enshrined an order’s collective memory. Wolper uses an
interdisciplinary approach to study how the dervish lodges reshaped local
religious and cultural forces by changing the “hierarchy of spaces” in an
urban setting. They did so by a deliberate transformation of urban planning,
through purposeful placement, orientation, and structuring of their lodges.
She draws her data from three medieval cities in eastern Anatolia and ana-
lyzes the ways the lodges helped mediate religious, spiritual, and political
authority. Wolper argues that architectural visibility informs one’s percep-
tion and experience of the world; thus, changes in “visual hierarchy” change
one’s behavior and worldview.

Wolper examines how dervish lodges promoted the reshaping of religious
communities in medieval Anatolia during the years that Rummı m lived in the
Salju mqid capital at Konya. She argues that the Ba mba m Rasu ml revolt against
the rule of the Saljumqid dynasty in eastern Anatolia in 638/1240 politicized
the lodges after Bambam Rasuml’s followers took to meeting in them regularly.
This development in turn gave rise to new sources of patronage from within
the Saljumqid administration, generating new interest in endowing lodges and
tomb-shrines and thus shifting interest away from the madrasa, the more
traditional beneficiary of Saljumqid patronage.

In the dervish lodges, members of the orders assembled hagiographic lore
that would shore up the authority of founding figures. They did so by por-
traying formal relationships between Friends of God and the officials of the
ruling Saljumqid dynasty. They even featured some of their political patrons
in the narratives, thereby increasing the likelihood of receiving continuing
financial and political support from the royal court. The followers of a given
Friend of God also benefited if the Friend counted important political fig-
ures among his or her spiritual followers. Rulers enhanced the authority of
the Friend’s institutional descendants by submitting themselves to their
tutelage.
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Two main types of written sources contribute to Wolper’s conclusions: foun-
dational documents called waqfs and Sufi hagiographies. But buildings also
played a critical role in conferring religious authority and prestige. Real
estate—what Wolper calls “visible turf”—communicated power and status.
Lodges were the least costly foundations to endow, because they required more
modest initial investments, were smaller, required less upkeep, allowed lower
salaries, and required less supporting funding than, say, madrasas, and were
thus most attractive to donors. Two kinds of institutional symbolism converged
and reinforced each other: the symbolic location of the lodges in the “literal
space” of their urban contexts and the “literary space” of hagiography.

Wolper documents changes in urban space through foundational texts as
well as physical sites, noting that before 638/1240, the organization of pub-
lic spaces in the three target cities was “grafted” onto Byzantine structures.
After 638/1240, Muslim authorities began adapting Byzantine spaces more
actively, giving greater prominence to distinctively Muslim architectural
functions such as those of the madrasa, caravanserai, and tomb-shrine. Sufi
orders located dervish lodges strategically along heavily traveled pedestrian
thoroughfares, affording them heightened visibility and easy access. Later
location of tombs near major lodges further enhanced their prestige and
allowed the lodges to become increasingly influential in determining social
and economic patterns in the lives of the cities.

Lodges gradually made inroads into the “more restrictive” authority of
madrasas and mosques that were under the control of religious scholars
rather than the more independent Sufi leaders. By their placement outside
the Saljumqid dynastic city centers and nearer the city gates, the lodges also
caught the attention of visitors immediately and siphoned off economic activ-
ity from the citadels, because the carefully chosen location of the lodges
melded the market place with the religious space of the Sufi organization.
Though lodges generally were not massively imposing structures, their
facades were sufficiently ornate and iconic to capture attention. Lodges were
often at the center of architectural complexes, and the wide range of services
they offered (including food for the poor as well as attractive ritual cere-
monies and venues for intellectual discussion) made them natural focal points
for a broad spectrum of the populace.23
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figure 19. (opposite) Workers at the upper left carry roofing materials to repair
the shrine of an Indian Friend of God, with various religious officials in animated
interchange in the courtyard. Jammı m, Nafahamt al-uns, attributed to La<l (Mughal
1604/5), ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, IN 61.5.



Texts and Foundations in Medieval Central Asia

Some hagiographical works that have emerged from Sufi organizations focus
on a specific institutional purpose. They seek to legitimize and aggrandize
the order’s leadership and history over all others—in a mode that Devin
DeWeese calls “tarı mqa-consciousness.” Hagiographic accounts often hint at
competition between and among orders through literary upstaging, hand-
ing the “lesser” competitor a serious dose of criticism for its doctrinal, juridi-
cal, or ritual inferiority. In such texts, the stories of individual leading figures
in the order are vehicles for highlighting the order’s inherent strengths. The
leading Friend might, for example, have a dream in which the Prophet
approves of the saint’s choice of a certain kind of prescribed prayer for mem-
bers of the order.

DeWeese makes a useful distinction between the public and private fea-
tures of institutions connected with Friends of God. For nearly five hundred
years, the Central Asian shrine of Ahmad Yasawı m, in present-day Kazakhstan,
had a wide variety of public functions. It functioned politically as a source of
legitimacy, economically as a source of many supporting endowments and
multilevel patronage, and ritually as part of a network of shrines in a pil-
grimage visitation circuit. Equally important, but harder to detect, are the
more private aspects of the institutional life of a Friend’s inner circle. Yasawı m’s
shrine functioned hagiographically as a clearinghouse for narratives about
the “founder” of the Yasawı mya order. It was a place where members of the
order constructed—or reconstructed—their institutional identity by “re-
spiritualizing” accounts of the Friend that had previously evolved more pub-
licly and “popularly.”

Sources that seek to articulate and consolidate the more private features
of institutional life in Sufi orders typically underscore concerns about
authority and spiritual legitimacy in the leadership, as well as suggest meth-
ods for the formation, discipline, and identity development of members. In
the rather unusual case of Ahmad Yasawı m, the “private” sources emphasize
the Friend’s spectacular ability to generate marvels on an epic scale. The
 preponderance of such accounts about Yasawı msuggests that the stories orig-
inated within more public contexts and sought to grip the popular imagina-
tion. When the members of the order began to generate their own
hagiographical identity, using the material already widely known outside
Sufi circles, they did so apparently in response to a parallel development in
the rival Naqshbandı mya order.24

Many Friends of God have never had an explicit association with institu-
tional developments. Indeed, accounts of some important figures might leave
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the impression that an authentic Friend would not dream of getting involved
in the mercantile and political aspects of institutional life. Founding Friends
have nevertheless made an important contribution to the lives of Muslims
across the globe for many centuries. Their story would be incomplete with-
out some accounting for their works and for stories about their founding
activities. We turn now to the role of institutions, from the humblest local
shrines to the most extensive religious foundations, in creating a global geog-
raphy of revered sites and ritual settings.
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figure 20. Pilgrims pray at the Jannat-i Darvamza, in the dargamh of celebrated
Chishtı m Friend Khwamja Mu<ı mn ad-dı mn (d. 633/1236), Ajmer, India, October 2001.
Photo by Anna Bigelow.
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One could lay out a detailed map of Islamdom, from Morocco to Malaysia
and from Albania to Zanzibar, just by plotting out sites made holy and famous
by Friends of God. Connected by routes that pilgrims have used over many
centuries, these destinations form an expansive network of devotion, social
interaction, and trade. Islam’s prophets and Friends of God collectively rep-
resent as cogent a force for way-finding and sacralization as one is likely to
encounter in a major religious tradition. Their lives and stories invariably
evoke a sense of place—whether a city or towns, desert or mountain, seashore
or hinterland. Muslims of every age have come to associate the important
events of their own communal history, as well as events in their individual
life stories, with the lore of those who have modeled holiness and devotion
for them. Much of Muslim religious life, so bound to a sacred terrain by the
“mystic chords of memory,” is colored by ritual associations with this geog-
raphy of faith.1

Whenever Muslims enact their five-times-daily ritual prayer (salamt), they
face Mecca. When they make the hajj or <Umra, “the greater” or “lesser”
pilgrimages,2 respectively, they go to Mecca, as well as (typically) to the
Prophet’s mosque in Medina, where Muhammad is buried. A third major
sacred site is Jerusalem. The ancient city is most prominently associated in
Muslim lore with Muhammad’s Ascension and with previous prophets, espe-
cially Abraham, David, and Solomon, but it has also become increasingly
important politically as well as religiously for Muslims, Jews, and Christians
alike.

In addition, countless less-celebrated cities and towns feature spiritual
centers, many of which are anchored by ancient institutions linked to local
paragons of sanctity. One historian suggests that “Islamic cities” share in
holiness in three ways: by the power and blessing (baraka) of a prophetic or
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saintly tomb or shrine, or of the tombs of an exceptionally large number of
descendants or Companions of Muhammad; by their role in the larger nar-
rative of salvation; or by their function in religious cosmology.3 An impor-
tant genre of literature focuses on the fadam,il, merits or fine features, of major
holy sites or of individuals such as the Companions of the prophet
Muhammad. Data culled from works in the genre have in turn supplied
important themes in visitation guides for pilgrims that offer detailed tours
of cemeteries and individual shrines in countless sacred sites.4 This chapter
examines a variety of sacred settings and looks at some of the many ways
in which the memory of prophets and Friends of God has constructed a world
for millions of Muslims. We begin with the three cities that stand at the cen-
ter of the spiritual world for all Muslims (Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem)
and expand into an abbreviated global tour from North Africa to Southeast
Asia, with brief stops at prime sites at the centers of regional and local “sacred
geographies.”

the pivotal holy places

Holy places reside in two kinds of overlapping sacred geography: global/uni-
versal and local/regional. Muslims have always been keenly aware of living
in a global religious setting whose center is the Arabian city of Mecca. There
a shrinelike sacred place called a haram (from an Arabic root connoting for-
biddenness and therefore restricted access) features a roughly cube-shaped
structure called the Ka<ba (from an Arabic root meaning “to dice into cubes”).
The structure existed during the lifetime of Muhammad, and Islamic lore
reports, variously, that it came into being in the time of Adam and that God
commanded Abraham and his son Isma<il to rebuild it, or that Abraham ini-
tiated the structure. Either way, the Ka<ba symbolizes many centuries of spir-
itual questing and reconnoitering, for it was a destination for pilgrims long
before Muhammad’s time. 

The Prophetic Origins of the Ka<ba’s Sanctity

Mecca’s sacred precincts are perhaps the most prominent settings for tales
of the prophets, as well as for stories of Friends of God. After Adam, the first
prophet, repented of his primal disobedience, God assured him of forgive-
ness and called him “truly my friend.” Adam and Eve had been temporarily
separated, but God sent Gabriel to tell Adam that he and Eve would be
reunited at the site of Mecca, where Adam was to build Mecca and God’s
House, the Ka<ba, after its celestial prototype, the “Frequented House” (al-
bayt al-ma<mumr). Adam and his descendants were then to circumambulate
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the House seven times and become the primordial pilgrims in this place that
would be the first town on earth. Kisam,ı mgives considerable detail associating
Adam and Eve with sites within the pilgrimage precincts, beginning with
the two hills Safam and Marwam and the sacred spring of Zamzam, which would
later play a central role in the life of Abraham’s wife Hagar and their son
Ismam<ı ml. In that place, on a Friday’s eve, Adam’s wife conceived her first child.
Tha<labı m’s version is briefer than Kisam,ı m’s but further links the couple with
ritually important sites outside Mecca, Mina and <Arafamt.5

Noah’s journey in the ark took him around the world in six months. When
Noah arrived at length above the site of the Ka<ba, he circumnavigated the
site for seven days in a waterborne equivalent of pilgrim circumambulation
(Tha<labı m). Kisam,ı mreports that Noah had asked God’s permission to make pil-
grimage before the flood, and while Noah was at Mecca, God protected the
ark by having angels lift it heavenward until Noah had completed the ritu-
als. At this point, the ark becomes an actor in the story. After the earth floods,
the ark takes Noah first to Jerusalem, where it speaks to inform Noah of the
future importance of this place for his prophetic descendants. Proceeding to
Mecca, the ark circumnavigates the Ka<ba seven times, thus foreshadowing
the pilgrim ritual of circumambulation. The ship then takes Noah on a tour
of sacred sites, telling him about each place’s significance in the history of
faith.6 (See Fig. 21.) 

Abraham’s connections with Mecca arguably have the greatest symbolic
importance among Friends for Islamic tradition as a whole. The prophet,
Intimate Friend of the Merciful (khalı ml ar-rahmamn), as he is still commonly
known, went with his wife Hagar to Mecca and took up residence not far
from the Ka<ba, which lay in ruins as a result of Noah’s flood. There he left
her with the infant Ismam<ı ml and returned to his wife Sarah. During his absence,
Hagar’s experience of near panic in her need for water caused her to run fran-
tically back and forth between the two hills Safa m and Marwam. Gabriel
descended with assistance, and Ismam<ı ml scratched the earth to bring forth the
spring of Zamzam. When the boy reached his majority, Hagar died.

Three times in subsequent years, Abraham’s desire to see his son
prompted God to send Gabriel with a heavenly steed (some say it was Buramq)
to bring the prophet to Mecca. During the first two journeys, Abraham did
not find his son at home and so departed, leaving a message with his son’s
wife. On the third journey, Abraham finally reunited with his son, and God
commanded the two men to rebuild the Ka<ba. After father and son had com-
pleted the task, Gabriel conducted them to all the sacred sites within the larger
area now associated with pilgrimage rituals.7 Just a few feet from the door
of the Ka<ba today stands a small cupola that marks the “station of Abraham”
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figure 21. Noah and his family stand on the ark, which is possibly
circumnavigating above the Ka<ba. At lower left, a man tries to escape the rising
water. At lower right, an enigmatic element (variations of which occur in a
number of scenes of this event) appears to show a man meditating in a vaulted or
bell-like structure; this image may reflect the notion in some Muslim societies
that the mysterious water-dwelling Khidr is a patron of seafarers. Naysambumrı m
Qisas al-anbiyam,, 1580, Spencer Collection, The New York Public Library, Astor,
Lenox and Tilden Foundations; Psnypl_spn_575, MS 46:19a.
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(maqamm Ibramhı mm). Within its reliquary is a stone on which Abraham is said
to have stood, next to his son, after completing the Ka<ba. According to tra-
dition, God caused the stone to soften like wax, so that the footprints of
Abraham would remain there permanently for devotional reverence by gen-
erations of pilgrims.

According to Tha<labı m, Solomon once journeyed to Mecca to make pil-
grimage. When he entered the precincts of the Ka<ba, he was saddened by
the numerous idols there and moved on. Even God’s House itself grieved,
moving God to inquire about the cause of its tears. The Ka<ba replied that
God’s prophets and saints, like Solomon, did not even stop there momen-
tarily, let alone mention God’s name or engage in prayer within its walls. God
consoled the House and promised that it would soon be the focus of a new
spiritual vitality under the leadership of God’s favorite prophet (Muhammad,
of course). God then enjoined Solomon to worship at the Ka<ba by offering
up twenty thousand ewes and five thousand cattle. He then foretold the com-
ing of Muhammad. Solomon later returned there on the wings of the wind
to make pilgrimage.8

The next prophet with major links to Mecca in the traditional accounts is
Muhammad. He was born there and lived in Mecca for over fifty years, before
migrating northward to Medina with the young Muslim community in the
Hijra, 1/622. During Muhammad’s early life, the Ka<ba had already long been
the center of Meccan life. It was one of a number of similar structures at the
heart of sacred sites throughout the Arabian Peninsula. The rather plain
building reportedly housed some 360 images of pre-Islamic deities. A black
stone, perhaps of meteoric origin, mounted in one of the Ka<ba’s corners was
an ancient symbol of the place’s sacredness.

Early in the first/seventh century, thieves made off with treasures from
the roofless Ka<ba. The leading tribesmen of the Quraysh proposed to rebuild
the structure and needed a way to include the city’s various constituencies
symbolically in the renewal. Muhammad was granted the honor of replac-
ing the black stone. Tradition holds that he laid down his cloak, placed the
stone in the middle, and asked respected local tribal leaders to raise it together
before he reinstalled it. Muhammad was then thirty-five and had not yet
received his inaugural prophetic commission. After the initial revelations,
traditionally dated to 610, Muhammad began to preach his new message,
and before long, the Quraysh came to perceive him as a threat to their hege-
mony. For the next twelve years, the Prophet’s relationship to the holy site
was tenuous at best, for the Quraysh sought to ban him from its sacred
precincts. Some eight years after the Hijra, Muhammad and his supporters
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returned to reclaim Mecca for the Muslim community and performed a rit-
ual cleansing of the Ka<ba. Traditional accounts say that during that visit in
9/630, he destroyed the idols housed there. During his “farewell pilgrim-
age” shortly before his death, in 11/632, Muhammad completed the recla-
mation of the Ka<ba as the premier Islamic ritual site.9

Friends of God and the Ka<ba

Against the backdrop of prophetic associations with Mecca and its sacred
precincts, one can understand why stories of so many latter-day Friends of
God prominently feature Mecca, the Ka<ba, and pilgrimage. Journey to Mecca
is one of the most common story lines in traditional hagiography. One of
the principal themes in these accounts is the Friend’s intense desire to make
pilgrimage and his or her willingness to undergo great hardship in the
process. A related theme turns on various forms of reversal, in which either
the Friend’s intention is subverted or the Friend becomes the goal of the jour-
ney rather than the journeyer.

En route to Mecca via the desert, Rambi<a saw the Ka<ba advancing to meet
her. She insisted that she sought the Lord of the House, not the House itself.
As beautiful as the Ka<ba may be, she went on, she wanted to see the approach
of her Lord. A related account includes Ibramhı mm ibn Adham in this story. After
fourteen years’ journey, Ibramhı mm finally arrives at Mecca, only to find that
the Ka<ba is not there. A voice informs him that, indeed, the Ka<ba has
departed to welcome Rambi<a on the last leg of her journey. As she comes hob-
bling into town, suddenly the Ka<ba reappears in its accustomed location.
Ibramhı mm berates the old woman for causing such a stir. Having none of his
abuse, Rambi<a counters that he was the one making a scene by taking so long
to get to Mecca! He merely spent extra time in prayer en route, he explains
in his defense.

Rambi<a returns to her home city of Basra and again resolves to go on pil-
grimage. But this time she plans to beat the Ka<ba at the welcoming game.
For seven years, she crawls across the desert. Upon her arrival at <Arafamt in
the valley outside Mecca, a disembodied voice asks her what she wants. If
her desire is to encounter God, the voice warns, she should know that she
would only be obliterated by the encounter. Rambi<a responds that all she wants
is to experience a “drop of poverty” in her spiritual thirst. The voice answers
that the seeker is still too engrossed in her own life to experience her wish.
Then she sees in the air before her an ocean of blood. The voice explains that
this blood is all that remains of other seekers who have wanted union with
God. When Rambi<a asks to know one feature of their lot, the voice replies
that they all began with seven years of arduous questing. Hearing this
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answer, she realizes that she is not worthy of seeing the House, let alone the
Lord of the House. And she returns home to Basra to pray.10

One of the more striking examples of metaphorical imagination in stories
of God’s Friends is the use of imagery in which the Friend represents the Ka<ba.
For example, an individual might approach a Friend to announce his or her
intent to make pilgrimage and to ask how to take maximum spiritual advan-
tage of the opportunity. The Friend responds that the would-be pilgrim would
be better off circumambulating the Friend. One variant has the Friend super-
sede the Ka<ba directly; another explains that because the Ka<ba has in fact come
to the Friend (as in the first story of Ramb<ı ma above), the pilgrim need not travel
all the way to Mecca. Aflamkı m tells a story about Fakhr an-Nisam,, a woman of
Rummı m‘s circle, who desired to visit the Ka<ba. She resolved first to consult with
Rummı mto see if he concurred with her decision to make the journey. Before she
could give voice to her concern, he told her that her intention was good and
that he hoped they might attain that blessed goal together. That night, as Rummı m
performed his devotions on the roof, he called Fakhr an-Nisam, in excitement
to come to the roof. There he pointed out to her that the Ka<ba had actually
come to them and was circling above them—in a reversal of the usual ritual
in which pilgrims ritually circumambulate the shrine. Fakhr an-Nisam, imme-
diately relinquished her desire to make the trip and surrendered to God.11

Some stories focus on the pilgrim’s intent, reporting that he or she needs
to refine the motive for pilgrimage through lengthy suffering. After living
in a cave for a spell, Ibramhı mm ibn Adham hit the road for Mecca. Along the
way, a stranger taught him God’s highest name. When Ibramhı mm invoked God
with that name, Khidr materialized before him and explained that the prophet
Ilyams (Elijah) had disclosed the name to him. Ibramhı mm continued his journey
and encountered a band of seventy Sufis who were nearly dead from devo-
tion. One of them warned Ibramhı mm that he should be wary of the God who
slays pilgrims mercilessly. Khidr had visited them as well, as they reached
Mecca, but when the seekers seemed to take the slightest hint of credit for
their success, a voice reprimanded them for their hypocrisy. They had lost
track of the true goal and were satisfied with less than God, and they had to
pay the ultimate price. The young man explained to Ibramhı mm that he was still
spiritually “raw” but would survive if he ripened. Ibramhı mm took fourteen
years to complete this journey. As his caravan approached Mecca, he raced
ahead and met a group from the city who asked if Ibramhı mm were in the group,
for the Meccan elders wanted to meet him. Ibramhı mm asked why they would
care about such an unbeliever, and they began to pummel him, accusing him
of being the unbeliever. Right they were, he admitted. He then berated his
ego-soul for coveting the adulation of the shaykhs of Mecca in the first place.
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Ibramhı mm spent his days in Mecca working for everything he needed, even
hauling wood and gardening.12

In another sort of narrative reversal, Friends of God sometimes teach a
truth about pilgrimage that their listeners find hard to swallow. Making the
hajj itself can provide a sense of personal satisfaction, so the pilgrim must be
willing to give precedence over feeling good to more immediate and altru-
istic material and spiritual needs. Some friends once visited Bishr the Barefoot
and invited him to accompany them on pilgrimage. He agreed to go so long
as they took nothing, asked for nothing, and accepted nothing offered. They
agreed only on the first two conditions, and he replied that they were not
fully trusting in God. Another time, a man told Bishr that he had two thou-
sand silver dirhams and intended to make pilgrimage. Bishr said that if the
man truly wanted to honor God, he should instead support an orphan or a
family; otherwise his proposed trip would be no more than sightseeing. When
the man insisted that the pilgrimage was uppermost in his mind, Bishr told
him that he thought so only because he had come by the money dishonestly
and was looking for a way to assuage his guilt.13

Even the most advanced Friends occasionally perform the right devotions
for the wrong reasons. Sometimes Ibramhı mm visited the Ka<ba by night, hop-
ing to have the place to himself. His plan rarely turned out that way, but one
night a torrential rain thinned out the usual crowd. All alone, Ibramhı mm
knocked on the door of the House and asked for freedom from sinfulness. A
voice replied that everyone asked for the same thing, but freedom from sin
would only render God’s infinite forgiveness and mercy useless. And when
Ibramhı mm asked for forgiveness of his sins, the voice answered that he would
do better to ask forgiveness for others and have them return the favor.14

Bamyazı md, too, yearned for privacy during one of his visits to the holy places
and went to even greater lengths to achieve it. Like Ibramhı mm, Bamyazı md spent
a surprisingly long time getting to Mecca. The journey took him twelve years
because, also like Ibramhı mm, he stopped every few paces to pray two cycles of
ritual prostration. He spent a full year in Mecca before returning home, post-
poning a visit to Medina in the hopes of later making a separate trip there.
He separated the two aspects of his pilgrimage out of respect for the Prophet,
for he did not want his visit to Medina to seem like a mere afterthought. As
he approached Medina (see the frontispiece), a throng of pilgrims joined him
on the road. He did not want to be distracted by a host of companions on his
visit, so he decided to drive them off by making an arresting statement that
sounded like outright blasphemy: “I am God and there is none other beside
me; adore me.” Taking him for a lunatic, the crowd dispersed. <Attamr, in his
account of this story, is quick to add, however, that the shaykh was not refer-
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ring to himself but was speaking “with God’s tongue.” His reported experi-
ence of pilgrimage parallels an important feature of similar stories about
Rambi<a. Bamyazı md recalled that during his first trip to Mecca, he saw the House;
during his second, he saw the Lord of the House; and during the third, he
saw neither the House nor its Lord, because he was so immersed in God that
he was unaware of anything in particular. Bamyazı md was famous for observ-
ing, to people who came looking for him, that he had been doing likewise
for thirty years without success.15

Desire to be free of the demands of the public while in the holy place can
drive a Friend to apparently harsh behavior. Not every Friend’s behavior on
hajj is worthy of emulation. One account about Fudayl ibn <Iyamd states that
he used the Ka<ba as a pulpit for delivering his spiritual message. He made
a pilgrimage to Mecca along with his wife, and the couple stayed for a while
so that he could study. Eventually, the local people began to seek him out for
advice and counsel. But when family members traveled to Mecca to see him,
he refused to speak to them and they refused to leave. So Fudayl mounted
the Ka<ba and warned them that they had too much time on their hands. All
who heard him were reduced to tears, but even after his family departed,
Fudayl stayed atop the shrine. This Friend did not always react so negatively
to the presence of throngs of ordinary folk. On another occasion, Fudayl was
performing the usual hajj rituals at <Arafamt. He marveled at how easily God
could forgive the assembled throng of penitents and prayed for that result.
Some pilgrims asked Fudayl his opinion of the crowd, and he replied that,
but for his presence, the assembled group would surely receive God’s par-
don. But how, they asked, did he discern their fears? He replied that only a
fearful or mournful person recognizes others of his kind.16

Ibramhı mm, like other prominent Friends, occasionally needed to learn a les-
son from an unlikely teacher. Still desiring to have the holy site to himself,
Ibramhı mm reported that he once rolled himself into a reed mat to hide from
the custodians of the Ka<ba. After one watch of the night, an elderly ascetic
and forty companions entered the holy place. When the old man finished his
prayer, a companion announced the presence of someone not of their group.
The old gentleman disclosed that the stranger was Ibramhı mm, who had been
unable to feel consoled in his prayer. At that point, Ibramhı mm popped out and
asked the elder to explain why he could not find peace. The man explained
that one day when Ibramhı mm purchased some dates in Basra, he had picked up
a fallen date and assumed that it was his. After that revelation of his mis-
deed, Ibramhı mm returned to the shopkeeper and asked pardon. The merchant
was so impressed that he quit his business and eventually became one of the
abdaml.17 Some stories emphasize the miraculous quality of a Friend’s mere
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presence in the holy place. Yet another time, Ibramhı mm napped under a pome-
granate tree after praying near the Ka<ba. The tree spoke and invited the pil-
grim to have some of its fruit, but Ibramhı mm declined. After the third invitation
from the tree, the Friend plucked two pomegranates and gave one to a com-
panion, but the fruit was sour. The companion returned later and found that
the tree now bore sweet fruit, a change that the local folk attributed to
Ibramhı mm’s having napped in its shade.18

Even Friends sometimes need help to make pilgrimage, and sometimes
the help arrives from most unexpected sources. One year, during the official
pilgrimage season, <Abd Allamh ibn al-Mubamrak resolved to observe the stan-
dard hajj rituals even though he was not able to get to Mecca. As he engaged
in the observances, a decrepit elderly woman approached and remarked that
she could see how badly he wanted to make the hajj. She announced that she
would be his way to Mecca, but he expressed his doubts that they could make
the trip in the three days left in the hajj season. She said that she could tra-
verse great distances quickly, and he agreed to set out with her. At each body
of water, the old woman instructed him to blink, and, behold, they crossed
the obstacle. After the two had performed the hajj rituals, the woman asked
<Abd Allamh to accompany her to a cave in which her renunciant son lived.
There the son told his mother he was about to die and asked her to help him
get ready. When the young man died, the two travelers buried him, and the
woman told <Abd Allamh that she intended to remain thereafter at her son’s
grave. She sent him off, assuring him that when he returned the following
year for hajj, she would be gone.19

God may provide a powerful traveling companion at any time. When
Sadafı mwas on his way to make pilgrimage, he met an old man too poor to care
about. As the ship took on passengers to the point of overcrowding, the pas-
sengers put the old man in a rowboat alongside. Sadafı m watched with trepi-
dation as the wind-whipped waves threatened to swamp the dinghy, so he
lifted the man back onto the ship and became his protector. As the men slept
in a hostel that night, a voice called the elder‘s name, and he arose to keep
prayerful vigil all night. When Sadafı masked the man who had called him, his
companion replied that he wasn’t sure; but the voice always reminded him of
his duty to pray his litanies. In Mecca, Sadafı m asked the old man to recount
his experience of marvels. The old pilgrim told him that on one of his four-
teen pilgrimages, he had become separated from his caravan. Wandering the
desert desperate for food, he encountered a sheep that provided him with milk,
and when the man awoke next day, the sheep was still there and stayed with
him until he rediscovered the caravan. Later, as he circumambulated the Ka<ba,
Sadafı msaw the old man and learned that he had been a date-palm climber and
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had once fallen from a great height without injury.20 Sadafı m intimated that
one ought never take for granted another person’s spiritual status.

Special gifts and favors sometimes result from a Friend’s ritual obser-
vances on pilgrimage, especially for Friends who circumambulate the Ka<ba.
When Abum Hafs al-Haddamd arrived in Mecca, he encountered a band of des-
titute folk sweltering in the heat. The Friend grabbed a stone and attempted
to blackmail God by threatening to destroy the sanctuary’s lamps if God did
not supply the needs of these poor people. As he circumambulated God’s
House, a stranger came forth with a sack of dinars for him to spend on the
impoverished pilgrims.21

Jerusalem and Vicinity

Jerusalem first appears prominently in the Islamic tradition as the original
qibla, the point of orientation of daily ritual prayer. Shortly after the Hijra,
Muhammad received a revelatory injunction (2:144) to change the qibla to
Mecca. But Jerusalem continued to gain importance in Islamic lore through
its association with the narrative of Muhammad’s night journey and
Ascension. According to traditional interpretations of 17:1, God carried
Muhammad by night from Mecca to the “farthest mosque” (al-masjid al-
aqsam), which appears to refer to a structure originally constructed in 97/715
in Jerusalem that stands at the southwestern corner of the site that Muslims
call the Noble Sanctuary and Jews call the Temple Mount. Traditional nar-
ratives report that Gabriel then guided Muhammad on a journey of ascen-
sion through the levels of heaven, eventually arriving at the throne of God.
A widely accepted interpretation is that the Ascension began on the site now
occupied by the Dome of the Rock (completed in 73/692) at the center of the
Noble Sanctuary, a place traditionally identified with the site of Solomon’s
Temple and with Abraham’s intended sacrifice of his son (see Fig. 22). 

Many of the major prophets are linked with Jerusalem, both in stories of
their individual lives and in the narrative of Muhammad’s night journey.
Numerous features of the city dating to medieval times associate specific sites
with individual prophets and have historically been part of traditional cir-
cuits of visitation recommended to pilgrims. The site of Solomon’s temple is
where Muhammad reportedly met various earlier prophets, who asked him
to lead them in the ritual prayer. Tales of several pre-Islamic prophets make
significant references to Jerusalem as well. David is credited, in Jewish and
Christian tradition, with the founding of the city, but in Islamic tradition,
Jerusalem has a timeless quality. As we have seen, the story of Noah puts
forth the traditional view that Jerusalem existed even at the time of the flood.
When God orders David’s son Solomon to construct a temple, God indicates
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that he is to build it at the “Rock of the Ascension,” referring to an impor-
tant event in Muhammad’s life that was then more than fifteen hundred
years in the future. Tales of the prophets indicate that Jerusalem was the
hometown of Jonah’s family. Joseph fled from there to Egypt with Mary and
Jesus. Solomon’s Chair is a stone in the area around the Dome of the Rock,
near the Dome of Jacob, and some post-Crusade sources speak of a “Dome
of Solomon” as well. Some medieval commentators also locate in Jerusalem
the “Niche of Mary (or Zakarı mya),” in which she was miraculously supplied
with food, and the “Cradle of Jesus,” in which he spoke as a newborn.22

David and his son Solomon are said to be buried in Jerusalem. A number
of sites in the greater environs of Jerusalem remain important for Muslims
as the burial places of earlier major prophets. About twenty miles south of
Jerusalem, Hebron, or Kiriath-arbah, is home to a mosque that enshrines a
site that is believed to be the Cave of Machpelah. According to the biblical
account (Genesis 23), Abraham purchased the site as a burial place for his
wife Sarah, who died in Hebron. Abraham was later buried there, as were
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figure 22. The Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (c. 73/692) is associated with
Abraham, Solomon, and Muhammad in Islamic lore, and it was a site of visitation
by many famous Friends of God during medieval times. Photo by John Renard.
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Isaac, Rebekah, Leah, and Jacob. Hebron was also the first capital of David’s
kingdom. One unusual tradition even brings Lake Tiberias (the Sea of
Galilee) into the orbit of sanctity by claiming that the Ark of the Covenant
and Rod of Moses were consigned to the waters and will be rediscovered just
prior to the final resurrection.23 (See. Fig. 23.) 

Near Jericho, just off the road to Jerusalem, the shrine of the prophet Moses
has long attracted pilgrims for an annual celebration. Usually coinciding with
Greek Orthodox Holy Week, the Muslim festivities begin the Friday before
Holy Week and end on Good Friday. One feature of the observances is a mas-
sive procession from Jerusalem to the site traditionally identified as Moses’s
tomb. The tomb complex includes two mosques, a cemetery, and a hostel for
pilgrims. A group of celebrants from four prominent local families, known as
servants of the prophet, are responsible for key organizational aspects of the
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figure 23. The mosque/tomb of Abraham stands in Hebron, Palestine (occupied
West Bank), known in Arabic as al-Khalı ml (Abraham’s title as “Intimate Friend [of
God].” The site also encompasses the graves of Sarah, Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and
Leah, and Joseph, as well as a “footprint of Adam.” The sanctuary structure evolved
over several centuries, with earlier portions dating to Herodian and Byzantine
times. Large- scale expansions and refurbishments took place through late antiquity
and the middle ages well into the ninth/fifteenth century. Photo by John Renard.
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procession and festivities. The procession ends by returning to Jerusalem early
on Good Friday.24

Some Friends of God, including a number of women, also have connec-
tions with Jerusalem and related sites. Friends have been among the many
pilgrims to Jerusalem and surrounding holy places. Such pilgrims often
remained for extended periods as devoted residents (mujamwir) at shrines such
as the tomb of Abraham in Hebron.25 One of Muhammad’s most famous
Companions, Abum ‘d-Dardam,, reportedly was among the earliest Muslim vis-
itors to Jerusalem. Tradition holds that he then invited another devout
Companion, the Prophet’s barber, Salmamn the Persian, to join him there. At
least one late-medieval pilgrim guide lists a site sometimes identified as
Salmamn’s tomb in Jerusalem as an important destination but suggests that
another unnamed holy person is actually buried there.26 Dhum ‘n-Numn met
and sought the spiritual guidance of Famtima of Nishapur in Jerusalem, and
nearby he met Zahram, as well as two other anonymous women who had
important spiritual teachings for him. One source notes that Ra mbi<a al-
<Adawı mya was buried at the peak of the Mount of Olives. And a “second”
Rambi<a, a holy woman from Syria, is also said to be buried on the Mount of
Olives, across the Kidron Valley from the site of the Temple. Another Syrian
woman Friend of God, Umm Ha mrumn, used to walk from Damascus to
Jerusalem and back each month. A woman of Basra named Fakhrı mya once
stood for forty days waiting for the Jerusalem mosque to open its gates to
her. Another female Friend, Lubamba al-Muta<abbida, was a permanent resi-
dent of Jerusalem.27 The presence of such women in Jerusalem is not an earth-
shaking revelation in itself, but it counters the common assumption that
solitary women typically could not move around on their own.

beyond the central holy places

Many important Friends of God have sanctified local and regional geogra-
phies by their lives and deaths. They account for hundreds of important sites,
and considerations of space unfortunately require hard choices in selecting
ones for this discussion. Beginning in North Africa and moving eastward,
this section focuses on some of the saints and sites whose stories continue
to be integral features of a number of largely Muslim societies.

Northwest Africa

Fez (Fa ms) is arguably Morocco’s holiest city, thanks to its relationship to
Mawlay Idrı ms. Histories say that this celebrated ancestor of North African
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Sufism founded the city, and he is buried in a sacred enclosure outside of
Fez. Mawlay Idrı ms is considered a major descendant of the prophet
Muhammad and is likely the only Friend of God credited with founding an
important “sacred” city. Fez (actually two cities linked inextricably by cen-
turies of growth) and its immediate environs have become something of an
extended necropolis. For generations, local residents have attributed count-
less marvels to Friends of God buried here. During the middle ages, Fez was
home to many famous members of the Sha mdhilı mya and Darqa mwı mya Sufi
orders. Iberian-born Abum Madyan, a spiritual ancestor of the Sha mdhilı mya, and
Shamdhilı m teacher Ibn <Abbamd of Ronda both spent parts of their lives in Fez
after emigrating from Andalusia. In more recent times, an extension of the
Shamdhilı mtradition, called the Darqamwı mya, grew out of the teaching of Mawlay
al-<Arabı m ad-Darqamwı m. Like Ibn <Abbamd, this teacher was an honorary citi-
zen of Fez, and he is buried nearby in a tomb that still attracts pilgrims from
the region.28

To the southwest of Morocco, the much smaller nation of Senegal remains
one of the most vibrantly saintly regions in the world. Shaykh Amadou
Bamba founded the Murı mdı mya Sufi order in 1323/1905 and lives on in the
popular culture of Senegal. The Senegalese especially associate him with the
city of Touba (from the Arabic tumbam, refers both to a cosmic tree that grows
in the celestial garden and to a state of happiness and prosperity), where he
lived from 1305/1887 to 1313/1895 and where he is buried. The mystical
meanings of the name are enhanced by numerical symbolism: its Arabic let-
ters have a combined numerical value of twenty-eight, which is the number
of letters in the alphabet as well as the number of days in a lunar month and
the number of words in the Qur,amn’s opening chapter.29 The saint’s presence
suffuses the city and is evident throughout Senegal in images that associate
Amadou Bamba with the central holy site, Mecca’s Ka<ba. Touba became a
major center of regional visitation very soon after the shaykh’s death, and
pilgrims circumambulate his tomb throughout the year as well as during
Amadou’s birthday celebration. The popular belief is that when pilgrims
assemble, the Ka<ba travels from Mecca to Touba, the destination of pilgrim
followers of Bamba. In addition, accounts suggest that Amadou miraculously
brought forth the “Spring of Mercy,” which most scholars see as a sacred par-
allel to Mecca’s Well of Zamzam.30

The Central Middle East

No Middle Eastern city boasts more sacred vestiges than Cairo, which is per-
haps best known for its pharaonic tombs. Cairo and its environs have never
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held universal religious interest for Muslims. Nevertheless, regional lore
has legitimated the place, particularly the area southeast of the city near
the Muqattam hills, by associating it with the prophets. According to these
traditions, Noah’s descendants settled here before founding the first major
Egyptian city, Memphis. Jacob dwelt here at one time, and Joseph was
 initially buried beneath the Muqattam cliffs. Joseph’s remains were moved
to Giza and ultimately to the Nile island of Rawda, because vegetation grew
only on the south of the original grave and only on the northern side of the
second. Joseph’s body remained in Egypt for three centuries, until Moses
finally removed it during the Exodus. Even Jesus lent an aura of sanctity to
the city by telling Mary that Muhammad’s followers would eventually be
buried below the Muqattam hills. One medieval legend holds that God gave
the Muqattam hills their sacred status. After the Revealer announced that
he would allow Moses to hear the divine voice on a mountain, only Sinai
hesitated to promote itself for the high blessing, out of deference. Then God
ordered every other mountain to offer up something dear to it. Each pre-
sented one great treasure, but the Muqattam mountain surrendered every
sign of fertility and willingly subjected itself to abject barrenness. God then
compensated the Muqattam hills for their selflessness by promising that
celestial seedlings, the remains of Muhammad’s beloved Companions, would
soon be planted in the valley below.31

Mausoleums of dozens of Muslim Friends are sprinkled amid the graves
of several sprawling Cairene cemeteries of medieval vintage. In the Qaramfa
cemetery, believers identify an otherwise nondescript cluster of seven tombs
with the seven abdaml.32 The saintly individuals whose burial places have
attracted visitors over the centuries represent a wide range of backgrounds,
from Muhammad ibn Idrı ms ash-Shamfi<ı m, a famed jurist, to Ibn al-Famrid, one
of the finest Arabic mystical poets.

Sha mfi<ı m was a major legal scholar who taught mostly in Baghdad and
Egypt and who wrote one of the most influential early treatises on Islamic
jurisprudence. After construction of a mausoleum over his grave, the site
began to attract devotional visitation, especially from local pilgrims.
Around 576/1180, the famed hero of the “anti-Crusade” Sala mh ad-Dı mn
(Saladin) built a commemorative madrasa complex dedicated to Sha mfi<ı mnot
far from his tomb. The site is in the southern part of Cairo near the
Muqattam hills, whose cliffs border the city to the east. Some thirty years
later (608/1211), one of Saladin’s successors constructed a monumental
mausoleum over the tomb, with a dome nearly fifty feet high. One of
Cairo’s largest cemeteries eventually developed around these two struc-
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tures.33 Today, the great jurist’s tomb remains an important site for visita-
tion. Supplicants bring concerns of every kind and leave touching peti-
tions on scraps of paper, pleading for the Friend’s aid for relief from poverty,
sickness, infertility, and hunger.

Ibn al-Famrid, an adherent of the Shamfi<ı m law school, is justly celebrated for
his original lyric poetry of mystical love. He frequently creates arresting
imagery of pilgrimage and of the Ka<ba as a symbol of the divine beauty.
The Ayyubid sultan who raised the grand mausoleum of Shamfi<ı m, al-Mamlik
al-Kammil, offered to build a similar memorial to Ibn al-Famrid, but the mystic
wanted no part of it. Nonetheless, his tomb near the Muqattam hills, not far
from Shamfi<ı m’s mausoleum, became a magnet for visitation soon after his
death.34 Over subsequent centuries, the grave of the famed mystic attracted
by turns lavish funding and official controversy. But as recently as 1402/
1981, the Egyptian government granted the Rifam<ı mya Sufi order permission
to renew public festivities celebrating the saint’s mawlid.35

Two other famous sites in Cairo honor female Friends Sayyida Zaynab
and Sayyida Nafı msa. Sayyida Zaynab, one of the granddaughters of Muham -
mad, is celebrated in an annual weeklong mawlid in Cairo, and seekers tra-
ditionally visit her grave on Fridays. Zaynab may never have set foot in
Egypt, but Egyptians, though virtually all Sunnı m, celebrate her heroism dur-
ing and after the battle of Karbalam,. People seek out Sayyida Zaynab, who
was a champion of justice for the oppressed, to obtain relief from eye ail-
ments and to gain access to the heavenly council of Friends who are believed
to converge on her shrine. Sunnı m Muslims care most about her close rela-
tionship to Muhammad. Sayyida Nafı msa was the great-granddaughter of
<Alı m’s son Hasan (the second Shı m<ı m imam). Her fame rests largely on her
miraculous deed of causing the Nile to rise by casting her veil upon its waters.
Though the burial chamber is open to the public only on her mawlid, Qur,amn
recitation occurs at her tomb complex every Sunday, her “visiting day.”36

Just to the north of Cairo in the Nile delta, the city of Tanta remains an
important center for devotees of the major Sufi founder Ahmad al-Badawı m.
Ahmad was of Iraqi origin but has long been intensely beloved by countless
Egyptians, who celebrate his principal mawlid every autumn. Visitors to his
tomb complex in Tanta spend over a week in a carnival atmosphere, with
ceremonies heavily oriented toward fertility and fecundity in every aspect
of creation. Pilgrims express a vivid sense of the saint’s presence and a belief
that he is aware even of their conversations about him. His mawlid has drawn
more than a million and a half pilgrims.37 The ancient city of Luxor, south
of Cairo, deserves special mention. Though most visitors know it as the site
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of the Valley of the Kings and the Temple of Karnak, Luxor is more impor-
tant for local Muslims because of its associations with the life and death of
Shaykh Yumsuf Abum ‘l-Hajjamj. The Friend, whose tomb now occupies the cen-
ter of the ruined Temple of Luxor, takes a back seat only to Ahmad al-Badawı m
among Egypt’s major Friends of God.38

Due north of Egypt and across the Mediterranean, in west-central
Anatolia, lies the Turkish city of Konya. During the early sixth/twelfth
 century, Konya had a major political role as the capital of the Saljuqid
Sultanate of Rumm (eastern “Rome”). But by the end of that century, as the
sultanate faded into eclipse, Konya was gaining celebrity status as the bur-
ial place of the great Friend Rummı m and  several of his associates and family
members. We saw in chapter 7 how Rummı m’s burial place evolved into a place
of spiritual grace and power. As a goal of pilgrim visitation to a Friend’s tomb,
Konya is largely of regional importance. Its reputation turns almost exclu-
sively on the mausoleum dedicated to Rummı m’s family and followers in the
Mawlawı mya order. But its continuing ability to draw pilgrims, even in the
heart of an avowedly secular state, qualifies Konya as a noteworthy sacred
place. Also buried not far from Ru mmı m’s mausoleum is the Friend credited
with inspiring much of the poet’s lyric verse, Shams of Tabrı mz.

Damascus, Syria, is the next major city toward the east with significant
necropolises and shrines. Much of the aura of sanctity here, as so often else-
where, derives from sometimes legendary or folkloric associations of place
with individuals who established the Islamic tradition. One tradition holds
that Cain killed Abel there; another, that Abraham’s presence sanctified a
nearby mountain. Most prominent among the prophetic connections is the
shrine of the head of John the Baptist now housed in the Umayyad mosque
in the center of Damascus. That congregational mosque also embraces asso-
ciations with other prophetic figures. Some say the prophet Humd constructed
one of Damascus’s walls and is buried in the vicinity. Other stories associ-
ate the enigmatic Khidr with a spot near the city, where he reportedly
prayed. Yet another tradition identifies one of the mosque’s minarets as the
site to which Jesus will return. Two large cemeteries (one in the city and
another just outside the ancient walls) contain the graves of many of
Muhammad’s Companions, including that of the celebrated ascetic Abum‘d-
Dardam, and two attributed to Muhammad’s first muezzin (mosque official
who announces the call to prayer), Bila ml the Abyssinian. Perhaps the most
famous saintly figure interred in the Damascus area is Ibn <Arabı m, whose
grave remains a significant goal both for local pilgrims and for visitors from
distant lands.39
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Every Land Is Karbalam,: Sites Sanctified by Shı m<ı m Martyrs’
Blood

Since the grim day in 61/680 when <Alı m’s son Husayn and his band were
slaughtered in the area that is now south-central Iraq, Shı m<ı m Muslims have
sanctified and revered over a dozen Middle Eastern sites. Wherever the
imams and their families and supporters suffered martyrdom, shrines com-
memorating their witness have arisen and become centers of visitation. But
Husayn’s sacrifice was the event that gave rise to the proverbial saying,
“Every day is <AMshumra [the tenth day of Muharram, the first Islamic lunar
month], and every land is Karbalam, [a city southwest of Baghdad].”

Shı m<ı m Islam’s sacred geography began to unfold in southern Iraq with
the establishment of <Alı m’s power base at Kufa. Like Iraq’s second-largest
city, Basra, Kufa developed from a military encampment that Muslim armies
set up as they rolled out of the Arabian Peninsula in conquest of the cen-
tral Middle East. Kufa was <Alı m’s caliphal capital from 36/656 to 41/661. After
<Alı mwas assassinated in the Kufa mosque, he was buried in a tomb that soon
became the central shrine of the city of Najaf, just west of Kufa. Six of the
twelve imams of the so-called Twelver branch of Shı m<ism are buried in var-
ious Iraqi cities, including Samarra and Kazimayn. Samarra is reportedly
the place where the twelfth imam, Muhammad al-Mahdı m, went into “con-
cealment” (ghayba). Twelver Shias believe that the last imam did not die
but has been in concealment since 260/872 and will return to usher in an
age of justice at the end of time. Various accounts say that Muhammad al-
Mahdı m communicated with his community through a series of four
“deputies” (wakı ml), or representatives, between the time of his initial dis-
appearance and the death of the last representative in 329/940 (beginning
the “greater concealment”); all four representatives are buried in Baghdad.40

Sadly, Samarra’s main Shı m<ı mshrine was nearly destroyed in sectarian attacks
in 2006 and 2007.

In addition, a score or more of the various imams’ family members are
buried at Iraqi sites. The remaining five imams and their families are buried
outside of Iraq, most significantly in Iran, where the most famous destina-
tion of Shı m<ı m pilgrims is the tomb of the eighth imam, Rizam,, at Mashhad in
northeastern Iran. But Cairo is also home to shrines of the “people of the
house” (ahl al-bayt), members of the family of the Prophet. Sayyida
Zaynab’s (see above) brother Husayn, the third imam and protomartyr of
Shı m<ı m Islam, is also enshrined in Cairo, at the crossroads of the old Fatimid
walled city’s main intersecting pathways. Annual mawlid festivities for
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Husayn center on a site that many believe is the final resting place of the
martyr’s severed head.41 In addition, his mosque hosts regular dhikr (recol-
lection) gatherings of Sufi organizations that convene to bathe in the imam’s
spiritual illumination.

South and Southeast Asia

South Asia is home to about a quarter of the world’s Muslims. Its principal
present-day nation-states, Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh, are also home to
scores of important major sites associated with Friends of God. The region
deserves more attention than space permits here. In the south-central Indian
region called the Deccan lies Khulda mbamd, “abode of eternity.” The city’s vast
necropolis embraces the resting places of scores of Friends of God who have
played important roles in South Asian Islam. Many of these prominent fig-
ures were influential members of the Chishtı mya, a dominant Sufi order in
the region. Khuldambamd was the first major Muslim pilgrimage center and Sufi
shrine in the Deccan. The necropolises of Gulbarga, also in the Deccan, and
Makli Hill, in Sind (present-day Pakistan), are perhaps the two other most
important South Asian sites of this kind.42

One of South Asia’s premier shrines is that of Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m in
the central Indian city of Ajmer. The city lies near a major Hindu pilgrim-
age center at Pushkar, and its congregational mosque was built on the site of
a Jain monastery that formerly sat at the base of Forbidding Hill (ajay meru).
Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn’s shrine became a center of pilgrim visitation in the
eighth/fourteenth century and reached its pilgrim peak under the emperor
Akbar. A major hagiographical work about the shaykh, Accounts of the Finest
(Akhbamr al-akhyamr), provides only a brief description of the construction of
that premier tomb-shrine, preferring to pass along the master’s sayings and
stories. Other sources, however, combine to offer considerable detail on the
history, design, and ritual life of the site. Pilgrimage to Ajmer on a large scale
began about a century after Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn’s death in 633/1236. Pilgrims took
inspiration from major political figures. Some two centuries later, under the
early sovereigns of the Mughal dynasty, embellishment of the shrine reached
its peak. The emperor Akbar made fourteen pilgrimages to the shrine and
made massive contributions to its beautification and expansion. Akbar’s son
Jahamngı mr, grandson Shamh Jahamn, and great-granddaughter Jahamn AMram Begumm,
were also fervent devotees of Ajmer’s preeminent Friend of God. Though
the shrine’s fortunes waxed and waned during early modern times, the site
survived lean times and continued as central India’s major Friend’s tomb. It
still attracts a large number of visitors from all over South Asia in particu-
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lar, but it draws Muslims from farther abroad as well, particularly those with
South Asian roots.43

About one-sixth of the world’s Muslims live in the Southeast Asian nation
of Indonesia, where a different kind of sacred topography, perhaps uniquely
Southeast Asian, developed. During the centuries when much of the archi-
pelago was “Islamized,” countless sites became associated with “Muslim”
saints, many of whom are nameless and thus “Muslim” in a rather generic
sense. Indonesian tradition calls these hallowed places kramat, adapting the
Arabic term for “marvel” or “saintly miracle” and applying it to virtually
every object or place associated with Friends of God as well as to a host of
sacred items with little or no connection to Islam. Some burial sites are
Islamized places that were once for the worship of indigenous guardian spir-
its (such pre-Islamic sites are known as pundhen). Visitation to individual
sites for various ritual purposes is common in Indonesia, and countless vil-
lages boast holy graves. Many ritual places, however, are not graves at all but
sites of monuments (some even of Hindu or Buddhist origin) or places that
saintly figures visited. One striking feature of the sacred topographies of
Indonesia is the relative paucity of sites associated with prophets and
founders of Sufi orders. And some regional traditions regard departed Friends
of God as less powerful than dead rulers, because the Friends once lived under
a monarch’s sovereignty (this view may be a residue of medieval Hindu and
Buddhist beliefs in the divinity of kings).

In addition, as in other regions of the world, some pilgrimage or visita-
tion “circuits” encompass multiple sites. If one can speak of a network of
sacred sites, the tombs of the Nine Friends of God (Wali Songo) arguably
represent such a regional geography for pilgrims from across Indonesia and
throughout the year. One or more of the Wali Songos’ tombs might be part
of a circuit tour, along with the graves of less celebrated regional or local
Friends. Sites other than the tombs of the Nine Friends have also joined the
network of visitation places, either as individual destinations or as a group.
The unusual dynamics behind this appropriation of revered real estate
deserve a closer look here.

Brawijaya is said to have been the last king of the Hindu realm of
Majapahit in Java. Legends about him highlight important aspects of the
creation of sacred geographies in premodern Indonesia. After Muslim
invaders ran him out of his land in 934/1527, the king fled to the south and
met Sunan Kali Jaga (one of the Wali Songo, who was also known as “Seal
of the Friends of God”). After Brawijaya changed his name to Pandan Arang,
Kali Jaga continued to visit him, in disguise, in hopes of converting him to
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Islam. Pandan Arang first renounced his wealth and the power of the gov-
ernorship he had been granted. He traveled to the cosmic mountain range
that girds the earth, Jabal Qamf, and thereafter converted many Hindus after
winning a competition in miraculous power. Pandan Arang then took to a
retreat on Tembayat Hill, where Kali Jaga initiated him into the mystical sci-
ences. Proclaimed a walı m, Pandan Arang continued to convert inhabitants of
the region through his miraculous works. Accounts report that he was buried
on Mount Gunung Malang, one of the foothills of Jabal Qamf—clearly situ-
ating Pandan Arang on a cosmically potent site. The most important aspect
of the legend of Pandan Arang is his formation of a mandala, a religious com-
munity centered on a major religious figure.44 Tembayat’s hill was likely the
center of a pre-Islamic sacred site, and the story of Pandan Arang’s appro-
priation of the site effectively claimed the holy place in the name of Islam.
The resulting mandala was but one of many such religiously significant
sites.45 Chapter 9 revisits the role of Friends in Indonesia.46

marking sacred times at the sacred places

Time and place intersect in important ways in the beliefs and practices of all
religious traditions. Formal pilgrimage to Mecca, like other major features
of Muslim ritual and devotional life, is inextricable from Islam’s lunar cal-
endar. On a somewhat smaller scale, every place that reveres a Friend of God
has its own ritual life, typically following a calendar linked to the life story
of the patron Friend. Although some accounts of ritual feature extraordi-
nary ecstatic behavior at shrines (see Fig. 24), most shrine activities are more
orderly and reserved. For example, the dargamh of Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m at
Ajmer, India, follows a liturgical calendar that calls for performing rituals at
the site in daily, weekly, monthly, and annual cycles. Twice each day, the
predawn and midafternoon khidmat (service) rituals, performed exclusively
by officials called khamdims, begin with a recitation of the call to prayer and
religious greetings, after which the officiants enter the shrine. Behind closed
doors, the khamdims ritually rearrange the various adornments to the tomb(s),

figure 24. (opposite) Friend of God Jahm Raqqı m carries a younger devotee. In
one of his shortest entries, Persian hagiographer Jammı m explains that Jahm was
responding to another man’s ecstatic dancing and eventually fell unconscious
himself after carrying his heavy load around the courtyard. Jammı m, Nafaha mt al-uns,
attributed to La<l (Mughal 1604/5), ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty Library,
Dublin, IN 61.3.
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sweep up fading flowers, clean the burial places thoroughly, place new gar-
lands and decorative cloths, and distribute the old floral pieces to pilgrims
outside. During the afternoon service, the officiants allow a few male pil-
grims to enter the shrine as silent onlookers. Ordinary pilgrims are allowed
to enter during intervening times, assisted by the khamdims.

A second regular daily ritual called “illumination” (roshnı m) occurs at dusk
just before sunset ritual prayer. A khamdim brings in a tray of scented woods,
while four others enter the tomb and take up candles in its corners. Walking
to a drumbeat, three other khamdims carrying candles begin to move toward
the tomb, passing through two rows of pilgrims. Entering the shrine’s east-
ern portal, they recite poetry honoring the entombed Friend and are joined
within by male participants. Inside the tomb, the first kha mdim lights his
candle, the second gives unlit candles to the four officiants in the corners,
and the third supplies candles for the candlesticks that surround the tomb.
After the first khamdim lights the four corner candles, he recites Persian lyrics
in praise of the Friend, and the four corner officiants carry their candle-
sticks outside to the outer corners of the enclosure, blessing the pilgrims as
they go.

At the end of each day, the Karka ceremony closes the shrine late in the
evening. Pilgrims stand in rows outside the tomb as the khamdims emerge
one at a time. The officiants move toward a bin, where they place all mate-
rials they have cleaned from the tomb. Qawwamlı m singers intone verses that
are specifically for the closing ceremony as the doors of the shrine shut for
the night.

Every Thursday and Friday, people gather in the eastern courtyard of the
shrine, where the main officials sit in places of honor. Qawwamlı ms begin to
sing devotional lyrics in honor of Shaykh Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn. In addition, cele-
brants observe the death anniversary of the Friend on the sixth day of every
lunar month with special Qur,amn recitation in which many reciters complete
the whole text in about an hour. Various death anniversaries of other Friends
fill other days throughout the year. The <urs (wedding to God) of Shaykh
Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn is the liturgical peak of the year, occupying largely the first
week of the seventh lunar month. Pilgrims arrive from all over the subcon-
tinent, and a group of virtually marathon qawwamlı ms camp out at the shrine.
The festivities include multiple cleansings and re-adornments of the tomb,
overseen by the khamdims and accompanied by many hours of musical cele-
bration and prayer. A small door to the shrine, kept closed throughout the
year except for a handful of special days, remains open for the first six days
of the month. The shrine is closed to pilgrims on the sixth day, when the
khamdims again perform the final rituals.The chief official of the shrine, called
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the dı mwamn, at last enters the tomb through the small “door of paradise” to
pay his respects with other top officials. After the party emerges from the
tomb, the khamdims send the pilgrims on their return journeys.47

Such a breezy survey of so vast a topic can barely suggest the richness and
variety of the smaller worlds that comprise the larger world of God’s Friends.
As I suggest in chapter 9, this global sacred geography is not simply of anti-
quarian interest. Countless twenty-first-century towns and villages in scores
of regions across the globe continue to identify specific places as uniquely
blessed and to celebrate their blessings ritually.
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figure 25. Devotees follow a model of the tomb of Husayn (d. 61/680 at
Karbalam, in Iraq) in a procession commemorating the death of the Shı m<ı m
protomartyr, Rawalpindi, Pakistan, 1980s. Photo by David Edwards.
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Much of the data available to us about Friends of God are historic and often
quite ancient. Some of the most engaging stories of holy lives come to us
from “classic” sources, both literary and visual. And many of the most impor-
tant places associated with Friends of God—from sprawling cemeteries with
their often grand and imposing mausolea to large medieval complexes
founded by Friends long-since deceased and humbler wayside shrines—can
easily strike one as oversize relics of antiquarian interest. But Friends of God
have remained an important and immensely vibrant feature in the faith and
practice of hundreds of millions of Muslims through the leanest of times
and right up to the present. Muslims the world over continue to acknowl-
edge the enduring significance of paragons of holiness and devotion, from
prophets to Companions of Muhammad, and from Muslims of long ago cel-
ebrated for their commitment to God to contemporary figures whose faith
inspires countless seekers. A wide range of contemporary contexts testify to
the extraordinary resilience of individual Friends and their stories, as well as
to their larger institutional and devotional significance.

Recent print and electronic publishing in the Americas and abroad reveal
ongoing interest in the holy people of Islam. Some might suggest that “resur-
gence of interest” is a better word choice than “ongoing interest,” but that
phrase implies that stories of God’s Friends have undergone a historical hia-
tus of popularity. Anthropological studies, however, indicate that many largely
Muslim early-modern and contemporary societies have continued to delight
in recounting these tales, even when the production of written versions has
fallen off. But recently their stories have taken on a different cast and have
found new media, new venues, and new and more inclusive audiences. This
final chapter of part 2 explores four features of contemporary Islamic hagiog-
raphy: the major individual saintly figures who still enjoy popularity around
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the globe; significant trends in recent hagiographical literature and in both
traditional and more novel forms of visual hagiography, including the use of
“new media” to communicate hagiographical material; the functions of Friends
of God in contemporary contexts; and the multiple dynamics that continue to
generate “new Friends.” An epilogue acknowledges the importance of contin-
ued interest in Friends celebrated for their literary and spiritual achievements.

popular friends from morocco to malaysia

This chapter takes a sampling of Friends of God who command continued
respect and followings in various parts of the world, and who therefore
deserve recognition for their contemporary importance, regardless of their
historical origins. First come Friends of local and regional repute, and then
we look at those with devotees across a much broader spectrum, from sev-
eral larger regions or nation-states to virtually the whole of Islamdom.

Local and Regional Friends

Friends of God too numerous to count remain important symbolic and spir-
itual presences in thousands of towns and villages, especially in nations with
significant Muslim populations. Particularly in the more traditional social
contexts, paraliturgical rituals as well as more expansive community cele-
brations still revolve around the tomb-shrines of hometown Friends.
Birthdays and anniversaries of death, which celebrate the “wedding” of the
Friend’s soul to the divine, are quintessential occasions for gatherings of
devotees. Many local economies continue to depend to some extent on such
festivities, with pilgrims from surrounding towns and villages arriving for
the appointed days and bringing a small but much-needed infusion of com-
merce.

Local Friends are a diverse lot and include a greater proportion of women
than do the wider orbits of saintly repute. Tunisia’s Sayyida Manumbı mya, who
appeared in chapter 6, arguably belongs to the category of local Friends, as
does Sı mdı m <Amr al-Fayyamsh, whom we meet later in this chapter. One could cat-
egorize Munawwar Shamh, who also appears later in this chapter, as either a
local or a regional Friend. Countless other figures who are very important in
villages and towns from Morocco to Malaysia remain beneath the radar of the
broad survey I undertake here.

Some Friends’ names and fame have spread beyond the immediate envi-
rons of their native or adopted homes. Such regional figures are sometimes
“ethnic” Friends (I use the term loosely here), perhaps claimed by speakers
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of a particular language, such as Sindhi or Panjabi. Some populations of
Muslims have suffered geopolitical bisection as politicians and victorious
warriors have drawn new lines on a map, which, from a religious perspec-
tive at least, are often arbitrary. The ancient traditional regions of Sind and
Panjab, therefore, are now divided between Pakistan and India. Several
Friends of God arguably deserve the label “pan-Indian,” if one identifies India
by its pre-1367/1947 boundaries and thus includes present-day Pakistan and
Bangladesh. Hujwı mrı m and Farı md ad-Dı mn Ganj-i Shakar Chishtı m are in this
group, as are the variable members of the “Five Pı mrs” of South Asia.

Some Friends have become “national” patrons in that they are more or less
exclusively claimed by, say, Moroccan or Chinese or Indonesian Muslims.
Egyptian Shaykh Ahmad Radwamn, possibly Pakistani Friend Munawwar Shamh,
and Indonesia’s Shaykh Yumsuf of Makasar (all described later in this chapter)
are Friends of regional fame who arguably have “national” identification as
well. Senegal’s Amadou Bamba, too, is a saint of largely national repute. Friends
who bring Islam to a region also frequently grow into regional celebrities.
Many Muslims who now find themselves within the geopolitical sphere of
China, for example, honor Muhammad’s Companion Sa<d ibn Abı mWaqqams as
the person who introduced Islam there. One might say the same of Indonesia’s
Wali Songo, who will return later.

We know of many regionally important Friends from hagiographical
sources written explicitly to memorialize Friends of God whom the authors
knew personally (or nearly so). Stories from Iberian-born Ibn <Arabı m’s two
short hagiographies, as well as Sadafı m’s recollections of his Maghribı macquain-
tances and Egyptian Safı m ad-Dı mn’s anthology of the lives of his teachers, all
fit into this category. Another important source of information about regional
Friends are histories of individual Sufi orders that developed in specific
regions. Aflamkı m’s account of the early Mawlawı mya order, for example, includes
stories of over a dozen Friends who played important roles in Turkey and
surrounding areas. None of the order’s supporting cast attained the wider
renown of its central figure, Jalaml ad-Dı mn Rummı m. Other order-specific hagio-
graphical sources provide extensive material on Central Asian regional
Friends, such as Ahmad Yasawı mand Baham, ad-Dı mn Naqshband, as well as major
members of the South Asian Chishtı m order, such as Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m.

The constituencies of some Friends of regional scope can cross ethnic and
linguistic lines, particularly in countries with large populations and geographic
expanses. In India, for example, with its scores of regional vernaculars, the
shrines of regional Friends draw pilgrims from half a dozen or more of India’s
culturally diverse states, attracting many non-Muslims as well. Another cat-
egory of regional Friends is descendants of Muhammad, who enjoy a place of
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honor in the ritual lives of Sunnı m Muslims, especially in the central Middle
East. In this group are some of the widely revered female Friends, members of
Muhammad’s family such as Sayyida Zaynab and Sayyida Nafı msa.

Friends of Broader Fame: Transregional and Global Figures

A number of important Friends have inspired devoted followings in more
than one region. Areas of a transregional Friend’s popularity are often, but
not always, contiguous. One regional population might, for example, claim
a Friend as a native son or daughter, whereas another region some distance
away might own the saint because he visited their land—and perhaps died
and was buried there. Bamyazı md al-Bistammı m thus “belongs” to Iran, where he
was born, and to both the central Middle East, where he lived several years,
and Bangladesh, where some say (inaccurately) he paid a visit.  Martyr-mystic
Hallamj has also assumed the stature of a transregional, perhaps even global,
Friend by virtue of his rather spectacular story.

An elite corps of Friends commands nearly global acclaim. Perhaps the
most widely beloved of the post-Prophetic Friends (excluding prophets as
well as Muhammad’s family and immediate successors) is <Abd al-Qamdir al-
Jı mlamnı m. Born in north-central Iran, <Abd al-Qamdir studied and preached in
Baghdad, lived an ascetical life for twenty-five years in Syria, and was buried
in Baghdad. But his circle of popularity encompasses the globe, nearly wher-
ever traditional communities of Muslims reside. As with a number of other
global Friends, the extent of <Abd al-Qamdir’s renown and influence has had
a great deal to do with the spread of the Sufi order that bears his name, the
Qamdirı mya. That organization set down roots in North Africa, the central
Middle East (including Arabic, Persian, and Turkic areas), Central Asia
(including present-day western China), and the Panjab as well as other parts
of India. In West and sub-Saharan Africa, too, <Abd al-Qamdir has often fig-
ured in accounts of later important figures (such as <Uthmamn dan Fodio),
many of whom reportedly met the great Friend in dreams and visions. Even
in places in which the order never enjoyed a dominant or leading institu-
tional presence, <Abd al-Qamdir projected a surprisingly vibrant persona. In
Indonesia and other parts of Southeast Asia, for example, this Friend remains
nearly as popular and widely acclaimed as the uniquely Indonesian regional
Friends, the Wali Songo.1 Not all transregional or global Friends attained their
extended fame because of the far-flung spread of their orders. Central Asians
claim Jalaml ad-Dı mn Rummı m, for example, because he was born in present-day
Afghanistan; Iranians, because he wrote in Persian; and Turks, because he
lived most of his life in Anatolia. But Rummı m’s truly global repute has come
largely because of the immense popularity of his poetry.
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Though many prophets and Prophet-related figures have continued to
enjoy global importance, few of them have given rise to the type of “cultic”
practices that have grown up around many post-Prophetic Friends. So, for
example, though Abum Bakr is held in the highest esteem, no central venue
draws crowds to celebrate his birthday or death. Some regional populations
of Muslims do, however, claim to possess the tombs of prophets, and some
of these locations do function as the focal points of recurring ritual obser-
vances.2 In chapter 8, we learned that a host of such sites exist in the Middle
East. Even more such sites house the tomb-shrines of members of
Muhammad’s family. That extended group includes not only <Alı mand Famtima
and their sons, Hasan and Husayn, but other prophet-descendants among
the Shı m<ı m imams, who are of global importance to the 10 percent or so of the
world population of Muslims who are Shı m<ı m believers. (See Fig. 25.)

Various other Friends of global renown comprise a special category.
Hagiographical anthologies by authors such as Sulamı m, Hujwı mrı m, Abum Nu<aym
al-Isfahamnı m, Qushayrı m, <Attamr, and Jammı m have been widely influential in many
parts of the world for centuries. Occasionally translated from their original
Arabic and Persian, these and similar works have contributed to the global fame
of scores of early Friends with important roles in the history of Sufism.
Characters such as Ma<rumf al-Karkhı m, Habı mb al-<Ajamı m, Junayd, and Sarı m as-
Saqatı mhave rarely been “claimed” by regional or national constituencies, and
their fame does not rest definitively on traditions surrounding their tombs
and associated pilgrimage and related rituals. Even so, Muslims the world over
have heard of these colorful figures and acknowledge them as important
Friends. Finally, in a category all his own is the ubiquitous and mysterious
Khidr, whose unexpected visits I described in chapter 3. Because he founded
no order, he has no institutional constituency. Because he did not live and die
as other Friends have, no particular locale claims possession of his tomb as a
pilgrim goal. Nevertheless, few of God’s Friends enjoy greater fame than Khidr.

contemporary hagiographic communication

Muslims across the world continue to produce hagiographic communications
in a wide variety of forms and media, including a striking profusion of works
in print for both general readers and scholars. In addition, several important
forms of nontextual communication are popular.

Literature and Scholarship

“Classic” works of hagiography in Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and a host of other
regional languages, are not hard to come by today. Publishing houses in the
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Middle East and across the globe continue to produce beautifully printed ver-
sions of the great books in Islamic religious literature. Abum Nu<aym al-
Isfahamnı m’s monumental Arabic Ornament of the Friends of God and
Generations of the Purest, for example, is readily available in handsomely
bound sets. A Beirut publishing house whose name suggests a “renaissance of
the Arabic heritage” put out a ten-volume version of the classic as recently as
2001, and dozens of similar examples exist. In Iran, a late twentieth-century
edition of <Attamr’s Persian Remembrances of the Friends of God is readily avail-
able in affordable cloth binding, in its fourteenth printing, in shopping-mall
bookstores in Tehran—much more elevated fare than most Americans could
hope to find in their neighborhood mall.3 While the ready availability of such
volumes will catch the interest of a relatively small number of specialists in
Islamic studies and native readers of Arabic and Persian, it documents an
important fact about Islamic hagiography. Publishers still print thousand-year-
old works because people still want to buy them, and stories of holiness and
devotion continue to interest enough readers to constitute a market niche.

However, interest in hagiographical works is not limited to the classics.
Muslim authors in many parts of the world continue to produce varied forms
of literature in dozens of languages. A cursory glance through mail-order
catalogs from half a dozen Islamic-book suppliers in the United States reveals
a host of English-language works for readers of every age. Though these
works typically appear under such headings as “Sı mra“ and “biography” and
even “history,” they often fit into one or more of the subcategories of hagiog-
raphy that I have defined in earlier chapters. They generally identify their
subjects as prophets, the Prophet and his family members or Companions,
and “Islamic heroes,” rather than Friends of God, though this last term occa-
sionally appears in titles of individual works (especially translations). Books
that seek to educate children about the exemplars of devotion and ethical
values are very much in evidence. And no shortage exists of references to
“amazing” deeds wrought by and through these extraordinary individuals,
even when the aim is evidently to downplay the miraculous and emphasize
the “mere humanity” of the subject. Booksellers clearly find ample reader-
ship among English-reading Muslims to offer a substantial array of options.

Retellings of the lives of long-deceased Friends of God are also a significant
index of hagiographical vitality. Works of this kind include individual bio-
hagiographies as well as the contemporary equivalent of hagiographical
anthologies. Most individualized accounts feature stories of regional or
national figures as told by one of the featured Friend’s modern-day fellow
citizens, and are typically published in the Friend’s actual or adoptive “home-
land.”4 Anthologized works generally evidence broader interest, both in their
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geographical spread and in the historic significance of the highlighted figures.
Most recent examples I have surveyed include leading figures in Muslim his-
tory and across the globe, and they embrace leaders noted more for their civic
and intellectual achievements than for their personal piety, as well as those
more celebrated for their spiritual acumen. A three-volume Indian publica-
tion entitled Saviours of Islamic Spirit, for example, includes in the first two
categories (in volume 1 alone) the caliph, <Umar ibn <Abd al-<Azı mz; Numr ad-
Dı mn Zangı mand Salamh ad-Dı mn al-Ayyumbı m (a.k.a. Saladin); scholars of hadith as a
class; legal scholar Ahmad ibn Hanbal; and pioneering theologian Abum ‘l-Hasan
al-Ash<arı m. Among the individuals one would find in more traditional hagiogra-
phies are Hasan al-Basrı m, Abum Hammid al-Ghazamlı m, <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m, Ibn
al-Jawzı m (himself the author of an important hagiographical anthology), and
Jalaml ad-Dı mn Rummı m. In his preface, author <Alı mNadwı mgives several reasons for
producing his multivolume work. He wants to inform Muslims about the
sweeping historic contributions of dozens of outstanding individuals (given
that, in his view, many people think such figures are rare exceptions). He
bemoans the scarcity of balanced accounts of spiritual leaders in works that
tend to focus on “Kings and Emperors” and warns that only inclusion of peo-
ple who have worked for “the renovation and regeneration of Islamic faith
and practice” can give Muslims a sense of “the innate vitality of Islam.” An
accurate assessment of the impact of such individuals, he insists, depends on
an understanding of their historical and cultural contexts, so only credible his-
torical criticism can bring out the true impact of these “masters.”5

In addition to such general-interest or “popular” books, a fair number of
works of scholarly intent have been produced of late by Muslim specialists
in hagiography. A search with the terms biography, Muslim saints, Java, and
Indonesia in a global online library database, for example, turns up several
dozen works in Indonesian that have been published in the past twenty years.
Many, if not most, of these publications are on the famous Nine Friends of
God (Wali Songo) of Indonesia, focusing on both “biography” and “legend,”
often in the context of the “Islamization” of Java. More recent Indonesian
figures, such as Shaykh Yusuf of Makasar, are also represented. Studies of
specific themes, such as twentieth-century Egyptian scholar Yu msuf an-
Nabhamnı m’s Compendium of Marvels (Jammi< al-karammamt), also provide impor-
tant insights into the persistence of hagiographical interest.6

Hagiographic Narrative beyond the Printed Page

Evidence of the persistence of hagiographical interest in many Islamicate soci-
eties is not limited to written sources. Sound recordings (CDs and audiocas-
settes) are an increasingly popular variation on contemporary hagiographical
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texts. The Life Story [sı mra] of Muhammad is the most popular audio title, fol-
lowed closely by spoken versions of stories about the Prophet’s wives and
Companions and about influential early religious leaders like Abum Hanı mfa
(founder of one of the four extant Sunnı mschools of religious law). Such mate-
rials increase the accessibility of hagiographical accounts. Some of them are
retellings from the classic sources, and some are fresh examples of an “oral
tradition” whose purpose is to instill love for Muhammad and admiration for
Islam’s ancestors in faith.7

Chapter 10 offers further historical examples of classic—or “primary”—
oral hagiography. In some social and cultural contexts, genuine oral tradi-
tion (as distinct from the “secondary” oral accounts in audio recordings) has
continued unabated. In present-day Senegal, for example, devotees of the
Friend of God Amadou Bamba continue to refine the narrative of Amadou’s
life. Of the 286 “trials” of the shaykh’s life (286 is also the number of verses
in the Qur,amn’s second sura), devotees select several signal events, and the
selection remains a living, fluid process. These “stations” in Amadou Bamba’s
life story function rather like the great feasts by which Christians and
Buddhists canonize the lives of Jesus and the Buddha. The story of Amadou
Bamba is therefore a living reality, an organic treasury offering vast possi-
bilities to reshape and adapt the meaning of the Friend to fit the needs of indi-
viduals and the community. Through this editing process, storytellers can
use specific episodes to sum up the meaning of the Friend’s life for a partic-
ular community. For example, the celebrated scene in which Amadou Bamba
prays on the water while “colonials” look on in amazement from a passing
ship and fish dance around the shaykh to gain his blessing has become a kind
of signature miracle.8

Friends in Contemporary Popular Visual Media

Another type of “living” hagiography appears in a variety of pictorial forms.
Visual hagiography can communicate in ways not possible with the written
or spoken word alone. Perhaps the most significant effect of using visual
media is to convey a Friend’s contemporaneity. Textual and oral narratives
are largely limited to recounting the lives of important Friends of God
diachronically, in a linear fashion. Pictorial images, however, can collapse time
by including multiple characters and episodes in a single frame. They can
distill an entire narrative by juxtaposing key symbols that viewers will read-
ily associate with essential moments in a Friend’s life story. In many
instances, the visual image condenses an already familiar narrative. So, for
example, an image might depict the Friend meeting with another famous
figure who lived centuries earlier or, if contemporary, lived many miles dis-
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tant. Other images might make more startling statements by portraying a
regionally or locally celebrated Friend in the company of other famous peo-
ple whom the Friend clearly never met, suggesting a general parity or sim-
ilarity that is apart from existing stories. (For example, Amadou Bamba might
appear in the same picture with Mahatma Gandhi.)

One can conclude that the artist of such abstract images does not intend
the viewer to take the work literally, but to consider it at a deeper symbolic
level. All of the imagery, however anachronistic or historically improbable,
aims to place the greatness and holiness of the Friend in sharp focus. The spir-
itual quality of the subject is all that matters; specific historical details fade
to a soft-focus background.9 Among the more widespread traditional tech-
niques evident in recent visual hagiography, two types stand out. Some fea-
ture a multiframe device to suggest a sequential narrative content. This
device is common in illustrated children’s stories, the equivalent of “graphic
novels” of Friends’ lives, and coloring books of such perennial charmers as
<Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m. Single-frame nonnarrative images predominate in
calendar art, devotional prints, miscellaneous posters, and reverse-painted
glass panels to be hung on windows. These usually colorful images function
typically as either generic reminders of the Friend’s presence in the world or
visual synopses of a signal event in the great one’s life. Let us look briefly at
four of the more common types of hagiography in two dimensions: calen-
dar art, reverse-glass painting, posters, and murals.

Calendar art and devotional prints are easy to produce and inexpensive.
They are a significant medium for communicating hagiographical themes in
various regions, especially in South Asia. Images of Friends of God engaged
in various works or preaching to their followers, as well as those of tomb-
shrines and other sacred sites associated with the Prophet and important
Friends, are among the most popular subjects. Stylized depictions of the Ka<ba
in Mecca, the green dome over the Prophet’s grave in Medina (see the fron-
tispiece), and Jerusalem’s Dome of the Rock (see Fig. 22) are easily recogniz-
able symbols of key aspects of Muhammad’s life. Images of the tomb-shrines
of Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m, perhaps India’s best-known regional friend, and <Abd
al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m, a Friend with a global following, are the most common
reminders of post-Prophetic personalities. Devotional prints of South Asian
provenance typically present Friends in one of four iconographic configura-
tions: simple “portraits,” clusters of major Friends (sometimes in the form of
a family tree), images of tomb-shrine architecture symbolic of one or more
Friends, and (most numerous) images of Friends standing, sitting, or praying
near their tomb-shrines. Such images can function as souvenirs of visitation
to the Friend’s shrine, illustrations for storytellers, or aids to devotional prayer.
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In the latter capacity, their use is arguably informed by the ancient Hindu
concept of darshan, in which images facilitate the contemplative process of
“seeing and being seen by” the figure depicted.10

A delightful genre of folk art that is widely popular in North Africa is the
reverse-glass painting. Designed to be suspended in windows of homes and
shops to give the impression of stained glass, these multicolored objects are
a relatively recent art form and can be quite elaborate and expensive.
Senegalese reverse-glass paintings include scenes from the lives of prophets
such as Abraham’s near sacrifice of his son and Noah’s ark. From
Muhammad’s time come images of historical events, such as the Battle of
Badr, and symbolic allusions to the Prophet’s reception of revelation and his
journey to the heavens, using images of Gabriel and the hybrid winged
quadruped Buramq. But easily the most popular themes are taken from the
life of Senegal’s most important modern Friend of God, Amadou Bamba.
Elsewhere in North Africa, popular subjects include <Alı m and his martyr-
sons, Hasan and Husayn, and the ubiquitous <Abd al-Qamdir al-Jı mlamnı m. Popular
images of <Alı m depict him vanquishing demons and dragons as symbols of
evil, whereas <Abd al-Qamdir characteristically performs the marvel of tam-
ing a lion, thereby reminding viewers of the Friend’s manifestation of divine
power and baraka.11

In prerevolutionary Iran, a long-standing tradition of poster and mural
painting has provided a visual record of stories of the Shı m<ı m martyr-imams.
Portable storyboards have supplied illustrations to supplement oral per-
formance of the master narratives of redemptive suffering. On a much larger
scale, architectural murals have provided a backdrop and overall visual con-
text for the ritual reenactment of these stories in the form of ta<zı mya, pop-
ularly known as “passion plays.”12 Since the Iranian Revolution of
1400/1979, many of these Iranian pictorial traditions have continued, aug-
mented by other media (such as paper currency and postage stamps) and
reinterpreted through the lens of revolutionary ideology and changed per-
ceptions of Iran’s political roles in the Middle East. Ayatollah Khomeini
appears as a new Moses who brings down the pharaonic shah, with the
Iranian people reenacting the struggle of the martyr Husayn against a tyran-
nical ruler. The moral of the story often appears in a caption: “For every
Pharaoh, there is a Moses.” Images of Iranian soldiers fighting Iraq during
a nearly decadelong conflict sometimes blend with symbolism recalling the
martyr Husayn’s struggle against the despotic first-/seventh-century
Umayyad regime. The motto “Every day is <AMshumram (10 Muharram 61/680)
and every land is Karbalam,” epitomizes the synchronic message of this com-
mon visual imagery.13
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Larger-scale two-dimensional imagery plays an equally important but
very different role in contemporary Dakar, the capital of Senegal. “Talking
walls” invariably present paradigmatic images of Amadou Bamba, standing
facing the viewer and staring enigmatically over a draped headdress that veils
the lower half of his face. His form reappears now and then in pictorial
parades showing a host of prominent twentieth-century African and global
figures, including Pope John Paul II, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King,
Malcolm X, Jimi Hendrix, and Bob Marley (without the Wailers). The
Friend’s visual presence amid often unlikely clusters of world celebrities sym-
bolizes Amadou’s role in sacralizing all of reality as well as the specific local
places defined by the unavoidable images. Many portraits of individual fig-
ures show a letter-carrying dove (a symbol of divine revelation and guid-
ance) delivering the same heavenly message that the great Friend of God
received, being the first in the region to do so. Such large-scale imagery
embodies a distinctively Senegalese exuberance, imagination, and wit.14

Friends and the New Media

“New media” are in evidence in virtually every Muslim community. Web -
sites dedicated to cyber-Friends are proliferating on the Internet, for exam-
ple, and producers are packing immense quantities of information into a
variety of formats that users can access on portable devices. Even a casual
search for “Muslim Saints” on the Internet brings in hundreds of sites rep-
resenting an amazing variety of characters, cultural contexts, and communi-
ties. Not surprisingly, data from such sources are often tendentious and
generally not subject to serious critical scrutiny. Even so, the sites document
a significant ongoing fascination with Friends across the globe. Some Internet
sites take a negative approach to the topic, condemning all talk of “saints” as
blatantly un-Islamic. But the vast majority of websites purport to inform vis-
itors of the ongoing spiritual benefit of getting to know God’s special Friends.

In addition, one can now access multimedia material about historically
famous Friends on CD-ROMs and DVDs. One excellent example is a CD-
ROM produced in the south-central Indian city of Ajmer that highlights the
ancient but still-vibrant shrine of the eighth-/fourteenth-century Friend
Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m. Slickly produced, the disk offers background infor-
mation on the sacred site, including detailed architectural photographs and
considerable visual documentation of the rituals that animate the sanctuary.
Because the Chishtı m order has long been instrumental in spreading the pop-
ularity of devotional music, the disk also includes a good deal of audio, both
to provide background and to offer a sampling of favorite mystical poems set
to music and performed by qawwamlı mensembles that enjoy rock-star status in
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much of South Asia. Although the product is as yet available only in the Urdu
language, the medium could expand with relative ease into wider markets.15

functions of friends and sainthood in
contemporary muslim societies

Recent oral, pictorial, and literary hagiographies and the new media natu-
rally reflect the evolution of cultural and historical understandings of the
Friends of God. In turn, Friends frequently represent condensed, crystallized
versions of an Islamicate society’s intimations of self-identity and place in
the world. They function as representatives of independence in the face of
colonialism; advocates for religious values in an increasingly secularized
world; and ambassadors and bridge builders in interreligious relations. Below
is a selective sample of these important functions in various political and
cultural contexts.

In many regions, Friends of God remain important symbols of the strug-
gle to overcome the residual effects of colonialism and to fend off the dele-
terious influences of “Western” trends toward secularization. Many of
Amadou Bamba’s miracles are recycled stories from earlier hagiographies
that showcase his steadfast refusal to collaborate with foreign occupying
powers. The Friend’s fearless witness, memorialized in story and visual
imagery, provides encouragement and confidence in the face of seemingly
insurmountable odds. Amadou enables the powerless by his example of
unfailing trust in God. In one favorite story, depicted in various visual media
popular in Senegal, the colonial authorities throw the Friend into a cage with
a ravenous lion in hopes of ridding themselves of this impudent pest. The
beast, of course, becomes a disciple of the Friend, foiling the foreigners’ evil
designs.16 In Indonesia, still-popular tales of the Wali Songo go hand in hand
with widespread pilgrimage to their tombs.

Friends of God also function as symbolic levees against the perceived tide
of secularization. In the postrevolutionary era of Communist China, for
example, Muslim communities have continued to tend to the small institu-
tional venues that they associate with Friends of God. Especially in the west-
ern Chinese province of Xinjiang (the Uighur Autonomous Region also
known as Eastern Turkestan), Friends of three types remain significant: indi-
viduals (typically Sufis) credited with bringing Islam to the region even at
the cost of martyrdom; Sufi shaykhs of subsequent centuries; and major Arab
and Turkic Muslim leaders of the past. Short hagiographical works in Uighur
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(the language of a major ethnic Muslim group in Xinjiang), distributed ille-
gally for the most part, provide devotional help for individuals seeking to
relate to several dozen Friends of particular importance in Central Asia and
China. These works focus on some prophets and Companions of Muhammad
as well as later Sufis, mostly ones of the Naqshbandı mya order. Owners of busi-
nesses also commonly consider certain Friends their patron saints. For exam-
ple, Idrı ms (who gave humankind the secret of the arts of civilization) is the
patron of tailors; Noah, of carpenters; and David, of stoneworkers.

The Chinese government has recently reduced many Friends’ tombs to
museums, totally destroyed others, and persecuted various Muslim leaders.
Devotees have, however, evidently remained undaunted. Particularly com-
mitted are those who espouse the causes of Friends best known for the purity
and strength of their faith, though a few people still champion Friends who
actively resisted the Communist revolution by force of arms. Not surpris-
ingly, devotion to Friends in Xinjiang is fraught with political overtones. For
many followers, this devotion is a symbol of ongoing protest against China’s
claim to Eastern Turkestan. Resistance to cultivating devotion to Friends of
God has recently come more vociferously from Uighur intellectuals. Though
often sympathetic to the Communist regime, many of them are primarily
motivated by the desire to reform and purge Muslim practice of activities
they consider un-Islamic innovations.

Pilgrimage to the more important shrines in Eastern Turkestan has nev-
ertheless continued, despite government moves to restrict the meeting and
movement of organized Muslim religious groups. Significant ritual times
include the tenth of Muharram, which for China’s largely Sunnı m Muslims
commemorates sacred events in the lives of several prophets, including
Abraham, Joseph, and Jesus. In a uniquely Chinese adaptation of the litur-
gical calendar, to accommodate the fact that a major pilgrimage site is in the
desert, the pilgrimage occurs on April 10 annually rather than rotating back-
ward through the solar year like events timed with the Muslim lunar cal-
endar. Many of the mausoleums are tended and administered by families or
“honor groups,” in keeping with traditions of Central Asian origin that are
now unique to western China.17

Finally, an important social role of God’s Friends is to create links between
members of disparate communities of faith. Intercommunal relations in
some areas turn to a great extent on transsectarian participation in rituals
at shrines of Friends. This role is particularly important in several regions
of South Asia in which large populations of Muslims live in close proxim-
ity to equally sizable or even larger populations of Hindus or Christians.
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The regional popularity of certain Friends is so expansive that their tombs
and associated institutional sites have provided venues for de facto interre-
ligious encounters that have prompted a dramatic, if temporary, dissolution
of communal boundaries.

Contemporary examples from the Indian state of Bihar provide an excel-
lent illustration of this dynamic, particularly in the kinds of institutional con-
texts I discuss in chapter 7. Just over 14 percent of the current population is
Muslim, and at least six Sufi orders have played historically significant roles
in the region. The largely Hindu state is also home to a number of sites of
great importance to the early history of Buddhism. One scholar argues that
the symbolic Muslim appropriation of ancient Hindu and Buddhist sacred
sites has conferred on those places greater prestige among Muslims than that
claimed by other Muslim sites with no pre-Islamic faith traditions. For exam-
ple, a ninth-/fifteenth-century foundation connected with a Muslim Friend
is in Vaishali, where Buddhist, Hindu, and Jain traditions converge in impor-
tant ways. The dargamh of the Shattamrı mya order was constructed on the site of
a Buddhist reliquary structure in this town also steeped in Hindu Vashnavite
and Jain devotional traditions.18 Muslims’ deliberate choice of this multire-
ligious site long ago continues to have important repercussions in the reli-
gious lives of the local populace. Muslims and Hindus alike observe a Hindu
festivity at the Friend’s tomb that is inspired by belief in a female serpent
deity. When Hindus hold a three-day feast there to celebrate the god Rama’s
birthday, a representative of the Shattamrı mya order comes to town for an obser-
vance at the tomb of the Friend. People of the two faith communities recite
their own prayers and perform their own rituals, but they do so in concert.
Similar convergences have been documented at Muslim institutional sites
in Bihar that are associated with the foundation of other Sufi orders, in fes-
tivities to honor a Friend of God.19

creating new friends

Friends of God continue to emerge in Muslim communities across the globe.
At least three distinct dynamics appear to be at work in this important phe-
nomenon. The first is a very traditional process in which an individual is pop-
ularly acknowledged as a Friend much as in medieval times—according to
classic criteria such as  asceticism and baraka. Another dynamic is an exten-
sion of the process of Islamization, begun centuries ago in many cases but by
no means complete, in which indigenous religious concepts and rituals are
reconciled with prevailing “Islamic” values and practices. Individuals some-
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times receive the status of Friend of God if they have played a major role in
a region’s Islamization. The third dynamic is a process that recognizes an
individual’s perceived role in liberating a community from colonial powers,
as in the case of Habı mb Bourguiba, former president of Tunisia.

Friends Judged by Traditional Criteria

Some Friends receive their pedigrees by meeting traditional criteria for sanc-
tity. Two examples are the Egyptian shaykh Ahmad Radwamn and a Pakistani
figure named Munawwar Shamh. Hagiographical accounts praise Ahmad
Radwamn’s asceticism and devotion, his extraordinary generosity and numer-
ous marvels, and the vast following to whom he imparted the seeds of spir-
itual renewal. Most notable is his broad appeal across socioeconomic lines,
with his home continuing to draw large crowds to the southern village of al-
Baghdamdı m, near Luxor. He was a blend of his father’s controlled austerity and
his Khalwatı mya Sufi uncle’s ecstatic proclivities. His main hagiographer,
Ahmad <Abd al-Mamlik, interprets the shaykh’s life as a three-stage develop-
ment: from rigorous, tearful asceticism; to the acquisition of peculiar lan-
guage skills and divine disclosures characteristic of an axis, and the ability to
predict future events; to a more settled time in which he devoted himself to
the spiritual formation of others. <Abd al-Mamlik emphasizes the shaykh’s
moral virtue, but marvels of clairvoyance also figure prominently. Radwamn
enjoyed visions and dreams of the Prophet and the whole communion of
God’s Friends, and as the ghawth of his age, he claimed sweeping interces-
sory powers, but always in abject humility.

Shaykh Radwamn’s saintly celebrity infiltrated the realm of politics, and he
had a complex relationship with the late president Gamaml <Abd an-Namsir
(Nasser). Nasser agreed to meet with the shaykh, at the advice of one of his
ministers, recalling the long-standing function of Friends as counselors to the
powerful. The president even built a railway station named after the shaykh
and situated to facilitate visitation to the Friend’s home. This ambivalent rela-
tionship continued, with the shaykh generally fending off the politician’s
attempts to co-opt him with gifts. Meanwhile, the shaykh’s competitors
accused him of consorting with a “communist” and dismissed him as unwor-
thy of exalted spiritual status. Varying accounts of Radwamn’s relationship to
Nasser during the Six Days’ War in 1387/1967 suggest divergent perspec-
tives. One insists that after counseling Nasser against warring with Israel,
the shaykh returned home and died on the eve of the war. Another holds that
the Friend died immediately after the war ended; still another reports that
the very ill shaykh was in Cairo on the last day of the war (June 10). Although
Nasser wanted to move the shaykh to a military hospital, Radwamn preferred
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to stay and die with his friend the president. Supporters of the shaykh claimed
that Radwamn predicted that the war would be devastating for Egypt, whereas
opponents insisted that the shaykh had encouraged Nasser to attack. Thus
did the versions of this new Friend variously interpret his role in the life of
Egypt. They cast him as either hero or villain, depending on their views of
the proper function of a Friend of God in political affairs. Thirty years after
Radwamn’s death, yet another hagiographical account retold his story, sug-
gesting that his celebrity remained undiminished.20

From Pakistan comes a twentieth-century, still-evolving story of a new
local patron Friend of God. Munawwar Shamh was a mendicant well known
to the Panjabi villagers of Saidpur. Within a few years of his death, popular
imagination had transformed Munawwar the faqı mr (mendicant) into the pro-
tecting Friend whose tomb was a destination of pilgrims from the wider
region. The process appears to have begun in earnest with the construction
of a sanctuary over his tomb to commemorate the first anniversary of his
spiritual “wedding.”

For that occasion, Munawwar’s nephew and a few of the Friend’s disci-
ples composed a brief written account of Munawwar’s life and times.
According to this narrative, the Friend was born in 1339/1920. He was one
of five siblings, lost his father at a young age (a fate shared by many male
Friends), married, and soon conceived a desire to become a faqı mr. After
entrusting his young wife to family members, Munawwar went so effec-
tively into hiding that his family concluded that he was dead. About twelve
years later, the ascetic resurfaced, sold his properties, became a disciple of a
local Chishtı m shaykh, and endowed a khamnaqamh complex for the order, com-
plete with mosque, school, public kitchen, and hospice for travelers.

Known as the “naked lord,” Munawwar spent twelve years in the serv-
ice of his spiritual guide and then departed for a village near the Pakistani
city of Rawalpindi. There he lived an austere life, gradually attracting a cir-
cle of seekers who built a compound for him. He never took up residence in
the new facilities, however, for his spiritual guide instructed him to depart
for the village of Saidpur. Under a mango tree there, he spent the next thirty-
six years of his life. Eventually displaced by a government decision to con-
struct a Japanese garden on the site, Munawwar took up residence beneath
a nearby banyan tree. He was accused of being an Indian spy, so he retreated
to the jungle. There he freed himself of suspicion by exorcizing the new site
of its ancient demons, gaining the esteem of Saidpur’s citizens and gather-
ing a group of malangs as devotees. Followers persuaded Munawwar to allow
them to construct a more permanent complex for him, including accommo-
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dations for pilgrims and a structure in which his devotees could tend a sym-
bolic fire in his honor. Sometime during the 1400s/1980s, a noted Chishtı m
pı mr visited Munawwar Shamh, and the two arranged that a son of the pı mr would
keep custody of the Friend’s sanctuary after Munawwar’s death. In July
1409/1988, after the Friend discovered that he had cancer, he declared that
he would die in seven months and instructed his followers to build him a
tomb. There he was interred in January 1410/1989.

Denis Matringe’s analysis offers important insights into the dynamics of
Munawwar’s sanctification. His hagiographical account of this contemporary
Friend of God describes Munawwar’s life in three stages: the years before
his departure from home, the time he lived in Saidpur, and the period dur-
ing which he resided on the outskirts of the village. Several variant versions
of Munawwar’s life insert specific features to make the account conform to
classic hagiographies. They thus include, for example, the number of goats
he tended for his shaykh (fifteen hundred or four thousand), his tutelage by
a “mystery shaykh,” his unmarried status before he chose a life of renunci-
ation, the numbers of years he spent in various places (twenty or forty years,
depending on the source), and the length of time he knew of his impending
death. Stories of his miraculous powers (his exorcism of the demons and his
prescience of death) were originally rather spare and unspectacular but even-
tually became the subjects of embellished accounts. Among the more notable
variants of these stories are those attributed to a respected local police offi-
cer, presumably to enhance their credibility. For example, the officer and his
wife had been unable to bear a child for fifteen years. One of the officer’s
colleagues took him to Munawwar Shamh, who instructed him to seek the
intercession of a regional saint in Furpur, <Abd al-Latı mf Shamh (a.k.a., Barrı m
Imamm, “the Forest Friend” or “Jungle Saint”). The officer did so, and his wife
bore a son nine months later. But the child was born seriously deficient, so
the officer returned to Munawwar. The Friend gave him a band to put around
the infant’s neck while reciting a specific prayer, and the baby was healed.

To appreciate the meaning of these expansions of the story of Munawwar
Shamh, we need to understand Saidpur’s relationships with two neighboring
villages, both of which boasted their own powerful Friends. Beneath Saidpur’s
saintly aspirations may lie a desire for greater respect in the neighborhood
of villages whose patron Friends have inspired shrines of considerable pres-
tige and grandeur. With local respect, not surprisingly, come increased gov-
ernment support and the economic benefits of pilgrimage traffic.21 One could
account for many similar developments in the contemporary emergence of
Friends of God in other social and cultural contexts.22 Each case and context,
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however, has its own ingredients, impetus, and dynamics. But the story of
Munawwar Shamh more than adequately illustrates for present purposes the
enduring phenomenon of “sanctification.”23

Friends and Islamization

Contemporary Indonesia, which has the largest national population of
Muslims in the world, offers examples of the second dynamic: identification
with the ascendancy of Islamic faith in the region. Supernatural power is the
hallmark of Friends of God in Indonesia, as in so many other Islamicate con-
texts. Indonesians who acknowledge the importance of a waliala (in Arabic,
walı mAllamh) typically do so at a place identified as the Friend’s grave. In many
instances, a Friend’s devotees know and admit that the “grave” actually holds
no remains but is instead device that confers a measure of “Islamic”
respectability on reverential rituals carried out there. The “grave of the
Friend” is typically a sacred site long associated with the spirits of village
guardians or founding ancestors, known as pundhen. When such sites are
Islamized, they are called kramat, from the Arabic term for saintly marvels,
karammamt.

A wide range of figures are acknowledged as Friends of God in Indonesia.
Some are purely local tutelary spirits, some are characters of pre-Islamic
myth and legend with connections to specific regions, and others are reli-
gious scholars of more recent times credited with Islamizing specific regions
of Indonesia. Some are founding figures of Sufi orders, and others are Wali
Songo, who generally receive credit for bringing Islam to the islands in the
first place. Countless sacred sites for pre-Islamic practice and belief have yet
to be Islamized, and the process continues.24

Indonesia’s tribal peoples exemplify variations on the theme of
Islamization. For example, the Gumai people superimpose an Islamically
acceptable interpretation on pre-Islamic traditions that honor tribal ances-
tral spirits, who function in ways analogous to those of Friends of God.25

Sacred ancestors of the tribal Bugis are the object of reverence for Muslims
among this tribe, whose members follow Shamfi<ı m legal practice for visiting
graves on three major Islamic feast days: <I Md al-Fitr (breaking of the fast at
the end of Ramadan), <I Md al-Adham (sacrifice during the formal hajj), and
<AMshumram (the tenth of Muharram). Such visitation is considered Islamically
acceptable, however, only for graves of Muslim Friends of God and not for
ancestors in general. Religiously acceptable Friends include Shaykh Yumsuf,
an eleventh-/seventeenth-century religious scholar celebrated for his resist-
ance to Dutch colonization; and the three “Dato” (known only as Patimang,
Bandang, and Tiro, the names of the places containing their graves), who
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brought Islam from Sumatra. But to facilitate official acceptance of their rit-
ual veneration of ancestral spirits, the Bugis have taken to disguising many
associated holy places as graves. Moreover, they believe that ordinary peo-
ple can become waliala, with appropriate funerary rituals to ease their voy-
age in the next life. Ancestral village protectors function much like
intercessory Friends, and their graves are goals of local visitation.26

Friends and Political Power

The survival of Friends of God in contemporary Indonesia offers still other
surprising twists, including a curious story that provides a transition to the
third dynamic. In chapter 8, I described the transformation of a former Hindu
king named Brawijaya into the waliala Pandan Arang, who became the cen-
ter of a sacred site in southern Java. One of the more arresting aspects of the
story of Brawijaya/Pandan Arang is the claim by the people near his former
kingdom of Majapahit in Eastern Java that his tomb is there. However, the
people of the area acknowledge that the tomb is empty, because Brawijaya
disappeared mysteriously and attained spiritual freedom. The site is main-
tained only as a concession to Islamic belief and practice. Believers report
that his spirit returned to this spot by a circuitous route: it entered into for-
mer Indonesian president Soekarno, who, as the new Brawijaya, traveled to
the site to put the saint’s spirit at rest at the grave. Though the story does
not claim sainthood for the president, it demonstrates that the tradition of
spirit survival leaves room for such an interpretation—one that Indonesia’s
Muslim reformers would surely repudiate.27

A full-blown example of the transformation of a political figure into a
hero-saint comes from North Africa. Tunisia’s former president Habı mb
Bourguiba was known as the “Supreme Warrior” (al-mujamhid al-akbar), but
he was more than a national secular hero. For example, one story reports
that a famous woman named Wamsila ben <Ammamr persuaded Bourguiba to
go with her to visit a living local Friend of God, Sı mdı m <Amr al-Fayyamsh. The
flamboyant Friend had foretold that Wamsila would wed the future leader of
Tunisia. As the two headed for the Friend’s place, Bourguiba suddenly insisted
that the Friend should instead come to visit him, proclaiming that he would
raze the “crazy” Friend’s residence and have him committed to an asylum.
That night, the Friend appeared to Bourguiba in a dream and informed him
that he (Sı mdı m <Amr) would subvert Bourguiba’s designs to destroy him.
Bourguiba repented of his evil plan and set about supporting the Friend’s
devoted following.

The other side of the story is that Bourguiba, obviously ambivalent in his
views of sainthood, gradually assumed the status of a larger-than-life religious
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figure. Beginning in 1381/1961, Bourguiba fasted publicly during Ramadan
and endorsed the national observance of Muhammad’s birthday, though he
had previously eliminated many Sufi institutions (zamwiyas) and burial places
in the interest of both urban renewal and secularization. But Bourguiba had
avoided damaging the places associated with Friends with major followings,
many of which he actually refurbished and enlarged. Bourguiba was careful
to publicize his patronage of the tombs of the great Friends, especially those
identified as patrons of villages and towns. Meanwhile, the leader began to set
himself up as the patron Friend of the entire nation, becoming ironically the
“patron saint” of secularization in the name of development.

Bourguiba’s constituents increasingly attributed to him both the sayings
and deeds of a person with the status of a Friend of God. Gradually, the ingre-
dients of a “hagiography” of the Supreme Warrior formed a body of litera-
ture virtually synonymous with the history of the modern nation-state of
Tunisia. Patterned on the biography of Muhammad, this hagiographical tra-
dition emphasizes Bourguiba’s leadership in the “greater jihad” against
underdevelopment, for like the Prophet, he combated official (colonial) resist-
ance against all odds. The leader’s chief “miracle” in such accounts was his
overthrow of colonial French rule, but popular esteem has also touted
Bourguiba as a source of baraka.28

epilogue: literary friends today

Many Friends of God live on today in their poetry and other literary con-
tributions. Millions of well-educated Muslims across the globe continue to
read, memorize, and share with others the wisdom of Friends, now enshrined
in over a dozen major literary languages. Indeed, the literary heritage of
Islam’s Friends of God is arguably one of the most distinctive features of
this remarkable group of human beings. Christian tradition boasts some
thousands of saints, canonized over nearly two millennia. But apart from
the relative handful of Johns of the Cross and Hildegards of Bingen, few
Christian saints are remembered as affectionately in our day for their poetry
as for their more conventionally miraculous works and intercessory powers.

Publishing houses throughout North Africa and the Middle East still pro-
duce texts of Arab poets of high literary renown who died as long as a thou-
sand years ago. Hallamj of Baghdad, Ibn al-Famrid of Egypt, and Shushtarı m of
Andalusia remain accessible to a surprising number of readers in recent
 original-language editions. Among the Turkic-speaking people of Turkey and
the Central Asian republics, the works of mystical Friends such as Yu mnus
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Emre remain well-known and much loved. Rummı m is often acknowledged as
one of the world’s premier religious poets in any language. His originally
Persian didactic and lyric mystical poetry is still as popular in Turkish trans-
lation as in the original tongue throughout the Persian-speaking regions of
Iran and Afghanistan. Among the so-called vernacular poets of South Asia,
Sindhı mand Panjabı mFriends of early modern times (such as Sultamn Bamhum, <Abd
al-Latı mf of Bhit, and Bullhe Shamh) retain pride of place in regional literary
pantheons. The same is true of the great Friends who have written both in
the former lingua franca of South Asia, Persian, and in the modern linguis-
tic symbol of Muslim nationhood, Urdu. In Southeast Asia, too, religiously
literate readers continue to cherish the works of Friends like Hamza Fansumrı m,
the first great Muslim mystical poet in the Malay tongue.

One of the truly spectacular characteristics of Islam’s patrimony of Friends
of God is the remarkably seamless integration of holiness and high culture,
ecstasy and aesthetics, love and language. Certainly, many famous Friends
have been celebrated for their populist simplicity and their opting for iden-
tification with ordinary folk rather than pursuit of the approbation of cul-
tural and political establishments. But the world is immeasurably richer for
the finely tuned verbal skills of dozens of Friends of God and for the con-
tinued appreciation by millions of readers, Muslim and non-Muslim alike,
of their literary heritages.29
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In part 1, the stories of God’s Friends spoke for themselves. Arranged the-
matically, scores of individual narratives from major hagiographical sources
offered an overview of the lives and times of some of Islamdom’s most col-
orful and influential paragons of holiness. Part 2 gradually introduced ele-
ments of theory to guide readers toward a more analytical understanding of
those stories. Some of the theoretical literary and theological aspects of this
vast narrative tradition have themselves become the subjects of more tech-
nical analysis in important Muslim religious texts. These analyses appear in
the prefatory remarks of some major hagiographers as well as in individual
works on mystical spirituality and theology.

After a brief survey of major genres of hagiographically relevant litera-
ture, chapter 10 explores how Muslim authors have developed concepts
essential to interpreting the stories both as literary works and as aids to devo-
tion and inspiration. It focuses largely on how hagiographers structure and
connect their stories, and on what they tell us about their intentions in craft-
ing tales of God’s Friends.

Chapter 11 then turns to traditional Islamic discussions of the content of
hagiographic tales. It shows how major Muslim theorists have analyzed such
important themes as the nature of sainthood and the distinctive capabilities
attributed to Friends of God. In turn, the chapter looks at how scholars have
understood Friends’ miracles, intercession, dreams and visions in the con-
text of mystical spirituality, cosmology, and theology. It therefore provides
theoretical underpinnings for essential themes illustrated through story in
earlier chapters.

part i i i

Friends in Theory
Understanding the Stories

•  •  •  •  •



figure 26. A complex has formed around Rummı m’s (d. 72/1273) tomb in Konya
(Turkey). The domed building to the left is Sultan Sulayman’s mosque (967–
970/1559–62), which commemorates the victory of the sultan’s son Selim over his
son Bayezit); the fluted cupola at center stands over Rummı m’s burial place
(replicated on the mosque’s minbar), and the large domes to the right enclose
mosque and ritual space that now functions as a museum as well as a mausoleum
of generations of leaders of the Mevlevi (or Mawlawı mya, “whirling dervishes”)
order. The site remains a goal of ziyamra for many in the region. Photo by John
Renard.
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Interpreting tales of God’s Friends is as complex and challenging as it is enjoy-
able and rewarding. To develop a balanced understanding of the many mean-
ings and functions of this vast treasure-house of legend and lore, one needs to
reach back to the beginnings of the Islamic tradition. Islam’s earliest sources,
the Qur,amn and hadith, offer important insights into the phenomenon of sto-
rytelling. In the introduction to this volume, I highlighted some of the indis-
pensable traditional written sources of Islamic hagiography. Here I expand on
that brief outline with a closer look at the principal literary forms through
which Muslim authors have preserved and communicated Islamic traditions.
Hagiographers often preface their works with discussions of their authorial
intentions and the lessons they hope readers will glean from their works. The
reasons they offer for writing and reading tales of God’s Friends show us the
functions of the literature in Islamicate societies—as opposed to the functions
of “contemporary” Friends. An appreciation of function naturally gives rise to
an exploration of authors’ levels of interpretation.

This chapter turns on several central questions of interpretation, which
we can apply to individual texts. What do we know about the specific inten-
tions of the author of a text? What readership did the author have in mind?
Can we identify a particular literary genre, or combination of genres, in the
text? What are the communicative limitations and strengths of the literary
form the author has chosen? How have specialists in Islamic studies
approached and interpreted the sources? In other words, what kind of infor-
mation have scholars gleaned from these sources, and through what academic
disciplines have scholars most often filtered the ancient sources?

storytelling in islamicate societies

In many traditional and primarily “oral” societies, recounting stories of a
people’s ancestral foundations has long been an essential way to preserve
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the community’s heritage. Memory and imagination converge as one gen-
eration hands on its  patrimony to the next, highlighting the sayings and
deeds of the tribe’s heroes and exemplars. When a religious tradition, such
as that of Islam, grows to encompass much greater cultural and ethnic diver-
sity than it embraced at its origins, the distinctive stories of each commu-
nity that adopts the new faith begin to blend with the newly introduced
religious lore. As Islam expanded, many figures of major significance in the
newly conquered societies were gradually “Islamized,” taking on the reli-
gious characteristics of central figures in the ancient Islamic tales. For exam-
ple, the great Iranian heroes of the Persian Book of Kings (Shamhnamma) by
Firdawsı mbegan to talk and act like observant Muslims, even though the char-
acters’ stories originally preserved pre-Islamic values and beliefs. Conversely,
originally Islamic (including biblical) characters were gradually indigenized,
taking on the manner and look of their new ethnic and cultural contexts. For
example, many Iranian stories came to describe a thoroughly “Islamic” and
“Arab” <Alı m in terms more congenial to a Persian setting.1

Qur,amn: Fables of the Ancients?

Islam’s scripture, the Qur,amn, began as a kind of oral tradition, growing out
of the preaching of Muhammad. This preaching originally conveyed a mes-
sage of moral responsibility and concern for social justice. Within a few years
of the initial public revelation around 610, Muhammad’s Qur,amnic discourse
began to incorporate more illustrative material in the form of excerpts from
tales about pre-Islamic prophets. Episodes from the stories of Moses and
Abraham, as well as others with clear links to ancient biblical traditions,
became staples in Muhammad’s homiletical repertoire. But other characters
arguably of extrabiblical provenance also played essential roles in the
Prophet’s exhortation. Qur,amnic narratives set tales of the so-called Arabian
prophets Samlih and Humd, for example, side by side with those of biblical fame.
A third figure, Shu<ayb, was often included in a trio of Arabian prophets,
though some scholars argue that he actually bears a similarity to the bibli-
cal Jethro of Midian, Moses’s father-in-law.2 In response to the Prophet’s use
of time-honored prophetic exemplars in his preaching, Muhammad’s early
critics repeatedly dismissed his public discourse as little more than “fables
of the ancients.”3 Allusions to just over two dozen prophetic figures com-
prise the largest category of narrative material in the scripture. Those  stories
became the foundation, both in tone and content, of Islamic hagiographical
lore. But in addition to providing tone and content, early Islamic tradition
contributed other important ingredients to the large treasury of hagiogra-
phy that I have broadly defined in this volume.
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Anecdotes among the Hadith

Long before Muhammad’s time, Arabs cultivated their collective memory
through a sort of “oral biography” through which they documented their
own genealogies, spiced with anecdotes about especially important family
members. As generations passed, these brief “reports” (khabar, pl. akhbamr)
eventually were recited along with the names of individuals who had pre-
served specific accounts. Early Muslims adapted this mode of living mem-
ory to enshrine the sayings and deeds of their Prophet, gradually stitching
countless disparate reports into a more or less coherent bionarrative of
Muhammad. From that larger picture, specialists edited out explicitly “reli-
gious” elements, especially features judged to impinge directly on law, rit-
ual, and belief. These elements became the basis of the body of lore, and
eventually literature, called hadith.

This body of orally preserved lore about Muhammad gradually became
too expansive to be entrusted entirely to memory. Muslim scholars there-
fore set out to commit the remembered treasures to writing. By the end of
the third/ninth century, a small library of “authoritative” collections of
hadith had come into being. Editors such as Bukhamrı m and Muslim—the two
most prominent and revered early hadith scholars—organized their mate-
rial in a variety of ways. For our purposes, a roughly thematic structure is
the most useful and important method.

But in addition to containing the sayings and deeds of the Prophet, which
are the bulk of the hadith collections, these volumes include a more nar-
rowly focused type of material. Sprinkled throughout the dozens of topical
chapters are important anecdotes that reveal specific personal, ethical, and
spiritual characteristics of the Prophet, his family members, and earliest
Companions. Recalling the exemplary behavior of Muhammad as well as
the “excellences” or virtues of many of his contemporaries among the first
Muslims, these accounts became the earliest sources of hagiographical mate-
rial, in its narrower, more technical sense.4 These usually brief accounts
became the earliest model for the kinds of notices one finds, for example, in
the hagiographical sections of the great fourth-/tenth-century Sufi manu-
als of spirituality.

Professional Raconteurs

Even after memory of the Prophetic legacy was safely ensconced in written
form, storytelling in the traditional societies of early Islamdom remained an
important medium of religious education, edification, and entertainment. In
fact, the growth of new literary forms such as “tales of the prophets” seems
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to have contributed directly to the avocation of preachers and professional
raconteurs. Written sources thus shored up developments in oral tradition,
which in leapfrog fashion, in turn gave rise to new genres of written material.

Medieval Muslim authors paid considerable attention to the power and
function of storytellers in their communities. Some observers were especially
concerned about the potential pitfalls of irresponsible tale mongering. Abum
Tamlib of Mecca, for example, was adamantly opposed to raconteurs, whose
trade he regarded as deleterious to the faith of listeners. He saw the story-
tellers as peddlers of insubstantial and, worse still, misleading accounts of
the spiritual models of the past—tales that were entertaining, perhaps, but
unworthy of their noble subject. AbumTamlib argued that the difference between
sessions dedicated to stories for their own sake (i.e., purely for entertain-
ment) and spiritually beneficial sessions is that the latter encourage people
to focus on spiritual mindfulness and remembrance of God. Stories about
famous holy people are really, therefore, about the One to whom people ded-
icate themselves. A century and a half later, Ibn al-Jawzı m’s Book of Storytellers
and Professional Raconteurs discussed in great detail the danger inherent in
the public performance of sacred tradition. Like Abum Tamlib, he warned that
storytellers with responsibility for passing on the legacy to crowds of eager
listeners must take great care not to succumb to the allure of celebrity sta-
tus. They must resist the temptation to inflate their tales with elements of
the spectacular that might obscure the essential ethical component of the
exemplary conduct of ancestors in faith.5 As we shall see, such warnings
about the role of storytelling and the awesome responsibility of handing on
traditions of the great Muslims were not lost on those who committed their
stories to writing. Moreover, some major Friends, such as Rummı m and Sa<dı m,
though they were not hagiographers as such, rank among the premier sto-
rytellers about other Friends of God (see Figs. 26 and 27). 

hagiography’s principal literary genres

Three major categories of literary genres provide us with the bulk of our hagio-
graphical data, even though only the first two types are generally recognized
as hagiography in the strictest sense. Around the fourth/tenth century, Arabic
biographical (or perhaps biohagiographical) anthologies began to appear.
Beginning a century or so later, the life stories of individual Friends of God
took their place in the hagiographical library. In this category of individual life
accounts, I include for organizational simplicity a genre that could have occu-
pied its own category: students’ collections of the recollections and memorable
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sayings of their influential teachers. But in addition to these two genres, impor-
tant sources include “autobiographical” accounts of major Friends.

At this point, we should understand a general technical distinction among
the terms hagiography, biohagiography, and hagiology. This working dis-
tinction applies particularly to the tone and thematic content of traditional
sources about paradigmatic religious figures in general, whatever the genre.
Hagiography focuses on the uniquely spiritual and moral qualities of the
subject, including in many instances elements of the miraculous or mar-
velous. <Attamr’s Remembrances of the Friends of God is the quintessential
example of this approach, offering relatively sparse commentary on the sto-
ries of the Friends. Biohagiography adds significant information about the
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figure 27. The tomb of Sa<dı m (d. 692/1292), a major literary Friend famous for
his storytelling, poetry, and “wisdom” works that blend prose and poetry, stands
in Shiraz, Iran. Photo by John Renard.
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subject’s personal, public, and political life. One example is the Indian work
known as the Naqshbandı mAssemblies.6 This added information expands the
individual’s stature as a paragon of involvement in the real world. Hagiology,
finally, includes elements of doctrine or other theoretical considerations with
narratives. Tamdilı m and Jammı m, for example, introduce hagiological features in
their anthologies and include sections on miracles in their introductions.7

Anthologies or Collected Lives

Four principal types of works fit in the general category of anthology or
collective biography. First, some freestanding hagiographical collections
arrange famous figures in organizational or institutional categories
(tabaqamt, meaning “classifications” or “generations”) rather than present-
ing them chronologically or grouping them geographically. Second, some
larger works integrate hagiographical sections using the tabaqamt structure
into handbooks of Sufi spirituality. Third, some works stick to recounting
multiple exemplary lives, using a variety of organizational principles.8

Finally, an important type of hagiography restricts coverage to figures who
lived in a specific geographical region or were personally known to the
author.9

One of the earliest types of “collected” works is the freestanding (tabaqamt)
genre. This genre groups major figures according to their role in the early
history of Sufism or their affiliation with a particular Sufi order. It shares the
overall structural concerns of works that gather, for example, biographical
sketches of major figures in other cultural categories, such as poets or spe-
cialists in religious law. Authors of these works exhibit an overriding concern
for the institutional life to which their subjects contributed, though they fre-
quently indicate that their accounts may provide a wider range of spiritual
benefits as well. The earliest works of this genre include Sulamı m’s Arabic
Generations of the Sufis and Ansamrı m’s Persian volume of the same title.
Material eventually written down in these works was first transmitted orally,
and the written work authenticated the tales by including a list of transmit-
ters, after the ancient pattern of hadith scholarship. Except in multivolume
works such as Isfahamnı m’s Ornament of God’s Friends, entries are generally
brief and provide basic data about the individual’s circumstances, education,
notable spiritual mentors, and personal qualities, along with a selection of the
Friend’s more famous words and deeds. Miracles generally play a secondary
role in these works, as does analysis of the Friend’s historical and social con-
texts. Authors are more interested in providing a convenient summary of
figures prominent in their spiritual genealogies as a guide for readers already
embarked on the religious quest.10
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In addition, several major classical “manuals” of Sufi life and spirituality
dedicate significant sections to brief sketches of the lives and sayings of per-
sonalities whom the authors judge to be of critical importance in the history
of Sufism. Two authors of compendious works of this type, Qushayrı m and
Hujwı mrı m, retain some organizational or structural elements of the freestand-
ing tabaqamt works. Qushayrı m begins his Arabic Treatise with major second-
/eighth- and third-/ninth-century figures, whereas Hujwı mrı m begins his
Persian Revelation of Realities Veiled with the Companions of the Prophet.
Both writers declare that one of their principal hagiographical concerns is to
provide cause for reflecting on the ethical and spiritual examples of these
great people, examples that clearly demonstrate that every one of them lived
in consonance with the Revealed Law.11

A more generalized type of hagiographical anthology offers a not-neces-
sarily-chronological collection of stories and sayings of pious individuals.
Titles of such anthologies can include a variety of technical terms such as
tadhkira (memorial, remembrance, recollection), tarjama (biographical notes
on the subject’s early years, education and teachers, written works, pilgrim-
ages and travel, and miscellaneous anecdotes), siyar (exemplary life stories,
plural of sı mra), and manamqib (feats, marvelous accomplishments). The term
memorial gained currency beginning in the sixth/twelfth century, particu-
larly in Persian sources, and often referred to nonhagiographical accounts of
poets and other famous people. Manamqib is now often included in the
idiomatic Arabic expression for “hagiography,” adab al-manamqib (“the lit-
erature of amazing accomplishments”). But the term also describes a length-
ier hagiographical work devoted to the life of an individual Friend of God.12

Accounts of this third type mainly seek to inspire readers by recounting more
idealized holy lives and are typically unconcerned with rooting their sub-
jects in detailed historical contexts. <Attamr’s Persian Remembrances of the
Friends of God is the preeminent example of the “generations” format for
the purpose of spiritual edification. I will return to this work shortly for a
look at <Attamr’s expressed motives for composing it. All of the first three kinds
of anthologies offer broad coverage in both time and space but are naturally
rather limited in their coverage of individual figures.

The last type of collective hagiography includes works that recount stories
of Friends of God who were either known to the author personally or lived in
the author’s home region. This type can provide more detailed geographical
and chronological coverage, though individual life stories remain generally
brief. Earlier chapters of this book recounted many stories from writings of
this type by Ibn <Arabı m and Sadafı m.13 In this chapter, I take a slightly more
detailed look at the author of another work of this fourth type. Like other
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authors of such works, Safi ad-Dı mn uses geographical context as an organiza-
tional principle, in his case centering his world of sanctity around Egypt and
parts of Syria and the Hijamz (the region of the northwestern Arabian Peninsula
that includes Mecca and Medina). He includes some characters from farther
west (North Africa and Spain) and east (especially Iran) who had some con-
nection with the main figures in this area. Some 60 of his 155 figures hailed
from Egypt, another 60 were from al-Andalus and the Maghrib.

Safı m ad-Dı mn lived during the later years of the Ayyumbid dynasty
(565/1171–648/1250) and the beginning of Mamlumk rule (648/1250–
923/1517). His work begins with accounts of his own chief teacher, Abum ‘l-
<Abbams al-Harramr, and Harramr’s teacher, along with several shaykhs from his
early youth. He then describes a group of spiritual guides whom he met in
Fustat, a “suburb” of Cairo, after his shaykh’s death. Among these guides
were individuals in the Shamdhilı mya order, an organization especially promi-
nent in Andalusia and North Africa. Finally, he tells of a number of shaykhs
associated with the great teacher Ibn as-Sabbamgh, himself the author of an
important life of Shamdhilı m. One of the key features in his work and in, for
example, the hagiographical anthologies of Ibn <Arabı m is that the authors
recount the stories of individuals known to them personally (or, in a few cases,
by association). Safı m ad-Dı mn does provide somewhat more detailed accounts
of the Friends closest to him than of other figures, but the sources that offer
the greatest depth of insight into specific Friends of God are those that aim
to tell a single life story.14

Individual Life Stories

More expansive treatments of individual holy lives naturally allow broader
coverage and more intricate detail. The earliest works in this genre typically
cast the featured Friend as the model of the religiously observant Muslim who
strictly adheres to the prescriptions of Revealed Law (sharia). Only gradually
did a greater interest in the miraculous come to the fore. On the whole, these
more detailed accounts also provide much greater insight into the Friend’s
historical and cultural contexts than do the collective hagiographical works.
The genre has two principal subtypes. In one, the followers of a Friend cred-
ited with founding a Sufi order retell the story of their leader within the city
that was his spiritual home; in the other, the authors recount the role of a less
well connected, and typically “rural,” Friend remembered for his or her local
or regional social and political influence. Authors of the former type are gen-
erally less interested in presenting miraculous accounts than in laying out an
example of holiness in keeping with the well-regulated life of the Sufi organ-
ization. They thus emphasize the Friend’s authority, wisdom, and leadership
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qualities. Stories of more local, nonurban figures tend to place more empha-
sis on the Friend’s role as intercessor or mediator (both in the here and the
hereafter) and to show how the Friend’s influence extends beyond the grave.

These full-scale biohagiographies generally follow the whole course of a
Friend’s life. Beginning with childhood and upbringing, the accounts move
through the Friend’s education and the “conversion” that set him or her on
a life of renunciation. Accounts often culminate in marvelous episodes and
a holy death, which is sometimes followed by evidence of the Friend’s con-
tinuing spiritual presence. The whole-life format evolved from about the
fourth/tenth century to the ninth/fifteenth century. Some such works are
also called maqammamt (stations along a trajectory), because they offer a way
of understanding a life story in terms of spiritual progress.15

A further important type of literature provides indispensable informa-
tion about individual figures through gathered teachings and anecdotes. The
genre known as malfumzamt (utterances, discourses or by extension, assemblies)
presents the sayings of a single famous Friend. Typically, the Friend has deliv-
ered these words in public or semipublic gatherings of followers, and his or
her trusted disciples have then written them down and edited them. An
example is the eighth-/fourteenth-century Indian work Morals for the Heart
(Fawam,id al-fu,amd), described by one scholar as “preeminent among all mal-
fumzamt of medieval Indian Sufism: it exemplifies the virtue of Persian prose
as a simple but effective tool for communicating diverse situations, moods
and thoughts. It captures the spirit of Chishtı mFriend Nizamm ad-Dı mn Awliyam,’s
towering presence, his absolute loyalty to his pı mr, his taste for poetry and
samam< and his empathy.”16 A second example is a later eighth-/fourteenth-
century work, Ja<far Badakhshı m’s Choicest of Wonders (Khulasamt al-man-
amqib). It contains assorted anecdotes recounted to the author by his pı mr, Mı mr
Sayyid ‘Ali Hamadamnı m, about himself and various other Sufis.17 Friends in
other cultural contexts also inspired works in the genre. In Turkey, for exam-
ple, the discourses of Rummı mremain a major source of information about that
remarkable individual.18

Autobiographical Forms

Some of the more famous Friends have left first-person accounts of their lives
and experiences of spiritual quest. Claiming saintly rank for oneself may seem
entirely self-serving, and doing so was in fact more the exception than the
rule. Several Friends of God nevertheless authored their own self-legitimat-
ing accounts, and these works are worth considering briefly here. Not sur-
prisingly, some are rather colorful and include expansive claims to knowledge
and power, whereas others are more self-effacing. Tirmidhı m penned arguably
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the earliest extant spiritual autobiography. Curiously, his wife’s dreams play
a featured role in the account.19 Martyr-mystic <Ayn al Qudamt al-Hamadhamnı m’s
Apologia and Ghazamlı m’s autobiographical reflections, which I describe briefly
in chapter 2, are also in this category.20 One of the more recent first-person
accounts is that of Ahmad ibn <Ajı mba, which I describe in chapter 5.21

Some first-person accounts, especially from later-medieval and early-
modern North Africa, purport to be inspired by conversational encounters
with Muhammad in dreams or visions. In addition to shoring up the reli-
gious authority of their subjects, these oneiric autobiographies open for us
revealing windows into the aspirations of these Friends and their followers.
The Friend’s intercessory role in achieving salvation in the hereafter also
stands out, and in these texts, individuals clearly admit to aspiring to such a
role. Most importantly for present purposes, these works offer extensive
descriptions of the kind of dream experiences that most frequently appear
in third-person anecdotes about Friends of God—that is, about someone else.
Only a claim that the Prophet himself had enjoined a Friend to intercede
could, it seems, justify such a bold course of action.22

hermeneutical issues: levels of interpretation

Perhaps the most fundamental question one can ask about the hagiographer’s
task is “how to describe through facts and words that which, by definition,
is remote from (mere) speech and a quest for facts.”23 To answer that ques-
tion, we can reflect on how we respond to a great work of poetry. Few
thoughtful readers of e. e. cummings or Shakespeare, say, would be inclined
to exclaim, “Nice sentiments; but did it really happen?” Sensitivity to
metaphor is essential to understanding many types of verbal communica-
tion. Metaphor suffuses even the most pedestrian daily conversations in
idioms like “you’re pulling my leg” or “let’s cut to the chase.” But in recent
years, American colloquial speech has evolved in ways that don’t always let
metaphors be metaphors. One often hears expressions like “I was literally
scared to death,” or “I had goose bumps—literally.” Many people find them-
selves caught unawares between using once-trenchant figures of speech and
trying to explain them away by insisting that they refer to some “fact.” But
idioms and poetry, in whatever language, come into being precisely because
some realities exist that we either cannot or would rather not reduce to jour-
nalistic reports. Such realities by definition transcend ordinary experience,
and by extension, transcend ordinary language as well.

Hagiography has a lot in common with great poetry. Both literary forms
communicate idiomatically, and both rely on the power of metaphor to hint
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at truths that elude verbal captivity. The same problem that occurs when one
asks whether an experience described in a poem “really happened” also arises
when one assumes that an apparently spectacular hagiographical account has
only one level of meaning. Of course, some readers choose to believe that a
“miracle” account is “true” because it describes an actual, empirically veri-
fiable event, whereas others believe that such an account is “only a story”
(that is, it’s “false”) about something that never occurred. Common American
parlance casts “myth” in a losing battle with “fact,” dismissing at a stroke
much of the world’s collective wisdom. Such binary thinking misses the point
entirely: there is a middle ground where poetry and hagiography live. Thus,
one can say truly that someone’s heart was “aflame with love” without feel-
ing the need to scrub for cardiac surgery or that someone “brought the dead
to life” without immediately checking to see if the tomb is really empty.

Hagiography is not historiography. Unfortunately, neither authors nor
readers always draw clear lines between the two forms. Certainly, some
hagiographical accounts provide “hard data” about verifiable events in a
Friend’s life as well as about his or her historical and cultural milieu. But
readers need to be aware that hagiographers sometimes choose not to dis-
tinguish the mundane from the marvelous in their narratives. Occasionally,
they may even appear to deliberately falsify the historical record for the
purpose of aggrandizing their subject. An account might, for example, stretch
the truth about a Friend’s influence at a royal court or the number of fol-
lowers in his retinue. Such blurring of boundaries only makes it more diffi-
cult, and more imperative, to cultivate a delicate blend of critical acumen and
sensitivity to the elements of mystery, power, and wonder that the author
seeks to communicate.24

Alas, in the valley of metaphor, ambiguity is king. Some accounts suffused
with the aura of the miraculous appear to ask readers to take them at face
value, and one can hardly doubt that many readers have done so. Two sub-
stantial documents about the life of Shaykh Ahmad of Jamm, for example, cat-
alog hundreds of the Friend’s marvels as though they are the sum and
substance of his saintly career. Surely the authors assume that their readers
will accept all of the episodes they recount as simple, empirically verifiable
facts? In one of these accounts, Sadı md ad-Dı mn of Ghaznı m (in present-day
Afghanistan) offers an important hermeneutical clue as he describes his
intentions in compiling the work.

Sadı md ad-Dı mn begins his narrative, The Colossal Elephant and His Spiritual
Feats, by insisting that he initially went to Shaykh Ahmad’s khamnqamh
“with a suspicious mind, only for the purpose of testing him.”25 Seated 
in the back of the assembly, the skeptical observer listened as one of the
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Friend’s sons finished preaching and Shaykh Ahmad ordered that a melon
and a watermelon be divided among the numerous visitors. Impossible, Sadı md
thought, even if the shaykh had ten melons. He decided to put the shaykh
to the test, thinking to himself, “If he is a man of vision, let him give me the
slice of melon which the servant put in front of him.” Before Sadı md had
uttered a word, Shaykh Ahmad called his name and invited him to come for-
ward for his slice of melon. A duly embarrassed Sadı md became a disciple, for
the shaykh’s “spiritual power [ahwa ml] radiated over me.” Overcome by a
totally new feeling, Sadı md continues, “So many were the benefits I received
that it is not possible to write them all down. I decided to recall and write
about a small sample of the spiritual states [ahwaml] . . . that it might serve as
a memento for the friends, and as a consolation for his disciples . . . as well
as a memento for readers and observers.”26

Sadı md ad-Dı mn then unfolds his second motive for writing. The fundamental
problem, as he sees it, is that too many people have historically denied the
miracles of Muhammad as well as those of God’s other Friends, and he
believes his duty is to refute the naysayers. Impressive as are the deeds of
Shaykh Ahmad, they pale by comparison to Muhammad’s works. Never -
theless, that God has given Ahmad such wondrous gifts during the “latter
days” of “upheavals and tribulations we are experiencing” only proves the
“prophethood and mission” of Muhammad. Sadı md enumerates “another kind
of good work” of Shaykh Ahmad: one hundred eighty thousand people have
repented and seven thousand non-Muslims have converted. And, he adds,
“all of these show just one sort of the good deeds” Ahmad worked. Here the
author provides an important clue to his personal conviction. Those who are
not unmindful will know, those who are not blind will see, and those who
are sincere will rejoice in his account of Ahmad. However, those not disposed
to accept the evidence of Shaykh Ahmad’s extension of the Prophet’s mis-
sion will only persevere in their “ignorance, denial, and stupidity.”27 In short,
even in a work virtually composed of the marvelous, the author makes clear
that things are never only what they appear to be. One’s perception of mar-
vels presupposes openness in faith, and Sadı md ad-Dı mn’s avowed skepticism
had clearly not been sufficient to undermine his receptive predisposition.
Sadı md ad-Dı mn’s reflections on his authorial intent find parallels in other hagio-
graphical works.

Before turning to evidence of the explicit intentions of some major
hagiographers, let us look at a rare and striking comment that bears on the
interpretation of the lives of God’s Friends. Few documents address the mat-
ter as forthrightly as the twelfth-/eighteenth-century Javanese Book of
Cabolek, much of which discusses whether and how Friends of God ought
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to disclose the fundamental aspects of intimacy with their Lord. A king asks
his brother-in-law how a mystic, who aspires to follow in the steps of ear-
lier Javanese martyrs, dares to speak about a “secret knowledge,” interpret-
ing a famous traditional Javanese poem almost as if he were a Buddhist!
Brother-in-law Bapang replies that according to the “knowledge of ultimate
reality,” divulging these things is not wrong, for one must understand them
metaphorically rather than view them as points of basic doctrine. He explains
that many of God’s Friends have adopted a metaphorical interpretation of
union with the divine, thereby revealing knowledge that cannot be divulged
directly. In the end, the king spares the life of Mutamakin, the one who had
sought martyrdom.28

Authorial Intent

Many of the authors of hagiographical works offer important clues in their
introductory remarks about their intentions and hopes for their literary
labors.29 Tha<labı m wrote one of the most important versions of tales of the
prophets. In his chapter on creation, he includes a list of five “insights” or
“wisdoms” in store for his reader.30 He bases his comments on the convic-
tion that God related stories of the prophets to Muhammad so that he could
pass on these same insights. First, the accounts prove that Muhammad, unlet-
tered as he was, received an authentic revelation. Second, they encourage
believers to emulate the heroic behavior of the prophets (who functioned as
models for Muhammad as well) even as they warn against the conduct of
unbelievers. Third, they explain that God clearly preferred Muhammad and
his people over earlier peoples who endured much greater suffering. Fourth,
they provide essential instruction and guidance about history and religion.
Finally, the accounts keep alive the memory of the prophets and Friends of
God, “so that those who do well in keeping the saints’ memories alive thereby
assure themselves a speedy reward in this world, in order that the saints’
good renown and legacy may remain forever.” This focus on memory is so,
Tha<labı m notes, because “human beings are stories,” in that the mere men-
tion of one who has died brings that individual back to life.31 An eighth-/
fourteenth-century Turkish reworking of the life of the Prophet by Mustafa m
Darı mr goes a step further in assessing the value of Friends and heroes. He
notes that these saintly individuals “would not only teach their readers grat-
itude, patience and the praise of God, but would in themselves be a form of
prayer.”32

As in Sadı md ad-Dı mn’s work on Shaykh Ahmad, authors of lives of indi-
vidual Friends have often made observations about the benefits of encoun-
tering “their” Friend in their narratives. Abum ‘l-Hasan ad-Daylamı m wrote a
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biohagiography of his teacher, Ibn Khafı mf of Shiraz. His portrayal empha-
sizes the shaykh’s asceticism as an exemplary way of discovering personal
peace by renouncing this world. But above all, the author emphasizes the
absolute trust in God that undergirds Ibn Khafı mf’s Herculean self-discipline.33

One of Ibn Khafı mf’s most celebrated students, Abum Ishamq al-Kamzarumnı m, is also
the subject of an important full-scale account. His biographer emphasizes the
shaykh’s active role in defending the faith as chaplain to soldiers at war with
Byzantium in the later fourth/tenth and early fifth/eleventh centuries, as
well as his foundation of a major Sufi community.34

Abum Sa<ı md ibn Abi ‘l-Khayr, a contemporary of Kamzarumnı m, likewise fea-
tures in an important biohagiographical narrative (mentioned above) writ-
ten by a great-grandson. Ibn-i Munawwar notes that he was moved to write
the work by the conviction that Friends of God extend prophetic presence in
the world. As a link in the chain of sanctity that connects humankind to the
Creator, Abum Sa<ı md’s life story is a reminder of the sacred context and ulti-
mate goal of life in this world. Friends convinced Ibn-i Munawwar of the
need for a written account of the shaykh’s life, given aging disciples’ dwin-
dling memory of his teachings. Here the author reflects on the reality of
spiritual entropy and the need to reinvigorate the spirit of religious striving:
“religious science is no longer available to everyone, and pious actions are
as rare as the philosopher’s stone. Yet, in no less wise do the words of that
outstanding man of religion, unique in his age, give delight to the ears of the
true believers and provide pleasure for the hearts and souls of those who
aspire to follow the mystic path.”35

Many hagiographers report that their keen sense of the Friend’s sustain-
ing presence has encouraged them to write. In his collective hagiography
about the earliest members of the Mawlawı mya order, Afla mkı m comments
tellingly on his motives for completing his work. He reports that his patron,
Chalabı m Amı mr <AMrif (Rummı m’s grandson), on his deathbed charged him with
continuing his hagiographical project, “collecting the feats (manamqib) of our
forefathers and ancestors and writing them down until you complete this.”
He must “not neglect it, so that in the presence of [Rummı m] your face will
beam with honest pride, and the Friends of God will be content with you.”36

One of the most elaborate statements of purpose in a major hagiograph-
ical work is that in <Attamr’s Remembrances of the Friends of God. Before
enumerating his specific intentions, <Atta mr makes a series of revealing
methodological observations. His purpose is to defend his decision to avoid
“commentary” (sharh) on the anecdotes about, and sayings of, the Friends.
First, he says, had he sought to explain the material in greater detail, his
book would have been impossibly long. Second, detailed study and analysis
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(some scholars have called such study “hagiology”) are available in other
kinds of works. Third, he makes a particularly instructive comment about
his concern for accuracy in handing on the stories. He notes that, on the one
hand, he has purposely omitted the traditional chains of transmitters that
earlier hagiographers retained in their works, because he believes that the
stories can stand on their own. On the other hand, he insists that he has been
particularly careful in introducing any amplification or abridgment. Fourth,
<Attamr does not want readers to confuse his comments with the sayings of
the Friends, though he occasionally saw a need to make an observation to
discourage the untrammeled imagination of those not prepared to under-
stand these stories. Finally, he would have included prophets as well as
Muhammad’s Companions and family, but such a project would have
required another large volume.

<Attamr includes an intriguing variety of motives, some unabashedly  self-
interested, some alluding to the inherent qualities of the material, and some
describing the sense of service that impels his efforts. The author is not shy in
admitting that he hopes his book will make his name and reputation survive
his own death. He prays that God’s Friends will respond to his efforts by send-
ing blessings and intercession his way, both in this life and in the next. He hopes
also that the power of the teachings of the great Friends will rub off on him
and transform him into their likeness.

<Attamr also comments on the material at his disposal. Citing Muhammad’s
observation that talking about holy persons brings down mercy, <Atta mr
expresses the desire to share in the bounty as he “spreads a table” of such
rich fare. Following Junayd, he observes that the words of the Friends are
among the divine forces with which God strengthens seekers. Those words
are in fact so potent that they stiffen the resolve of those incapable of living
them out fully. Even for the average person unable to plumb the immense
depths of a Friend’s teaching and example, stories of saintly lives are the
stuff of salutary contemplation. Because the original sources of the most
important early teachings exist only in Arabic, a language inaccessible to
many Muslims, he is motivated to translate them into Persian. However, he
insists that even passing contact with these teachings can bring about changes
in people unaware of their deeper meanings—just as one who knows no
Arabic can benefit from hearing the Qur,amn recited.

<Attamr then ticks off several more motives that stem from his interpreta-
tion of the age in which he lives and the needs of his contemporaries. Because
he himself has found the banquet so satisfying, he wants to invite others to
share it with him. In his youth, he loved the teachings of the Friends of God,
but as he has grown older, he has seen charlatans and hypocrites steal so much
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saintly thunder that he believes he must restore the tradition’s pristine
authenticity. In the absence of the great Friends, people need to reflect daily
on their words and deeds, and his narratives offer contemplative substance.
<Attamr’s accounts have the power to encourage believers in their struggles
and revive their trust in divine mercy. Like Ibn-i Munawwar, <Attamr believes
that a postprophetic world was dark indeed and desperately in need of illu-
minating exemplars. He concludes that his readers can scarcely hope to find
a more helpful spiritual support than his book, for it offers them access to
the wellsprings of the Friends’ teachings and actions.37

Parables, Teaching Tools, and the Role of Typification

Hagiographers often tell stories with a fairly clear pedagogical intent. Many
accounts seek to communicate a parabolic message, a “moral,” and thus to
transcend culture, geography, and chronology. Even Friends about whom a
fair amount of concrete, specific information is available can function as
“types.” The storyteller may exercise a certain narrative license when the
need presents itself. As so many authors have suggested in prefatory remarks,
the significance of God’s Friends far exceeds the sum of their words and deeds.
Even so, because accounts of saintly actions and aphorisms enshrine the
memory of a community’s experience of a Friend, one cannot simply dis-
miss reports of the Friend’s words and deeds as literary contrivances.
Interpretation is thus a complex balancing act for scholars.

Vincent Cornell, a specialist in North African hagiography, suggests that
analyses of hagiographies need to emphasize typification rather than trope,
because the former “deals with experience more than rhetoric and conveys
a similar sense of the ‘sedimentation of meaning’ without the negative con-
notation of fiction or falsehood.” In other words, one needs to take seriously
the sayings and works attributed to a Friend by understanding them as part
of a larger pattern. Cornell describes eight principal Moroccan “types,” each
representing one of the many ways in which Muslim communities have
experienced and remembered their Friends. Each type in his interpretation
is defined by a specific dimension of authority. The samlih, or model of “eth-
ical authority,” is the quintessential Moroccan type, followed by the qudwa,
or “exemplary authority” after the Prophetic model. A third type is the “peg”
or watad, who exemplifies “juridical authority” through extensive knowl-
edge of the legal disciplines. Fourth is the murambit (one housed in a ribamt, or
closely bound to a shaykh), a rural saint whose “social authority” flowed
from local relationships rather than specialized knowledge. Cornell lists 
the shaykh, the fifth type, as an embodiment of “doctrinal authority,” as
exemplified by Abu m Madyan. Symbolizing “generative authority” is the
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ghawth, or pivotal Friend most noted for “assistance” to his communities.
“Religiopolitical authority” such as that of Ibn Mashı msh, is best represented
by the imam type, though some imams were also prominent murambit types.
Finally, at the center and summit of the saintly hierarchy, the “pole,” or qutb,
represents “inclusive authority.”38

Another model for understanding how traditional sources characterize
Friends and other exemplary religious figures looks at the use of titles and
other descriptors. Frederick Denny points out that certain titles and quali-
ties or states (especially in North African/Berber and Arab contexts) are
“earned,” whereas others are “bestowed or attributed.” Earned titles include
shaykh (as a general honorific), walı m(in the Qur,amnic sense of patron or pro-
tégé), ghamzı m (warrior), and shahı md (martyr). Titles bestowed or attributed by
popular acclaim, or inherited, include shaykh (now referring to the leader of
a Sufi order, for example) and walı m (now with the more specific meaning of
Friend of God). Key terms denoting earned qualities or states include samlih
(pure, righteous), zamhid (renunciant), and samlik (one who journeys to God);
terms denoting roughly parallel bestowed or attributed states include <isma
(divinely granted spiritual perfection), fitra (a condition of innate sinless-
ness that removes the need for effortful renunciation), and majdhumb (one
who is drawn to God without the individual effort required of the samlik).39

Such typologies can help us decipher the underlying meaning of hagio-
graphical accounts. Typification is a particularly helpful concept for under-
standing the evident stereotyping in anecdotes about Friends’ activities or
suffering. The clearly formulaic similarity of reports about figures who are
distant in time and space does not seek to rob Friends of their individuality.
For example, shared descriptions of specific Friends as predominantly
“renunciant” types emphasizes one style or pattern of spiritual development
among the many possibilities. Major hagiographers are able to express
diverse spiritual and theological concerns by emphasizing different kinds of
saintly qualities, depending on the purpose of the work at hand. For exam-
ple, Sha<ramnı m’s “greater” Generations emphasizes the lives of Friends who
were larger than life and beyond the reach of ordinary people—admirable,
but hardly imitable. In his “lesser” hagiography, however, Sha<ramnı m focuses
on the ethical aspects of some Friends, depicting them as models of the kind
of uprightness, renunciation, and piety to which less theologically sophisti-
cated folk might aspire.40

Recycling Narrative Forms

One of the many pleasures of working with Islam’s hagiographical tradi-
tions is encountering retellings of a repertoire of basic story types in varied
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contexts. Anecdotal narratives form the heart of Islamic hagiography, and
some appreciation of the ways in which anecdotes function is essential to
understanding the larger hagiographic intent of a work. Anecdotes may have
become important as a subgroup of parables, with some elements of the fable
occasionally in evidence. Much of their power derives from their simplicity
and ability to appeal to a broad spectrum of people. Many anecdotes
enshrined in Islamic hagiographical sources have enjoyed very long lives
and have become the bases of standard story types, such as those we saw in
part 1 (such as nativity and infancy, conversion, miracle, and death narra-
tives), which we can further distinguish according to their specific thematic
content. A full appreciation of hagiographical narratives calls for under-
standing their embrace of well-developed types.44

Some story types migrate, with minor variations, from one source to
another or even recur within the same source. In many instances, a single
author “recycles” a basic plot in the stories of a single Friend of God. The table
above offers examples of both dynamics. In the left column is Persian author
<Attamr’s version of a story of Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr, and on the right is Hujwı mrı m’s
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<Attamr on Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr41 <Attamr on Dhum ‘n-Numn42 Hujwı mrı mon Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr43

Mamlik embarks on a ship.
The crew asks him for
the fare, but he does not
have it. The crew
members beat him up
and prepare to throw
him overboard.
Suddenly all the fish in
the water put up their
heads, each one holding
two golden dinars in its
mouth. Mamlik pays the
crew with the
miraculous windfall, and
the men fall at his feet.
<Atta mr explains that this
story shows how the
Friend acquired the
name “Mamlik (Possessor)
of the Dı mnamr.” The Friend
then walks on the water
and vanishes.

Dhum ’n-Numn embarks on
a riverboat. A merchant
onboard announces that
he has lost a jewel, and
the passengers
unanimously accuse Dhum
‘n-Numn of stealing the
gem. At once, a thousand
fish pop out of the water
holding jewels in their
mouths. Dhum ‘n-Numn
takes one of the jewels
and gives it to the
merchant, whereupon
the passengers fall at the
Friend’s feet. <Atta mr
explains that this story
reveals the origin and
meaning of the name
Dhum ‘n-Numn, “Master of
the Fish.”

Traveling by ship, Ma mlik is
accused of stealing a jewel.
He begins to pray, and
suddenly all the fish
around the ship surface,
holding jewels in their
mouths. He takes one of
the jewels, gives it to his
shipmates, and then walks
on water all the way to
the shore.



much-earlier and simpler Persian version of a similar anecdote. In the middle
column, <Attamr’s anecdote uses a variant of the story type about Dhum ‘n-Numn.
Interestingly, <Attamr’uses the anecdotes etiologically, to explain the origins and
meanings of proper names by punning on them.45

Identifying similar story patterns in this manner is helpful in several ways.
First, it provides concrete examples of the way in which written accounts of
Friends spread. Second, it suggests that, even when sources appear to repeat
stories from earlier sources or merely to insert a different Friend’s name into
a “stock” tale, minor changes allow a later author to adapt the account for his
specific purposes. Finally, the formulaic use of stories and story forms shows
how hagiographical sources teach through typification without reducing all
Friends to cardboard cutouts.46

discerning the larger functions of the stories

A literary heritage of the scope and complexity I discuss here does not lend
itself to a few sweeping generalizations. One can, however, suggest broad func-
tional themes that illuminate the importance of this patrimony to the greater
Islamic faith tradition. In this section, I build on earlier discussions of author’s
intentions and Friends’ functions by describing two larger ways in which the
tales have functioned within Islamicate societies: by preserving community
traditions and by offering polemics in service of proselytization.47

Preserving the Tales and Traditions of Islamic Life

Beyond authorial intention, the question of a literary work’s sitz im leben
is critical to understanding how it preserves Islamic traditions. As one scholar
notes, the main question is, What kind of a Friend of God does the interested
public want to see portrayed in his life story? The answer lies in the orga-
nizational and institutional context in which the Friend lived.48

Two opposing historical/temporal dynamics can inject subjectivity into
or distort hagiographical accounts. One is the tendency, evidenced in Sha<ram-
nı m’s Greater Generations, to describe early saintly figures in restrained, sober
terms, while portraying Friends who lived closer to the author’s time in more
fulsome, precise language. The opposite dynamic is the tendency of hagiog-
raphers to add titles and functions to an earlier Friend whom previous sources
generally described in more restrictive terms, while treating more contem-
porary figures more critically and even skeptically. For example, ancient
sources regarded Nawawı m largely as a major Traditionist and a devout asce-
tic who carried on the tradition of the earliest ancestors in faith. Later, Subkı m
classified Nawawı m as an important Sufi, whereas Suyumtı m and Sakhamwı m went
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a step further and called him the greatest of God’s Friends. In addition, the
latter two authors in effect competed with each other, with Sakhamwı m (who
wrote two years later) piling on additional titles and evidence of miracles.49

Proselytizing and Polemics

Many Friends of God have been credited with inspiring or actively imple-
menting efforts leading to the Islamization of various communities.
Indonesian traditions identify the Wali Songo, for example, as major “mis-
sionaries” to the central islands of the vast Southeast Asian archipelago.
Another interesting regional context is the much-contested South Asian land
of Kashmir. Successful proselytization was, as Devin DeWeese argues, “a
tremendous source of prestige and influence both within the established
Muslim community and among the newly converted groups themselves.
Whether or not Sufi Shaykhs were primarily responsible for much of the
conversion to Islam in this period [Central Asia, late eighth/fourteenth–early
ninth/fifteenth centuries]—and they probably were—they and their fol-
lowers clearly sought to highlight their role in the spread and solidification
of Islam.” Because many hagiographical accounts describe conversion as a
communitywide event, the accounts tend to claim the Friend of God as more
than just a missionary: he is the spiritual ancestor of a whole Muslim com-
munity. Kubramwı m shaykh Sayyid <Alı m Hamadamnı m is the subject of a signifi-
cant tradition that identifies him as the founder of Kashmı mrı m Islam—even
though the earliest major hagiographical account of this Friend does not men-
tion any involvement in Kashmir. One narrative attributes Sayyid <Alı m’s suc-
cess in making converts to his founding a khamnaqamh.Another tells of a dream
in which Muhammad commissions the shaykh to convert a Kashmiri pop-
ulace as yet totally ignorant of Islam. In a third version, Kashmir’s ruler
dreams that the sun will rise in the south. His interpreter tells him that a
stranger will make all of his subjects Muslims, and three days later Sayyid
<Alı m arrives.50

epilogue: historicity, imagination, and humor

Given the wide variety of expressed intentions and methodological concerns
in hagiographical accounts, how should we interpret them? Certainly, these
hagiographical testimonies rarely, if ever, say explicitly that the most impor-
tant aspect of the lives of God’s Friends is their historicity. They are not
primarily interested in nailing down events and using them as “proof-
texts” for a religious argument. Former American poet laureate Billy Collins’s
“Introduction to Poetry” offers some apposite reflections. The poet says that
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he encourages his students to engage the literature imaginatively: think of a
poem as a color slide to be held up to the light, a hive to be held to the ear, a
maze through which a mouse makes its way, a dark room in which the reader
must grope about for the light switch, a lake on which to water-ski while wav-
ing to the author’s name on the shore. Too often, he laments, the reader’s
immediate response is to strap the poem down and “torture a confession out
of it” in hopes of discovering its “real meaning.”51 Hagiographical narratives
likewise deserve to be liberated from the tyranny of bland facticity.

Despite the initial impression of credulousness one might take away from
a casual reading of many hagiographical accounts, concern for historicity is
surely not the foremost issue in interpreting this vast treasury of resources.
Perhaps most people who have read these stories and spun related yarns
across the world and over the centuries have found a matter-of-fact quality
in the tales. But knowing whether the events actually happened has gener-
ally been far less important than the tales’ ability to create a sense of con-
nection with the larger community of believers, entertain and edify, and allow
the listening and reading public to identify immediately with the characters.
The products of hagiographical imagination, in its many Islamic forms and
tonalities, are a treasury of sage wit that recommends not taking oneself too
seriously.

What stands out above all is the authors’ emphasis on the power of the
stories to inspire and edify readers and listeners. If the narratives are also
entertaining, well and good. But uppermost in the authors’ minds is the
transformative potential of their often-arresting accounts of extraordinary
people. Renewing social values, uplifting drooping spirits, prodding the con-
science of those who have lapsed into spiritual torpor, calling the powerful
to account, restoring perspective by reminding readers of the larger picture—
such are the overriding purposes of hagiographers, if one takes their claims
at face value. Face value, however, yields only half the story. For the rest, one
has to read between the lines, taking into account the author’s subtle (and
not-so-subtle) grinding of religious, cultural, and social axes.52
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figure 28. Jonah (Yumnus) emerges from the whale, exemplifying God’s
miraculous power on behalf of a prophet. Nı mshampumrı m, Qisas al-anbiyam,, 984/1577,
Spencer Collection, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden
Foundations; Psnypl_spn_574, Persian MS 11: 114a.
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Beneath the shelter of hagiography’s engaging narrative simplicity, a host
of complex questions have taken refuge. Welcome to the subtext of hagiol-
ogy. As early as the second/eighth century, Muslim thinkers began to dis-
cuss potential misunderstandings about the relationships between prophets
and Friends of God. Do Friends enjoy the same spiritual prerogatives as
prophets? If so, might Friends seem to usurp prophetic power and author-
ity? Are prophets and Friends equally aware of their exalted spiritual sta-
tus? Does either group enjoy the assurance of entry into paradise? Are the
two groups equally susceptible to the ordinary failings of pride and sinful-
ness? Do prophets and Friends enjoy equal access to preternatural powers?

This chapter draws on three types of traditional sources to explore some
of these questions: treatises by major theorists, relevant chapters in influ-
ential Sufi manuals of spirituality, and works with a specifically theological
perspective. From the third/ninth century through the seventh/thirteenth
century and beyond, among the more seminal theorists who produced trea-
tises on the theory of sainthood were Tirmidhı m, Ibn <Arabı m, and Azı mz-i Nasafı m.
During the fourth/tenth and fifth/eleventh centuries in particular, a num-
ber of influential Sufi authors published important “handbooks” of spiritu-
ality. As we saw in chapter 10, some of the manual writers incorporated
compact hagiographical anthologies into their expansive works. Among those
who also included theoretical sections were Kalambamdhı m, Sarramj, Qushayrı m, and
Hujwı mrı m. Finally, beginning around the late third/ninth century, theological
treatises also sometimes paid specific attention to issues related to Friends
of God. Bamqillamnı m offers a good example of a major theological theorist, in
that he provided a centrist interpretation of the Ash<arı m school that was a
crucial contributor to Sunnı mthought. Distinctively Shı m< ı mtheological notions
of miraculous power conclude our consideration of miracles and marvels. I
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begin with overall theories of sainthood (sometimes in relation to prophet-
hood) and move then into more specific thematic issues, including miracles,
dreams and visions, visitation, intercession, and impeccability/infallibility.1

theories of sainthood

The most common Arabic term for “saint” or Friend of God is walı m (plural
awliyam,), a noun derived from a verbal root that denotes proximity or close
relationship. This term can suggest associations of either one peer to another
or superior to subordinate. In the latter sense, walı m can mean patron or pro-
tector, and the cognate nouns wilamya and its alternate form, walamya, can sug-
gest a position of authority or guardianship. The latter occurs twice in the
Qur,amn (8:72, 18:44), referring in both instances to divine protection. In some
scriptural contexts, the term walı m(found over a hundred times, along with its
plural) is best rendered as “heir” or “benefactor.”

These technical terms appear in various contexts in the Qur,amn and hadith,
but not until the later part of the ninth century did Muslim thinkers begin
to hammer out a coherent theory of “sainthood” as a parallel to the phe-
nomenon of “prophethood.” The process by which individual Muslims have
been elevated to the status of Friend is very different than the conferral of
sainthood in, say, the Roman Catholic tradition. Muslim awliyam, have some-
times achieved their status while still alive, whereas Catholic holy persons
are not officially proclaimed saints until after death, sometimes after a very
long interval. In the Islamic tradition, acknowledgment of extraordinary
sanctity is almost entirely a result of popular acclaim. Roman Catholic tra-
dition has evolved an elaborate institutional procedure that involves official
advancement of an individual’s cause through stages (venerable, blessed,
worthy of full sainthood), during which church officials closely scrutinize
evidence for specific signs and qualities.2 Various early authors described the
desired qualities of “Friends of God.” In the fourth/tenth century, Abum <Abd
Allamh as-Samlimı m indicated that Friends are known by “their elegant expres-
sion, excellent conduct, docility, generosity, non-belligerent attitude, will-
ingness to accept the disclaimers of any who offer them, as well as kindness
toward all creation whether of good or ill disposition.”3 Let us now look at
some of the more technical and theoretical approaches to the subject.

Al-Hakı mm at-Tirmidhı m, who hailed from a city just north of the border of
present-day Afghanistan in Uzbekistan, penned the first extant major the-
oretical work on Friends of God. Unlike the various hagiographical genres I
discuss in this book, Tirmidhı m’s Life of the Friends of God (Sı mrat al-awliyam,,
also Khatm al-walamya, The Seal of Sainthood) is long on analysis and short
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on narrative. Its purpose is not to edify or entertain but to situate the phe-
nomenon of the spiritually exemplary person within the larger framework
of traditional Islamic doctrine. Tirmidhı m’s work therefore represents early
systematic thinking about the cosmological and metaphysical questions that
drive a theology of sainthood. He was not the only important early figure
to talk about sainthood in a generally systematic fashion, nor even the first.
Hasan al-Basrı m, Bamyazı md, Sahl at-Tustarı m, and Junayd were at the forefront
in showing more detailed interest in the subject, but Tirmidhı m’s work deserves
specific attention here.

Tirmidhı m’s work clearly demonstrates that a full systematic analysis of
sainthood was developing very early in Islamic history. Nearly a century before
the first Sufi handbooks appeared, Tirmidhı m elaborated a sophisticated, well-
integrated theory of the relationships between sainthood and prophethood.
Central themes in his work include the nature of God’s communication with
his Friends, the possibility of intercession, and the various ranks or levels
among God’s Friends. He begins by exploring the differences in prophets’ and
Friends’ access to divine truth. Prophets receive revelation (wahy) in the pres-
ence of a spirit (rumh) whose task is to signal the terminus of the communica-
tion of God’s word (kalamm) and secure the recipient’s assent. Saints receive an
inspiration (ilhamm) of supernatural speech (hadı mth) accompanied by an intense
experience of a confirming divine presence (sakı mna). In addition, a group of
lower-ranking saints commune with God intimately but are not privy to the
divine speech and the certainty it brings. Their intimate conversation, exalted
though it may be, nevertheless leaves them prey to questions about the source
of the message. Lacking certainty, these lesser Friends are unable to deliver an
authoritative message to their public. People who refuse to accept the Prophetic
message are to be considered unbelievers, whereas those who dismiss saintly
communications merely miss out on the benefits of the Friend’s blessing and
spiritual authority. All saints share with prophets the qualities of inspiration,
clairvoyance (firamsa), and authenticity.

Tirmidhı mdeveloped one of the most complete schemes of the cosmic hier-
archy of God’s 360 Friends, associating varying numbers of them with the
“hearts” of major prophets (Adam, Moses, Noah, Abraham) and angels
(Gabriel, Michael, Isramfı ml). The cosmic hierarchy effectively institutionalizes
the notion of intercession, for the Friends are so organized primarily to serve
their fellow human beings. Tirmidhı m locates at the pinnacle of the hierarchy a
figure called the “seal” (khatm) of sainthood, clearly establishing an analogy
to Muhammad’s office as the seal of prophethood. Just as Muhammad brought
an end to the line of prophetic messengers, the eschatological seal of sainthood
will appear to signal the culmination of human history. The notion that the
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seal shares most intimately in the prerogatives of prophethood makes
Tirmidhı m’s theory doctrinally problematical, for one might see the need for
the seal as an element that dilutes the uniqueness and finality of Prophetic
revelation.

Tirmidhı m distinguishes other levels among Friends on the basis of their
relationships with God. Here he understands the term Friend in a very broad
sense. The highest of all Friends are intimate with God directly and are utterly
steadfast in their spiritual paths. The vast majority relate to God by recog-
nizing what is “due to” God and tend to vacillate in self-discipline and moti-
vation. In this latter category, the lowest are those just beginning the path to
Friendship with God as a result of their faith. Above them are those who add
good works to faith but whose motives remain largely this-worldly. Some
advance beyond delighting in their outward deeds, whereas others manage to
transcend most worldly concerns but are nevertheless held back because they
are still in love with seeking intimacy with God. In short, only those who are
completely free of ego-centered motivation and oriented perfectly to spiri-
tual freedom can attain the higher reaches of Friendship with God.4

Ibn <Arabı m’s theory of Friendship with God is arguably the most intricate
and broadly influential, and perhaps also the most controversial. His system-
atic treatment turns above all on his interpretation of the complex relation-
ship between prophets and Friends of God. Friends are “heirs of the prophets”
in that the two groups share infused knowledge, the ability to bring about
change in the physical world through spiritual force alone, and sensory access
to the realm of imaginative images. Ibn <Arabı m argues that Friends of God at
least equal prophets in number (124,000), though a given prophet might pass
along his spiritual patrimony to more than one Friend (thus resulting in a
greater number of Friends than prophets). He characterizes some of the major
Friends of God as heirs of specific prophets. Ibn <Arabı m regarded himself, for
example, as a disciple of Jesus from early on in his own life.

Ibn <Arabı mregarded the cosmic structure of prophethood as the model for
that of sainthood. Just as four “pillars” or “pegs” form the hierarchy of
Friends of God, four of the prophets function as pillars/pegs (awtamd): Idrı ms,
Jesus, Elijah (Ilyams), and Khidr. Paralleling the seven “substitutes” (abdaml)
among the Friends, Ibn <Arabı midentified Abraham, Moses, Aaron, Idrı ms (some
figures do double duty in his schema), Joseph, Jesus, and Adam as the
prophets who were instrumental in maintaining the seven climes of the
 cosmos. Ibn <Arabı m expanded on Tirmidhı m’s view that a seal of sainthood
would appear to parallel the seal of prophethood; he identified Jesus as the
“seal of universal sainthood” and Muhammad as the “seal of Muhammadan
sainthood.” He even claimed the title of “seal of God’s Friends” for himself.
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He then further expanded the notion by introducing the concept of a “seal
of children,” the last human being to be born.

Ibn <Arabı margued that prophets enjoy a higher level of communion with
God than Friends do and that prophets ascend spiritually as a direct effect of
divine light, rather than via a reflection of that light. He suggested that
Friends enjoy a “station of proximity” to God that stands just below prophet-
hood but above the station of authenticity (siddı mqı mya).5

Finally, Azı mz-i Nasafı moffers some important insights on the nature and func-
tions of God’s Friends and on their relationship to prophets. He says that
Friends of God are superior to prophets in their possession of knowledge
(though he also acknowledges that prophets are among God’s Friends). He sug-
gests a hierarchy in which persons endowed with fundamental knowledge are
believers (or philosophers), those gifted with a higher level of knowledge are
prophets, and those with the greatest knowledge are Friends of God. Like other
theorists, Nasafı m takes his cue from traditions that attribute a higher level of
knowledge to Khidr than to Moses. Prophets’ knowledge equips them to warn
humankind of impending disaster, whereas Friends are able to guide God’s peo-
ple because they comprehend the deeper meanings of all things.

However, Nasafı m explains that prophethood is superior to Friendship with
God precisely to the degree that prophets share their knowledge of outward
realities; Friends, in contrast, keep their inward knowledge to themselves. And
because no human being can know everything and thus enjoy perfect
Friendship with God, one must acknowledge circumstances in which a Friend
of God takes second place to a prophet. Nasafı m thus strikes a theoretical bal-
ance in a matter of some controversy. Friends need to accept the lead of prophets
lest the Revealed Law become subject to dangerous misinterpretation; but
prophets need to accept the leadership of Friends in extending the prophetic
mission into the postprophetic age. This last point is intimately related to
Nasafı m’s concept of the Perfect Person (al-insamn al-kammil), with which he
explains the perdurability of paradigmatic intimacy with God after the formal
end of divine revelation with Muhammad. Like other theorists before him
(especially Rumzbihamn Baqlı m), Nasafı massociates specific groups in the hierarchy
of Friends with particular prophets. For example, he links the three hundred
akhyamr with Adam, the forty abdaml with Moses, and the seven abramr with Jesus.6

friendship with god in the sufi manuals

One of the more surprising aspects of the treatment of God’s Friends in the
great compendia of spirituality is that none of these works discuss in detail
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Tirmidhı m’s seminal concept of the seal of sainthood (khatm al-walamya). In
fact, though they postdate Tirmidhı m’s work by well over half a century, the
manuals do not mention the notion at all. Even Hujwı mrı m’s discussion of the
views of the “Hakı mmı mya” (by which he means the “followers of Hakı mm [at-
Tirmidhı m])” is silent about the concept. A plausible explanation is that the
manual writers were attempting to defend Sufism’s teachings from the
charge of heresy or innovation. They may have regarded as theologically
dangerous Tirmidhı m’s claim that a “seal” capped the hierarchy of Friends of
God just as Muhammad was the seal of prophethood, for it appeared to place
sainthood in an adversarial relationship with prophethood. On virtually
every other major aspect of the theory of sainthood, however, the handbooks
have much to say.

In one of the earliest Sufi handbooks, Kalambamdhı m notes two varieties of
friendship with God. One arises from the absence of enmity with God and
is the potential state of all believers. Alternatively, and more rarely, God’s
direct choice of an individual can safeguard the chosen one from becoming
conceited about this preferential treatment. Kalambamdhı mnotes a divergence of
opinion about whether Friends of God can be aware of their true spiritual
status. Some people argue in the negative, for such knowledge would confer
on a human being an undue sense of security, thus undermining his or her
status as a servant of God. An authentic godservant must live in the tension
between hope and fear. However, one can make a strong argument to the con-
trary, recognizing that the status of Friendship with God is itself a marvel of
grace, so a human being could certainly be gratefully cognizant of this
extraordinary blessing. Although Kalambamdhı mdoes not attribute the latter posi-
tion to any particular authorities, he observes that those who hold it are “the
greatest and most important,” inferring that he himself is so persuaded. Such
knowledge, he argues, is the surest defense against personal arrogance.7

One of Kalambamdhı m’s contemporaries, Abum Nasr as-Sarramj, also devoted sig-
nificant attention to the topic of sainthood, with a chapter on the relation-
ship between Friends and prophets. He refutes the view that sainthood
represents a higher level of spiritual development than prophethood, point-
ing out that the source of such errant speculation is inappropriate exegesis
of the Qur,amnic account of the enigmatic relationship between Moses and
Khidr (in sura 18). One must take care not to misinterpret the scripture’s
references to the divine origin of Khidr’s knowledge. Though Khidr’s knowl-
edge might appear to be superior to that of Moses, one must remember that
a saint’s prerogatives always reflect the higher status of the principal prophet
of the age. Sarramj identifies Khidr as a Friend of God, rather than as a prophet
as some traditions do. He insists that but for the illumination of Moses, Khidr
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would have had no light to reflect. Friends of God enjoy only ad hoc divine
knowledge, whereas prophets continually receive divine inspiration. Though
Khidr may appear to be leading Moses in the Qur,amnic story, the two men’s
essential roles are actually the reverse.8

In a chapter on the views of followers of Hakı mm at-Tirmidhı m, Hujwı mrı m
adds his own interpretation to a summary of Tirmidhı m’s thought on the sub-
ject of sainthood. The author asserts that walamya is fundamental to Sufism,
though various teachers have advanced diverse theories. He describes the
range of meanings of walamya (supernatural abilities that belong to God, love
or friendship) and wilamya (temporal authority) in Qur,amn and hadith. Hujwı mrı m
then discusses the predominant understandings of the term walı m(Friend) and
its plural, awliyam,. He emphasizes the role of the Friends of God in the divine
dispensation, defining Friends as an essential link in the continuity of God’s
providence. Friends are the heirs of the prophets and God’s representatives,
and through their spiritual blessing (baraka), they are instrumental in ensur-
ing the happiness and success of the faithful. Numbering the Friends at four
thousand, Hujwı mrı m points out that the majority of them are not aware of
their status or that of their fellow Friends, and he says that their identity is
unknown to ordinary folk.

Then Hujwı mrı m breaks down the cosmic “administrative” hierarchy of the
Friends into its various already-traditional subcategories: three hundred
akhyamr, forty abdaml, seven abramr, four awtamd, three nuqabam,, and one at the
top of the hierarchy known as the qutb or ghawth. These higher-ranking
Friends enjoy privileged awareness of their status and of the identity of the
others at the apex of the hierarchical structure. Hujwı mrı m then discusses the
disputed question of whether a walı m who is aware of saintly status is sus-
ceptible to arrogance, and he concludes that the status itself presupposes pro-
tection from that pitfall. Thus, he takes exception to the view of the Mu<tazilı m
systematic theologians that no such distinction can exist among human
beings, for all enjoy the same God-given attributes and faculties, and that
saintly marvels are not possible for they contravene reason. The Mu<tazilı m
argument suggests to Hujwı mrı mthat if marvels are indeed inherent in the state
of walamya, then every believer would be granted them because every believer
is a Friend of God by virtue of his or her faith. Hujwı mrı m rejects any such
democratization of the power of marvels.

At this juncture, Hujwı mrı m addresses the various ways in which several
early Sufi shaykhs explain the meanings of walamya. His central concerns are
the degree of awareness of one’s saintly status and the question of whether
saints experience fear and hope differently than other human beings.9 A
larger theological question to which Hujwı mrı m devotes attention is whether
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prophets are superior to Friends. On this matter, he insists, spiritual author-
ities are in general agreement. He points out that all prophets are Friends of
God, but the converse is not the case. Prophethood’s spiritual status begins
at the upper limit of saintly spiritual perfection and attainment and moves
upward from there. Whereas prophets remain forever impervious to the
machinations of their ego-souls, saints experience only sporadic protection.

Hujwı mrı mthen dispenses with the errant views of the “anthropomorphists”
on the nature of sainthood. Their opinions are riddled with theologically
unacceptable claims about reincarnation and the superiority of saints over
prophets. Hujwı mrı m counters that, though contemplative vision (mushamhada)
is the ceiling for God’s Friends, it is merely the floor for his prophets. Prophets
are prophets throughout their lives, but Friends of God (he implies) must
move toward the culmination of their spiritual state. As a result, when
Bamyazı md presumed to liken his spiritual progress to the prophet Muhammad’s
Ascension, he was positing, at best, a rather loose analogy: Muhammad’s
experience presupposed a paradoxical coexistence of annihilation and sur-
vival, whereas the Friend of God knows the two moments more distinctly.
Whereas prophets’ bodies take on a spiritual quality, those of Friends remain
subject to earthly tendencies. Though Prophets come into God’s presence in
body and soul, Friends approach in spirit alone.

Finally, Hujwı mrı mpoints out that both prophets and Friends are superior to
angels. He refutes the Mu<tazilı m view, arguing that grace, not angelic spiri-
tual subtlety and obedience, renders one being superior to another. After all,
Satan possessed angelic properties. Angels can possess knowledge of God on
a par with that of prophets, but this capability does not imply higher rank.
And because human beings who avoid sins must do so only at the price of
overcoming deficits to which angels are not prey, a pure human being must
therefore have attained a spiritual level greater than that of the angels, who
have fewer problems to overcome.10

Qushayrı m, a contemporary of Hujwı mrı m, believed that a true Friend of God
is unlikely to regress into a less lofty spiritual estate later in life and that
such a person is shielded from backsliding by the ever-present fear of self-
deception. Friends of God are not protected from sinfulness, however, as
prophets are. According to Qushayrı m, essential characteristics of saints in their
ordinary mode of living include sincerity in devotion and religious duties,
affinity to all of creation, patience and acceptance of other people along with
prayer on their behalf, a desire to guide people away from vengefulness, sim-
ple respect for others and their belongings, and the grace to hold others in
high regard and speak only good of them.11
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themes in theory: major theological issues

Questions about the nature of sainthood and its complex relationships to
prophethood constitute only the first and largest category of theoretical
issues that Muslim authors have raised. A wide range of questions about the
behavior and special qualities of God’s Friends, as well as their unique gifts
and responsibilities, have drawn the attention of Muslim theorists. Among
the most prominent themes are miracles and marvels; clairvoyance, visions,
and dreams; intercession, impeccability, and inerrancy; and the visitation of
tombs.

Miracles and Marvels

Questions about miracles and marvels are among the more colorful and
intriguing topics taken up by Muslim authors. Many of these authors have
explored those extraordinary, “custom-shattering” acts commonly called
miracles. Writers have nearly always maintained an important distinction
between the “evidentiary miracles” bestowed on prophets (see Fig. 28) and
the “marvels” or “wonders” granted to Friends of God (see Fig. 29). Saintly
marvels have been the subject of considerable discussion and polemic over
many centuries.12 Here I will summarize the views of major early Sufi man-
ual writers who took up the topic, as well as the views of Bamqillamnı m, an influ-
ential Ash<arite theologian, and early Shı m<ı mdiscussions of miracles by imams. 

Sarramj dedicates a whole six-chapter section to the large topic of super-
natural phenomena. On the basis of a comment by Sahl at-Tustarı m, he divides
these occurrences into three types: signs (amyamt) that are God’s prerogative
alone, prophetic or evidentiary miracles (mu<jiza mt), and saintly marvels
(karammamt). Sarramj’s illustrative anecdotes emphasize the necessity of faith in
God’s power and seem to take for granted that what truthful people claim
happened actually “happened.” However, he also clearly seeks to underscore
the spiritual dimension in both performer and observer. He takes on sys-
tematic theologians who object to the concept of saintly marvels on the
grounds that such acts imply competition with the prophets. He then details
three large differences between prophetic and saintly wonders. First,
prophetic miracles aim to persuade the public, whereas saintly marvels ought,
ideally, to remain hidden. Second, whereas evidentiary miracles aim to refute
the views of nonbelievers, marvels granted to God’s Friends seek to help the
saints refine their own beliefs. And finally, though the multiplication of
supernatural deeds uplifts prophets and advances their causes, it only
increases the need for Friends to take care not to be deceived.
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figure 29. Muhyı m ad-Dı mn ibn <Arabı m (d. 638/1240) pours hot coals into a
philosopher’s lap to show that God can deprive the coals of their burning
properties. The image offers an example of a Friend’s karamma (marvel or wonder).
Ja mmı m, Nafaha mt al-uns (Ottoman, 1003/1595), ©The Trustees of the Chester Beatty
Library, Dublin, T474:306b.
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Seeking to ground saintly marvels in ancient sacred tradition, Sarramj refers
(as later manual writers would also do) to marvels bestowed on nonprophets
like Mary, the Christian monk Jurayj, and the unnamed people in the Hadith
of the Cave (stories told in chapter 4). He regales his reader with illustra-
tions from the lives of important Companions of Muhammad, as well as sto-
ries of a dozen early devotees long considered founding figures of Sufism.
He argues that every authentic supernatural phenomenon reflects well on
Muhammad but acknowledges that the topic is a matter of considerable
debate. Sarramj then lays out a wide spectrum of views on the nature of saintly
marvels. Views range from the cautious opinion that the greatest marvel is
inner conversion and that outward display is fraught with danger to descrip-
tions that clearly celebrate spectacle and perhaps even shock value. Characters
who exemplify the former attitude include Ishamq ibn Ahmad, Abu Hafs, and
other Friends who went out of their way not to exercise the powers bestowed
on them. Others, like Numrı mand Bamyazı md, had no qualms about pulling out all
the stops.

In his last two chapters on the subject, Sarramj returns to the two issues
with which he began his discussion. First, he examines a variety of cases in
which Friends speak openly of their marvelous perquisites. Here he includes
nearly a dozen accounts of wonders that were observable to those in the
Friend’s immediate company. He reports that the spiritual states God con-
fers on his Friends are the genuine marvels, even if the general public too
seldom recognizes that fact. Sarramj supports this position with anecdotes that
typically feature subtle changes of which few people other than the Friend
would be aware.13

In another early Sufi manual, Kalambamdhı m offers important clues to how
theories of saintly marvels evolved. Many of his concerns echo those of
Sarramj, but he organizes his material differently. He begins with assorted
examples that demonstrate broad agreement about the existence of saintly
marvels, as distinct from prophetic miracles. Kalambamdhı madmits that some peo-
ple consider talk of such marvels an unseemly, perhaps even heretical, incur-
sion on the prerogatives of prophets. But he insists that such concerns are
unfounded, because prophets are distinguished from other persons by qual-
ities far more important than the performance of miracles. Above all, the
gift of revelation, whether accompanied by evidentiary miracles or not, is
the mark of a prophetic calling. Miracles granted to prophets thus function
only to distinguish those whose message is true from charlatans. Kalambamdhı m
distinguishes saints from pretenders to prophethood: Friends of God merely
call people to accept the message of true prophets and in no way seek to
usurp the prophetic office.
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Kalambamdhı m makes a further distinction between Friends on whom God
bestows miraculous powers and enemies of the deity who are allowed to
believe that they have extraordinary capabilities. God causes such individu-
als to be hoist with the petard of their own arrogance and self-delusion, for
they imagine that their apparent gift is a result of their own effort and inher-
ent power. Genuine Friends of God, in contrast, respond to manifestations
of God’s power in them with increased humility, surrender, and  self-
discipline, qualities that in turn render them still more apt conduits for the
display of divine signs. Kalambamdhı m adds two important distinctions between
prophets and Friends. First, saints do not know explicitly the origins of their
marvelous deeds, whereas prophets are keenly aware of the divine source of
evidentiary miracles. Second, as a result of the first difference, Friends are
susceptible to a certain lust for power when they find they can bring about
marvels, but God shields prophets from such temptations.

Delving deeper into specific differences between prophetic miracles and
saintly marvels, Kala mbamdhı m offers several other important distinctions.
Prophetic miracles either bring something out of nothing or alter a thing’s
inherent nature. Saintly marvels, in contrast, may be a response to the saint’s
supplication, bring about the perfection of the saint’s spiritual state, or result
in the exceptional provision of food or other means of survival. When God
allows an inauthentic claimant to spiritual authority (such as a prophetic pre-
tender) to manifest a miracle, the action will never be such as would cause
religious doubt in those who observe it.14 Kalambamdhı m sums up the matter of
saintly marvels with a cautionary observation: “The signs of sainthood do
not merely consist of external decoration and the manifestation of the
extraordinary: its true signs are inwardly, and are the experiences which God
puts into the secret heart, experiences which are only known to God and to
those who enjoy them.”15

Several generations after Kalambamdhı m, Qushayrı m likewise dedicated a sub-
stantial chapter of his compendium to saintly marvels. He bases his analy-
sis on the principle that, because by definition God controls all of creation,
anything God chooses to effect in creation is possible. Furthermore, because
saintly marvels betoken authenticity in the individual through whom they
are manifest, no such event can occur through a spiritually inauthentic per-
son. Marvels therefore distinguish the genuine from the counterfeit and
must constitute some kind of rupture in the natural order to attest to the
apparent agent’s authenticity. He discusses in some detail the general under-
standing of differences between prophetic miracles and saintly marvels, and
the views he expresses are on the whole consistent with those of Kala mbamdhı m.
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Qushayrı m, however, marshals more anecdotal evidence and opinions of
authorities in support of this view.

Qushayrı memphasizes that the prophets are commissioned precisely to dis-
play their miracles, whereas Friends of God are bidden to hide their marvels
and to regard them as potential tests and, therefore, nothing to be terribly
impressed with. Though Friends often receive marvels in response to a request,
the gifts sometimes happen by surprise. Qushayrı m believes that a Friend of
God might indeed be aware that he or she is a saint. Such knowledge varies
from one individual to another, however, and is itself a type of marvel. Every
prophet must of necessity manifest miraculous deeds, but a Friend of God need
not manifest a marvel to be of saintly rank.

Qushayrı m prefaces his lengthy array of anecdotes about saintly marvels
with references to a series of hadiths, largely to establish that even
Muhammad and his Companions did not hesitate to accept such phenom-
ena. The stories tell variously of a huge boulder miraculously shifting to
reveal a means of escape for a group trapped in a cave by a landslide; talking
animals and inanimate objects; control over wild beasts; and mysterious
modes of communication over impossible distances. Against that legitimat-
ing backdrop, Qushayri narrates, in no obviously systematic order, dozens
of reports of every conceivable species of marvel. His point, of course, is that
saintly marvels are not a newfangled claim but part of a larger dispensation
of divine intervention. He ends his collection of anecdotes by observing only
that such stories are beyond counting and that he has already recounted more
than enough of them.16

Hujwı mrı m offers one of the more theologically sophisticated analyses of
marvels and miracles in the Sufi manuals. He prefaces his discussion with
the proviso that only individuals whose lives are consonant with Revealed
Law are capable of performing “supernatural” acts and that such deeds tes-
tify to the individual’s authenticity. He notes that Sunnı mMuslims generally
place greater emphasis on the miracles of prophets than on saintly marvels
but argues that the latter differ from the former only in the status of the
individual performing them. In this connection, so long as Friends of God do
not associate the performance of marvels with pretensions to prophethood,
their supernatural deeds raise no difficulties. Hujwı mrı m makes clear that vari-
ation in spiritual status is not inherently linked to the performance of such
deeds. Thus, just as one prophet may be superior to another even if both per-
form evidentiary miracles, so Friends are inferior to prophets even though
saints also perform supernatural acts. In both cases, however, supernatural
deeds testify to the authenticity of the individual through whom God works.
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Moreover, the principal theological function of saintly marvels is to rein-
force people‘s faith in the veracity of their prophet. In other words, because
Friends’ marvels are meant to underscore God’s revelation through
Muhammad, they in no way trespass on prophetic turf.

Hujwı mrı mthen turns his attention to specific differences between prophetic
miracles and saintly marvels. The former are worked for the benefit of other
people, whereas the latter are the Friend’s own business. Here Hujwı mrı mechoes
a standard opinion, though he seems to neglect the fairly obvious altruistic
element in many saintly marvels. Prophets know that a particular deed is an
evidentiary miracle, but Friends can never be sure when a given marvel is in
reality a sham meant to deceive or test people’s credulousness. Again Hujwı mrı m
emphasizes that the authentic saintly marvel reinforces the prophetic mir-
acle and is never in competition with it. When God allows a saintly marvel
to be widely known, this action is a sign of the Friend’s particularly lofty sta-
tus. But if a saint is merely showing off, the apparently marvelous deed is
vitiated and is inherently inauthentic.

A miracle or marvel that believers clearly perceive to be genuine under-
girds the prophet’s (or Friend’s) authenticity. Conversely, when believers see
through the extraordinary deeds of a charlatan, such as Pharaoh or Nimrod,
the counterfeit works only spotlight the impostor’s lack of credibility.
Hujwı mrı m explains that believers can tell the difference by discerning contra-
dictions to the creed in the claims of a con artist. Both Pharaoh and Nimrod
claimed to be divine, thereby instantly sabotaging any hope of exerting
authority among true Muslims. However, Pharaoh and Nimrod both con-
tended with prophets, and distinguishing a fake from a Friend is not easy
when both individuals manifest apparently supernatural deeds. Saintly mar-
vels do not inherently provide divine “proofs” as do evidentiary prophetic
miracles. Herein lies Hujwı mrı m’s subtlest theological distinction. In this
instance, he says, reason, not faith, allows people to distinguish genuine saints
from pretenders to sainthood.

Bamyazı md al-Bistammı m, Dhum ‘n-Numn, Ibn Khafı mf, Hallamj, and Yahyam ibn Mu<amdh
ar-Ramzı m share Hujwı mrı m’s next concern: a Friend can perform a marvel only
while mystically intoxicated, whereas a prophet performs miracles only in
a state of spiritual sobriety. Intoxication insures that the Friend is entirely
under divine control. Consequently, in some circumstances, a saint may have
no option in the manifestation of marvels, and Friends of God may not always
be pleased by the way God works through them. In this context, Hujwı mrı m
implicitly links the state in which marvels can occur and the state in which
a mystic expresses an ecstatic utterance. He also acknowledges the contrary
view of more theologically cautious Sufi authorities (such as Junayd and
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Tirmidhı m) that marvels can occur only in the state of sobriety, because Friends
are sent to help humankind deal with the relatively mundane matters of
everyday life.17

Before concluding his treatment with a lengthy series of examples,
Hujwı mrı m promises to build a case for the theological soundness of both mir-
acles and marvels on the basis of scripture and tradition (Qur,amn and hadith).
He observes that both sources recount numerous stories of miracles and that
in more than one instance, miraculous results continued to bless a prophet’s
people even in the absence of the prophet. He argues that the notion that
God’s people can enjoy the benefit of saintly marvels long after prophets have
come and gone makes perfect sense: distance in time poses no greater diffi-
culty than distance in space, and countless miracles have occurred many miles
from the one performing them. Even in the Qur,amn, Hujwı mrı m notes, one can
find evidence of saintly marvels, as when the prophet Solomon’s minister
AMsaf (himself not a prophet) caused the Queen of Sheba’s throne to be trans-
ported instantly over a vast distance (27:40). In addition, though Mary the
mother of Jesus was not a prophet, the prophet Zakarı mya discovered repeat-
edly that God had wondrously provided her with fruits out of season (3:37).
Mary also received the marvel of dates from a barren tree (19:25). Finally,
he alludes to the marvel in which a dog spoke to the People of the Cave
(known to Christians as the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus), who slept for hun-
dreds of years (18:18).18

Systematic theologians have also expressed considerable interest in mir-
acles and marvels. One influential theological treatise on miraculous occur-
rences is Bamqillamnı m’s Elucidation of the Difference between Prophetic Miracles
and Saintly Marvels, Trickery, Divination, Magic, and Spells. He first
addresses the question of prophetic or “apologetic” miracles (mu<jiza mt),
explaining that such occurrences have to do with things over which human
beings have no power. Bamqillamnı m believes that such evidentiary miracles are
necessary proofs of a prophet’s claim to have been sent by God. In addition
to the fact that only God has power over these actions, miracles must meet
three criteria: they must contravene the ordinary or “customary,” be effected
only by prophets, and involve a challenge to the prophet’s adversaries to bring
about a similar breach of custom.

Bamqillamnı mdescribes saintly marvels or “charisms” (karammamt) as events over
which only God has power but which do not serve to establish the veracity
of a prophet’s claim to divine mandate. They may, however, be similar to
prophetic miracles in other respects. Still, not all the amazing feats performed
by Friends of God are technically miraculous, because Satan and other ene-
mies of God can perform many attention-getting deeds. Extraordinary and
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spectacular occurrences can be the result of magic and sorcery, and one must
be careful to distinguish the latter from authentic saintly marvels. The author
notes that even Muhammad was bewitched on two occasions, but God is the
one who allows individuals to fall under such a spell. Skillful tricksters can
even appear to give life to the dead, and under some circumstances, God
enables a charlatan to appear to have extraordinary powers. God also makes
sure that such people cannot work even their usual conjuring or sleight of
hand when such tricks would appear to contradict a prophet’s claim to divine
legitimacy. In such circumstances, God might, for example, cause an impos-
tor to “forget” how to wield his magic or sorcery.

For Bamqillamnı m, one critical question remains. Apart from the fact that a
prophetic miracle is an explicit response to a challenge from unbelievers, what
is the effective or discernible difference between an amazing feat performed
by a prophet and one performed by a Friend of God? Hagiographic sources
rarely make an overt distinction, and even Bamqillamnı m sees no obvious distin-
guishing feature. The difference is subtle and depends on what the action sug-
gests about the performer’s relationship to the divine source of power. In the
prophet’s case, the amazing feat is part of a mission from God, whereas in the
case of the Friend, it underscores the individual’s privileged relationship to
God. Saints are incapable of performing marvels merely on a whim; they are
instruments of divine choice, with God determining how and when he will
make baraka available to humankind through them.19

Shı m<ı m thinkers who wrote on the wondrous powers available to the imams
offer a final important, but seldom acknowledged, perspective on miracles. As
I have suggested throughout this volume, imams have an essential place in the
unbroken line of exemplars of devotion. Sources describe unusual powers
granted to the imams in direct relationship to their levels of knowledge. They
enjoy preferential awareness of both seen and unseen worlds as well as of hid-
den meanings of divine revelation in all its manifestations. They can commu-
nicate with every kind of creature, including inanimate nature. Their
miraculous powers include the prophets’ ability to wield the ultimate divine
name and communicate spiritually with Muhammad. They can restore life to
the dead, heal all ailments, and be transported great distances instantly. They
can also see and hear the subtlest physical and spiritual signals.

Shı m<ı msources generally do not use the term karamma to describe the extraor-
dinary deeds of the imams, preferring “amazing things” (a<amjı mb) and “power”
(qudra), for example. According to a seminal work by Saffamr al-Qummı m, Insight
into the Spiritual Ranks, the imams can pass along certain extraordinary pow-
ers to their followers. Such abilities might include healing or clairvoyance. But
some signature abilities inherited directly from the prophets are restricted to
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the imams. These powers generally derive from esoteric knowledge of the ulti-
mate divine name, which consists of seventy-three letters. Various prophets
had fragmentary knowledge of the name and thus could perform only certain
kinds of miracles. Adam, for example, knew twenty-five of the letters; Noah,
fifteen; Abraham, eight; Moses, four; and Jesus, two. Muhammad, however,
knew all but the one known only to God. Specific items once owned by prophets
also symbolize the special powers of imams in postprophetic times: the cloak
of Adam, the cloak of Joseph that had earlier been Abraham’s, the staff of Moses
along with the Ark of the Covenant and the Tablets of the Law, the seal ring
of Solomon, and Muhammad’s wondrous sword, Dhum ‘l-Faqamr. Shı m<ı m sources,
like some Sunnı m theological texts, also warn against the potentially serious
evil of “natural magic.”20

Miracles and marvels are perhaps the largest category of extraordinary
powers wielded by prophets and Friends of God.21 But they are by no means
the only important type of remarkable gift, as the following sections indicate.

Clairvoyance, Visions, and Dreams

Even the most theologically cautious sources express few reservations about
the phenomenon of clairvoyant insight. Anecdotes about Muhammad and
his Companions in the hadith celebrate clairvoyance as an important gift.
Qushayrı m digs deeper and includes a chapter on fira msa that begins with a
Qur,amnic reference to the ability to “read the signs” in all things, and we
may take his views as broadly representative. Clairvoyant insight overtakes
the heart unexpectedly with unquestionable authority, illumined by God’s
light. From the numerous examples that Qushayrı m provides, one can con-
clude that firamsa encompasses a range of sixth-sense intimations, from know-
ing the occupation of a total stranger to discerning people’s closely guarded
thoughts and becoming aware of events transpiring at a great distance. In a
number of stories, it is akin to extrasensory perception. Qushayrı m cautions
against attempting to develop clairvoyance as a skill; simple openness, allied
with sincere faith, is the key.22 Ghazamlı m identifies the phenomenon that
Qushayrı m calls firamsa as contemplative vision (mushamhada) and associates
the power especially with the unique knowledge of Khidr.23

Such relative unanimity is not evident in authors’ views on matters such
as visions and dreams; the concepts of intercession, impeccability, and
inerrancy; and the practice of visiting graves. Sarramj defines “the vision of
hearts” as the heart‘s “gazing upon that which exists in the unseen realm
through the lights of certitude in the context of the spiritual realities of the
faith.” He cites a saying of <Alı mthat the heart sees God in the truths of belief.24

He sets out to correct the mistaken view of some mystics of Syria that their
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spiritual vision of God in this life is analogous to the ocular vision of God
granted to inhabitants of heaven. He tells the story of a group of Iraqi mys-
tics who allowed Satan to dupe them into thinking they were seeing God on
the throne, when in reality the figure was only the devil disguised with light.
He cautions against too readily believing that God is ever visible to the living,
noting that Muhammad’s visionary experience (53:11) is a solitary exception.25

Kalambamdhı m also addresses the topic of visionary experience, affirming the
standard theological/creedal position that believers will enjoy sight of God in
paradise. To demonstrate that such vision is rationally arguable, he glosses a
variety of Qur,amnic texts and a hadith on the subject. He explicitly refutes the
metaphorical interpretation characteristic of the Mu<tazilı m theologians, with-
out identifying them by name. In the present world, however, only the eyes
of faith can “see” God. Even the prophet Moses, celebrated as one who spoke
with God, was not granted his request to see the Revealer. Apropos of this
topic, Kalambamdhı mbriefly takes up the somewhat-disputed question of whether
Muhammad saw God during his Ascension. A number of major Sufis, includ-
ing Junayd, Numrı m, and Kharramz, take their cue from a saying of the Prophet’s
wife <AM,isha and deny any such vision. Others, however, allow that Muhammad
had the distinction of seeing God in heaven even as Moses’s unique grace was
to converse with God. A middle position is that the Prophet saw God with the
eye of his heart. In the final analysis, Kalambamdhı mopts for the view that no one
sees God in this world and no creature has seen God this side of death.26

By the fifth/eleventh century, theologians such as Bamqillamnı m were incor-
porating discussions of the “ocular vision of God” in their systematic works.
“Standard” creedal statements had long since included references to this
celestial experience as an article of faith. Reason, the Ash<arı m thinkers argue,
corroborates the revealed truth that believing Muslims will be rewarded with
the vision of God after death. According to Bamqillamnı m, the questions raised by
Muhammad‘s experience of seeing God before his death (during his
Ascension) were the triggers for discussion of whether human beings can
see God in this life. Some early Muslims, including Muhammad’s wife
<AM,isha, believed the Prophet saw God “with his heart,” but Bamqillamnı m con-
curred with the opinion of others that Muhammad saw God with his bodily
eyes. Muhammad’s experience proves that earthly ocular vision is possible,
but Moses’s experience proves that the last prophet’s privilege was an excep-
tion to the rule. Moses asked God pointedly to let him see his Lord (7:143),
but God denied his request. The Creator demonstrated his rationale when
he reduced a mountain to dust by allowing it to see him. Bamqillamnı m cites a
variety of Qur,amnic texts (10:27, 75:22–23, 83:15) and several hadiths as proof
that believers will see God hereafter. He also refutes in considerable detail
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the arguments of theological adversaries who hold that seeing God with one’s
bodily eyes reduces God to the level of creatures.27

As early as the hadith, Islamic tradition has acknowledged dreams as a
mode of access to higher realities, even regarding them as “a share in
prophecy.”28 Dreams thus function in the lives of countless ordinary people
as a kind of extension of revelation, albeit on a minor scale, beyond the ces-
sation of prophethood. Sufi authors and hagiographers have further devel-
oped this fundamental understanding, as evidenced by the ubiquitous use of
dream anecdotes.

Qushayrı m’s Treatise devotes a whole chapter to the subject of dreams. He
begins by glossing several sayings of Muhammad, the first of which is itself
a gloss on a Qur,amnic text (10:64) that refers to “good news in the life of this
world and in the next.” Muhammad reportedly interpreted the verse as a
reference to positive dreams. Another hadith explains that such “positive”
experiences are visionary dreams, as opposed to the confusing dreams gen-
erated by Satan. In a third tradition, Muhammad assures believers that any
dream of him is authentic, for the devil cannot appear in the guise of the
Prophet. Qushayrı m then describes dreams as either notions that enter the
heart or spiritual states that occur to the imagination when one’s sleep is not
too deep to foreclose such awareness. He further analyzes dream-related
experiences, clearly associating dreams with a variety of intrapsychic phe-
nomena. First, he describes several types of sleep, beginning with the least
desirable forms (unconscious and habitual, “death’s little brother”). Such
sleep is inimical to people engaged in the greater jihamd and is the opposite of
knowledge, on the one hand, but paradoxically a bane for Satan, on the other,
for it prevents people from going out to sin actively.

Nevertheless, Qushayri notes, the right kind of sleep does have two advan-
tages over the waking state. First, in dreams individuals can encounter
Muhammad and his Companions and other deceased ancestors in faith; sec-
ond, sleep allows access to certain aspects of truth that are unavailable while
a person is awake.29

Intercession, Impeccability, and Inerrancy

One theologically important question is whether any human has the power
to intercede for others in need, either during this life or at judgment after
death. The extraordinary pastoral theologian Abum Hammid al-Ghazamlı m offers a
characteristically insightful perspective on various facets of intercession
(shafam<a, advocacy). He cites two sayings of Muhammad that seem to guar-
antee the Prophet’s intercession for everyone who visits his grave in Medina
(see the frontispiece). Ghazamlı mobserves further that even individuals who end
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up in hell as a result of deliberately evil deeds might benefit from the inter-
cession of both prophets and Friends of God. In addition, Ghazamlı m suggests
that even lesser persons might attain sufficient intimacy with God to inter-
cede for their own friends and family members. He explains that individuals
might achieve this level of spiritual development by treating all people as
God’s own, ever aware that even an apparently insignificant individual might
in fact be one of God’s “hidden” Friends. One can thus rise to the ability to
intercede for another merely by extending the smallest acts of kindness to a
stranger, thereby meriting God’s good pleasure. Uppermost in Ghazamlı m’s mind,
however, is the primacy of Muhammad and the prophets as potential inter-
cessors. Prophets enjoy the prerogative of intercession because of their inti-
mate relationship to God as well as their fellowship with the people to whom
God sends them. Friends of God, by implication, likewise enjoy intercessory
capabilities by reason of an analogous intimacy.30

Mainstream systematic theologians, such as Bamqillamnı m, generally affirm
that Muhammad can exercise the prerogative of speaking on behalf of seri-
ous sinners before the throne of God. Bamqillamnı mdispenses with the objections
of the Mu<tazilı m, who believed that the Prophet might intercede only in the
case of nonsinners, people who have sinned in only minor ways, or people
who have fully repented. These qualifications are ridiculous and unneces-
sary, he adds, for they imply that people need to implore God not to act
unjustly. Bamqillamnı m argues, of course, from Qur,amn and hadith, and he dis-
misses contrary texts as spurious documents or misinterpretations. He even
argues that Muhammad’s references to interceding for “my community”
might include apostates, and he cites a hadith in which Muhammad engages
his Companion Abum Dharr. Abum Dharr asks whether a professed Muslim
will enter heaven even after fornication and theft. The Prophet responds in
the affirmative, adding that even murder and alcoholic intoxication—and
Abum Dharr’s turning up his nose—will be no barriers.31

As we have seen, hagiographic accounts occasionally cast Friends indi-
rectly in the role of intercessors. One obvious example is the work of the
beloved legal scholar and Friend Shamfi<ı m. Theorists on sainthood are, how-
ever, much more reticent to express specific views on the subject than one
might expect. Their relative silence on the topic may well arise from an abun-
dance of caution about arguably the most theologically sensitive of all Friend-
related questions. Intercession, after all, implies the kind of mediation
between God and his creatures that could (critics argue) lead to idolatry.
Other “personal” qualities attributed to some Friends (especially to the Shı m<ı m
imams) also pose theological problems, though not necessarily to the same
degree that intercession does.
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Impeccability and inerrancy, or infallibility (as suggested by the Arabic
term <isma) are first of all qualities ascribed to prophets, but many authors
attribute them to the Shı m<ı m imams as well. Twelver Shı m<ı m sources as early as
the fourth/tenth century emphasize the need for imams to enjoy the “kindly
grace” (lutf) of divine protection from error, imperfection, and obstinate dis-
obedience to God, because the imam functions as “proof” (hujja) of God’s
presence in human affairs. These elevated qualities are part of God’s design
to attract people to seek the presence of the imams and those close to them.
People are far less inclined to follow a prophet or divine representative who
is clearly capable of serious sin or untruthfulness. Shı m<ı m thought in general
takes the notion of prophetic impeccability further than do theologians like
Bamqillamnı m. He and some other Sunnı m thinkers held that prophets were capa-
ble of even serious sin but were not subject to the sins of unbelief or untruth-
fulness.32 The Shı m<ı m notion of the moral invulnerability and superiority of
the imam naturally has had enormous political implications throughout his-
tory because it sets the stage for claims of the imam’s divine authority, supe-
rior to that of a merely human caliph.

Chapter 5 alludes to several aspects of human frailty in the stories of Friends
of God. Some theorists, however, extend a modified form of the privileged sta-
tus of impeccability and infallibility to Friends of God as well as to prophets
and imams. Hujwı mrı m notes that “reform-minded” Sufis (Sahl at-Tustarı m, Abum
Sulaymamn ad-Damramnı m and Hamdumn Qassamr, for example) believe that a Friend
can lose his exalted prerogatives as a result of major sin. But he disagrees, rea-
soning that because even major sin does not nullify faith, it could hardly nul-
lify a condition that ranks above faith. Hujwı mrı mpoints out that though prophets
are gifted with sinlessness (ma<summ), Friends are guarded or kept safe (mah-
fumz), enjoying a lesser category of divine protection.33

Visitation of Tombs

Intimately related to the theme of intercession is the practice of visiting
graves, especially those of prophets and Friends. Chapter 7 discusses some
of the performative aspects of visitation, and earlier chapters recount scenes
of visitation in the tales of individual Friends. Ghazamlı m offers a more theo-
retically based recommendation of the visitation of burial places, in his major
work of pastoral and mystical theology, The Revitalization of the Religious
Disciplines. He argues that the practice evokes beneficial reflection on the
finitude of human life but can also be a source of spiritual blessing. Indeed,
Muhammad’s responses to questions about visiting his grave, sometimes
delivered in dreams, prompt Ghazamlı mto recommend the practice. In Ghazamlı m’s
many supporting sayings and anecdotes, he emphasizes the reciprocal nature
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of the visitor’s communication with the deceased: when the visitor greets
the dead person, his or her greeting is invariably returned. He adds, “The
purpose of the visitation of graves is that the visitor should be admonished,
and that the one visited should receive benefit from his prayers. The visitor
should not neglect to pray for himself and for the one deceased, or to derive
a lesson. This latter may only come about through picturing the deceased in
one’s heart, and the way in which the members have been scattered abroad,
and how he shall be raised up from his grave, and that one shall be joining
him before long.”34

Two centuries later, however, Ibn Taymı mya took a different tack on the sub-
ject. Like Ghazamlı m, he cites Muhammad’s prohibition against burying the dead
in houses or holding festivities at his grave, as well as the Prophet’s appar-
ent approval of visitation to the graves of ordinary folk (even unbelievers),
to make one mindful of death. Creating a festival atmosphere at a grave is
excessive and goes far beyond simple, quiet visitation. Embarking on jour-
neys for the express purpose of visitation to either graves or mosques, how-
ever, is another matter. Ibn Taymı mya cites various opinions against the
practice in general, noting that Muhammad allowed exceptions only at his
own grave. Ibn Taymı mya says that praying at graves can create the erroneous
belief that God’s power and grace are somehow more accessible there.
Offering prayer when passing a grave or wishing peace upon the deceased
in passing pose no problem. However, offering supplicatory prayer (du<am,)
at a grave site in the conviction that such supplications are more likely to be
answered there than elsewhere is a serious sin. Ibn Taymı mya then dismisses
as fabrications stories affirming that even some notable people have made a
regular practice of prayer at graves. Responding to other stories in which peo-
ple claim to have had salutary graveside dreams, he insists that the devil was
the one who came to them in their dreams.

In Ibn Taymı mya’s view, the fundamental problem is that many people
believe that prayer at a grave is more beneficial (to themselves as well as the
deceased) than prayer elsewhere. They are mistaken. Worse, the practice is
not only worthless but causes serious harm. It results in undue attention to
maintaining and decorating the burial site, which in turn attracts more peo-
ple to visit, and so on in an endless cycle of inappropriate practice. A similar
problem arises when one memorializes any place the prophet Muhammad or
any earlier prophet is believed to have stopped to pray, even momentarily.
Identifying such a site as a place for Muslims to congregate for prayer is a
fundamental error. He particularly condemns the construction of mashhads
(martyria, commemorative structures) over graves or maqamms (stations,
places connected with the presence of a prophet or revered person).35
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One of the delicious ironies is that today, many people continue to visit Ibn
Taymı mya’s grave in Damascus. Ibn Taymı mya was, indeed, a major theological
influence on the early modern Wahhambı mmovement, which has often been inac-
curately implicated in twenty-first-century American and European charac-
terizations of Islam as a largely violent tradition. He has thus occasionally
been tarred with the same brush as “radical jihadis,” and one could argue that
Ibn Taymı mya has gotten a bad rap for other reasons as well. But he was far too
great a contributor to the Islamic tradition to be dismissed through guilt by
specious association, and indeed, Muslims have many positive reasons to con-
tinue to revere this talented man. Among his dozens of learned and tightly
reasoned works is a short volume entitled The Distinction between Friends of
the Merciful and Friends of Satan (Al-Furqamn bayna awliyam, ar-rahmamn wa
awliyam, ash-shaytamn). As the title suggests, Ibn Taymı mya was not opposed in
principle to the notion that God singles out certain individuals for distinctive
gifts and roles in the divine dispensation, with Muhammad leading the list.
Indeed, the Qur,amn mentions awliyam, and wilamya, describes prophets as the pre-
eminent Friends of God, and names other servants of God who have excelled
in piety and nearness to God. 

Ibn Taymı mya zeroes in on hypocrisy in behavior and in tales of the accom-
plishments of famous people. Among the most corrosive effects of hypocrisy
are the fabrication of traditions in an effort to legitimate excessive claims about
ordinary human beings. Such claims, he warns, can only lead to shirk, the ado-
ration of beings other than God. Reverent fear of God is the hallmark of Friends
of God. They are not set apart from ordinary people by obvious differences,
and aggrandizement of Friends of God beyond the status of the prophets is a
grave error. Indeed, he suggests, the more an individual goes against the grain,
causing a scene with religiously risky behavior, the more obviously such a per-
son is among Satan’s friends. Above all, Friends of God model incessant
patience, repentance, and the quest for divine forgiveness. Genuine marvels,
such as those manifested through the Companions and Followers of
Muhammad, are possible only because these extraordinary individuals fol-
lowed in the footsteps of the last Prophet. Ibn Taymı mya makes clear that authen-
tic Friends of God are known by their faith and reverential fear, never by actions
arising from a desire for notoriety. One hopes that he can rest peacefully in
the knowledge that the fame of his resting place was not his choice.36
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(896/1490), 42, 145, 150, 167, 307n9
Ah>waml (“states” of spiritual develop-

ment), 129, 248
<AM,isha (daughter of Abum Bakr, 58/678),

133–34, 155, 276
<AM,isha bint Yumsuf al-Bam<umnı mya

(922/1516), 290n8
Ajmer (India), 186, 206, 208, 223,

307n9, 313n43
Akbar, Emperor (1014/1605), 152–53,

164, 206, 231
<Alam, ad-Dawla as-Simnamnı m

(736/1336), 45–46, 174, 290n7
Alexander the Great (Iskandar), 55,

311n8
Aleppo, 39
Algeria, 115
<Alı m ibn <Abd Allamh ibn Jammi< (fl. c.

597/1200), 85
<Alı m ibn Abı m T>amlib (40/661), 34, 36, 46,

105, 166, 240
<Alı m ibn Muh>ammad al-Muh>alabı m (fl.

c. 597/1200), 62
<Alı m Nadwı m (twentieth century), 219,

314n5
Amadou Bamba Mbacké (1346/1927),

founder of Murı mdı myam order, 171, 201;
Gabriel, 174; grandmother, 158;
infanthood, 29; life story, 220; mira-
cles, 224; mother, 157; Senegalese
Friend, 215, 222; “talking walls”
and, 223; Zamzam and, 201

AMmina (Mother of Muh>ammad, c. 576),
19, 25, 34

Amramm, 16
Anbiyam,. See Prophets
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Andalusia, 38, 61, 85, 98, 100–1, 148–
49, 201, 232. See also Maghrib

Angels: Abraham and, 131–32; angel of
death, 131, 133; Elijah and, 68, 130–
31; Friends and, 80–81, 84, 266; in
human form, 38; Husayn’s birth, 20,
35; interrogation by, 80; intervention
from, 120; Mary and, 18; Muham mad
and, 25; prayer, 136; Prophets and,
261; protection from, 16–17, 99, 189;
sanction, 174; visions, 68, 78–80, 161

Animals: angels in shape of, 35; com-
munion with God, 38; complaints of,
93; conversion, 321n50; friendly to
Friends, 16, 107, 110, 138, 175;
Friends’ kindness to, 111–12; Jesus
and, 93; reliance on God, 61; suste-
nance for Friends, 108; talking with,
3, 24, 33, 58, 271

Ans.amrı m, Khwamja <Abd Allamh
(481/1089), 6, 166, 242

Anthology (as literary genre), 4–6, 61,
155–56, 215, 242–43

“Anthropomorphist” schools, 266
Apologia (Shakwa ‘l-gharı mb), by <Ayn

al-Qud.amt al-Hamadhamnı m, 246
<Arafamt, 66, 86, 189, 192, 195
Architecture, 180, 221, 305n6, 306n7,

310n23
Ark, of Noah, 69–70, 93, 120, 189–90,

222
Ark of the Covenant, 199, 275
AMs.af ibn Barakhyam (Solomon’s minis-

ter), 273
Asceticism: aversion to scholarship,

154; conversion and, 51; devotion
and, 227; Friends and, 9, 53–64, 68,
226, 250; hagiography, 43; scholar-
ship and, 31. See also Zuhd

Ash<arı m, Abum ‘l-h>asan al- (324/935),
72, 219, 292n13, 294n44

Ash<arı m school, 259, 276
<A Mshumram (“Tenth [of Muh>arram]”),

15–16, 20, 25, 134, 205, 222
Assemblies of the Lovers (Majamlis al-

<Ushshamq) by (att.) Sultan H>usayn
Mı mrzam, 318n12

AMsiya, 24, 31, 33, 156
Assistance, 89, 158. See also Ghawth
<At .t .a mr, Farı md ad-Dı mn (617/1220): Abu m

Abd Alla mh ibn Jalla m,, 37; ascetic
dilemma, 125–6; conversion motif,
46; dreaming, 79; family, 127; fight-
ing, 147; Fud .ayl, 47; hagiography,
71; Hasan al-Basrı m, 46–7, 69;
Junayd, 37; Ma mlik ibn Dı mna mr, 51,
254–55; miracles and their mean-
ings, 97, 107, 111, 116; Ra mbi<a, 194–
95; Remembrances of the Friends
of God, 218, 241, 243, 250–52,
286n7, 311n13; Sufya mn ath-
Thawrı m, 21, 37; Tadhikrat al-
awliya m, text, xvii; teaching, 56;
women, 155, 159–60

Augustine (d. 430), 44–45
Authorial intent, 248–50
Autobiography, 6, 30, 41, 124, 246,

288n51
Awlamd at.-t.arı mqa (“children of the Sufi

Order”), 173
Awtamd, 9, 262, 265
Axis, 9, 40. See also Qut.b
A Myamt (“signs, of God only”), 83
<Aydarums, <Abd al-Qamdir ibn <Abd

Allamh al- (1038/1628), 30, 288n51
Ayyumbid dynasty (565/1171–

648/1250), 55, 203, 219, 244
AMzar (father of Abraham), 15
Azı mz-i Nasafı m (c. 680/1282), 259, 263,

322n6

Bambam Musamfir (1126/1714), 22
Bambam Rasuml revolt, 181
Badr, Battle of, 222
Baghdad (as story setting): animals,

138; Friends, 52, 57, 61, 67, 76, 168,
216; renunciation stories, 65; Rumi,
39; warriors, 148, 149; women of, 73;
writers, 45, 121, 202

Baham, ad-Dı mn Walad (d. 628/1231), 39,
175

Bah>ı mra, 34
Balkh, 48, 52, 127, 160
Bangladesh, 206, 215–16
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Bamqillamnı m (403/1013), 259, 273–74,
276, 278

Bas.ı mra (“knowledge of mysteries”), 91
Basra, 37, 86, 97, 195, 205
Battle of the Ditch, 75
Bamyazı md al-Bist .ammı m (261/875): appear-

ance in dreams, 80; “breaking one’s
lute,” 56–57; childhood, 27, 37;
without conversion, 44; Fatima and,
125; flower petals, 82; food and sex-
uality, 64; infanthood of, 21; Iranian,
216; mystical intoxication, 272;
visions, 78

Bektamshı mya, 154. See also Sufism
Benefits of Intimate Knowledge, The,

29
Bı mbı m Famt .ima Samm (after 640/124), 84
Bı mbı m Zulaykham (after 725/1325), 2
Bible, 17, 93
Bihar, 226, 307n7, 308n18
Bilaml the Abysinnian (c. 20/641), 204
Biographical anthology, as genre, 4–6
Biographical Dictionaries, 19–20
Birds, 15, 92–93, 110–11, 129, 140
Birthday celebrations, 201, 214, 217
Birth narratives. See Nativity narra-

tives
Bishr al-H>amrith al-H>amfı m (“the bare-

foot,” 227/841): appearance of in
dream, 81; conversion to ascetic life,
49; culmination of asceticism, 138;
pilgrimage, 194; sister as foil of, 158;
vision of Muh>ammad, 73

The Bond for the People of Reclusion
and Unveiling, by Simnamnı m, 46

Book of Cabolek, 168, 248, 305n4
Book of Kings (Shamhnamma), by

Firdawsı m, 238
Book of References to the Knowledge

of Visitation, by Ibn <Uthmamn, 178
Book of Storytellers and Professional

Raconteurs, by Ibn al-Jawzı m, 240
Bourguı mba, H>abı mb (1408/1987, former

president of Tunisia), 227, 231–32,
316n28

Brawijaya, 207, 231. See also Pandan
Arang

Buddha, 5, 48, 220, 315n18
Buddhism, 34, 226
Bugia, 115
Bukhara (present-day Uzbekistan),

167, 176
Bukhamrı m, Abum ‘l-h>asan ibn <Alı m ibn

H>amza (fl. c. 545/1150), 86, 100, 102
Bukhamrı m, Muhammad ibn Ismam<ı ml

(hadith scholar, 256/870), 73, 239
Bullhe Shamh, Mı mr (after 1181/1767),

233
Buq<a (“sacred place”), 170
Buramq, 189, 222
Burda, by al-Bus.ı mrı m, 77
Burhamn ad-Dı mn Muh>aqqiq (c.

639/1241), 140
Bus.ı mrı m, al- (695/1296), 77
Busram, 34
Byzantinium, 46–47, 111, 147–49, 151,

183

Cain, 15, 68, 120, 204
Cairo: home of Friends, 103, 106, 227,

244; miraculous travel to, 137;
shrines, 205; sites of visitation, 62,
82; tombs near, 139, 150, 201–3

Caliph, 4, 112, 134, 149, 219, 279
”Caller” (hamtif), 68, 83
Chain, 4, 69–70, 136, 171. See also

Isnamd
Chalabı m Amı mr <AMrif: anecdotes, 161;

clairvoyance, 39; conception and
birth, 21–22; death, 136; given gifts
of light, 28; hagiography, 98, 250;
tumor, 29

Chastity, 41. See also Sexuality
Children, 14–41, 55, 77, 125–27, 170,

221
Chilla khamna (“venue of forty-day

retreat”), 170
China (and Islam), 215–16, 225
Chishtı m(ya): Friends, 171, 186, 223,

245; hagiography, 61; order, 177,
206, 215; shah, 29; shaykh, 99

Choicest of Wonders (Khulas.amt al-
manamqib), by Badakhshı m, 245

Christianity, xviii, 34
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Clairvoyance (firamsa): Friends’ gift,
261; healing and, 104; knowledge
and, 112–15; marvels using, 267,
275; saints and prophets, 3, 34, 37

Clothing, 55, 99, 103, 114, 125, 153
Collins, Billy, 256
The Colossal Elephant and his

Spiritual Feats, by Sadı md ad-Dı mn,
247

Companions: burial places in Cairo,
179, 188, 204; clairvoyance, 112;
hagiographies, 9, 133, 144, 220;
imams and, 133–34; knowledge of,
166; stories about, 1–4, 35; virtue of,
122–23

Compendium of History (Majma< at-
tawamrı mkh), by H>amfiz.-i Abrum, 5

Compendium of Marvels (Jammi< al-
karammamt), by Yumsuf an-Nabhamnı m,
219

Confidants, 143, 145–46, 157
Conquest narratives, 4
Conversion: conversion and jihamd, 50–

53; dramatic conversions, 28, 44–50,
127, 129, 269; evolving conversions,
46–48, 67; hagiography, 6; Prophets
and Friends, 11, 254; renunciation of
wealth, 43, 245; Sufis and, 256;
youthful, 41

Cordoba, 69
Cornell, Vincent, 8, 252
Cream of Histories (Zubdat at-

tawamrı mkh), by Sayyid Luqmamn, 5

Dakar (Senegal), 223
Damascus, 39, 51, 148–49, 200, 204,

281
Damr as-siyamda (“house of the Prophet’s

descendants” [sayyids]), 170
Damr as.- s.ulaham, (“house of the

devout/upright ones”), 170
Dargamh (“door-place, court”), 170,

177–78, 186, 208, 226
Darqamwı mya, 45, 171, 201. See also

Sufism
Darshan (“seeing/being seen,”

Hindu), 222

”Dato” (Patimang, Bandang, Tiro), 230
David: Bathsheba, 119; chainmail of,

70, 146; father to Solomon, 23, 33,
54; gift of song of, 93; Jerusalem
and, 187, 197, 198–99; patron, 225

Damwumd at .-T >am,ı m (165/787), 52, 57, 82
Day of the Covenant, 80
Death: after, 80–81, 128, 276–77; angel

of, 20; devotion after one’s, 201, 203,
210, 217, 228–29; faced with, 130;
foreknowledge of, 39; Friends,’ 82–
83, 130–33, 140, 148; martyr, 205–6;
mindful of, 280; near-death, 101,
104–8; prophets,’ 133–40; protection
from, 99; sleep, 277

Deliverance from Error (Al-munqidh
min ad>-d>alaml), by al-Ghazamlı m, 45

Dervish: anecdotes, 60, 125–26; lodges,
176–77, 181–84; Malamati, 154;
meetings, 27, 151, 154; mendicant,
153; Sufis, 140, 176

Devil, 18, 120–22, 124–25, 276–77,
280. See also Iblı ms; Satan

Dhikr (“recollection”), 22, 29, 162, 206
Dhum ‘l-Faqamr, 70, 275
Dhum ‘n-Numn of Egypt (245/860): asce-

tics, 56; <At .t .amr on, 254; death of,
139; dream of, 77; ego-soul, 60;
encounter with famous ascetic, 49–
50; knowledge of miracles and
divine “intoxication,” 255; relation-
ship with Jerusalem, 200; teacher,
71; with women, 159–60

Discourses, 7, 245. See also Malfumz.amt
The Distinction between Friends of the

Merciful and Friends of Satan (Al-
Furqamn bayna awliyam, ar-rahmamn
wa awliyam, ash-shayt.amn), by Ibn
Taymı mya, 281

Diwamn (official of tomb shrine), 211
Dogs, 110–11, 125
Dome of the Rock, 197–98, 221
Donkeys, 111–12, 125
Dragons, 222
Dreams: angels in, 78–9; appearances

of Friends, 30, 69, 80–83, 157; chas-
tisements in, 56, 60, 73;
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Companions’, 3; consolation from,
28; foreknowledge from, 14–17, 31,
46; graveside, 280; God in, 77–78;
guidance, 11, 22, 49, 74, 91; miracu-
lous, 275–77; Muhammad in, 21,
72, 77, 123; mysterious, 88–89; rev-
elation through, 70–71, 126;
rewards in, 50; sanction, 174–76;
spiritual knowledge, 73, 128, 139,
235; tasks, 74–75, 140, 231, 256

Du<am (“supplicatory prayer”), 280
Duwayra (“little house,” dervish facil-

ity), 170

Ego-soul: “deal” with, 58–59; defini-
tion, 50; denied, 62, 193, 266; ego-
nemesis, 60; egotism, 71, 123, 160,
262; war with, 50, 52, 136; woman
as, 162–63. See also Nafs

Egypt: Friends, 28, 49, 57, 71, 75, 99–
100, 113; Jesus in, 34, 198; Joseph
and, 24, 160; law, 202; Memphis,
202; modern, 228; Moses in, 119;
mosques and sites, 86; organization
members, 171; Pharoah stories, 16,
24, 31, 93; saints, 215; writers, 69,
77, 139, 179, 219

Elijah (Ilyams), 31, 68, 131, 193, 262
Elisha, 130
Elucidation of the Difference between

Prophetic Miracles and Saintly
Miracles, Trickery, Divination,
Magic, and Spells, by Ba mqilla mnı m, 
273

Emotions, 128–29, 299n30
Enoch, 69
Esau, 15
Europe, xiii, 8, 281
Eve, 188–89
Exegesis, 45, 92, 167, 264
Ezra, 93

Fad>am,il (“virtues, excellences”), 3, 112,
144, 188

Fahrasa (Chronicle) by Ibn <Ajı mba, 30
Fakhr an-Nisam, (fl. c. 648/1250), 160–

61, 193

Fanakı m, Abum ‘l-<Abbams ibn Ismam<ı ml (fl. 
c. 597/1200), 100–101

Faqr (poverty), 44
Farı md ad-Dı mn Ganj-i Shakar Chishtı m,

Shaykh (644/1265), 61, 164, 215
Farı mdumn, 28
Fasting, 37–38, 44, 57–58, 60–64, 129
Fath> al-Maws.ilı m (220/835), 126
Famt .ima, daughter of Muh>ammad (aka

az-Zahram,, the “Shining One,”
11/633), 20, 35, 84, 160, 156, 200

Famt .ima bint <Abbams of Baghdad
(714/1314), 73

Famt .ima Khamtumn (fl. c. 648/1250), 21–22,
28,

Famt .ima of Manumbı mya, Sayyida
(665/1267), 162, 214

Famt .ima of Nishapur (c. 236/850), 200
Fez (Fams), 200–201
Firamsa, (“insight”), 84, 91, 261, 275.

See also Clairvoyance
Fit.ra (“innate sinlessnes”), 253
Followers: anecdotes, 27, 114; asceti-

cism of, 56, 65; Companions’, 2–4;
dreams of, 80–82; Friends’, 38, 93,
102, 129, 172; hagiography of, 21,
148; institutions, 174, 180, 229; mir-
acles, 106; Muhammad’s, 135, 202,
281; politics and, 225, 247

Food: charity with, 55, 96, 111, 131,
183; corrupt, 51; fasting, 96, 101;
miraculous, 34, 40, 92, 93, 147, 198;
reward, 102–3; ritually pure, 21–22;
sexuality and, 64; symbolic, 53, 57–
62

“Fool for God,” 8. See also
Malammatı mya; Muwallahs;
Qalandars; Zamhid

“Frequented House,” the (al-bayt al-
ma<mumr), 188

“Friends of God”: appearance in
dreams and visions, 80, 82; asceti-
cism, 49, 56, 143–44; associated
with, 171; charity (to poor), 149;
childhood of, 14–15, 20–26; clairvoy-
ance, 113; connection to the unseen,
83–89; controversial, 1–2, 259–60; 
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“Friends of God” (continued)
conversion of, 43, 49, 51–52; death
of, 135; emotion of, 129–30; family,
40; “fools,” 152; founders of com-
munities, 165, 167, 169–70, 174–75;
genres of stories about, 4, 6–9;
hagiography (and media), 218–21,
240–46, 248–51, 261–62; healing
abilities, 103; holy sites, 188, 192,
200, 206–7; Islamization and, 230,
256; institutions, 183–84; knowl-
edge, 92, 165–66, 264–65; miracles,
1–2, 95, 116, 201, 267, 270–75; mod-
ern world and, 213–15, 221, 224–26;
moral Examples of, 145; neediness
of, 119, 121–23; patronage of, 146,
278; pilgrimage sites of, 178–80; pil-
grimage, 194; poetry of, 232–33;
politics and, 151, 231; prophetic
qualities, 97, 270–71; protection and
help (divine), 98, 101, 266; service of
God, 43–45; spiritual journey, 67–
68, 266; spiritual inheritance, 67–69,
72, 262–64; struggle and, 50, 60–61;
symbolism, 70, 224; term, xvi–xviii;
tombs, 176, 207; visions and dreams
of, 73; virtues of, 281; vocation
(including shepherd), 49; warriors,
146–47; women, 156–57, 162, 200;
youth, 35–37, 40

Fud.ayl ibn < Iyamd. (187/803), 47–48,
126, 137, 195

Fust .amt . (Egypt), 244
Futumh>, 4

Gabriel: and Adam and Eve, 188;
Abraham, 23, 189; Elijah, 68;
Friends, 79, 83, 174; hierarchy, 261;
Mary, 18; Moses, 1, 24; Muhammad,
20, 35, 75, 133, 197; vengeance, 93

Gandhi, Mahatma (1368/1948), 221
Garden of the Felicitous (H>adı mqat as-

Su<adam,), by Fuz.umlı m, 318n12
Gazelles, 111
Generations of the Sufis (T>abaqamt as.-

S>ufı mya) by Sulamı m, 6, 242
Genres, 4–7, 141, 235, 240–46, 260

Ghawth (“help”), 89, 227, 253, 265.
See also Assistance

Ghazamlı m, Abum h>ammid al- (505/1111):
comments on death, 134–35; con-
templative vision, 275; intercession,
on, 277–78; legal school, 166; myste-
rious visitors, 86; Revitalization of
the Religious Disciplines, 133; spiri-
tual quest, 45; visitation, 279

Ghamzı m (“warrior”), 148, 253. See also
Warriors

Ghamzı m Miyamn (aka Samlamr Mas<umd,
424/1033), 104, 301n14

Ghilliza, 107
Granada, 61
Gravesites. See Tombs
Great Book of Classification, The

(Kitamb at.-t.abaqamt al-kabı mr) by Ibn
Sa<d, 4

Greater Generations, The (At.-t.abaqamt
al-kubram) by Sha<ramnı m, 253, 255

Gugam Pı mr, 104
Gujarat, 30
Gulbarga, 206
Gumai, 230
Gunung Malang (Mount), 208

H>abı mb al-<Ajamı m (the “non-Arabic
speaker/foreigner,” 156/772), 51, 68,
89, 107, 217

Hamdim Sülaymamn Pamsham (935/1528),
298n58

H>adı mth: anecdotes, 239–40; “Of the
Cave,” 269; childhood stories, 25;
collections, 73, 95–96; Jihad, 50; mir-
acles, 112; Muhammad, 1–2, 124,
144; scholarship, 45, 242; study of,
167, 219; transmitted, 4, 6; visions,
275–77

H>amfiz.-i Abrum (833/1430), 5
Hagar, 124, 189
Hagiography: “classic,” 217, 220; for-

mal, 72; genre of, 4, 7–9, 240–46;
Indian, 22, 84; “living,” 220; narra-
tive devices, 68; oral, 121; Shı m<ı m, 148;
specialists, 219; traditional, 192;
visual, 214, 221
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H>ajj (“pilgrimage”), 37, 66, 79, 187,
194–96

H>ajjı m Bektamsh (Haci Bektash,
669/1270), 116, 151, 154, 171

H>alı mma (wet-nurse of the Prophet), 
25

H>allamj, h>usayn ibn Mans.umr al-
(309/922): conversion, lack of, 44,
63; execution, 63, 118, 136; as inter-
national figure, 216; martyr, 118,
136, 168; miracles, 102, 272;
mother’s dedication, 27; sayings,
167–68

Hamadhamnı m, <Ayn al-Qud.amt
(526/1131), 168, 246

Hamadhamnı m, Sayyid <Alı m, Mı mr
(786/1384), 175, 245, 256, 310n24

H>amdu mn al-Qas .s .a mr (271/884), 152,
279

H>amza (uncle of Prophet, 4/625), 70
H>amza Fans.umrı m (fl. c. 968/1560), 233
H>anafı m law school, 166
H>anbalı m law school, 166
Hannah, 17
H>asan, son of <Alı m (49/669), 20, 35,

156, 203, 217, 222
H>asan of Basra (al-Bas.rı m, 110/728):

asceticism of, 55; conversion of, 47;
as jewel merchant, 46; and miracu-
lous behavior, 107; prayer, 51; saint-
hood, 261; spiritual rank, 68–9, 160;
as teacher, 155; Umm Salama and,
26; visit of, 97

H>asan Teli, 146
Healing, 34, 46, 77, 92, 101–6, 274
Heart: contested, 50; conversion, 40,

43, 45–46, 55, 131; open to God, 28,
123, 270, 275–77; prophets, 261;
purification, 25, 51, 65, 107, 111;
“science of,” 146. See also Spirit

Heaven: ascent to, 16, 131, 189, 197,
222–23; court, 23, 27, 150; descend-
ing from, 69–70, 79; as destination,
77–78, 106, 152; saints in, 81, 203;
sky above, 30, 38; source of help, 93,
136; vision of, 276–78

Hebron (Kiriath-arbah), 176, 198–200

Hell: blocked from, 125; motivation of,
55; as possible destination, 88, 122,
137, 278; revelation of, 77–78

Hendrix, Jimi, 223
Hermeneutics, 237–51
Herod, 24
Hijra (“emigration”), 191, 197
H> ikamya (pl. h>ikayamt), 5–6
Hindus (and Islam), 208, 225–26
Historiography (vis-á-vis hagiogra-

phy), 247
Holiness, 1–2, 7, 31, 122–29, 155–63,

187. See also Piety
Hopkins, Gerard Manley S. J. (1889), 44
Humd: appearance in dream, 69; as

Arabian prophet, 238; birth antici-
pated in dream, 14; builder of wall
in Damascus, 204; childhood of, 23,
27; destroying wind, 93, 98; Mecca,
311n9; staff of, 69

H>udhayl, 103–4
Hujwı mrı m, <Alı m ibn <Uthmamn (465/1072):

as adherent to H>anbalı m school, 166;
conversion accounts, 46; exclusion of
death accounts, 135; “Hadith of
Jurayj,” 25; hagiography with
Companions, 243; Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr,
254–55; miracles of, 265–57, 271–73;
model of spiritual growth by, 128–
29; as “pan-Indian,” 215; theoretical
hagiographies, 259; worldwide influ-
ence of, 217

H>usayn, son of <Alı m (61/680): defeat at
Karbalam,, 134, 205; as global figure,
222; with H>asan, 35, 36fig.; impor-
tance of martyrdom today, 20,
36fig., 212fig., 222; martyrdom of,
35, 134, 148, 156, 212

<Ibamda (“worship”), 43
Iberia, 107, 115, 151, 201, 215. See also

Andalusia
Iblı ms: devices of, 55, 85, 120–21, 132;

foreknowledge of, 18; literature
about, 121. See also Satan

Ibn <Abbamd of Ronda (792/1390), 166,
201
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Ibn <Abbams (c. 68/687), 120, 130
Ibn Abı m Sa<d (fl. c. 545/1150), 39, 53,

82, 103, 110
Ibn <Ajı mba (1224/1809), 30, 41, 45,

124–25, 158, 246
Ibn <Arabı m, Muh>yı m ad-Dı mn (638/1240):

burglars, 98; charity, 149; clairvoy-
ance, 104; death of, 138–39; dream,
69; grave of, 204; hagiography, 215,
243–44; healing, 104; hot coals, 268;
miracles, 96, 115; pilgrimage, 73;
sainthood, theories of, 259, 262–63;
shaykhs, 56, 73, 82, 85, 110, 114;
spiritual children, 28, 38; vision, 73;
visitors, 86, 155

Ibn <Asamkir (627/1230), 72
Ibn <At .am, Allamh al-Iskandarı m

(709/1309), 29
Ibn al-Famrid. (632/1235): death of, 136;

legal school, 166; as poet, 77, 202–3,
232; rejection of proposed memorial
to him, 203; teacher’s death, 139–40

Ibn al-H>akı mm al-Kah>h>aml of Tunis (fl. c.
597/1200), 116

Ibn H>anbal (241/855), 73, 158, 176, 219
Ibn Hishamm (218/833), 3, 6
Ibn Ish>amq (150/767), 3, 18, 95, 288n29
Ibn al-Jawzı m (597/1200), 121, 155, 219,

240
Ibn Khafı mf (371/982): as adherent of

Shamfi ı m school, 166; asceticism of,
60–61; hagiography, 6, 250; lack of
conversion, 44; marriage, 128; mira-
cles and spiritual “intoxication,”
272; Muh>ammad appearing to in
dreams, 75, 77

Ibn Mashı msh, <Abd as-Salamm
(625/1228), 253

Ibn-i Munawwar (c. 599/1202), 28, 39,
250, 252

Ibn Qunfudh (c. 809/1406), 299n30
Ibn as.-S.abbamgh (724/1323 or

733/1332), 244
Ibn Sa<d (230/845), 4
Ibn Taymı mya (728/1328), 73, 280–81
Ibn <Uthmamn (615/1218), 152, 179

Ibramhı mm ibn Adham (161/777): asceti-
cism/fasting of, 59, 110; conversion
of, 47–48; disappearance after death,
138; dream of, 79; encounter with
dragon, 110; pilgrimage of, 192–93;
powers over nature of, 99, 108; wife
of, 127, 157

<I Md al-Ad>h>am (“feast of sacrifice” during
h>ajj), 230

<I Md al-Fit.r (“feast of fast-breaking”),
230

Idioms, 243, 246
Idols, 15–16, 18–19, 92, 191–92
Idrı ms, Mawlay (175/791), 68–69, 130,

200–202, 225, 262
Ilhamm (“inspiration”), 261
Illness, 46–47, 69, 77, 101, 130–40
<Ilm ar-rijaml (“science of men”), 4
Ilyams (Elijah), 31, 68, 133, 137, 262
Imam: as hagiographical type, 148–49,

253; as martyrs, 70, 130, 156, 205,
222; miraculous powers of, 267,
274–75; saints, 180, 229; Shi’ite, 20,
133–34, 203, 217, 278–79; spiritual-
ity of, 154, 206; tales of youth, 34–
35

Imammzamda (“Imam’s descendent”),
170

India: burial sites in, 176, 178, 206,
221; Friends in, 29, 146, 215–16;
hagiography of, 22, 61, 84; literature
of, 242, 245; media of, 223; modern,
and Islam, 226; rituals in, 208

Indonesia: conversion of, 147; Friends
in, 82, 168, 215–16, 219; Muslims
and Friends, 207, 230–31, 256; pil-
grimage in, 224

Infancy narratives, 11, 22–29
Infidelity, 168–69
Insamn al-kammil, al- (“perfect person”),

263
Insight into the Spiritual Ranks

(Bas.am,ir ad-darajamt), by s.affamr al-
Qummı m, 274

Intercession: of Friends, 235; of
Muhammad, 27, 79; prayer for, 229,
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251; theological theories of, 259–62,
267, 275, 277–79

Iran: burial sites in, 205; Christians in,
8; Friends in, 46, 70, 152, 216;
heroes, 28, 238; literature of, 218;
orders in, 154, 171; Persian, 216,
233; revolution (1400/1979) and
politics, 222

Iraq: Christians in, 8; Friends in, 57,
98, 136, 179, 203; modern, 222;
mystics of, 276; sites in, 134, 205

Isaac (Ish>amq): burial, 99, 199; prenatal
signs of prophecy, 17; sacrifice of,
31, 32, 93; sons, 15–16; staff of, 69

Ish>amq ibn Ahmad (fl. c. 287/900), 3, 18,
95, 269, 288n29

Ishmael (Ismam<ı ml), 69, 93, 188–89
Iskandar. See Alexander the Great
Islamization, 219, 226–27, 230–31, 256
<Is.ma (“divinely granted spiritual per-

fection”), 253, 279
Isnamd, 4. See also Chain
Israelites, 40, 70
Isramfı ml, 261
<Izram,ı ml (angel of death), 20

Jacob (Ya<qumb): appearance of in
dream, 78; dream of, 70; gravesite at
Hebron, 199; metaphor of, 15; rela-
tionship to Memphis, 202; staff of,
69

Jadhb (“being drawn”), 8
Ja<far as.-S.amdiq (148/765), iifig., 70
Ja<far Badakhshı m, 245
Ja<far al-H>addamd (fl. c. 287/900), 76
Jahamn amram Begum (1092/1681), 206
Jahamngı mr (1037/1627), 206
Jahm Raqqı m, 209
Jain tradition, 206
Jamam<at-khamna (“assembly hall”), 170
Jammı m, <Abd ar-Rah>mamn (898/1492):

accounts of female friends, 155;
comprehensiveness of hagiogra-
phies, 135, 242; global influence of
writings of, 217; on Rummı m, 38; on
Umm Muh>ammad, 106

Jerez (Andalusia), 38
Jericho, 199
Jerusalem, 176, 178, 188–89, 197–200,

221
Jesus: asceticism of, 55; birth of, 17–20;

child, 24–25, 28, 198; exception to
ordinary mortality, 130–31; gift of
speech at birth, 17–18, 24; identity
as Prophet, 2; importance of, 6, 97,
155, 202; inclusion in universal his-
tory, 5; intrinsic knowledge, 33–34;
miracles of, 54, 93, 94, 97; qualities
of according to Ibn <Arabı m, 262;
knowledge of the divine name, 275;
and young Muh>ammad, 25

Jethro (of Midian), 69, 238
Jihamd (“struggle”), 50–53, 277
Jinn (“creatures of smokeless fire”),

25, 92, 110–12, 120, 297n52
Job (Ayyumb), 55, 120
John the Baptist (Yah>yam), 17, 35, 54,

55, 120, 156
John Paul II, Pope, 223
Jonah (Yumnus), 25, 31, 198, 258fig.
Joseph, husband of Mary, 18, 24, 69–

71, 78, 198, 202
Joseph, son of Jacob (Yumsuf): beauty of,

71, 78, 160; birth of, 14; dreams of,
70–71; heirlooms of, 199fig., 275;
inheritance of prophetic heirloom,
70; maintainer of the cosmos, 262;
original burial spot in Egypt, 202;
virtue of, 124

Joshua, 131
Judaism and Jews, 58, 63, 148; conver-

sion, 48, 63; Jewish scriptures, 23; as
rivals, 34, 121; political aspects, 187;
tradition, 197. See also Torah

Judgment Day, 23
Junayd, Abum ‘l-Qamsim al- (298/910):

on angels, 80; asceticism of, 64, 65;
childhood powers of, 37; clairvoy-
ance of, 37, 61, 113–14; “conversion”
of, 52, 64; death of, 138; mortality
of, 137; as nonregional saint, 217;
power of words of, 104–6; Satan, 55; 
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Junayd, Abum ‘l-Qamsim al- (continued)
as teacher, 64, 149, 251; theological
caution of, 74–75, 122, 272–73; on
Muh>ammad’s vision of God, 276

Jurayj, “Hadith of,” 25–26, 269
Jurayrı m, Abum Muh>ammad (c. 311/924),

166

Ka<ba: depictions of, 221; dreams and,
81–82; Friends and, 84, 116, 173,
192–97; Hajj and, 66, 73, 100, 129; as
holy place, 188; idols and, 16;
Muhammad and, 145; origins, 188–
92; and sacrifice, 18–19; symbol,
203; women and, 20

Kalambamdhı m, Abum Bakr Muh>ammad al-
(c. 384/994): accounts of death of
Prophets and Friends, 135; as adher-
ent to the h>anafı m school, 166; man-
ual on spirituality of, 264;
theoretical discussion of sainthood
of, 122–23, 264, 269–70, 276

Kalamm (“systematic theology”), 72,
166, 261

Kamaml ad-Dı mn Muz.affar (fl. c.
597/1200), 139

Kammil, Al-Malik al- (636/1238), 203
Kanumh, 15
Karammamt (“saintly marvels”), 98–118,

219, 230, 267–75
Karbalam, (Battle of), 134, 148, 203, 205
Karka (ceremony), 210
Karnak (Temple of), 204. See also

Luxor
Karrammı mya, 153
Kashmir, 256
Kamzarumnı m, Abum Ish>amq al- (426/1033):

biography of, 6; as community
builder, 171, 173, 174; as important
Iranian figure, 148; raider, 148

Kamzarumnı mya, 174. See also Sufism
Kamz.imayn, 205
Khadı mja, 17, 84, 156
Khamdim (“servant”), 173, 208, 210–11
Khalwa (“solitude”), 170
Khalwatı mya, 227. See also Sufism
Khamnqamh (Sufi residence), 53

Kharramz, Abum Sa<ı md al- (286/899), 38,
276

Khatm (“seal”), 260, 261, 264
Khat.ra (“passing thought”), 114
Khawamt.ir (“transitory thoughts”), 84
Khidmat (“service at rituals”), 208
Khid.r: appearance of, 48–49, 133, 193;

association with “water” people,
146, 190; in Damascus, 39, 204;
excavation of Ah>mad Yasawı m, 137;
exception to ordinary mortality,
217; international fame of, 217;
knowledge of, 263–65, 275; miracles
of, 91; as “pillar” among Friends of
God, 92, 130, 262; as teacher, 40;
unusual acts of, 56; visions of, 84–86

Khirqa (“patched cloak”), 85
Khuldambamd, 206
Khulumd, 14
Khurasan, 53
Khumsh-liqam, of Konya (fl. c. 648/1250),

161
Kiram Khamtumn (696/1292), 140, 157
Kisam,ı m (597/1200): birth of Abraham,

288n29; comparison of Moses and
Elijah, 31; on death, 130; description
of Adam and Eve’s relationship to
Ka<ba, 189; Joseph and Mary, 18, 24;
Noah, 17, 69; use of Arabic, 6

Knowledge: acquisition of, 26, 28, 31,
33, 40; experiential, 156; foreknowl-
edge, 18, 27, 35, 91; Friends’, 35, 69,
262–66, 271; hagiography, 92; legal,
97, 252; marvelous, 112–17; and
miracles, 92, 107; and power or
authority, 9, 92, 165–69; secret, 69,
91, 249; spiritual, 29, 45, 50, 85,
274–75; symbols of, 82; and youth,
28, 29, 34, 39

Konya (Turkey): Friends in, 140, 148,
160–61, 175; political, 181, 204

Kor River (Iraq), 98
Kufa (Iraq), 205

Laml Beg, 146
Laml Shamhbamz Qalandar (c. 661/1262),

176
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Lazarus (raised by Jesus), 93
Leah, 199
Life of God’s Messenger (Life of

Muh>ammad), by Ibn Ish>amq, 95
Life of the Friends of God (Sı mrat al-

awliyam,, a.k.a. Khatm al-walamya,
The Seal of Sainthood), by
Tirmidhı m, 260–61

Life story (as literary form): and calen-
dar, 208; death of father motif in, 19;
of Friends, 244, 255; and modern
media, 220; spiritual process, 220,
245. See also Sı mra

Lubamba al-Muta<abbida (fl. c. 226/840),
200

Luqmamn of Sarakhs, Sayyid. See
Shaykh Luqmamn of Sarakhs

Lute (instrument; “breaking one’s
lute”), 51, 56–57

Lut.f (“kindly grace”), 279
Luxor (Egypt), 203–4, 227

Madrasa (“place of study”): anecdotes
with Friends, 28–29; institutions,
167, 169, 177, 181, 183; spirituality
of, 174, 202; study, 45

Maghrib, 6, 113, 115, 166, 215, 244
Mahfumz. (“kept safe”), 279
Mahmumd h>ayramn (fl. c. 648/1250), 116
Majdhumb (“drawn”), 8, 253
Makhdumm Faqı mh, <Alı m Mahaymı m, aka

<Alı m Paru (835/1431?), 104
Mahkdumm-i Jahamniyamn Jahamngasht, 104
Makli Hill, 206
Malammatı mya, 154. See also Qalandars;

Sufism
Malangs, 154, 228
Malcolm X (1385/1965), 223
Malfumz.amt (“sayings”), 7, 245. See also

Discourses
Mamlik ibn Anas (179/795), iifig., 160,

293n30
Mamlik ibn Dı mnamr (131/748), 51, 58,

227, 254
Mamlikı m law school, 166
Ma<lumm-i Yamr, 146
Mame Diarra Bousso (1283/1866), 158

Mamlumk dynasty, 244, 320n40
Manamqib (“feats, marvelous accom-

plishments”), 243, 250
Mandala (“cosmic circle”), 208,

313n44
Mangho Pı mr (thirteenth century), 104
Mans.umr ibn <Ammamr (225/839–40), 81
Maqammamt (“stations” of emotional

growth), 129, 245, 280
Ma<rifa (“experiential knowledge”), 167
Marley, Bob, 223
Martyrs: Friends, 148–49, 136, 156,

168, 216; Husayn, 20, 35, 134, 154,
205–6, 222; imams, 70, 130, 149,
156, 222; mystics, 246, 249, 139–40;
sites, 205; suspected infidelity, 168;
type, 1, 253, 280; warriors, 146–48

Ma<rumf al-Karkhı m (200/815), 52, 57,
111, 21

Marwa, 189
Mary: conception and birth of, 17; con-

ception of Jesus, 18; Jesus and, 33,
198; Joseph and, 24, 198; “niche of,”
198; privileged in heaven, 155; sta-
tus of, 273; women, among other,
156

Mas<umdı m (345/956), 5
Ma<s.umm (“sinless”), 279
Matn (“text, body”), 4
Matringe, Denia, 229, 315n21
Mawlawı mya, 171, 204, 215, 236, 250.

See also Sufism
Mawlay Idrı ms (175/791), 200–201
Mawlid (“birthday celebration”), 203,

205. See also Birthday celebrations
Mazamr (“place of visitation”), 171
Mecca: in anecdotes, 73, 101–2, 108;

conversion at, 46; direction of, 136–
37, 187; Friends and, 49; Hajj, 37;
holy sites, among, 68, 82, 178, 188;
Ka<ba and, 188–97, 201; looking for
family at, 25, 127, 157, 159; miracu-
lous travels to, 83, 115; outside of,
66; pilgrimage to, 86, 100, 208; rejec-
tion of Muhammad at, 156; rituals,
116, 310n2; seer at, 34; sorceress
and, 19; Zamzam well, 201
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Medina: holy sites in, 82, 178, 188;
Muhammad in, 145; poor and, 102;
prayer and, 112; tomb, iifig., 75, 187,
221, 277; visit to, 194

Memphis (Egypt), 202
Michael (angel), 20, 261
Middle East, 6, 134, 201, 205, 216–18
Minam, 189
Miracles: accounts of, 106, 247; birds,

111; clairvoyance, 112; evidentiary,
95; Friends, 95–98, 235, 242; gift of,
68; knowledge and, 69, 92; magic
compared to, 95; Mary’s, 156;
Muhammad, 248; power, 91;
prophetic miracles, 92–95; recycled,
224; “saintly,” 207; theological
notions of, 259–60, 267, 269–75;
types of, 254

Morals for the Heart (Fawam,id al-
fu,amd), by Niz.amm ad-Dı mn Awliyam,,
245

Morocco, 92, 169, 171, 200–201, 214–
17. See also Maghrib; North Africa

Moses: birth of, 16; and burning bush,
87; and death, 131, 133; infanthood
of, 12, 23, 156; as “intimate associ-
ate” with God, 88, 275–76; Khidr
and, 264–65; Khomeini as modern,
222; knowledge, 69, 107; miracles,
92–93, 95, 97–98; murder, 118; Place
of Prostration, 139; Pharoah,
against, 23–24, 31, 33; Prophets,
among, 2, 261–62; relics of, 69–70,
275; rod of, 199; tales of, 84–85;
tomb, 199

Mosque: in anecdotes, 7, 39, 58, 86,
161, 205; features of, 204, 280; as
institutions, 167, 183, 206, 228;
meetings, 146, 169–70; particular
mosques, 51, 173–74, 176–77, 197,
198–200; prayer at, 41, 74, 99, 103,
137; Prophet’s, 98, 163, 187

Mothers, 17, 21, 40–41, 157
Mu<amdh ibn Ashras (fl. c. 597/1200), 86
Muh>ammad, Prophet (11/632): appear-

ances in dreams and visions, 68–78,

91, 128, 175, 246; asceticism of, 55–
57; biographer, 18, 220–21, 232, 239;
childhood of, 24–25, 34; Companions
of, 122, 179, 200, 202, 269; death of,
85, 133; dreams and visions, 78–79,
275–79; family of, 19, 34–35, 217;
Followers of, 135; Gabriel and, 20;
grandson, Husayn, 20; grave of, 187;
hagiography of, 144–45, 155, 249;
imams and, 133–34; intercession of,
27; Jerusalem and, 197–98; and Jihad,
50; Ka<ba and, 191–92; knowledge of,
35, 166; miracles, 93, 95–99; preach-
ing, 36, 238; Satan and, 120; sayings
of, 53, 125, 130; “seal” of, 261–62,
264; shepherding of, 41; spiritual
descent from, 9, 74, 215; throne of
God, 88; wife, Umm Salama, 26;
women and, 156

Muh>ammad al-Bamqir. See Abum Ja<far
al-Jawamd

Muh>ammad al-Mahdı m (into “conceal-
ment” 260/872), 205

Muh>ammad ibn <Alı m as-Sanumsı m
(1276/1859), 171

Muh>aqqiq (“fully realized”), 9
Muh>amsibı m, Al-h>amrith al- (243/857), 76,

290n8
Muh>ibb (“lover”), 173
Mu<ı mn ad-Dı mn Chishtı m (633/1236),

171, 186, 206, 208
Mu<jizamt (“prophetic miracles”), 92,

95, 267, 273
Mukamshafat adh-dhikr (“discerning

others’ thoughts”), 91
Mulay al-<Arabı m ad-Darqamwı m

(1239/1823), 171, 201
Multimedia, 223–24
Munamqara (“quarrel, contest”), 116
Munamwı m, <Abd ar-Ra,umf al-

(1031/1621), 156
Munawwar Shamh (1410/1989), 214–15,

227–30
Munkar, 80
Muqat .t .am (hills and mountain), 139,

202–3
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Murambit. (“inhabitant of a ribamt.”), 252–
53

Murshidı mya, 174. See also Sufism
Mumsam Abum <Imramn as-Sadramnı m (fl. c.

597/1200), 115
Muslim (ibn al-H>ajjamj, hadith scholar,

261/875), 239
Mus.t .afam D.arı mr (eighth/fourteenth cen-

tury), 249
Mutamakin, 249
Mu<tazilı m, 265–66, 276, 278
Muwallahs (“ecstatically crazed”), 8
Muwat.t.a,, al-, 293n30

Nabhamnı m, Yumsuf an- (1351/1932), 219
Nafı msa, Sayyida (great-granddaughter

of H>asan, 209/824), 203, 216
Nafs (“soul, ego”), 50, 60, 162. See

also Ego-soul
Najm ad-Dı mn Kubram (617/1220), 171
Nakı mr, 80
Naqshband, Khwamja Baham, ad-Dı mn

(791/1389), 167, 171, 176, 215
Naqshbandı mAssemblies, 242
Naqshbandı mya, 42; figures and Friends,

145, 153, 167; order, 167, 225; rivals,
184. See also Sufism

Nams.ir, Gamaml <Abd an- (Nasser,
1390/1970), 227

Nas.ı mr ad-Dı mn, 161
Nativity narratives, 13–15, 18, 20, 30–

31, 37, 254
Nawawı m, Abum Zakarı mya (676/1277),

255
New Testament, 20, 28, 94
Niche of Mary, 198
Nigeria, 1
Nile, 23, 71, 99, 202–3
Nimrod: Abraham against, 14, 18, 23,

120; bonfire changed to garden, 32,
55, 93, 98, 132; as charlatan, 272;
dreams of, 15; as infant, 15; murders,
16

Niz.amm ad-Dı mn Awliyam, (725/1325), 22,
177, 245

Niz.amm al-Mulk (485/1092), 45

Noah (Numh>): Ark, 120, 189–90, 222;
birth, 16–17; “cave of light,” 69;
descendants of, 202; faith of, 93; Iblis
and, 298n4; Jerusalem and, 197;
Ka<ba and, 189; knowledge, 275;
patron, 225; as witnessing prophet,
97, 261

North Africa: folk art, 222; Friends and
heroes in, 115–16, 216, 231–32,
252–53; hagiography, 6, 112; holy
places, 200; religious tradition, 4,
166, 232, 244, 246; Sufis, 170–71.
See also Maghrib

Numnam Famt .ima bint ibn al-Muthanna (fl.
c. 597/1200), 110

Numr ad-Dı mn Zangı m (570/1174), 219
Numrı m, Abum ‘l-H>usayn an- (295/907),

99, 135
Orders, Sufi. See Chishtı m(ya);

Kamzarumnı mya; Khalwatı mya;
Mawlawı mya; Naqshbandı mya;
Shamdhilı mya; Shat .t .amrı mya

Ornament of the Friends of God
(H> ilyat al-awliyam,), by Abum Nu<aym
al-Is.fahamnı m, 6, 218

Otman Baba, 302n20
Ottoman, 5, 151, 154

Pakistan, 206, 215, 227–28
Pandan Arang (fl. c. 906/1500), 207–8,

231
Panjab, 215–16, 228, 233
Parables, 252–54
Path, spiritual, 88, 173, 250; Sufis, 48,

85, 124, 262; to God, 120, 126;
quests, 67; works about the, 77, 168–
69

Patrons: attention to, 181, 141, 144;
Friends as, 146, 215, 232; reputation
of, 5; works of, 175

Paul, 44
Persia: authors and works of, 5–6, 174,

238, 242–45; heroes and Friends, 5,
47, 171, 173, 200; language, 170,
217–18, 233; Sufis and, 216;
thinkers, 46, 146, 210
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Pharaoh: child Moses and, 12, 16, 23–
24, 31, 33, 222; Joseph and, 70–71;
and magicians, 95, 272; opposition
of, 156, 222; without hope, 116

Piety: depictions of, 11, 21; false, 50;
folk, 2, 153; Friends’, 3, 7, 169, 253;
ideals of, 50, 69, 281; mothers and,
40; pursuit of, 43, 46, 173; unex-
pected, 175

Pilgrimage: anecdotes during, 61, 97,
127, 159, 178; in art, 203; aspects of
devotion, 40, 49, 85–86; charity on,
100, 112; dreams, 73, 79; idols at
Mecca, 191; Noah’s, 189; opposition
to, 100; sites of, 178, 184, 187, 189,
206–8; social importance of, 46, 175,
217, 224–25, 229; themes in Friends’,
192–97, 243; wives and, 157

Pı mr <Alı m Rangrı mz, 146
Pı mr Badr, 146, 222
Pı mr Bukhamrı m, 104
Pı mr Janamniyam, 104
Pole. See Axis
Polemics, 255–56
Prayer: answered, 19; benefits of, 280;

child’s, 29–30; daily, 23; devotional,
221; Friday, 61; mercy, 134; miracu-
lous answers to, 62, 101–2; near
graces, 180; niche, 74; prayer rug,
101, 103; regime of, 56, 60, 108, 187;
spirituality, 40–41; study and, 73;
surrender, 157; unique manner of,
77; unseen, 117; vigil, 110, 196

Preaching, 3, 36; anecdotes while
preaching, 103–4, 126, 161, 221, 248;
Friends’ messages, 55, 144, 238

Prophets (anbiyam,): Abraham, 8; asceti-
cism of, 53–56; death and, 130–33;
dreams and visions, 70–77; Friends
as heirs of, 68–69, 96–97; hagiogra-
phy of, 5–7; infanthood and child-
hood of, 22–25; intercession of,
277–79; Jerusalem and, 197–99;
Ka<ba and, 188–91; miracles, 92–95;
nativity narratives of, 14–19; post-
prophetic, 3–4, 35, 155, 216; and
Prophetic Age, 2; Satan and, 120;

shepherding and, 41, 44; symbols of,
70; theological notions of, 260–63,
267–69; tombs, 187–88; youth of,
30–34

”Prophet’s Mosque.” See Medina
Pundhen (“founding ancestors”), 207,

230

Qamdir Walı m S.amhib, 146, 216, 222
Qamf, Jabal, 208
Qalandars, 153–54, 302n22
Qalb (“heart”), 50. See also Spirit
Qarsumm Bı mbı m (mother of Bambam Farı md, c.

1225), 99
Qawwamlı m, 210, 233
Qayrawamn, 166
Qibla (“direction of prayer”), 197
Qiddı ms (“holy one”), 8
Qı mna, 86
Qis.as. (“tales”), 5–6
Qubba (“dome”), 170
Qudra (“power,” esp. Shı m<ı m), 274
Qudwa (“exemplary authority”), 252
Qualities of the Lovers (S. ifamt al-

<A Mshiqı mn), by Hilamlı m, 318n12
Qur,amn: devotion to, 179; exegetical

works on, 166–67; forgetting, 122;
miracles of, 93; nature of, 238–39;
prayer, 60; Prophetic narratives in,
92; recitation, 22, 38, 56, 125, 210;
reference to clairvoyance, 275; study
of, 37, 40, 75, 115; tutor, 29

Quraysh, 19, 95, 191
Qushayrı m, Abum ‘l-Qamsim al-

(465/1072): clairvoyance, 275;
dreams of Friends, 81; fighting,
anecdotes of, 111; “Hadith of
Jurayj,” 25; hagiography, 217, 243,
277; legal school, 166; miracles, 270–
71; models of spiritual growth, 128–
29; omission of deaths, 135;
theoretical notion in hagiography,
259, 266

Qut.b (“pole, axis”), 9, 40, 86, 253, 265

Rambi<a al-<Adawı mya (185/801): appear-
ance in dream, 80; birth of, 21; death
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of, 137; Friends, among, 160; mira-
cles of, 97; mysticism, 155; “Of
Creation,” 160; prayer, 116; teacher,
155; thief and, 99; travels of, 112,
192; willingness to offend, 59;
youth, 38

Rambit.a (“hermitage”), 170
Raconteurs. See Storytellers
Rad.wamn, Shaykh Ah>mad (1387/1967),

78–79, 148, 215, 227–28
Raiding Stories (Kitamb al-Maghamzı m),

by Wamqidı m, 4
Ramad.amn, 29, 58–59, 72, 230, 232. See

also Fasting
Rashı md ad-Dı mn, 5
Rawalpindi, 25, 212, 228
Rayy, 70
Rebecca, 15, 199
The Remembrance of Death and the

Afterlife, by Ghazamlı m, 133, 294n48,
Remembrances of God’s Friends

(Tadhkirat al-awliyam,), by Farı md ad-
Dı mn <At .t .amr, 6, 218, 241, 243, 250

Resurrection, 60, 79, 126, 137, 199
Revealed law. See Sharia
Revelation of Realities Veiled (Kashf

al-mah>jumb), by Hujwı mrı m, 243
The Revitalization of the Religious

Disciplines, by Ghazamlı m, 133, 279
Ribamt. (“frontier outpost/residence of

spiritual warriors”), 39, 85, 147–48,
170, 174, 252

Rid.am, (Rizam,, eighth Imam, 203/817),
205

Rid.wamn, 78–79
Rightly Guided Caliphs, 4
Rosary of Historical Reports (Subh>at

al-akhbamr), 5
Rumh> (“spirit”). See Spirit
Rukamna, 95
Rumm (eastern “Rome”), 204
Rummı m, Jalal ad-Dı mn (670/1273): appear-

ance in dream, 28, 38; childhood, 28,
38–39; companions, 140, 157,
172fig.; death, 154; dervishes and,
172fig.; devotion, 39; fighting, 148;
grandson, 21–22, 28, 39, 136, 161;

hagiography, 97; legacy, 181–83; as
“master,” 171; and Muhammad,
120; poetry of, 148, 216, 233; as sto-
ryteller, 240, 245; Sultamn Walad
with, 22, 29, 163; tomb of, 175–76,
204, 236fig.; and visits to tombs, 39;
and women, 157, 160–63, 193

Rusul (“messengers”), 322n6. See also
Prophets

Rumzbihamn Baqlı m (606/1209), 40, 72,
263, 289n81

Sa<d ad-Dı mn al-Jibawı m (d. c. 575/1179),
291n15

S.adafı m, t .amhir as.- (after 572/1176):
account of Maghribı m acquaintances,
215; account of man and abdaml, 86;
accounts of regional Friends, 162–
63, 243; as contemporary of at-
Tamı mmı m, 73; encounter with Ibn Abı m
Sa<d, 82, 103; miracle stories of
Gharı mb, 114; and Muh>ammad, 75,
77; pilgrimage, 100, 196–97

S.adaqa (“charitable giving”), 44
Sa<d Ibn Abı m Waqqams. (51/671), 215
Sadı md ad-Dı mn of Ghazna (c. 570/1175),

247–49
Sa<dı m of Shiraz (692/1292), 241
S.amdiq (“truthful one”), 8, 267
S.afam, 73, 189, 292n15
S.affamr Qummı m (c. 290/902), 274
S.afı m ad-Dı mn ibn Abı m ‘l-Mans.umr

(1198/1283), 215, 244, 303n28
Sahl at-Tustarı m (283/896), 37, 261,

267, 279
Sa<ı md of Maykhuramn, 102
“Sainthood,” xviii; false, 272; hagiog-

raphy and, 8, 45, 224, 231; and
prophethood, 259–62; theology of,
235, 264–67, 278

Sakhamwı m, Muh>ammad as- (902/1496),
255–56

Sakhı m Sarwar, 104, 146
Sakı mna (“confirming divine pres-

ence”), 261
S.alamh> ad-Dı mn al-Ayyumbı m (Saladin,

589/1193), 219
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Salar Mas<umd Ghamzı m (426/1034),
302n14

S.alamt (“daily ritual prayer”), 30, 86,
187. See also Prayer

S.amlih> (the prophet), 15, 69, 238
S.amlih> (“righteous one”), 8, 15, 179,

252–53, 322n6
S.amlih> al-Kharramz of Seville (fl. c.

597/1200), 15, 69, 93
Samlik (“wayfarer”), 8, 253
Salı mm Chishtı m, Shaykh (979/1571),

152–53
Salmamn the Persian (36/656), 3, 200
Samam< (“audition, mystical session”),

27, 140, 161, 245, 306n6
Samarkand, 167
Samarra, 205
Samnumn the Lover (c. 298/910), 111,

126
Samuel, 17
Sarah, 16, 124, 189, 198
Sarı m as-Saqat .ı m (253/857): dream about

Joseph and Jacob, 78; knowledge of
Junayd’s dream, 74; as leader of
Umm Muh>ammad, 106; not claimed
as regional or national hero, 217;
relationship with Junayd, 37; renun-
ciation of wealth, 52

Samriya, 112, 298n58
Sarramj, Abum Nas.r as- (378/988), 124,

126–27, 259, 264, 267–69, 275
Satan: angelic properties of, 116, 266,

274; in dreams, 72; duping of mys-
tics, 121, 276; encounter with
Prophets and Friends, 46, 68, 98,
116, 120; friends of, 281; generating
dreams, 277; inability to harm Mary,
156; and Job, 55; reaction to birth of
Solomon, 18. See also Iblı ms

Saviors of the Islamic Spirit (Indian),
219

S.awm (“fasting”), 44
Sayyida Famt .ima (1110/1699, Amadou

Bamba’s great-grandmother), 158
Sayyida Manumbı mya, 161–62, 214. See

also Famt .ima of Manumbı mya

Sayyid Luqmamn, 5
Sayyid Nurbakhsh, Muh>ammad

(869/1465), 171, 303n28, 306n7
Sea: perils in, for Friends, 85, 99–101,

107–8; Moses and Red Sea, 92–93,
95, 97–98

Senegal, 158, 171, 201, 215, 220–24
Seth, 68–69
Seville, 38, 104, 110, 115, 121
Sexuality, 53, 63, 124
Shamdhilı m, Abum ‘l-H>asan ash-, 162, 171,

201, 322n6
Shamdhilı mya, 201, 320n40
Shafam<a (“intercession”), 277. See also

Intercession
Shamfi<ı m, Muh>ammad ibn Idrı ms ash-,

(205/820), 113, 166, 202–3, 230
Shahı md (“martyr”), 253
Shamh Jahamn, Emperor (1076/1666), 206
Shamh Mamdar, 104
Shamh Mumsam Lohar, 146
Shamh Ni<mat Allamh Walı m (834/1431),

171
Shamh Shujam< of Kermamn (273/883), 57,

78, 125
Shamh Sufayd, 104
Shams of Marchena (fl. c. 597/1200),

86, 114–15
Shaqı mq of Balkh (194/810), 52, 160
Sha<ramnı m, <Abd al-Wahhamb ash-

(973/1565), 69, 253, 255, 290n8,
303n28, 320n40

Sharia, 43, 166, 244. See also Revealed
law

Shat .t .amrı mya, 226. See also Sufism
Shaykh al-Mufı md (413/1022), 35
Shaykh Luqmamn of Sarakhs, 5, 37, 53
Shaykh Saddu, 104
Shaykh Siti Jenar (c. 898/1492), 168
Shepherds: with Friends or prophets,

15, 25–26, 49, 102; prophets as, 3,
34, 41, 44

Shiblı m (334/945), 7, 13, 76, 116, 166
Shı m<ı m Imams: commemoration of, 205;

deaths of, 130, 133–35; martyrs, 70,
130, 148–49, 156–57, 205; miracles
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of, 267, 274–76, 278–79; modern
symbols of, 222; origin of, 20, 34–
35; prophetic connection, 70, 217;
spirituality of, 63

Shı m<ı m Muslims: community of, 15, 205;
devotion, 154, 205; theology, 20,
259, 267, 274–75

Shining Stars of the Biographies of
the Masters of Sufism, by Munamwı m,
156

Shirk (“worship of other than God”),
81, 148, 281

Shrines: authority and, 177; behavior
at, 208; cities and, 204–6; and devo-
tion to Friends, 176, 180; impressive,
229; pilgrimage to, 178, 184, 200,
225; tombs, 170, 174, 179, 181, 217

Shu<ayb, 69, 238
Shushtarı m (668/1269), 232
S.iddı mqı mya (“authenticity”), 263
S.iddı mqumn (“authentic ones”), 263,

306n6
Sı mdı m <Adı my ibn Musamfir, 113
Sı mdı m <Amr al-Fayyamsh (late twentieth

century), 214, 231
S.iffı mn, battle of (36/656), 149
Silsilas (“chain/lineage”), 171
Simnamn, Persia, 174
Simnamnı m, <Alam ad-Dawla as-

(736/1336), 46, 174
Sindhi, 215, 233
Sı mra (“biography”), 220. See also Life

story
Siti Jenar (late eighth/fourteenth cen-

tury), 168
Sitı m s.amlih>a, 157
Siyar (“exemplary life stories”, pl. of

sı mra), 3, 243
Smiles, importance of, 126, 129, 139
Soekarno (first president of Indonesia,

1388/1968), 231
Solomon: burial place of, 198; chair of,

198; and languages of nature, 93,
110; loss of power, 119; miracles, 98,
107, 273; pilgrimage, 191; relics, 70,
275; temple, 197; youth, 18, 23, 33

Sorcery, 93, 95, 274
South Asia: culture of, 146, 221, 224,

233; famous sites in, 177, 206–7;
Friends in, 99, 104, 134, 154, 176; as
home of Friends, 22, 170–71, 206,
215, 225; Muslims in, 256, 306n7,
307n9

Southeast Asia, 6, 155, 206–7, 233, 256
Spain, 6, 74, 104, 147, 244. See also

Andalusia
Spirit: guardian, 207, 230–31, 262; per-

sonal, 45, 48, 50, 162, 266. See also
Heart

Stories of important religious figures:
in culture and society, 235–37, 255;
of Friends, xiv–xvii. See also
Storytellers

Storytellers, 6, 44, 159, 220, 240
Subkı m, Ta mj ad-Dı mn as- (771/1370), 

255
Sufism: on the affections, 129, 139–40;

development of hagiographical texts,
6, 8–9, 165–66, 241–45; important
sites of, 148, 150, 155, 177, 180–81,
206–7; miracles and visions in, 81,
83–86, 108, 267; in North Africa,
158, 162, 201; the Order, 169–75,
225–27; practices of, 13, 28, 38, 45–
46, 48–49, 124; spirituality and
manuals, 259, 261–65, 269–72. See
also Orders, Sufi

Sufyamn ath-Thawrı m (161/777), 21, 37,
44, 80, 111, 138

Suhrawardı m, Abum h>afs. <Umar as-
(632/1234), 29, 171

Suhrawardı m, Abum ‘n-Najı mb <Abd al-
Qamhir as- (563/1168), 171

Sulamı m, <Abd ar-Rah>mamn as-
(412/1021), 6, 152, 166, 217, 242

Sulayman (the Magnificent), Sultan
(974/1566), 236

Sult .amn Bamhum (1102/1691), 233
Sultan Mehmet, 151, 302n20
Sult .amn Walad (628/1231): relationship

with nurse, 161, 163; relationship
with Rummı m, 40, 97, 161, 163; 
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Sult .amn Walad (continued)
relationship with wife, 21–2;
traveling, 170;

Sunan Kalijaga (ninth/fifteenth cen-
tury), 168, 316n24

Sunan Pangung, 168
Sunnı m, 15, 73, 113, 134, 149, 166, 203,

216, 220, 225, 259, 271, 275, 279,
320n40

The Sustenance of Hearts (Qumt. al-
Qulumb), by Abum T>amlib al-Makkı m, 46

Suyumt .ı m, Jalaml ad-Dı mn (911/1505), 255
Symbolism: of actions, 159; food and

fasting, 57–58, 63; fools, 152; knowl-
edge of, 82; lodges, 183; martyrs,
222; numbers, 201; Prophets, 69, 70,
189, 222–3; and sexuality, 63; of vis-
its, 177, 188, 191

Syria, 19, 34, 100, 148, 176, 179, 200,
204

T>abaqamt (“categories”), 4, 6, 318n11
T>abarı m (311/923), 5
Tadhikrat al-awliyam,, by <At .t .amr. See

Remembrances of God’s Friends
Tadhkira (“memorial, remembrance,

recollection”), 243, 318n12
Tamdilı m, Abum Yaqumb Yumsuf ibn Yah>yam at-,

aka Ibn az-Zayyamt (617/1221), 57,
62, 155, 292n57

Tales of God’s Friends, Islamic
Hagiography in Translation, 85, 237

Tales of the Prophets (Qis.as. al-
anbiyam,), 5–6, 14–17

Tanta, 203
T>arafı m of Cordova (454/1062), 6
T>arı mqa (“way or path”), 169–70, 173,

180, 184
Tarjama (“biographical notes”), 243
Tashkent (present-day Uzbekistan),

167
Tawba (“repentance”), 43. See also

Conversion
Ta<zı mya (“passion plays”), 134
Tehran, 46, 70, 218
Temple Mount (Jerusalem), 197
Terah, 23, 287n6

Tha<labı m (428/1036): hagiographies of,
16–18; narration of creation story,
249; Noah and the Ka<ba, 298n4;
role of Iblis, 120; story of Adam’s
pilgrimage to India, 311n5; story of
Jesus and bird of clay, 93; story of
Joseph and Mary, 24; use of apoc-
ryphal stories of Jesus, 34; use of
Arabic, 15

Theology, Islamic, 133, 166–67, 235,
261, 279

Theory, hagiographical, 235, 259–62,
264, 267, 322n4

Tiberias, Lake, 199
Tigris: as depository for ashes, 116; in

miracle story with Bamyazı md, 97; in
miracle story with Rummı m, 39; role in
miracle stories, 107–8; as site of
renunciation, 65

Tirmidhı m, Al-h>akı mm at- (285/898), 40,
45–46, 123, 166, 245, 259–65

Tombs: of Friends, 74–75, 80, 154, 165,
226; large, 38, 152; of Prophets, 39,
176, 179; regional sites, 201–11, 214,
217; as shrines, 170, 174, 177, 181,
183, 221; speech from within, 84;
and visitation, 175, 179, 224, 279–81

Torah, 23, 31, 48
Touba, 174–75, 201, 312n30
Traditionism, 27, 255
Travel: anecdotes of, 34, 47–48, 159; to

desert, 75; of Friends, 60–62, 167;
and imagination, xiv; to Mecca, 25,
37, 83, 112, 178; miraculous, 92–93,
96–97, 115–16, 148; via sea, 108

Treatise (ar-Risamla), by Qushayrı m, 243,
259, 277

Tunis, 116, 161–62, 166, 214, 227, 231
Turba (“earth”), 170
Turkestan, 224–25, 317n29
Turkey, 132, 153–54, 170–71, 236
Typology, 151, 188, 253–55, 287n13,

300n1

Uighurs, 224–25
<Umar ibn <Abd al-<Azı mz (102/720),

219
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<Umar ibn al-Khat .t .amb (23/644), 26
Umm Hamrumn, 200
Umm Muh>ammad, 106
Umm Salama, 20, 26
<Umra (the “lesser” pilgrimage), 187,

310n2
”Universal histories,” 5–6
Universal History (Jammi< at-

tawamrı mkh), by Rashı md ad-Dı mn, 5
<Urs (“wedding to God,” death

anniversary), 210, 313n75
<Uthmamn ibn Abı m ‘l-Atı mka, 111
<Uthmamn ibn <Affamn (35/656), 4
Uways al-Qaranı m (37/657), 3, 58, 68,

149
<Uzla (“seclusion, withdrawal”), 44

Vaishali, 226, 315n18
Vashnavite tradition (Hinduism), 226
Visions: of angels, 78; appearance of

Friends in, 216; contemplation of,
266–67; divine communications in,
39, 68, 70, 77–78, 174; Friends’, 178,
227, 235, 260, 275–80; knowledge,
29, 73, 106, 136; Muhammad in,
246. See also Dreams

Visitors from the unseen world:
Friends’, 113–16, 123, 131, 133; pil-
grimage and, 79; and shepherd, 102–
3; as spiritual patron, 11, 84–88, 139

Wafam,, <Alı m al- (807/1404), 75
Wafam,, Muh>ammad al- (760/1359), 28–

29
Wah>y (“prophetic revelation”), 261
Walamya (“saintly authority”), xviii, 8,

260, 264–65
Walı m, 230, 253, 260, 265
Waliala (“Friend of God”) 230–31
Wali songo (“Nine Friends,” of

Indonesia), 207, 219: and knowledge,
168; as missionaries, 230, 256; popu-
larity of, 215–16, 224

Waqf (“pious endowment”), 167, 183,
305n5, 306n7, 307n9

Wamqidı m, al- (208/823), 4
Wara<, (“spiritual reticence”), 43

Waraqa ibn Nawfal, 19
Warriors: Friends as, xvi, 134, 145–49;

and jihad, 50; spiritual, 170;
supreme, 231–32; title of, 253. See
also Martyrs

Wasila ben <Ammamr (second half
twentieth century), 231

Watad (hagiographical type), 252
Wives of Muh>ammad, virtues of, 3
Wolper, Sara, 181, 183, 308–17
Women, xvi, 13, 17, 73, 200, 214, 303–

5. See also names of individual
women

Xinjiang (China), 224–25, 315n17

Yah>s.ubı m, Abum Marwamn al- (552/1157),
148, 291n29

Yah>yam ibn <Ammamr ash-Shaybamnı m
(408/1017), 36

Yah>yam ibn Mu<amdh of Rayy (ar-Ramzı m,
258/872), 70

Yah>yam ibn Sa<ı md al-Qat .t .amn (198/813),
77

Yanbum<, 103
Ya<qumbı m (284/897), 5, 317n7
Yasawı m, Ah>mad al- (c. early

seventh/thirteenth century): death
of, 137, 154; hagiography, 215; mira-
cles of, 38; organization, 171; shrine,
184

Yasawı mya, 137, 171, 184, 215. See also
Sufism

Yazı md, 134, 149
Yemen, 68
Yumnus Emre (c. 720/1321), 154, 232–

33
Yumsuf Abum ‘l-H>ajjamj, Sı mdı m (641/1243),

98
Yumsuf ibn al-H>usayn (304/916), 70, 72,

123
Yumsuf of Makasar, Shaykh

(1111/1699), 218

Zamhid (“renunciant”), 9
Zakarı mya, 17–18, 156, 198, 273, 298n2
Zamzam, well of, 189, 201, 311n7
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Zamwiya (“corner, cell”), 162, 170, 232,
305n6, 306n7

Zayda, 78–79
Zaynab, Sayyida (sister of H>usayn,

62/682), 203, 205, 216, 303n31
Zaynab al-Qal,ı mya (fl. c. 597/1200),

296n13

Zipporah, 69
Ziyamra (“visitation”), 17, 26, 164, 178–

80, 286, 312n3
Zoroaster, 5
Zuhd, 9, 43, 53. See also Asceticism
Zulaykham, (wife of Pharaoh’s minister),

71, 75, 78, 124
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